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Samenvatting:

Een diagnose van het moderne leven: Robert Musils Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften
als een kritisch-utopisch project

Het werk van Robert Musil wordt niet enkel geprezen om zijn literaire kwaliteiten maar
ook omwille van zijn originele theoretische rijkdom. Zonder het literaire aspect te
veronachtzamen, of een ‘theorie’ los te willen koppelen van de literaire vorm, kan men
niettemin zijn oeuvre opvatten als een omvattende en complexe cultuurkritiek. Musil
beschouwde zijn magnum opus Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften niet als een historisch portret
van de laatste jaren van het Oostenrijks-Hongaarse keizerrijk, maar als een kritische analyse
van bepaalde problematische culturele, intellectuele en maatschappelijke tendensen. Deze
tendensen waren verre van verdwenen na de Eerste Wereldoorlog. Zijn werk is opgevat als
een interventie in vastgeroeste en steeds terugkerende reacties op de enorme uitdagingen van
de moderne tijd. Behalve in het hoofdwerk Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften werkte Musil zijn
cultuurkritiek uit in talrijke essays en notitieboeken. Een moeilijkheid met zijn werk is het
vaak onafgewerkte en fragmentarische karakter van zijn teksten. Hij bleef tot aan zijn dood
zoeken naar de juiste vorm om zijn kritische reflecties uit te werken.
Musils werk is niet altijd positief onthaald. Zeker op het vlak van cultuurkritiek hadden
sommige critici bedenkingen bij Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften. Deze bedenkingen werden
het scherpst geformuleerd door Georg Lukács. Het is verhelderend deze kritiek nader te
bekijken omdat op deze manier de belangrijkste vragen duidelijk worden die elke studie van
Musils werk als een cultuurkritiek dient te beantwoorden. Volgens Lukács was Musils kritiek
een totale afwijzing van de realiteit en kon hij bijgevolg ook geen duidelijk doel geven aan
zijn kritiek. Musil zou zich verliezen in het literair-utopisch exploreren van abstracte
mogelijkheden, als een vlucht uit de concrete maatschappelijke realiteit. Dat Musil zijn roman
niet kon afwerken was een voorspelbaar gevolg van het feit dat hij geen concreet doel had met
zijn roman opgevat als een maatschappijkritiek. Symptomatisch voor dit soort vlucht uit de
realiteit in een literair utopia is een obsessie met het pathologische, waar Der Mann ohne
Eigenschaften, aldus Lukács, een extreem voorbeeld van zou zijn. Deze bedenkingen komen
neer op drie vragen, die door de jaren heen in verschillende vormen terugkeren in de studies
over Musil. Ten eerste: wat is het juist dat Musil kritisch wil behandelen en hoe werkt dit
proces van kritiek in Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften? Ten tweede: als Musils werk opgevat
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kan worden als een cultuurkritiek, wat was dan zijn doel met deze kritiek? Ten derde: wat is
de functie van al het ‘pathologische’ gedrag in zijn algemene cultuurkritiek? Het zijn deze
drie complexe en, zoals ik duidelijk probeer te maken, hecht met elkaar verweven vragen die
ik zal proberen te beantwoorden in de drie hoofdstukken.
Het eerste hoofdstuk behandelt het kritische aspect van Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften. Om
te begrijpen waarin Musil juist wilde tussenkomen, is het cruciaal om zijn opvattingen over
moraliteit en ideologie te verduidelijken. Deze onderwerpen worden echter enkel
gefragmenteerd behandeld in zijn teksten, zoals in het belangrijke maar onafgewerkte essay
Der deutsche Mensch als Symptom. In dit essay gaat Musil radicaal in tegen de
nationalistische of rassentheoretische opvattingen over de mens. Hij stelt dat de mens in
wezen ‘vormeloos’ is, maar dat hij of zij tot in de kleinste details wordt gevormd door de
gangbare morele codes. Moraliteit heeft bij Musil een psychologische functie. Mensen nemen
de gangbare morele voorschriften, inclusief waarden, gewoonten en rolpatronen, aan om
existentiële angst over hun levenskeuzes en identiteit te vermijden. De rol van ideologie is het
faciliteren en verstevigen van de verwevenheid van mensen met de gangbare morele codes.
Sinds het einde van de negentiende eeuw waren er echter drastische veranderingen in de
maatschappij. De steeds versnellende impact van de moderniteit veranderde de leefwijze en
maatschappelijke orde in een snel tempo. De oude morele richtlijnen waren plots hopeloos
verouderd voor de complexiteit van het leven in de moderne grootstad. Dit creëerde een
situatie waarin mensen de maatschappelijke complexiteit steeds minder begrepen, maar
tegelijk niet meer konden geloven in de oude orde.
Musil was van mening dat hoe meer de morele richtlijnen onder druk kwamen te staan, hoe
meer paniek en onrust dit veroorzaakte, waardoor mensen zich des te fanatieker gingen
vastklampen aan een ‘versteende’ moraliteit. Men keerde zich af van het heden en verlangde
naar een geromantiseerd verleden of geïdealiseerde noties van staat, natie of ras. Het onbegrip
over de moderne tijd ging gepaard met een verlangen naar daden die alle verwarring
ongedaan zou maken, hoe destructief ook, naar verlossers of naar een gevoel te behoren tot
een ordelijk geheel.
Als dit de situatie was waarin Musil zich bevond, op welke wijze wilde hij deze
problematiek dan benaderen? Musil gaf de poging op om een theoretisch essay te schrijven
over de problemen van de tijd en verkoos de meer flexibele romanvorm om een kritiek te
leveren op bepaalde tendensen. Kritiek mag hier niet gehoord worden als afwijzing. Musils
keuze voor het woord ‘symptoom’ is erg belangrijk. Het heeft geen zin symptomen af te
wijzen of gewoon te beschrijven. Musil verkoos zijn kritiek meer te zien als een proces of een
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ervaring. Het gaat erom symptomatische tendensen te bewerken in een wendbaar proces en
niet om ze aan te kaarten in een theoretisch traktaat. Kritiek is geen oordeel of een
veroordeling. Noch is het een polemiek waarbij men de keuze maakt voor één van twee
tegenstrijdige opvattingen. Kritiek is het proces waarbij men de manier problematiseert
waarop een bepaald probleem wordt verwoord of benaderd. Het problematiseert de repetitieve
patronen waarin de benadering van een probleem vastgeroest is en laat herformuleringen van
het probleem toe. In de redevoering Über die Dummheit schreef Musil dat mensen niet langer
in staat waren om de uitdagingen van de tijd juist in te schatten en de juiste vragen te stellen.
Tegenover deze vastgeroeste onmacht stelde Musil het belang van het erkennen van
vergissingen. In plaats van te pleiten voor onbetwistbare morele richtlijnen of het
naturaliseren van een fictieve orde (op basis van natie of ras), bepleitte Musil een flexibele
ethiek die geïnspireerd is door de moderne wetenschappen. In de wetenschap is een hypothese
tijdelijk tot er nieuwe en betere hypotheses kunnen worden geformuleerd. Musil was van
mening dat de moderne tijd niet moet afgewezen worden, maar dat hij juist een rijkdom aan
nieuwe mogelijkheden biedt. De complexiteit van het heden moet benaderd worden met een
flexibele ethiek, die naargelang van nieuwe feiten en uitdagingen steeds kan worden
bijgestuurd en aangepast. In deze zin is Musil niet tegen ideologie op zich. Mensen hebben
richtlijnen nodig. Maar in plaats van een versteende of genaturaliseerde ideologie, die geen
enkele twijfel toelaat, is er een wendbare, functionele ideologie nodig die open is voor
verandering en steeds kan worden bijgestuurd.
Cruciaal in Musils visie is het begrip Möglichkeitssinn. Mogelijkheidszin is het besef dat
de realiteit ook anders en beter had kunnen zijn. Met zijn kritiek wilde Musil de vastgeroeste
reacties op de moderniteit openbreken, zodat andere mogelijkheden experimenteel konden
worden uitgetest. Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften zag hij als een laboratorium om een nieuwe
vorm van ethiek te ontwikkelen. Met het begrip mogelijkheidszin zijn we reeds bij het tweede
hoofdstuk beland: Musils utopisme.
‘Utopie’ is woord dat Musil zelf gebruikt, maar op een andere manier dan de meer
gangbare connotaties van dat begrip. Het utopisme van Musil wordt vaak geassocieerd met
bepaalde concrete utopische suggesties in Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften, zoals zijn
Essayismus of de mystieke ‘andere toestand’. Het Musil-onderzoek is lang geobsedeerd
geweest met de vraag wat het einde van de roman geweest zou zijn indien Musil langer had
geleefd. Men gaat er dan van uit dat het vermeende einde een soort finale, normatieve
conclusie zou zijn: het uiteindelijke utopische voorstel van Musil. Sommige onderzoekers
claimen dat er een soort hiërarchie zit in de verschillende utopische experimenten in het boek.
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In dit hoofdstuk beargumenteer ik dat Musils utopisme niet gereduceerd kan worden tot de
reeks concrete utopische voorstellen in de roman, noch tot de vraag naar het vermeende einde
ervan. De meeste Musil-onderzoekers zijn het er vandaag over eens dat Der Mann ohne
Eigenschaften niet afgewerkt kon worden en dat dit inherent voortkomt uit de experimentele
ethiek die Musil voor ogen had. Naast het exploratief-utopische aspect van het boek, het
zoekende en experimentele proces wat nooit tot een definitief einde kan komen, bepleit ik de
aanwezigheid van een kritisch-utopisch aspect. Dit kritisch utopisme is niet uit op een bepaald
utopisch doel of een normatief ideaal, maar is gericht op het aanboren van de verschillende
mogelijkheden die in de realiteit aanwezig zijn. Dit utopische komt voort uit het kritische
proces en is er onlosmakelijk mee verbonden.
Het utopisme van Musil moet dus onderscheiden worden van de vormen van utopisme die
fanatiek één toekomstig ideaal voor ogen hebben, waarnaar men met alle macht moet streven.
Meer nog, het kritisch utopisme van Musil vormt juist een tegengewicht tegen de
alomtegenwoordige onkritische en fanatieke vormen van utopisme. Verder probeer ik Musils
utopisme te verduidelijken door het te vergelijken met de theorieën van Lukács over reïficatie,
het utopisme van Bloch en de visie van Nietzsche over geschiedenis. Ten slotte toon ik aan
dat Musils houding ten opzichte van de groeiende vrouwenbeweging kan begrepen worden
vanuit dit kritisch-utopische aspect van zijn werk.
In het derde hoofdstuk probeer ik de vraag van Lukács en anderen te beantwoorden
waarom er zoveel pathologisch gedrag is in Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften. De functie van het
‘pathologische’ in Musils werk kan enkel begrepen worden in het licht van zijn kritischutopische intenties om een interventie te doen in een bepaalde situatie. Het aspect van het
‘pathologische’ valt uiteen in drie met elkaar verweven deelaspecten. Ten eerste vergelijkt
Musil zijn tijd met het gedrag van patiënten in een psychiatrische instelling, zoals hij die had
gezien tijdens een bezoek aan Rome. Terwijl de opvatting dat de tijd ziek of waanzinnig zou
zijn bijna een gemeenplaats was in Musils tijd, werkt Musil dit heel anders uit dan veel van
zijn tijdgenoten. Uit verschillende van zijn teksten, van de allereerste tot de laatste, probeer ik
een Musiliaanse theorie over het pathologische samen te stellen. Voor Musil was er wel
degelijk iets pathologisch of pathogeen aan de tijd en dit was meer bepaald een vorm van
affectief-compulsief gedrag dat ontstond uit een ondraaglijke druk. Het onbegrip over de
snelle veranderingen en de maatschappelijke complexiteit, samen met de nood aan orde en
verlossing, veroorzaakte een wilde, destructieve vorm van gedrag. Maar hoe wild en
luidruchtig dit gedrag ook was, het was volstrekt inadequaat voor de problemen van de tijd.
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Dit brengt ons bij het tweede deelaspect. Reeds in het vroege essay Das Unanständige und
Kranke in der Kunst wees Musil krachtig de tendens af om nieuwe vormen van kunst af te
keuren als iets ‘pathologisch’. In deze context is het gebruik van klinische termen als
‘pathologisch’ een louter retorisch instrument om nieuwe vormen van kunst moreel af te
keuren. Voor Musil is dit dus een problematisch deel van de gangbare rigide moraliteit die
met veel angst alle vormen van vernieuwing als een bedreiging ziet. Net zoals Nietzsche
geschreven heeft dat de ergste vormen van ziekte voortkomen uit de strijd tegen ziekte, werkt
dit soort morele retoriek juist een pathogene situatie in de hand. Het afkeuren van nieuwe
kunstvormen in een klinisch taalgebruik, wat uiteindelijk zou culmineren in de Nazi-retoriek
over Entartete Kunst, draagt juist bij tot de instandhouding van een effectieve vorm van
pathologie.
Het derde deelaspect is een meer positieve functie van het pathologische in de zoektocht
naar een nieuwe ethiek. De invloed van Nietzsche op Musil is hier belangrijk. Nietzsche wilde
de ziekte van de tijd niet zozeer afwijzen, maar eerder de verhouding die men tot de ziekte
had veranderen. Het is de reactie erop die pathologisch kan zijn of niet. In Der Mann ohne
Eigenschaften is Ulrich iemand die net als alle anderen is blootgesteld aan de problemen en
druk van de moderne tijd. Maar in plaats van dit af te wijzen of te vluchten in abstracte
idealen, wil Ulrich de positieve, transformerende kracht van de impact van de moderniteit
aanvaarden en ervan gebruik maken om nieuwe levenswijzen te exploreren. Ulrich is niet
zozeer geïnteresseerd in een polemische relatie tot de anderen of in het afwijzen van hun
opvattingen, maar in het problematiseren van de repetitieve, symptomatische reacties op de
uitdagingen van de tijd. Deze reacties worden als het ware bewerkt zodat andere en betere
mogelijkheden om deze uitdagingen te benaderen kunnen worden gevonden. Ulrich aanvaardt
de capaciteit tot veranderlijkheid en de nieuwe mogelijkheden die de moderniteit met zich
meebrengt als een positief proces, mits het vergezeld wordt van een degelijke, flexibele
ethiek. De monsterlijke aspecten in Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften tonen enerzijds de
monsterlijke excessen aan van een te rigide moraliteit, zoals in het Nationaal-Socialisme, en
anderzijds het feit dat de gangbare normen niet langer volstaan en dat nieuwe en betere
normen ontwikkeld moeten worden.
Om de verschillende aspecten van het pathologische in Musils werk te verduidelijken
bespreek ik tevens de theorieën van Georges Canguilhem over normaliteit en pathologie, en
ook de redenen waarom Musil kritisch was over Freud en zijn psychoanalyse. Verder is een
lezing van Nietzsche over ziekte en immuniteit, zoals die ontwikkeld is door Roberto
Esposito, cruciaal in mijn betoog.
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Ten slotte behandel ik in een postscript een steeds terugkerende vraag: hebben de ideeën
van Musil een zekere relevantie voor de politieke en sociale problemen in onze tijd? De
Belgische theateradaptatie van Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften suggereert een prangende
gelijkenis tussen de situatie in Kakanië beschreven door Musil en de huidige politieke, sociale
en economische crisis. In de besprekingen van het stuk in de kranten werd deze gelijkenis
enerzijds bevestigd, maar anderzijds was er ook terughoudendheid over de mogelijkheid om
twee totaal verschillende tijdperken met elkaar te vergelijken. Bovendien stelde men zich de
vraag welke lessen men dan zoal moest trekken uit het stuk of Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften.
De hedendaagse relevantie van Musils werk wordt tevens gesuggereerd door verschillende
hedendaagse Musil-onderzoekers. In het postscript probeer ik voorzichtig de vraag te
beantwoorden of we inderdaad iets kunnen leren uit Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften wat betreft
de hedendaagse crisissfeer.
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Glossary of abbreviations:

All German citations are from Robert Musil: Klagenfurter Ausgabe. Kommentierte digitale
Edition sämtlicher Werke, Briefe und nachgelassener Schriften. Mit Transkriptionen und
Faksimiles aller Handschriften. Herausgegeben vom Walter Fanta, Klaus Amann und Carl
Corino. Klagenfurt: Robert Musil-Institut der Universität Klagenfurt. DVD-Version 2009.

Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften:
MoE I: Musil, KA; LESETEXTE; Band 1, Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften – erstes Buch
MoE II: Musil, KA; LESETEXTE; Band 2, Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften – zweites Buch
MI: Musil, KA; TRANSKRIPTIONEN & FAKSIMILES, NACHLASS Mappen, Weitere
Mappen, Vortrag 128-135, Moosbrugger im Irrenhaus. Eine Kartenpartie.

Other prose writings, drama and stories:
VZT: Musil, KA; LESETEXTE; Band 5, Die Verwirrungen des Zöglings Törless
NL: Musil, KA; LESETEXTE; Band 8, Nachlass zu Lebzeiten
VF: Musil, KA; LESETEXTE; Band 7, Dramen, Vinzenz und die Freundin beteundender
Männer.

Public addresses:
RRF: Musil, KA; LESETEXTE; Band 9, Reden, Rede zur Rilke-Feier
DDZ: Musil, KA; LESETEXTE; Band 9, Reden, Der Dichter in dieser Zeit
UD: Musil, KA; LESETEXTE; Band 9, Reden, Über die Dummheit

Essays:
UKK: Musil, KA; LESETEXTE; Band 12, Essays, Das Unanständige und Kranke in der
Kunst
PBM: Musil, KA; LESETEXTE; Band 12, Essays, Politisches Bekenntnis eines jungen
Mannes
SED: Musil, KA; LESETEXTE; Band 12, Essays, Skizze der Erkenntnis des Dichters
AD: Musil, KA; LESETEXTE; Band 12, Essays, Der Anschluss an Deutschland
NIW: Musil, KA; LESETEXTE; Band 12, Essays, Die Nation als Ideal und Wirklichkeit
HE: Musil, KA; LESETEXTE; Band 12, Essays, Das Hilflose Europa oder Reise vom
Hundertsten ins Tausendste
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GE: Musil, KA; LESETEXTE; Band 12, Essays, Geist und Erfahrung
ANA: Musil, KA; LESETEXTE; Band 12, Essays, Ansätze zu neuer Ästhetik
FGM: Musil, KA; LESETEXTE; Band 12, Essays, Die Frau gestern und morgen
DMS: Musil, KA; LESETEXTE; Band 15, Fragmente aus dem Nachlass, Essayistische
Fragmente, Der deutsche Mensch als Symptom
DMSN: Musil, KA; KOMMENTARE & APPARATE; Werkkomntare, Band 15, Fragmente
aus dem Nachlass, Essayistische Fragmente, Das Essaybuch, Der deutsche Mensch als
Symptom
BL: Musil, KA; LESETEXTE; Band 15, Fragmente aus dem Nachlass, Essayistische
Fragmente, Bedenken eines Langsamen

From the diaries:
FT: Musil, KA; LESETEXTE; Band 16, Frühe Tagebuchhefte 1899-1926
ST: Musil, KA; LESETEXTE; Band 17, Späte Tagebuchhefte 1928-1918
TH8: Musil, KA; TRANSKRIPTIONEN & FAKSIMILES, NACHLASS Hefte, Heft 8 „Die
20 Werke I“
TH10: Musil, KA; TRANSKRIPTIONEN & FAKSIMILES, NACHLASS Hefte, Heft 10
„Hohes Notizbuch“
TH19: Musil, KA; TRANSKRIPTIONEN & FAKSIMILES, NACHLASS Hefte, Heft 19
„Braun Quart“ „Kehraus“
TH25: Musil, KA; TRANSKRIPTIONEN & FAKSIMILES, NACHLASS Hefte, Heft 25
„Schwarzes Heft Essays“
TH26: Musil, KA; TRANSKRIPTIONEN & FAKSIMILES, NACHLASS Hefte, Heft 26
„Blaues Heft Essays“
TH31: Musil, KA; TRANSKRIPTIONEN & FAKSIMILES, NACHLASS Hefte, Heft 31
„Verschiedene Notizen”, “Notizen zu den Essays”

The English citations of Robert Musil are from the following translations:
MwQ: The man without qualities, 2 volumes, trans. Sophie Wilkins and Burton Pike, London,
New York; Vintage International, 1995.
PS: Precision and soul; essays and addresses, trans. Burton Pike and David S. Luft, Chicago
and London: University of Chicago Press, 1990.
D: Diaries 1899-1941, trans. Philip Payne, New York: Basic Books, 1998.
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CYT: The confusions of young Törless, trans. Shaun Whiteside, London: Penguin Books,
2001.
PP: Posthumous papers of a living author, trans. by Peter Wortsman, Brooklyn: Archipelago
Books, 1987.
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Introduction: the cultural critique of Robert Musil
1. Robert Musil as a cultural theorist
After Musil’s death in 1942, it took several decades for his masterpiece Der Mann ohne
Eigenschaften to receive the attention it merits, mainly due to its unfinished state and
overwhelming scope and complexity. Nowadays the novel is acknowledged as a modernist
classic that has its place in the canon of the greatest literature of the twentieth century, next to
Joyce, Proust or Kafka. In 1999, Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften was voted as the most
important German-language novel of the century by a jury of 99 German writers and scholars,
before classics like Der Zauberberg or Der Process.
More recently, Musil’s work has also drawn increasing attention from philosophers,
finding in his writings reflections of such richness and originality that they deserve to be
studied on their own. French philosopher Jacques Bouveresse raises the question in one of his
studies of Musil whether the time hasn’t finally come to regard Musil’s thought as a
philosophy in its own right (Bouveresse, 2001). Also in France, a book has appeared with the
title La philosophie autrichienne de Bolzano à Musil; Histoire et actualité, granting Musil a
central place in Austrian philosophy (Mulligan and Commeti, eds., 2002). In 2013, the
philosophy journal The Monist will publish an edition devoted entirely to “the philosophy of
Robert Musil”. In their classic study of Vienna at the turn of the century, Allan Janik and
Stephen Toulmin wrote: “In its own way, therefore, The Man Without Qualities is preeminently a ‘philosopher’s novel’, and deserves special attention from students of twentiethcentury philosophy…” (Janik and Toulmin, 1973, p.119) Throughout the years, Musil’s work
has been eagerly used by the most diverse thinkers, philosophers or literary critics, who all
gratefully make use of the huge amount of challenging ideas and images that can be found in
his writings1.
It is by no means the intention of these people to artificially separate Musil the thinker
from Musil the writer. It is a fact that Musil consciously refused an academic career in order
to work on his great novel. Besides the occasional essay, play and short story, it was the
novel, though quite an unusual one in his case, that was for him the preferred form and
medium to express himself. It should also not be forgotten that Musil had some very harsh
things to say about philosophy as a discipline, which, he thought, was too inclined to reduce

1

Musil has been used as an example in the writings of thinkers as diverse Maurice Blanchot, Gilles Deleuze,
Paul Ricoeur, Michael Hardt and Antonio Negri, Jean-François Lyotard, Giorgio Agamben, Peter Sloterdijk,
Michel Serres, Avital Ronell or Jacques Bouveresse.
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experience to grand, rigid systems and was overly limited in what it deemed worthy of
philosophical reflection2. In Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften he writes: “Philosophen sind
Gewalttäter, die keine Armee zur Verfügung haben und sich deshalb die Welt in der Weise
unterwerfen, dass sie sie in ein System sperren.”3 (MoE I 402) Musil consciously chose not to
have a career as a philosopher but as a writer, which was a medium that allowed him to both
expose the limits of certain domains, whether philosophy or science, and to combine the best
of these worlds4.
The tendency to speak of “the philosophy of Robert Musil” comes out of the fact that
Musil’s work contains such an incredible amount of original, sharp and unique reflections
which cannot be reduced to any direct influence or intellectual trend, that even scholars feel as
if they are only beginning to get a grip on the complexities of his work. As Michael A.
Bernstein writes: “…the whole nature of his achievement, the ways in which his work is both
difficult and rewarding, constitutes such a singular case that even a thorough grounding – and
delight – in the complexities of other great modernist authors does little to prepare oneself for
an encounter with a body of writing like his.” (Bernstein, 2000, p.36) The position I will take
in this dissertation is different from scholars who study Musil for his literary value or those
who want to situate him within a philosophical tradition. From every page of Musil’s work,
whether Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften, the essays or his diaries, it is evident that Musil sees
it as his main goal to do an intervention in the cultural climate, which seemed to go from one
crisis to the next. His body of work could be described as one long critical analysis of the
shortcomings in the artistic, intellectual and political debates of his time, but analysis is not
2

In his writings about Musil and other authors, Milan Kundera strongly emphasizes that the type of reflection in
Musil’s writing is very different from philosophy: “To emphasize: novelistic thinking, as Broch and Musil
brought it into the aesthetic of the modern novel, has nothing to do with the thinking of a scientist or a
philosopher; I would even say it is purposely a-philosophic, even anti-philosophic, that is to say fiercely
independent of any system of preconceived ideas; it does not judge; it does not proclaim truths; it questions, it
marvels, it plumbs; its form is highly diverse: metaphoric, ironic, hypothetic, hyperbolic, aphoristic, droll,
provocative, fanciful; and mainly it never leaves the magic circle of its characters’ lives; those lives feed it and
justify it.” (Kundera, 2007, p.70-71) And elsewhere, Kundera writes: “There is a fundamental difference
between the ways philosophers and novelists think. People talk about Chekhov’s philosophy, or Kafka’s or
Musil’s, and so on. But just try to draw a coherent philosophy from their writings! Even when they express their
ideas directly, in their notebooks, the ideas are intellectual exercises, paradox games, improvisations, rather than
statements of thought.” (Kundera, 1988, p.78)
3
“Philosophers are despots who have no armies to command, so they subject the world to their tyranny by
locking it up in a system of thought.” (MwQ 272)
4
Musil scholars have always grappled with the complex mixture of prose, essay and theoretical reflection in Der
Mann ohne Eigenschaften. Austin Harrington writes: “In The Man without Qualities, Musil is at once novelist
and essayist, poet and theorist.” (in Bloom, ed., 2005, p.178) I believe that Burton Pike is correct when he writes:
“Too often in discussing the complex web of ideas behind a writer’s work we forage in the work for the ideas,
without pausing to think that the processes of fiction are radically different from those of intellectual discourse,
and that the two cannot be equated. What makes Musil so interesting is that he had the scientific training and
ability to engage thoroughly in intellectual discourse, but spent his life trying to reinvent this discourse in prose
fiction, creating a new kind of literature in the process.” (in Bloom, ed., 2005, p.77)
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strong enough; his writings are meant to be a direct experience that problematizes the
common conceptions by which people view themselves and the world and that allows for the
formations of different conceptual frameworks. I will regard his work as a forceful cultural
critique and Musil himself as one of the most lucid and original cultural theorists of his
generation.
One only has to open up a random page of Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften to notice the
relentless critical edge of his writing, which made some critics wrongly conclude that Musil
seems to simply reject everything or that his negativity is total and all-encompassing. In his
view, literature first and foremost had to serve a critical function. Ulrich, the protagonist of
Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften, gives the novel unambiguously a critical fucntion: “Jedes
große Buch atmet diesen Geist aus, der die Schicksale einzelner Personen liebt, weil sie sich
mit den Formen nicht vertragen, die ihnen die Gesamtheit aufnötigen will. …. Zieh den Sinn
aus allen Dichtungen, und du wirst eine zwar nicht vollständige, aber erfahrungsmäßige und
endlose Leugnung in Einzelbeispielen aller gültigen Regeln, Grundsätze und Vorschriften
erhalten, auf denen die Gesellschaft ruht, die diese Dichtungen liebt!”5 (MoE I 585-586)
Musil was driven by a need, not simply to describe his society and provide a detailed
portrait of it, but to intervene in the intellectual, moral, artistic and political debates of his
time. His incisive observations are always at the same time a problematization, a
displacement, of what he is describing, ruthlessly exposing its shortcomings and inadequacy
to cope with the huge challenges of modernity. His aim was to expose the flaws and impasses
of the intellectual life he was living in, along with its disastrous consequences, and to increase
the capacity to explore other possibilities. His ambition was nothing less than to change the
way society was ordered and how human beings define themselves, and for this he chose the
novel form, which had to serve as a large “experimental station”, as his preferred means of
expression6. Only the novel allowed him the flexibility to explore possibilities from different
angles and to permanently readjust his approach, which was necessary to face the rapidly

5

“Every great book breathes the spirit of this love for the fate of individuals at odds with the forms the
community tries to impose on them. … Extract the meaning out of all literature, and what you will get is a
denial, however incomplete, but nonetheless an endless series of individual examples all based on experience,
which refute the accepted rules, principles, and prescriptions underpinning the very society that loves these
works of art!” (MwQ 398-399)
6
In their study of Nietzsche’s Die Geburt der Tragödie, Douglas Dourham and Martin Jesinghausen claim that
the peculiar style of the book was influenced by new developments in the sciences, such as the discovery of
electromagnetic forces. Like an experimental laboratory, Nietzsche was “experimenting with the configurations
and contexts of the drives, observing the changes in ‘atmosphere’.” (Burnham and Jesinghausen, 2010, p.68) The
influence of Nietzsche on Musil cannot be underestimated.
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changing historical conditions, as opposed to academic philosophy which he compared to an
overbred bulldog that is no longer capable of biting7.
Before presenting the stakes of this dissertation and some inevitable methodological
concerns, I will briefly describe Musil’s life, his main concerns and the complexities
surrounding Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften.

2. Musil’s life and background
Musil was born in 1880 in Klagenfurt, Carinthia8. His only sister died as a young child
before his birth. His father belonged to the well-off Habsburg administration and in 1890, the
entire family moved to Brno (also known by its German name Brünn) where Musil’s father
was appointed as a professor in mechanical engineering. Musil grew up in a rather peculiar
domestic situation: from 1882 to her death in 1924, his mother Hermine took a lover into their
house, who lived there all that time with the consent of Musil’s father and who was called
‘uncle Heinrich’ by little Robert, even though it was never a secret that he was his mother’s
lover. Musil was born into an environment which stood for traditional Habsburg values and
customs, but which at the same time was very accepting of experimenting with lifestyles that
challenged the common moral norms.
This paradox became more problematic when he was sent to the military boarding schools
of Eisenstadt and Mährisch-Weisskirchen, an experience that became the inspiration for his
first literary success: Die Verwirrungen des Zöglings Törless, published in 1906. Rilke, who
shortly went to the same school at Mährisch-Weisskirchen, had to be removed from the
school by his parents after less than a year. While the institutions were supposed to install an
unshakable sense of moral duty and loyalty to the Habsburg values in the students, all coming
from respectable families, Musil described fierce homo-erotic games and sadistic bullying
that went on at night. It was as if the school was a miniature image of the future moral
hypocrisy and cruelty of the Nazi era. Nevertheless, at the age of 26, Musil had a literary
success which both evoked awe for its style and shocked reactions for its content.
After the boarding schools, Musil spent one year at the Military Academy of Vienna,
abandoning it after one year because he was tired of the boorish types the military attracted
7

In an early draft for Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften, when Ulrich was still called Anders, Musil writes: “Sodann
war er sich klar über die von nichts sonst erreichte Verfeinerung des Denkens, welche auch der sozusagen
historisch überzüchteten (überzüchtete Bulldoggen sind praktisch feig und können nicht beißen) Philosophie
zukam.” KA\LESETEXTE\BAND 4 Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften die Vorstufen\aus dem Nachlass ediertes\die
Romanprojekte 1918-1926\der Erlöser\I. Kapitel 41
8
For further information on Musil’s life and background, see the biographical works of Karl Corino (Corino,
1988, 2003).
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and he moved back to Brno to study engineering like his father. While devoting his day time
to his studies, he frantically spent his nights reading up on literature and philosophy, which
provided what was lacking in his studies. From that time on he kept a series of detailed
notebooks in which he systematically recorded his ideas, his reflections on his readings and
the times, along with experimental drafts for future novels. In 1902, he was appointed as
assistant at the Technical Institute of Stuttgart, one of the most prestigious institutions for
engineers, but already after one year he could not find anything compelling about the job
anymore and he moved to Berlin to begin doctoral studies in philosophy and experimental
psychology. That department, with notable professors like Carl Stumpf, was at that time a
cutting-edge place for the study of epistemology, early phenomenology and experimental
psychology. During his stay there, Musil invented a color wheel used in psychological
experiments which is patented to his name. In 1908, Musil finished his doctoral studies with a
study of the Austrian philosopher of science Ernst Mach, under the supervision of Carl
Stumpf9. Stimulated by his early literary success and disappointed by his disagreements with
Stumpf, Musil finished his doctoral studies without much enthusiasm, having already decided
that he would embark on a career as a writer.10
Musil, who had married his wife Martha in 1911, rejected academic positions offered to
him and made the choice to devote himself completely to literature. It became clear quite soon
that he was not able to make a living out of that, and besides the occasional job such as
writing for journals or working at a library, he was dependent on a support grant founded by
Thomas Mann, a dependency which was all the more painful to him because he had a strong
dislike of Mann. The publication of five novellas under the titles Vereinigungen in 1911 and
Drei Frauen in 1924, and two plays, Die Schwärmer in 1921 and Vinzenz und die Freundin
bedeutender Männer in 1924, did not bring him much fame.
During the First World War, Musil served on the Italian front, having profound
experiences that would continue to fascinate him all his life, most importantly a certain
feeling that he described as mystical and which he recorded in the series of vignettes and short
stories Nachlass zu Lebzeiten. Not long after the war, Musil began his great novel, which
would keep him occupied to his death in 1942 and which he was not able to finish.

9

This dissertation topic was an odd choice from the start, because Stumpf had a notorious hatred of Mach’s
theories.
10
Musil’s incredibly diverse educational trajectory is mirrored by Ulrich in Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften.
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3. Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften
While certain parts of the novel and early drafts can be traced back to sections of his
notebooks from before the war, Musil began composing the novel full-time in 1924. Under
pressure from his publisher, Ernst Rowohlt, who had been giving him advances on the novel,
Musil published the first volume in 1930. This first volume contained parts 1, Eine Art
Einleitung, and 2, Seinesgleichen geschieht. In 1933, Musil reluctantly published the second
volume of the novel, or part 3, Ins tausendjähriche Reich/Die Verbrecher. It has become the
custom amongst scholars to refer to volume 1 and volume 2 of the novel, referring to the way
they were originally published (and not to the format the novel might now have, such as in the
English or Dutch translations), and I will follow this custom in this dissertation.
While the first volume received praises from colleagues such as Thomas Mann, Elias
Canetti or Hermann Hesse, being somewhat of a literary sensation, it seemed not to receive
the attention that Musil hoped it would receive. The political circumstances certainly did not
help the publication of following parts of the novel. Directly after the publication of the
second volume, Musil left Berlin with his (Jewish) wife to Vienna and after the Anschluss of
1938, Musil once again had to leave the country. Not being able to obtain the necessary
documents to go in exile to the US like his more famous colleagues, he fled to Switzerland,
where he was miserable and without financial resources, unexpectedly dying of a stroke in
1942. Musil had been an outspoken opponent of the Nazi regime and Der Mann ohne
Eigenschaften was soon on the list of banned books11.
In order to keep the modest interest in his novel alive, Musil felt the pressure to publish a
continuation of his novel in 1938, which he at the last moment withdrew while they were
already in the printing galleys, not being satisfied with them. These chapters are now known
as the galley chapters. It became increasingly clear that a conflict was arising between the
need to bring the novel to a sound conclusion and the experimental ethic which the novel was
supposed to exemplify. Musil developed more and more parallel and mutually incompatible
plot-lines and possible continuations, experimenting with different versions, which were
impossible to integrate into one novel, let alone provide an ending. When he died, Musil left a
huge amount of chapter drafts, fragments and plot ideas behind which now make up the
11

Musil’s problems with getting the continuation of Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften published are described in
the interview with Oskar Maurus Fontana from 1938. Fontana was trying to help Musil to get a third volume
published after it was confiscated by the authorities as unerwünschte Literatur. A book could only be published
after a positive evaluation from the ministry of propaganda. Fontana was able to organize a meeting with the
publisher Claassen from Hamburg, but Musil rejected the offer. He seemed demotivated and distracted. He soon
left the country, after telling Fontana: “Ich kann in dieser Luft nicht atmen, und die Luft hier wird noch viel
stickiger und gefährlicher werden.“ (in Dinklage, ed., 1960, p.343)
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Nachlass. In 1943, shortly after Musil’s death, his wife published the galley chapters and a
part of the fragments as volume 3, beginning a long and ongoing debate on the proper form in
which the novel should be published.

4. The impossibility of coming to a synthesis of the times
Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften is set in Vienna, 1913, and presents the futile attempts of a
group of elite members of Austrian society to prepare for the celebrations of the seventieth
anniversary of Emperor Franz Joseph’s coronation, which was supposed to take place in 1918,
hoping to outdo the similar German plans to commemorate the thirtieth anniversary of their
Emperor Wilhem II’s reign. This so called parallel campaign wants to hold a grand patriotic
event for which they want to gather the best ideas their times has to offer and find the one
crowning idea Austria is supposed to stand for. As the novel unfolds, the meetings held at the
house of the aristocratic Tuzzi and his ambitious wife nicknamed Diotima, under the
supervision of count Leinsdorf, become more and more chaotic. To the despair of the people
involved, the more they want to reach a synthesis the more their ideas seem to be conflicting
and incommensurable with each other.
An unusual figure amongst these guests is Ulrich, the central character of the novel, who
was asked to become the secretary of the parallel campaign through his father’s connections
in high circles. He is the ‘man without qualities’ that the title of the book refers to. In his
educational and career choices, Ulrich has followed an equally uncertain path as Musil: he
abandons a career as a soldier, an engineer and a mathematician shortly after beginning them.
In the beginning of the novel, we hear Ulrich declare that he will take a year off from his own
life to gather the necessary grip on the complexities of the times so he can make the right
choice. Society had become so fragmented and confusing that it was no longer clear how one
could lead a life that could make a constructive impact on society, instead of just adding to the
conflicting forces and opinions.
Ulrich relentlessly problematizes the opinions of the illustrious guests of Diotima’s salon,
from the wealthy German businessman Arnheim to general Stumm. He takes the circulating
opinions to absurd conclusions and exposes their inherent blind spots. Instead, Ulrich
formulates a series of baffling utopian proposals about how life could be organized
differently, a process which continues throughout the novel and into the fragments: from the
utopia of essayism to the utopia of inductive living.
A series of side plots are developed alongside the main plot. We follow the case of a
psychotic killer of prostitutes, Moosbrugger, both his own thought process and the desperate
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attempts of society to come to terms with such a monstrous figure. The case of Moosbrugger
becomes an obsession for many characters in the novel, especially Ulrich’s friend Clarisse.
Clarisse, wife of the failed artist Walter, develops an unhealthy attraction for the irrational,
fuelled by an obsession with Nietzsche, which makes her gradually lose her mind and regard
the merciless killer Moosbrugger as the savior.
In a significant passage, general Stumm heads to the national library to ask the librarians
for a volume that presents an overview or synthesis of the best ideas of his time. He soon
discovers that the modern archive can assign each book neatly its proper place in the archive,
but that there is no such thing as a book that can provide an overview of the content of the
books, let alone provide a synthesis. The rigid order goes at the cost of insight. What Stumm
learns in this passage is that he is living in times where so much knowledge and ideas are
produced that it is no longer possible to acquire some kind of a vantage point from which it is
possible to have an overview of the whole.
In his novel, Musil exposes the different inadequate responses to the drastic way in which
modernity has changed Viennese society and made it sheer incomprehensible. In Musil’s
view, people were incapable of seeing beyond certain patterns of responses and their
shortcomings, which escalated into the cataclysms of the First World War and the Nazi
regime. How to organize society and our lives in a manner that could meet the complicated
demands of modern times, when the old models had failed and it no longer was possible to
find a vantage point from which society in all its complexity could be overviewed, is one of
the many questions Musil wanted to address.

5. The best of two worlds: science and mysticism
As if the first volume is not challenging enough, the second volume presents the reader
with an apparent shift in plot and subject matter. After Ulrich has heard that his father had
passed away, he meets his sister Agathe, whom he had not seen in a long time, in the fatherly
house. The introduction of Agathe into the story introduces new themes into the novel. Ulrich
and Agathe, who had just abandoned her conservative husband Hagauer, get along
remarkably well. They feel like kindred souls or even twins. After openly mocking the corpse
of their deceased father, they choose to forget about the events in the city and continue their
happy seclusion in their father’s house and garden. The topic of their long conversations soon
turns to mysticism, an “other condition” as opposed to our ordinary disposition to the world,
and a romance develops between the siblings. While in the published parts Ulrich and Agathe
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cannot maintain their secluded state, in one of the famous chapter drafts in the Nachlass they
embark on a journey to a Mediterranean island, experiencing a blissful union.
This thematic turn in the second volume has caused a lot of misunderstanding and skeptical
reactions from critics. A recurring accusation was that Musil lost himself in private mystical
fantasies because he felt that he could no longer get a grip on the political escalation of the
1930’s. A problematic debate began between scholars who believed that the novel was
supposed to end with the mystical union of Ulrich and Agathe, or those who believed it was
supposed to end with the chaos and destruction of the war. Formulating the debate in such a
manner completely misrecognises the fact that there are many more possible continuations of
the novel in the Nachlass and that none of these possible continuations has any greater
intrinsic importance over the other.
Central in Musil’s analysis of his times was that there seemed to be a problematic split
between two different realms. On the one hand it could not be denied that the sciences had
achieved an enormous progress. On the other hand, many artists wanted to denounce its
dehumanizing and alienating effects and to defend the world of the soul. For Musil, one of the
most problematic schisms in the intellectual-artistic world was the conflict between positivists
and those who rejected science and rationality as a whole, pleading for vague, irrational and
poorly defined notions such as intuition, exemplified by Oswald Spengler. Throughout his
writings, Musil incessantly rejected these two extremes. Musil refused to blame reason or the
intellect, but argued for bringing a form of intellect to the realm of the feelings. In an essay
critical of Spengler, he wrote: “Im Physischen haben wir uns geholfen (Funktionsbegriff). Im
Geistigen sind wir ganz ohnmächtig. Die Intellektualität läßt uns im Stich. Aber nicht, weil
der Intellekt seicht ist – als ob uns nicht auch alles andre im Stich ließe! – sondern weil wir
nicht gearbeitet haben.”12 (GE 856)
Musil distinguished two spheres, which he provisionally called the ratioid and the nonratioid. The realm of the ratioid allows for the formulation of laws, regularities and
communicable results. The non-ratioid, on the other hand, was characterized by the exception
over the rule: singular experiences which could not be turned into universally valid and
unambiguously communicable rules. For Musil, both ethics and aesthetics fell in this latter
domain. The opening passage of Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften already brilliantly exposes the

12

“In the physical realm we have found an accommodation (the concept of function). In the spiritual realm we
are completely helpless. Intellectuality leaves us in the lurch. But not because the intellect is shallow (as if
everything else had not left us in the lurch as well!) but because we have not worked at it.” (PS 147)
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gap between the ratioid sphere, concerned with facts, and the non-ratioid sphere of singular
experiences and values:

“Über dem Atlantik befand sich ein barometrisches Minimum; es wanderte
ostwärts, einem über Russland lagernden Maximum zu, und verriet noch nicht die
Neigung, diesem nördlich auszuweichen. Die Isothermen und Isotheren taten ihre
Schuldigkeit. Die Lufttemperatur stand in einem ordnungsgemäßen Verhältnis zur
mittleren Jahrestemperatur, zur Temperatur des kältesten wie des wärmsten Monats
und zur aperiodischen monatlichen Temperaturschwankung. Der Auf- und
Untergang der Sonne, des Mondes, der Lichtwechsel des Mondes, der Venus, des
Saturnringes und viele andere bedeutsame Erscheinungen entsprachen ihrer
Voraussage in den astronomischen Jahrbüchern. Der Wasserdampf in der Luft hatte
seine höchste Spannkraft, und die Feuchtigkeit der Luft war gering. Mit einem
Wort, das das Tatsächliche recht gut bezeichnet, wenn es auch etwas altmodisch ist:
Es war ein schöner Augusttag des Jahres 1913.”13 (MoE I 9)

Walter Benjamin wrote about Franz Kafka: “Kafkas Werk ist eine Ellipse, deren weit
auseinanderliegende Brennpunkte von der mystischen Erfahrung […] einerseits, von der
Erfahrung des modernen Großstadtmenschen andererseits, bestimmt sind.”14 (Benjamin,
1978, p.760) Hardly ever has a writer been so schooled in the precision and rigor of the
sciences, at ease with modern big-city life and well-versed and interested in the classics of
mysticism as Robert Musil. This is but one of the aspects that makes his work both so
compelling and hard to characterize. As opposed to simply dwelling in the tension field
created by these two poles, as if in an ellipse to use Benjamin’s image, it was Musil’s aim to
develop a new ethic which would bring the best of both worlds together. This new ethic,
which would redefine both human life and the organization of society as we know it, should
combine the precision of the sciences with the drive of the feelings and the creative
13

“A barometric low hung over the Atlantic. It moved eastward toward a high-pressure area over Russia without
as yet showing any inclination to bypass this high in a northerly direction. The isotherms and isotheres were
functioning as they should. The air temperature was appropriate relative to the annual mean temperature and to
the aperiodic monthly fluctuations of the sun, the moon, the phases of the moon, of Venus, of the rings of Saturn,
and many other significant phenomena were all in accordance with the forecasts in the astronomical yearbooks.
The water vapour in the air was at its maximal state of tension, while the humidity was minimal. In a word that
characterizes the facts fairly accurately, even if it is a bit old-fashioned: It was a fine day in August 1913.”
(MwQ 3)
14
“Kafka’s work is an ellipse; its widely spaced focal points are defined, on the one hand, by mystical
experience [...] and, on the other hand, by the experience of the modern city-dweller.” (Benjamin, 2002, volume
3, p.325)
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possibilities of the imagination. How such a combination could be achieved was the central
question Musil was trying to resolve throughout his life.

6. The essays and the incapacity to face modern times as a moral problem.
While most of the attention goes to his masterpiece Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften, Musil
wrote throughout his life a series of essays and public lectures which are of an immense
richness and scope. Many of the ideas which remain implicit in Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften
were more explicitly formulated and explored in the essays. Some of them, such as his public
address of 1936, Uber die Dummheit, are so packed with compelling insights that they seem
to have garnered a modest scholarship in themselves. One of the most important essays that I
will use in this dissertation is the long and unfinished text Der deutsche Mensch als Symptom.
This essay, although very fragmented and in the stage of a working draft, contains the most
detailed and explicit overview of Musil’s analysis of his times. It was supposed to become a
general summary of his cultural and political analysis of society from the end of the
nineteenth century to Musil’s present in which he tries to define some of his central ideas,
from the mystical anderer Zustand (other condition) to his theory of the amorphous nature of
human beings, the Theorem der menschlichen Gestaltlosigkeit (theorem of shapelessness). It
is unclear why the essay has remained unfinished, probably because Musil gave priority to his
novel and the flexibility of the novel form15. The version in the edition by Adolf Frisé, which
is also the basis for the English translation, is considerably different than the edition in the
Lesetexte of the recent Klagenfurter Ausgabe, but the latter also contains all the transcripts of
the different drafts.
Musil was of the opinion that people were lacking the concepts to come to terms with
modern life. Modernity had wrecked the old ways of living and made the old moral guidelines
hopelessly inadequate. People could no longer identify with the old moral order and the roles
they were supposed to take up in life, yet they were also incapable of forming new and better
guidelines to live by. They were only capable of assessing the present in terms of old models
and looking at the past for solutions. Thus they could only regard the present as a period of
decline or degeneration of a presumed old order and either seek solutions in the past or in
idealized abstractions. For Musil, the cataclysm of the First World War came out of the
incapacity to come to terms with the present, while the anxiety and urge to do something
about their confusion caused the widespread longing for war. While Musil saw the period

15

I will provide a possible explanation in the concluding remarks of chapter 1.
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after the war as a rare historical opportunity for drastic change, he saw that society had not
learned anything from the war and soon embarked on an even more violent and regressive
political path.
For Musil, the incapacity to face modern life is first and foremost a moral problem. In Der
deutsche Mensch als Symptom, Musil claims that human beings are essentially shapeless, but
they adopt the prevailing morals, values and roles from the society they were born in.
Claiming that people were in essence shapeless was rather subversive in times when
naturalized racial and nationalist conceptions of human beings were becoming the norm. Out
of anxiety for the contingency of existential life choices, people tend to cling to the moral
order they are born in. In this way, morality becomes petrified and does not allow the
formation of new and better ethical models. In this analysis, morality, our value system, is
closely connected with epistemology, the concepts by which we organize our knowledge
about the world. It was this petrified morality that made people feel at odds with modern life.
When the parallel campaign wants to find the one crowning idea that Austria is supposed
to stand for, they presuppose some kind of a pre-existing unity, an Austrian essence with
certain traits that the people embody. As opposed to such static and essentialist views on
humans and society, Musil sees society as constantly changing. The contemporary should not
be assessed in terms of the past, but turned into a question to be explored. Questions of
identity, gender roles, what binds a nation or a society, are issues that should be permanently
enacted and re-enacted. They should be considered as problems which need to be addressed
and reformulated over and over again in a constant process, updated to the changing historical
contexts. An issue such as ‘what forms a nation?’ is, according to Musil, not something that
one should presume in advance but see as a complex question that one needs to reconsider
over and over again. By approaching the contemporary in terms of presumed essences or old
models, people are incapable of properly assessing it and to come up with new conceptual and
ethical models that could be adjusted to the complexities of modern life.

7. Toward an ethics of transformation
Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften is one of the classic novels describing the overwhelming
impact of modernity on the big city, drastically transforming people’s lives to the extent that
they felt alienated. The way people led their lives only a few decades earlier now seemed like
ages ago. The speed of life, modern means of transport and communication, increasing
commodification and modern city planning turned the city into an overwhelming mass of
stimuli, often inducing a feeling of chaos, vertigo or anomie. Many writers of that generation
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have tried to describe the drastic way in which people’s lives were determined by modern city
life, with its hectic pace, relentless mechanism and increased bureaucratization which made
people feel like they were a mere cog in a machine, no longer able to get a grip on their
surroundings or their own lives. As Musil wrote in Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften, modern
life had finally made its way to the self, so that it no longer felt like individuals were the
owners of certain qualities, but that certain qualities were taking possession of an individual.
Writers such as Kafka, Alfred Döblin in Berlin Alexanderplatz, Elias Canetti in Die Blendung
or Hermann Broch in Die Schlafwandler have described the fierce dehumanization that
modern society caused, as if were people turned into inhuman chains in a machine, or even
worse, losing their individuality in a mass mechanistic process. Theories of alienation,
anomie, reification, mechanization, rationalization, dehumanization, demoralization, all tried
to explain why modern life felt like sheer incomprehensible madness to most people. What
seemed like an overwhelming swirl and chaos was at the same time a standstill, ever more of
the same, to borrow Horkheimer and Adorno’s image, like a machine rotating on the spot
(Horkheimer, Adorno, 1981, p.156).
Yet, while Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften certainly starts by presenting such a picture,
Musil was of an entirely different opinion. As opposed to many of his contemporaries, Musil
saw his times as a period of unusual possibilities. The fact that old ways and morals were
rapidly being destroyed was in his view a positive thing. Unfortunately people were not able
to embrace the potential that their time offered to drastically reconfigure what it means to be
human and re-organise society on different principles. In a way, the transformation of human
life that modernity brought along was an opportunity to redefine human life and overcome the
sense of alienation, if it was guided by a proper ethics. Even though Musil was very sceptical
of all the lofty talk about ‘creating the new man’ that could often be heard in the period
around the First World War, his ambition was also nothing less than re-defining humanity as
we know it, which had to be achieved by an ethics that was suitable for modern life.
The ethics that Musil had in mind was based on his background as a scientist. Scientific
thought, for Musil, is not about finding laws in spheres where such a thing is not possible, but
about treating knowledge as partial, situated and provisional. Scientific findings, organized by
a hypothesis, have to be constantly readjusted, corrected and updated, in a never-ending
process. The same approach could be adopted to our lives. As opposed to considering human
behavior as expressions of innate essences, life could be organized on the basis of hypotheses
or essayistic experimentation. Musil wanted to enhance a sense of possibility,
Möglichkeitssinn: an awareness that the present figuration of life could also have been
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different and better. In such a view, error plays an important role. Error allows for subtle
readjustment, reconfiguration and reformulation, and should be distinguished from structural
incapacity. This was Musil’s life project: “Die Aufgabe ist: immer neue Lösungen,
Zusammenhänge,

Konstellationen,

Variable

zu

entdecken,

Prototypen

von

Geschehensabläufen hinzustellen, lockende Vorbilder, wie man Mensch sein kann, den
inneren Menschen erfinden.”16 (SED 167)
For him, society is in a constant transformation, and to keep up with these changes, we
have to create epistemological and ethical models that have enough flexibility to be constantly
readjusted. The biggest danger is a rigidity that makes such flexibility impossible, and Musil
saw this rigidity in petrified morality and certain ideological apparatuses. Modernity had
shattered the old life and transformed society and human beings beyond recognition. But
modernity has also allowed humans to regain the capacity for flexibility and transformation if
they could develop an ethics that would be better suited for modern life than the old petrified
morality.

8. Musil’s influences: inheriting problems
It is a fact that Musil was extraordinarily well-read and up to date on the newest directions
in the arts, philosophy and the sciences. The scope of his interests was immense, noting down
his readings in his notebooks. Not only did he follow the newest writings in philosophy,
mathematics or the life sciences, and had a sound knowledge of the classic works, he never
ceased to critically take on the ideas of his contemporaries and to position himself differently
in relation to the views he was reading, in a never-ending process of trying to overcome the
limitations and one-sidedness of what he read in others. This is a very peculiar and important
feature of Musil as an intellectual: he took all the works he read, from Gestalt theory to
mysticism, as challenges, as laying out the stakes of problems, as inheriting problematizations
of an important matter, and not as a set of answers or a framework that he could adopt
himself.
In all his radicalism and orientation toward the future, Musil was not an avantgardeist who
wanted a drastic break with the past. He was of the opinion that most of the views and
theories he read, however ideological or skewed, were often trying to raise important issues
but because they were phrased in a problematic conceptual framework, they could not phrase
the problem adequately and come to satisfactory answers. Musil sees intellectual history as
16
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the inheriting of problems and not as a theoretical frame to approach the world. The view on
history adopted by Hans Blumenberg in Die Legitimität der Neuzeit could equally apply to
Musil: “Die Kontinuität der Geschichte… liegt nicht im Fortbestand ideeller Substanzen,
sondern in der Hypothek der Probleme…”17 (Blumenberg, 1988, p.59) The problems
inherited

had

to

be

continuously

reformulated,

re-articulated

and

reconsidered.

Problematization, turning taken-for-granted matters into questions to be resolved, is the
central operator at work in Musil’s intellectual endeavors.
It is only by keeping this in mind that we can consider the influences on Musil. The two
influences that most commonly are pointed out are Friedrich Nietzsche and Ernst Mach18. It is
a fact that Musil was an avid reader of Nietzsche throughout all his life. At different stages of
his life he kept on returning to him, but like with all his influences, he takes up Nietzsche as a
challenge. Nietzsche’s body of work presented first and foremost a set of important
challenges, as the laying out of a problematic in which he wants to position himself: the
critique of morality, history as a discontinuous process, viewing the times in terms of health
and sickness, experimentation with the self…. While Musil saw Nietzsche’s work as a park
full of possibilities that nobody seems to walk in, there was no other thinker that had lead to
so many problematic interpretations with detrimental effects as Nietzsche. In fact, Der Mann
ohne Eigenschaften could be read as a long critical look at the legacy of Nietzsche and how
his work was relentlessly abused and misread, which becomes the most explicit in the
passages about Clarisse. As I will make clear in this dissertation, the ghost of Nietzsche is
never far away in Musil’s analysis, though he wanted to distinguish it from the way Nietzsche
was commonly taken up by his contemporaries.
The influence of Ernst Mach on his work is even more subtle and complex. While his
dissertation on Mach was in the end very critical and dismissive of Mach’s theories, many
scholars have argued that the influence of Mach on Musil remains nevertheless important,
mainly the replacement of causality by functionality, the importance of sensory impressions
or the denial of any form of ‘I’ or self. Musil had the same critical relationship to all the
works he respected, from Emerson to Carnap, from Bergson to Buber.
Sometimes credited to his ambition and competitiveness, Musil was often fiercely negative
about the writers of his generation. Mainly Thomas Mann was the brunt of his scorn, but also
Hermann Broch or Sigmund Freud. Reversely, Mann had great respect for Musil and even
17
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called the first volume of Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften the most important book of that year.
Franz Kafka, Alfred Döblin and Elias Canetti sent Musil their writings, before they were
acknowledged as literary giants themselves, eager to have his feedback.
It is an understatement to say that Musil was as critical as he was intelligent and well-read.
The way certain authors exerted an influence on Musil was by presenting him with challenges
and problems that he found compelling, not in providing him with theories or concepts that he
unambiguously took over.

9. The different editions of Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften and continuing difficulties with
Musil’s legacy.
After the original two volumes of Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften and the third volume
published by his wife Martha after Musil’s death, all subsequent editions had to come to terms
with the unfinished nature of the novel and the large amount of remaining fragments and
chapter drafts. In 1952, a new edition was published edited by Adolf Frisé. Frisé had made the
choice to edit the novel as much as possible and “puzzle” the fragments together into a
somewhat coherent narrative leading to a conclusive ending. This heavily edited edition led to
a rather unfortunate debate in the fifties and sixties on the presumed ending of the novel. The
first English translation of the novel appeared in 1953 by Eithne Wilkins and Ernst Kaiser19,
though both scholars disagreed with Frisé’s editing of the novel. Inherent in this search for the
grand conclusion of the novel was a debate on the final meaning of the novel: was the novel
going to end in destruction and world war or in the utopian, mystical romance of Ulrich and
Agathe? While most of the Musil-scholars nowadays view the unfinished nature of the novel
as an important part of the work, something which was inevitable for strictly internal reasons,
namely Musil’s views of the novel as a site for experimentation with different possibilities,
this debate still flares up every so often.
Responding to the critiques of the way he edited the novel, Frisé published a new edition in
1978 as part of Musil’s collected works in nine volumes. Two years earlier, he had also edited
the first edition of Musil’s diaries and notebooks. For the collected works, Frisé
fundamentally changed his approach, no longer attempting any form of reconstruction or
imposing an order on the novel, but presenting the fragments as they are, as parallel, mutually
exclusive plots lines and continuations. This edition became the standard edition of Musil’s
work and the basis for many translations. From that moment on, the experimental open ending
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of the novel became an inherent part of the novel, even adding to its value, though recently
the influential German opinion maker in literary affairs, Marcel Reich-Ranicki, refused to
regard Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften as part of the great German literary canon because
Musil was not able to bring his novel to a sound conclusion and to decide on a conclusive
ending20.
In 1992, 50 years after Musil’s death, a version of Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften appeared
with an additional CD-ROM containing the literary Nachlass. This edition was the first to see
the opportunities of new digital technology to present Musil’s complex and expansive
Nachlass to the reader.
2009 saw the release of a new digital edition of Musil’s collected works: the Klagenfurter
Ausgabe, edited by Walter Fanta, Klaus Amann and Karl Corino, from the Musil-Institute at
the University of Klagenfurt. On one single DVD, which could be gradually updated in the
following years, we are presented with Musil’s complete writings, his entire Nachlass: the
different versions of his novel and essay drafts, his correspondence, transcripts of his
handwritten notes, annotations and working comments, a glossary of relevant names and
more. The amount of information on this single disc is simply overwhelming. For the first
time, the reader can freely float through the fragments, different versions of the same text and
the transcripts, whether following his or her own interests or the highly cryptic numeral
indications that Musil gave the fragments to bring some kind of order to all the drafts. At any
part where the scholar finds himself in the maze which is Musil’s Nachlass, he or she can take
many different directions from there, fully exploiting the possibilities of DVD technology
such as hyperlinks.
It is at this stage unclear to assess in which way the new Klagenfurter Ausgabe will impact
Musil-scholarship, but that it will make an impact is without doubt. Musil’s collected works
have left the stage of being a manageable book and are now presented as a digital archive, a
wealth of information in which researchers can delve. But while the new edition certainly
makes it easier for the scholar to find passages on the immense amount of topics Musil has
written about, passages that previously were very hard to find, the new edition can also come
across as a Kafkaesque maze, a dazzling archive with different drafts of the same text, before
20
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which the scholar can be rather perplexed. The Klagenfurter Ausgabe has all the benefits and
problems of a modern archive, which could leave the scholar as equally perplexed as general
Stumm in the Viennese library. While everything Musil ever wrote is now presented on a
single disc, his work is now more than ever a heterogeneous, fragmented body of drafts, and
trying to come to terms with it can seem as daunting and impossible as general Stumm’s
attempt to find a synthesis of the intellectual life in the library archives.
For this dissertation, I have chosen to use the Klagenfurter Ausgabe and have opted to
ignore the editors’ suggested manner of citing, because such references would be impossibly
long, and chose to use abbreviations for the cited texts instead. Only where I am referring to a
singular section in the Klagenfurter Ausgabe, such as a small fragment, will I provide the full
reference in a footnote.21

10. The reception of Musil’s work
This introduction by no means allows for a presentation or an overview of the diverse ways
in which scholars have taken up Musil’s work22. Yet, certain general trends can be
distinguished. In the 50’s, scholars tended to go for an existentialist reading of Der Mann
ohne Eigenschaften, emphasizing the general sense of alienation and anxiety in modern life.
Another early trend, which had a new wave in the 80’s, was to approach Musil’s work in a
psychoanalytical or psycho-biographical manner. Themes in Musil’s work were explained in
terms of Musil’s biographical information, mainly in terms of his lost sister and peculiar
family situation. The important Musil-scholar and biographer Karl Corino is a prominent
example of this approach. A more recent strand of scholarship is to read Musil’s work from a
strictly aesthetic perspective, mainly adopted by Roger Willemsen.
A trend that has grown since the works of Claudio Magris in the 60’s and Allan Janik and
Stephen Toulmin in the 70’s was to see Musil’s work as an unusually lucid and insightful
source for the cultural-historical study of Vienna in the first half of the 20st century.
Similarly, scholars such as David Luft want to situate Musil within his cultural-historical
context.
But the scholarship that has evoked the most heated debates was the scholarship that wants
to assess Musil’s work as a cultural or social criticism. Especially in Germany in the 60’s and
21
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70’s did Musil evoke very conflicting evaluations, often part of debates around the value of
modernist literature for cultural criticism. Recently, scholars such as Stefan Jonsson have
even read Musil in post-colonial terms, presenting Musil’s theory of the subject as a subject
that cannot be taken up in rhetoric about national identities. And finally, many scholars have
focused on an ethical reading of Musil. This scholarship often places the emphasis on Musil’s
theories of morality and ethics and has always been very interested in Musil’s mysticism. A
recent, original contribution to this strand of research is Patrizia McBride’s The void of ethics,
Robert Musil and the experience of modernity.
Without ignoring the valuable contributions in the different approaches to Musil’s work,
this dissertation will be closer to the traditions of reading Musil in terms of cultural criticism
and ethics than the psycho-biographical, aesthetical or existentialist readings. Rather than
trying to find the source of Musil’s themes and interests in his family life, I will try to
emphasize his work as a critical intervention in the prevailing intellectual, artistic and moral
views and practices, situating his work within the broader Viennese context.
The reception of Musil’s work has certainly not always been positive. Paradigmatic for
many of the later negative evaluations of Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften, was Georg Lukács’
article from 1958, Die weltanschaulichen Grundlagen des Avantgardeismus. While Maurice
Blanchot’s review essay, written at the same time in France, was nuanced and well-informed
(Blanchot, 1959, p.184-206), Lukács’ article was reductive and rather dogmatic. Lukács
accuses modernist writers such as Joyce, Beckett, Benn and especially Musil of being overly
obsessed with formal criteria, solitariness and reflection. According to Lukács, writers such as
Musil, as opposed to Thomas Mann, reject all connection to reality or history. For Lukács, the
problem with writers such as Musil is ideological, a fault in their Weltanschauung. By
rejecting reality outright, and praising an unlimited subjectivism (in the view of Lukács), they
fail to adopt a clear perspective to their work, and fail to clarify the difference between
concrete and abstract potentialities in their characters and situations, merely devoting their
energies to the pseudo-realization of abstract potentiality. The result is a lack of interest in
reality, a critique that remains empty without a clear direction and an obsession with the
pathological as a vain escape from the problems of society.
The criticism that Musil’s work failed as a cultural critique because it falls apart in a
wholesale, indiscriminate negativity on the one hand and abstract, private utopian fantasies on
the other hand, was repeatedly expressed in the 60’s and 70’s, especially in the works of
German scholars Hartmut Böhme and Klaus Laermann, bearing the stamp of Lukács’ early
critical assessment. This view was fueled by the misunderstandings surrounding the second
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volume of Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften and the problematic debates about the presumed
ending of the novel, thus evading one of the most crucial aspects of the novel: the
experimental and open-ended nature of the work as inherently following from Musil’s ethics.
Lukács’ negative evaluation of the pathological that pervades Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften
was echoed by clinical psychologist Louis Sass in Madness and modernism; Insanity in the
light of modern art, literature and thought, demonstrating the eerie resemblance between the
writings of modernist writers, using once again Musil as a prominent example, and traits
associated with schizophrenia such as detachment, derealization of the world or an obsession
with formal experimentation.
These recurring and rather negative assessments of Musil’s writings have the advantage
that they allow us to formulate the most important complexities and confusions concerning his
work that need further clarification.

11. The stakes of this dissertation.
What are the most common problems that scholars have encountered in Musil’s work?
Firstly, scholars have been troubled by the pervasive negativity in Der Mann ohne
Eigenschaften. What was it that Musil found problematic about his times? What did he want
to critique and expose, and more importantly, how does this critique operate in the novel?
Secondly, what does Musil’s utopianism consist of? What was he trying to achieve, and,
considering the criticism that Musil’s work seems to fall apart into an indiscriminate
negativity and abstract, private utopian fantasies, how does the utopian aspect of his work
relate to the critical aspect? And thirdly, what do we have to make of all the pathological
behavior, the madness, the obsessions with crime and transgression which seems to be
prevalent in Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften? Was it indeed a form of escapism or the
reflection of maddening times as some have argued, or does it serve a function in Musil’s
novel as a critical-utopian project?
These three broad themes that dominate the reception of Musil are what I want to clarify in
this dissertation. Moreover, instead of seeing them as three distinct topics, I will argue that all
three are inseparable from each other and can only be understood in relation to each other.
The critical aspect of the novel cannot be understood without an understanding of the utopian
aspect and vice versa. The theme of the pathological cannot be understood unless it is seen in
the light of the novel as a critical-utopian project. Inversely, the critical-utopian aspect of
Musil’s work has to be seen as an intervention in a certain condition society was stuck in, and
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which, according to Musil, had all the features of a pathological condition. These topics are
closely interwoven and make up the heart of Musil’s cultural critique.
In the first chapter I will look at Musil’s work as a critical project. In Musil’s analysis of
the mechanisms that were hampering people from facing the present and to form new
epistemological and ethical models adequate for modern life, morality and ideology play a
crucial role. Although the term “ideology” appears very often in Musil’s writings, it turns out
that Musil used this term in varying ways, making it hard to assemble his scattered writings
into a coherent theory of ideology. In his view, people were profoundly shaped by the
prevailing moral order, a bond which was strengthened, perpetuated and motivated by
ideological apparatuses. Such a moral order presented itself as natural and did not allow
reflection on its contingent nature. The complex mechanizations of morality and ideology led
to the continuing crisis in which the present was evaluated in terms of the past and idealized
abstractions, and the conception of human life was trapped in naturalized ideological rhetoric,
increasingly racialized and nationalist. Throughout Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften, Musil
relentlessly exposes and problematizes the mechanisms that kept people in a state of rigidity,
blocking them from transforming their ethical and conceptual guidelines so as to update them
to the challenges and possibilities of the modern world.
In the second chapter, I will look at Musil’s work as a utopian project. If the first chapter
presents what was hampering the capacity to form a new ethics, the second chapter will
explore how Musil was trying to overcome this state and what he was hoping to achieve.
Crucial in this chapter will be to formulate an answer to Lukács’ compelling accusation that
Musil could not give a direction to his critique. His utopianism did not consist of advocating
one single program or goal, towards which one had to strive in a straight line. It is neither a
certain place nor a future moment in time, as the utopian is often conceived. Instead, Musil
wants to have a more flexible view on human life, the way society can be organized and the
way history proceeds. He wants to open up a sense of possibility, allowing for the exploration
of different and better formations. His utopianism does not move toward one stable ideal
state, but is inherently open-ended, aiming toward the constant reformation and readjustment
of one’s aims and norms. Rather than being concerned with one specific end, Musil’s criticalutopian project is concerned with exploring the conditions of possibility for more flexibility
and the constant readjustment or our aims and norms. In this sense, the critical project, the
problematizing of limitations, is part of one and the same movement as the utopian project,
the exploration of new possibilities, and should not be seen as two separate realms as in the
paradigmatic critique of Lukács.
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In the light of this reading of Musil’s utopianism, I will look at the different utopian
proposals throughout Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften and the recurring debates about the
presumed ending of the novel. I will argue that Musil’s utopianism cannot be reduced to a
series of utopian proposals, nor to one particular utopian proposal that could serve as a
normative conclusion. Furthermore, I will compare Musil’s views with Lukács’ earlier
theories of reification, Ernst Bloch’s writings on utopianism and the Nietzschean view on
history. Finally, I will clarify that Musil’s interest in the Viennese women’s movement can
only be understood in the light of Musil’s critical-utopianism as I formulate it in the chapter.
In the third chapter I will explore the different ways in which the pathological plays a role
in Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften. Musil had been critiqued by Lukács for having an
obsession with the pathological for the sake of itself, as a form of escapism. Rather than one
homogenous theme, I will argue that the role of the pathological, madness and the monstrous
in Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften, works on different levels at the same time. From his earliest
writings to his very last, Musil described society often in terms of a pathological condition. In
an early essay from 1911, we can already find a blueprint of his later views on the
pathological condition of society. From these diverse writings, I will try to distill a Musilian
theory of pathology, which should be distinguished from the ways other artists adopted the
theme of madness or pathology to critique society. The defining moment which shaped
Musil’s views on the pathology of society was a visit to a psychiatric hospital in Rome in
1913. Pathology is for Musil a compulsive, frantic state, which comes out of a lack of
comprehension, an incapacity to face the demands of the present or an imbalance between
feelings and the intellect. Pathology is a form of rigidity which does not allow for the
formation of new and better models, compulsively going for frustrated, destructive and
inadequate acts instead. The madness of the period between the turn of the century and the
Nazi period is for Musil a consequence of this pathology. This leads us to a second level:
Musil never stops critiquing the rhetoric of pathology adopted by conservative, moralist
groups. There was a widespread tendency to dismiss new forms of art as pathological,
immoral or degenerate. He exposes the rhetoric of those defending the old moral order and a
naturalized view on humans, society and its values in clinical terms, as if everything which
poses a threat to this order is a deviation of a “healthy”, “natural” order. In this sense, the
judgment “pathological” is part of the prevailing rigidity and part of the actual pathological
condition society was in. And finally, I want to situate the prevalence of pathological,
transgressive behavior in Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften as a technique to expose the
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inadequacy of the current moral models or norms and to increase the need and possibility for
new ethical formations.
As in the previous two chapters, I will situate Musil’s view in his intellectual context. In
this context, the reasons for Musil’s objections to Freudian psychoanalysis can also be better
understood. Both the writings of Georges Canguilhem on pathology and Nietzsche’s complex
views on health and disease will be of great help in clarifying Musil’s implicit theory of
pathology.

12. Concerns with using the texts of Musil
Musil’s writings that we have at our disposal can be divided into the texts that Musil
deemed ready for an audience and the writings that were Musil’s personal explorations
(drafts, notebooks, fragments…). We know as a fact that Musil was highly demanding and
strict on his own texts before he considered them to be finished and good enough to appear in
publication, such as when he withdrew twenty chapters that were ready to be published as the
continuation of Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften because he thought they needed further
reworking. The texts that were not ready for publication and the writings that were never
intended to be public, such as the diaries, are characterized by their fragmented nature.
Phrases are repeated or broken off in mid-sentence, passages recur in multiple varieties, and
provisional sections were reworked over the course of many years. We should remain aware
of the explorative nature of the works he did not intend to be published. These texts were
provisional and could have been reworked.
In the early twenties Musil had the intention to publish a volume with his collected essays
with an introduction, a project that got abandoned23. In the 26th notebook, Musil writes about
the problem of collecting essays that were all intended for a very specific context. He would
either have to keep the essays as they were, and provide the contextual situation in an
introduction, or rewrite the essays. Musil’s intellectual reflections were not meant to be some
kind of a-temporal universal theory or a system that could be used outside of its specific
context. Musil’s essays were interventions in a very specific situation and, for Musil, they
only derive their value from their engagement with a particular context. From Musil’s point of
view, intellectual reflections have to come to terms with the facts of the present, the
23
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deshalb, weil man mit Hilfe der Essays sein geistiges Wesen und seine literarische Leistung besser und klarer
hätte ermessen können.“ (in Dinklage, ed., 1960, p.335)
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conditions of the times, and the specific politico-intellectual configuration of society, and, if
not, they are simply a part of the problem. The issue of context cannot be underestimated
when looking at Musil’s essays. He wrote that he abandoned the idea of collecting his essays
because “weil ich viel zu sehr fühle, wie in ihnen etwas unter der Oberfläche
Zusammenhängendes durch die Gelegenheit modelliert wurde, die mir, der ich mich
eigentlich gar nicht zum schreiben bereit fühlte, einen Anlass unterschob; so wurde das
Wesentliche eigentlich immer im Nebenbei untergebracht.”24 (TH26 7) Exactly as the kind of
thought that Musil advocated, his reflections have to be seen as partial truths, engagements
with a very specific context and concrete setting, knowledge that always is and has to be
provisional, something one always returns to in order to rework and keep on reworking. An
attempt to define a certain concept in his work will always be a provisional definition, a
working hypothesis. Hypothetical thinking and essayistic exploration were values that Musil
highly endorsed, and this is how the many fragments of notebooks, essays and novel drafts
have to be read. On the other hand, the ideas that Musil did intend to be read by a wider
audience, shaped in a more timeless and accomplished form, were of course for the most part
novelized in his magnum opus Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften.
To this we have to add a second problem. In the same notebook 26, Musil emphasizes that
all the ideas he has developed belonged to a specific intellectual debate going on at the time,
and that the ideas he wishes to account for, do not belong to him alone. However, Musil also
wrote that he always felt to be different and that he wanted to express certain ideas because no
one else wrote them. This is one of the trickiest problems one encounters when studying
Musil. Taking up an existing theory which he proceeds to slightly displace in order to
problematize or rework the issues at stake is a very typical feature of Musil’s intellectual
work. Throughout Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften we can find many examples of the displaced
use of almost literal statements from people as diverse as Nietzsche, Rathenau or Maeterlinck.
Musil wants to engage with existing thoughts and take up their ideas in order to, as it were,
change them from within and to rework the thought process. Musil is not interested in
delimiting to what extent an idea is ‘his’ or belongs to a specific intellectual tradition. Musil
never merely adopts an idea from someone else unchanged, and yet, all his thoughts are direct
engagements with existing theories. Some of the theories he wants to tackle are nowadays
almost forgotten, while hugely popular in Musil’s time. Although his ideas are often

24

“…I feel far too strongly how elements in them that are connected beneath the surface were shaped by the
particular occasion that provided me with the stimulus, even though I did not actually feel that I was ready to
write; thus what was for me essential always found a home in something peripheral.” (D 26)
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embedded in an existing debates and theories, the way in which Musil challenges them is so
profound and original that his ideas survive the specific context in which he deployed them.
Indeed, in a postscript to this dissertation, I want to show that Musil’s ideas, his cultural
theory if you wish, can be taken out of its historical context and still be of great value to
certain disputes and problems that our society faces today. Musil, who did not lack any
ambition, hoped that his ideas would be read and valued by future generations, and not only
certain scholars but also the makers of the current stage adaptation of Der Mann ohne
Eigenschaften by the Belgian theater company Toneelhuis emphasize the value of Musil’s
masterpiece for today’s challenges.
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Chapter 1: Musil’s critique of moral and ideological rigidity

The opening chapters of Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften contain one of the most vivid
descriptions to be found in literature of the overwhelming sensory overload the big city had
become in modern times. Musil describes the modern city as a pulsating, swirling mass, with
accelerating and jolting rhythms, partly working smoothly like an oiled machine, partly
embodying conflicting forces:

Wie alle großen Städte bestand sie aus Unregelmäßigkeit, Wechsel, Vorgleiten,
Nichtschritthalten,

Zusammenstößen

von

Dingen

und

Angelegenheiten,

bodenlosen Punkten der Stille dazwischen, aus Bahnen und Ungebahntem, aus
einem großen rhythmischen Schlag und der ewigen Verstimmung und
Verschiebung aller Rhythmen gegeneinander, und glich im ganzen einer
kochenden Blase, die in einem Gefäss ruht, das aus dem dauerhaften Stoff von
Häusern, Gesetzen, Verordnungen und geschichtlichen Überlieferungen besteht.25
(MoE I 10-11)

It was beyond comprehension that such a vortex of speeds, noises, motion and energy
could keep on going without spinning out of control.
We first encounter Ulrich when he is standing at the window of his father’s house, looking
outside at the vertigo-inducing movement on the street. What else could a person do in the
face of such inhuman and intimidating forces, with more sensory stimuli than one could
handle, but stare despondently at all that motion or simply surrender to it? The opening pages
of Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften describe the dehumanizing effects of modernity on the big
city. It seemed as if everything was on the move. Society was changing fast and all people
could do was float along, but nobody could tell in which direction society was going. On the
one hand, city dwellers felt like part of a complex, well-organized beehive, or as the wheels of
an immense machine in which they were taken up like Chaplin in Modern Times. On the other
hand, they also felt increasingly insignificant and powerless. The machine would do its thing
and it was preposterous to believe that a mere individual could change its course. Shrugging,
25

“Like all big cities it was made up of irregularity, change, forward spurts, failures to keep step, collisions of
objects and interests, punctuated by unfathomable silences; made up of pathways and untrodden ways, of one
great rhythmic beat as well as the chronic discord and mutual displacement of all its contending rhythms. All in
all, it was like a boiling bubble inside a pot made of the durable stuff of buildings, laws, regulations, and
historical traditions.” (MwQ 4)
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Ulrich thinks: “‘Man kann tun, was man will;’ sagte sich der Mann ohne Eigenschaften
achselzuckend ‘es kommt in diesem Gefilz von Kräften nicht im geringsten darauf an!’”26
(MoE I 16)
The fast changes modern society was going through brought along complex challenges.
First of all there was the epistemological problem that the modern city was too much for a
person to grasp or comprehend. It was no longer possible to reach a vantage point from which
modern life in all its aspects could be overviewed and synthesized. Such a feeling of
incomprehension or alienation inevitably evokes ethical problems as well. People no longer
knew what role they were supposed to take up or what their place was in a society that had
become incomprehensible and unrecognizable. If one could no longer discern a meaningful
whole or some kind of a telos or goal, what role is one supposed to fulfill in that society?
In 1922, Musil attempted to bring his different insights on modern life together into one
comprehensive essay, Der deutsche Mensch als Symptom. This essay contains Musil’s ideas
on ideology, human shapelessness (Gestaltlosigkeit), the mystical other condition, the impact
of capitalism and much more. Unfortunately, the essay remained incomplete and only exists
in the form of fragmented drafts. It seems as if Musil, who never tried to finish the essay even
though he lived for two more decades, had fundamental problems with the project and instead
preferred to weave his insights into Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften. The fact that Musil was
never able to finish the essay could evoke a skeptic’s reaction that Musil was incapable of
distilling a clear and comprehensive theory from his diffuse thoughts, or that his own ideas,
however intriguing, were just as chaotic as the times they were supposed to assess. At the end
of this chapter, I will suggest that the abandonment of Der deutsche Mensch als Symptom for
Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften does not present a failure or incapacity, but a significant
change in approach on Musil’s part which inherently follows from his theoretical views.
In Der deutsche Mensch als Symptom, along with other essays and his notebook entries,
Musil connects his analysis of the crisis society was going through to a more general
condition of human beings. In his view, human beings, who were essentially shapeless, were
formed in the smallest details by a web of moral guidelines, ideologies and institutional or
conceptual apparatuses. The moral guidelines people had adopted for decades were quickly
becoming useless as tools to navigate the complexities of modern life. But at the same time,
the rigidity of these moral guidelines and the fact that such guidelines first of all served to ban
out all existential doubt, was a hindrance to what Musil called ‘moral creativity’. In this
26

“No matter what you do, […] within this mare’s nest of forces at work, it doesn’t make the slightest
difference!” (MwQ 7)
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chapter, I will explore the different moral, ideological and conceptual constraints that,
according to Musil, blocked people from assessing the present and from developing an ethics
by which they could seize the potential modern life contained. Although Musil uses the term
‘ideology’ abundantly in his essays, he explores the full complexities surrounding this term
rather than providing a simple and consistent definition. He prefers tracing all the aspects and
difficulties he can find instead of formulating a general and concise theory. A clarification of
the problems surrounding morality and ideology in all its complexity is necessary to
comprehend Musil’s analysis of the early twentieth century and to comprehend in which way
exactly Musil’s work is a cultural critique.
Musil gave the situation he described in his novel the particular and untranslatable name
Seinesgleichen. Translated by Sophie Wilkins and Burton Pike as “pseudo-reality”,
Seinesgleichen combines a general incapacity to make sense of the times with compulsive, but
inadequate, attempts to expel the feeling of malaise. Due to the lack of an adequate
framework to grasp the complexities of modern life, people developed a plethora of theories
and opinions. Although this seemed like a abundance of new theories, for Musil it was just
more of the same, a form of symptomatic and frustrated compulsion without a trace of
originality or novelty. Was such a dynamic city like Vienna not bursting with inventiveness,
new discoveries and paradigm-shifting theories? Musil certainly acknowledged the unusual
creative drive and potential of the time, but he also noticed that the people were incapable of
seizing the possibilities available to them. In Musil’s choice of words, the times were filled
with all the “qualities” one needed, only they seemed to exist separately, often in conflict with
each other, and people did not know how to apply them. The period of Seinesgleichen Musil
describes was a situation which had begun at the end of the nineteenth century and, as we will
see in this chapter, its unresolved tensions paved the way for the cataclysms of both the First
World War and the rise of National-Socialism. What repeated itself was an inadequate
reaction to the rapid changes society was undergoing. Seinesgleichen is the repetition of
outmoded models and emotional responses through which people wanted to make sense of
their present:

Die Ziele, die Stimmen, die Wirklichkeit, all dieses Verführerische, das lockt
und leitet, dem man folgt und worein man sich stürzt: – ist es denn die wirkliche
Wirklichkeit, oder zeigt sich von der noch nicht mehr als ein Hauch, der
ungreifbar auf der dargebotenen Wirklichkeit ruht?! Es sind die fertigen
Einteilungen und Formen des Lebens, was sich dem Mißtrauen so spürbar macht,
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das Seinesgleichen, dieses von Geschlechtern schon Vorgebildete, die fertige
Sprache nicht nur der Zunge, sondern auch der Empfindungen und Gefühle.27
(MoE I 203)

Musil’s portrait of the confusion and chaos that prevailed in the modern city was so
convincing that it has become one of the most persistent misconceptions of Musil’s work that
he is merely painting a brilliant portrait of the chaotic big city life at the start of the twentieth
century, the condition of Seinesgleichen, which he called “eine geheimnisvolle Zeitkrankheit”
(MoE I 86; “a mysterious malady of the times” MwQ 54). However, Musil’s ambition went a
lot further than that. Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften is a vast and sharp analysis of why people
were incapable of getting a grip on modern life and an investigation of the possibilities to
move beyond the shortcomings of the obsolete conceptual frameworks people were using to
make sense of the present.

1. Tracing the role of morality and ideology in Musil’s cultural critique.
Even the most casual reader of Musil will notice how often morality appears in his work28.
He even occasionally mocked the prominent place morality takes up in his writings. In one of
the many discussions on this topic, Ulrich jokes to Agathe: “‘Es ist ja vielleicht komisch, dass
ich sogar hier in der Küche von Moral spreche,‘ sagte er verlegen.”29 (MoE II 585) Although
Musil avoided an overly unified or one-sided cause for the crisis at the beginning of the
twentieth century, morality nevertheless plays a central role. Things get more complicated and
unclear when he writes on the role of ideology, which is closely related to the problem of
morality. Musil repeatedly insisted on the importance of ideology in our daily lives, claiming
that even our smallest actions and thoughts have an ideological basis, and this “auch heute
noch Trotzdem alle Welt sich über sie lustig macht”30 (DMS 9). Despite the centrality of this

27

“The goals, the voices, the reality, all this seductiveness that lures and leads us on, that we pursue and plunge
into – is this reality itself or is it no more than a breath of the real, resting intangibly on the surface of the reality
the world offers us? What sharpens our suspicions are all those prefabricated compartments and forms of life,
semblances of reality, the molds set by earlier generations, the ready-made language not only of the tongue but
also of sensations and feelings.” (MwQ 135)
28
Georg Lukács, one of the fiercest critics of Musil’s work, wrote that Musil always gives a moral twist to
things. (Lukács, 1958, p.23) Though morality is a theme which pervades Musil’s entire oeuvre, the important
notebooks with the numbers twenty-five and twenty-six specifically explore this topic.
29
“‘I suppose it’s funny how I go on talking about morality even here in the kitchen,’ he said in embarrassment.”
(MwQ 1116)
30
“even today, despite the fact that the whole world makes fun of it.” (PS 173) This statement recalls the
contemporary situation where on the one hand some have declared the end of all ideologies and metanarratives,
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notion in Musil’s writings and the valuable scholarly work that certain authors have devoted
to Musil’s Ideologiekritik (Müller, 1972; Howald, 1984; Martens, 2006), the way it is
deployed throughout Musil’s writings is, as we will see, far from unambiguous. As a matter of
fact, the term ideology does not indicate one single, but multiple processes. Likewise,
morality can have two almost opposing meanings in different contexts.
Throughout Der deutsche Mensch als Symptom, Musil emphasizes the centrality of
ideology in our daily lives. Ideology creeps into the smallest and most intimate moments of
our existence, from our values to our disposition to the world. Our daily lives are not simply
colored by ideology, but totally shaped by it. The reason for this omnipresence of ideology is
that without the roles, shapes and patterns provided by society, we would drown in existential
angst and insecurity. In Musil’s proto-existentialist view, people cannot cope with the
contingency and frailty of their existence:

Der persönliche Tod, die Winzigkeit des Erdkügelchens im Kosmos, das
Geheimnis der Persönlichkeit, die Frage des Fortlebens, Sinn und Sinnlosigkeit des
Daseins, das sind Fragen, die der Einzelne in den meisten Fällen als ohnedies nicht
beantwortbar zeit seines Lebens abweist, und die er dennoch wie die Wände eines
Raums sein ganzes Leben umschließen fühlt. Ich glaube auch, dass wenig
Menschen ganz unberührt davon bleiben, dass es statt ihres Lebens auch ein anderes
gäbe…31 (DMSN VII/11/20)

It is here that ideology steps in by providing neat norms, roles, values and belief systems. It
provides a meaningful order or morals that people can adopt and identify with32 to avoid a
constant existential crisis over the meaning of one’s life and values:

Das Leben formt sich in bereitstehenden Formen, es ist gesellschaftlich
präformiert; das Gefühl der Liebe zB. findet Arten, Abarten, Grade usw.

while on the other hand the religious, economic and political ideological narratives seem to be back with a
vengeance.
31
“His own mortality, the minuteness of our little ball of earth in the cosmos, the mystery of personality, the
question of an afterlife, the sense and senselessness of existence: these are the questions that the individual
brushes aside his whole life long as in any case unanswerable, but that he nonetheless feels surrounding him all
his life like the walls of a room. I also believe that few people remain completely untouched by the thought that
instead of the life they lead there might also be another…” (PS 153)
32
Such a view has been radicalized in Slavoj Zizek’s Lacanian view of ideology: “The function of ideology is
not to offer us a point of escape from our reality but to offer us the social reality itself as an escape from some
traumatic, real kernel” (Zizek, 1989, p.45)
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vorbereitet, in die es sich ergießt und in denen es wird. Ohne Leitlinien zerfällt der
Mensch...33 (DMSN VII/11/26)34

To avoid the constant existential angst over our lives or the intense doubt that will arise
when one realizes the contingency of what we find the most important, people adopt preexisting moral models. Morality, or as Musil liked to call it, ‘petrified morality’, serves as a
firm guideline for people to feel like they belong to a meaningful, ordered society, in which
they have a specific role and place:

Sobald dagegen eine Seele Moral hat oder Religion, Philosophie, vertiefte
bürgerliche Bildung und Ideale auf den Gebieten der Pflicht und des Schönen, ist
ihr ein System von Vorschriften, Bedingungen und Durchführungsbestimmungen
geschenkt, das sie auszufüllen hat, ehe sie daran denken darf, eine beachtenswerte
Seele zu sein… Es bleiben dann im Grunde nur noch logische Fragen der
Auslegung übrig, von der Art, ob eine Handlung unter dieses oder jenes Gebot
fällt…35 (MoE I 295)

After decades, people grow to be accustomed to these moral guidelines, which Musil calls
Kunstgriffe, artificial systems, and regard these interlocking value systems to be the natural
state of things:

Aber wenn man näher hinsieht, ist es doch ein äußerst künstlicher
Bewusstseinszustand, der dem Menschen den aufrechten Gang zwischen kreisenden
Gestirnen verleiht und ihm erlaubt, inmitten der fast unendlichen Unbekanntheit der
Welt würdevoll die Hand zwischen den zweiten und dritten Rockknopf zu stecken.
Und um das zuwege zu bringen, braucht nicht nur jeder Mensch seine Kunstgriffe,
der Idiot ebensogut wie der Weise, sondern diese persönlichen Systeme von

33

“Life shapes itself in ready-made forms: it is socially preformed. The feeling of love, for instance, finds
modes, modifications, degrees, etc., already prepared, into which it pours itself and in which it becomes reality.
Without the guidelines the individual disintegrates.” (PS 158)
34
An edited version of Der deutsche Mensch als Symptom can be found in the Lesetexte of the Klagenfurter
Ausgabe, but the remaining fragmented drafts of this essay are in the Transkriptionen. I will refer to the first as
DMS, and to the drafts in the Nachlass as DMSN.
35
“But the minute a soul has morals, religion, philosophy, a well-grounded middle-class education, ideals in the
sphere of duty and beauty, it has been equipped with a system of rules, conditions, and directives that it must
obey before it can think of being a respectable soul… All that remains are only logical problems of
interpretation, such as whether an action falls under this or that commandment…” (MwQ 198)
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Kunstgriffen sind auch noch kunstvoll eingebaut in die moralischen und
intellektuellen Gleichgewichtsvorkehrungen der Gesellschaft und Gesamtheit, die
im Grösseren dem gleichen Zweck dienen. Dieses Ineinandergreifen ist ähnlich dem
der großen Natur, wo alle Kraftfelder des Kosmos in das der Erde hineinwirken,
ohne dass man es merkt, weil das irdische Geschehen eben das Ergebnis ist; und die
dadurch bewirkte geistige Entlastung ist so groß, dass sich die Weisesten genau so
wie die kleinen Mädchen, die nichts wissen, in ungestörtem Zustande sehr klug und
gut vorkommen.36 (MoE I 843)

In Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften we can find several characters who defend the view that
we should unquestionably and firmly adhere to the prevailing moral system because it
provides the best and most certain guideline for life. Question these guidelines and you will
quickly slide towards confusion and insanity. Early in the novel, it is Ulrich’s father who
most clearly expresses this view of morality as a necessity for existing, by providing us a
guideline and a sense of security. He lives by the principle: “Wenn man gut durch geöffnete
Türen kommen will, muss man die Tatsache achten, dass sie einen festen Rahmen haben.”37
(MoE I 20) Or in the ironic, mocking words of Ulrich:

Sein Vater würde es ungefähr so ausgedrückt haben: Wen man tun ließe, was er
wolle, der würde sich bald vor Verwirrung den Kopf einrennen. … Diese
Altvordernweisheit kam ihm als ein außerordentlich neuer Gedanke vor. Es muss
der Mensch in seinen Möglichkeiten, Plänen und Gefühlen zuerst durch Vorurteile,
Überlieferungen, Schwierigkeiten und Beschränkungen jeder Art eingeengt werden
wie ein Narr in seiner Zwangsjacke, und erst dann hat, was er hervorzubringen
vermag, vielleicht Wert, Gewachsenheit und Bestand; – es ist in der Tat kaum
abzusehen, was dieser Gedanke bedeutet!38 (MoE I 27-28)

36

“But looked at closely, it does seem to be an extremely artificial state of mind that enables a man to walk
upright among the circling constellations and permits him, surrounded as he is by an almost infinite unknown, to
slip his hand with aplomb between the second and third buttons of his jacket. Not only does every human being,
the idiot as much as the sage, apply his special skills to make this happen; all these personal stratagems are also
cleverly built into society’s moral and intellectual systems for maintaining its inner equilibrium, so that they
serve the same purpose on a large scale. This interlocking of systems resembles that of nature itself, where all the
magnetic fields of the cosmos affect those of the earth without anyone noticing it, because the result is simply
whatever happens on earth. The consequent psychological relief is so great that the wisest of men and the most
ignorant of little girls, is left undisturbed, feel very clever and pleased with themselves.” (MwQ 574-575)
37
“To pass freely through open doors, it is necessary to respect the fact that they have solid frames.” (MwQ 10)
38
“His father would have put it something like this: “Give a fellow a totally free hand and he will soon run his
head into a wall out of sheer confusion.” … For a man’s possibilities, plans, and feelings must first be hedged in
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In the view of Musil’s father, accepting the traditional moral code is as necessary as solid
door frames and without it, the world would slide into random chaos and excess. Even more,
it is a necessity for people to maintain a grip on themselves. Let that grip go, and you end up
on a slippery slope towards insanity, crime and confusion. Morality thus understood is the
banning out of having too many possibilities or the neurotic anxiety of having too much
freedom and too many choices.
The same opinion is defended by a character who first gets introduced in the final chapters
of the published part of Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften and who plays a central role in the
chapters that Musil withdrew from publication: the professional pedagogue and conservative
moralist Lindner. In the figure of Lindner, Musil caricaturizes in a truly Nietzschean manner
the hypocrisy that governs the life of this man who believes that the smallest deviation from
good old moral values will lead to a downward spiral of increasingly problematic passions
and irresponsible behavior. As Musil formulates it: “Er hatte vom Menschen vielleicht nicht
mit Unrecht die Vorstellung eines Sackes voll Teufel, der fest zugebunden werden müsse,
und den Bund sah er in unerschütterlichen Grundsätzen.”39
What Lindner calls ‘the animal part’ of human beings has to be strictly reined in. Lindner
first appears in the book when Agathe is having a breakdown over the situation she finds
herself in. She just abandoned her bourgeois husband Hagauer without any idea where to go
from there. Lindner gives her a pep talk about the virtues of marriage and continues to revel
afterwards in the delight over having shown so much ‘empathy’ and ‘moral strength’. After
Agathe has an argument with Ulrich further in the book, she suddenly goes to visit Lindner,
in a stubborn urge to defy her brother. Lindner has the greatest difficulties with keeping his
unshakable moral posture intact in the face of Agathe’s boldness. While he, in an almost
pathetic manner, has to gather all his strength not be brought out of balance by Agathe’s
challenging presence, the remedy that Lindner keeps insisting on like a mantra is: “Tun Sie,
was Ihre Pflicht ist!”:

…wenn der Mensch frei ist, ist er unglücklich! Wenn der Mensch frei ist, ist er
ein Phantom! … Pflicht ist, was die Menschheit in richtiger Selbsterkenntnis gegen
by prejudices, traditions, obstacles, and barriers of all sorts, like a lunatic in his straightjacket, and only then can
whatever he is capable of doing have perhaps some value, substance, and staying power.” (MwQ 15-16)
39
KA\LESETEXTE\BAND 3 Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften Die Fortsetzung\Zwischenfortsetzung 19371939\Druckfahnen-Kapitel\39.NAch der Begegnung 3 “He had an image of the human being, perhaps not
wrongly, as a sack full of devils that had to be kept firmly tied shut, and he saw unshakable principles as the tie.”
(MwQ 1138)
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ihre eigene Schwäche aufgerichtet hat. Pflicht ist ein und dieselbe Wahrheit, die alle
großen Persönlichkeiten bekannt oder auf die sie ahnungsvoll hingewiesen haben.
Pflicht ist das Werk jahrhundertelanger Erfahrung und das Ergebnis des Seherblicks
der Begnadeten.40

The strict adhering to a given prescribed morality that has been the dominant morality in
the society in which one was born, or, as Lindner calls it, doing what is your duty, is for
Lindner and Musil’s father the best guarantee to lead a good life and to maintain your sanity.
In his diaries Musil uses the term morality of duty (Pflichtmoral) (FT 44, D 238). We hear
more than a small echo here of what Nietzsche in Morgenröthe has called the morality of
custom (Sittlichkeit der Sitte): “Sittlichkeit is nichts Anders (also namentlich nicht mehr!), als
Gehorsam gegen Sitten…”41 (Nietzsche, 1971, p.17-18)
The first wave of preaching about doing one’s duty by Lindner to Agathe provokes an
ironic response from the latter: “Das klingt wie ein Kriegsreglement für Erzengel”42 (MoE II
495) In a way, one could say that for Musil every person implicitly acts in accordance with
the views of Lindner or Musil’s father. Out of sheer moral and existential anxiety, they want
to have solid moral guidelines that tell them what to value, how to live and even what to be,
and the most obvious moral guideline is the dominant moral frame one is born in. These
guidelines are supposed to evade the situation where every single instance of one’s life
becomes a moral dilemma:

…ohne dieses könnte der Mensch kaum den Arm heben oder den Finger
bewegen, denn das einfachste Leben – der Weg an einem Bettler vorbei, die
Freundlichkeit oder Unfreundlichkeit zu einem Untergebenen, die Wahl eines
40

KA\LESETEXTE\BAND 3 Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften Die Fortsetzung\Zwischenfortsetzung 19371939\Druckfahnen-Kapitel\44.Eine gewaltige Aussprache 5 “Do what is your duty!” “When a person is free he
is unhappy! When a person is free he’s a phantom! … Duty is what mankind in proper self-awareness erected
against his own weakness. Duty is one and the same truth that all great personalities have acknowledged or
pointed to. Duty is the work of the experience of centuries and the result of the visionary glance of the blessed.”
(MwQ 1171)
41
“Morality is nothing other (therefore no more!) than obedience to customs.” (Nietzsche, 1982, p.10)
Throughout Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften runs a critical dialogue with Nietzsche’s thought. Musil was greatly
concerned with the reception of Nietzsche’s work and the problematic ways in which people used his thoughts.
For Musil, Nietzsche’s work opened up a multitude of new possibilities and clues that people did not take up. In
what could be called a typical Musilian fashion, Musil inserts Nietzsche into the thought process of Linder.
While, as one might expect, Linder cannot accept Nietzsche’s radical views and especially his rejection of
empathy, he nevertheless quotes Nietzsche in a rather twisted moment to Agathe, thus pulling the statement out
of its context and rendering it awkward by turning it into an opinion of this conservative moralist. This process
of placing someone’s words, in this case Nietzsche, in an unusual context is something which occurs throughout
the novel.
42
“That sounds like a military code for archangels.” (MwQ 1054)
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Vergnügens – ist voll Entschlüssen, deren jeder mehr als Jahre erfordern würde,
sollte ihn die Vernunft zweifelsfrei begründen. Außerdem kommt ja jeden Tag der
Augenblick, wo der Mensch die Hände in den Schoss legen muss, und dann fällt
all sein Tun wie Asche in eine bodenlose Leere, würde es nicht zusammengehalten
von der Sicherheit, das Rechte getan zu haben und bloss zwischen zwei Füllungen
leer zu sein, wie ein Gefäß, mit dem geschöpft wird.43 (DMS 9)

In Musil’s description of the human condition, people cling to the moral guidelines and life
regulations they were born into so as to avoid existential anxiety or too much possibility. But
this avoidance of anxiety is not enough to bind a person to a specific moral system. It needs a
larger and persuasive framework to make that connection feel more seamless and natural,
something that keeps on guarantying the continuance of the belief in that order. This is the
role ideology will play, as becomes clear in this working hypothesis from Der deutsche
Mensch als Symptom:

Ideologie ist: gedankliche Ordnung der Gefühle; ein objektiver Zusammenhang
zwischen ihnen, der den subjektiven erleichtert. Er kann philosophisch oder
religiös oder ein traditionelles Gemisch aus beiden sein. Diese Definition ist nicht
völlig genau, aber sie leistet gute Dienste.44 (DMS 9)

We are dealing here with fragments, thoughts in the process of being developed, and as
Musil points out, we should view these explorations more as working definitions. Rather than
using fixed conceptual definitions, he never stopped refining and elaborating his thoughts.
Musil clearly used notions like morality, ideology or ideological apparatus in slightly
different ways throughout the different contexts of his writings, but nevertheless, it is possible
to discern a coherent analysis that runs through all his writings. As I will clarify later, when I
look at Musil’s critique of Oswald Spengler, humans and their moral dispositions are in
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“…without it a person could hardly move an arm or lift a finger, for the simplest kind of life – walking past a
beggar, friendliness or hostility to a subordinate, one’s choice of pleasure – is full of decisions, each of which
would require a lifetime for reason to establish free of doubt. Moreover, each day there comes the moment when
a person must lay his hands in his lap, and then all his activity would fall like ashes into a bottomless void were
it not held together by the certainty of having done the right thing and of just being empty between two fillings,
like a pitcher used for pouring.” (PS 174)
44
“Ideology is: intellectual ordering of the feelings; an objective connection among them that makes the
subjective connection easier. It can be philosophical or religious or a traditional mixture of both. This definition
is not entirely precise, but it is serviceable.” (PS 174)
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principle shapeless45. This shapeless form will take up the pre-existing molds, forms, moral
norms and values of society: “…selbst unsre Gefühle formen sich wie Flüssiges in Gefäßen,
welche Generationen gebildet haben, und unsre Ungestalt wird von ihnen aufgefangen.”46
(DMS 10). Or as he writes in his diary in the years after the war: “Und komme zu dem
Schluß, den ich als einer der wenigen Deutschen schon vor dem Krieg vertreten habe, dass
der Mensch moralisch eine Ungestalt ist, eine kolloidale Substanz, die sich Formen
anschmiegt, nicht sie bildet.”47 (FT 19 29)
But a negative drive is not enough to connect a person to a certain moral system; it will
require a certain form of what Musil calls bonding (Bindung), and he saw profession as the
principle bond. Without these bonds, the individual would collapse like an inflated balloon”:

Leben ist sozial gebunden und nur beschränkt individuell beweglich. Einem
Offizier, einem Farbenstudenten, einem gläubigen Katholiken oder Juden, einem
korrekten oder einem moralischen Mann sind \ist in jeder Lebenslage eine viel
engere Auswahl der möglichen Reaktionen vorgeschrieben; das #wirkt,# sammelt
die Kraft in bestimmte Strombetten…48 (DMSN VII/11/26)

The anxiety in itself is not sufficient to make a person identify completely with a certain
moral system and derive his or her identity from it. This will require an organization,
ideological systems, or as Musil calls them repeatedly, an apparatus, that has to secure and
perpetuate the bonding of the person with a specific moral order. The subjective connection to
a moral system, including certain symbols or modes of conduct, has to be maintained by an
active ideological organization or apparatus. We have to read closely the fragments we have
at our disposition. In Der deutsche Mensch als Symptom, Musil writes: “Gerade die Ungestalt
seiner Anlage nötigt den Menschen, sich in Formen zu passen, Charaktere, Sitten,… Moral,
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Musil called this idea the Theorem of Shapelesness (das Theorem der menschlichen Gestaltlosigkeit) (DMS
2).
46
“Even our feelings form like fluids in containers that generations have formed, and these containers receive
our shapelessness.” (PS 175)
47
“And I come to the conclusion that I put forward before the war began – one of only a small number of
Germans to do so – that in moral terms a human being is a misshapen thing, a colloidal substance that snuggles
up to other forms rather than shapes them itself.” (D 268)
48
“Life is made easier when it is socially bound, and when it is individually mobile only to a limited extent. A
believing Catholic or Jew, an officer, a fraternity brother, an honorable businessman, or an important person, is
in every situation capable of a far smaller number of reactions than is a free spirit: this saves and stores energy.”
(PS 175-174)
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Lebensstile und den ganzen Apparat einer Organisation anzunehmen.”49 (DMSN VII/11/3536) Here Musil describes a very primal disposition of each human being to take on acquired
roles and patterns. In notebook 26, written at exactly the same time as Der deutsche Mensch
als Symptom, he further explores this notion of an apparatus of organization. Here, Musil also
writes about the “Notwendigkeit des Apparats - Unentrinnbare Grausamkeit der heutigen
Apparate - Das Ganze eine Organisationsfrage.”50 (TH26 27) The simple disposition of
shapelessness is in itself not enough but requires an organization to sustain it:

Auch die unorganisierten Kultureinflüsse lassen sich in lockerem Sinn als
Apparatur auffassen. Nicht das Gedicht, das ich lese, aber dass ich es lese ist
Apparat. Das Verhältnis: Einzelner-Apparat muss also noch um eine Stufe tiefer
genommen werden.51 (TH26 27)

What Musil is emphasizing here is how deeply ingrained and primordial the connection of
a person to such an apparatus is. “Sind wir einmal auf "Apparat" eingestellt, so bemerken wir
eine Gruppe Einflüsse, die es nicht und es doch sind: Überlieferung, Sitte, Moral, in summa
Ideologie.”52 (TH26 27) For Musil, this ideological apparatus is literally at the core of our
being and shaping every single gesture, disposition, inclination and taste we have53. Musil
wants to take the workings of the apparatus “one level down”. Simply the fact that I read a
poem is in itself already a consequence of an ideological apparatus that can guide our smallest
inclinations.
As we read Musil’s fragments closely, we can discern what seems to be a double use of the
term ideology. This is already the case in the last citation, where Musil indicates with
ideology on the one hand something at “one level down”, at a very primary level, and on the
other hand, ideology as one of the things that comes along once we have tuned in to an
apparatus, and that “are not, and yet are, part of it.” In the same notebook, we can find:
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“Precisely the shapelessness of his disposition requires the individual to accommodate himself to forms, to
take on the character, customs, morality, life-style, and the whole apparatus of on organization.” (PS 168-169)
50
“necessity of the apparatus – inescapable cruelty of the kinds of apparatuses today – the whole is a question of
organization.” (D 335)
51
“Even the {unorganized} influences of culture can broadly be understood as functioning as an apparatus. Not
the poem that I read but the fact that I read it is an apparatus. So the relationship of individual to apparatus must
be taken one level further down.” (D 335)
52
“Once we have tuned in to the “apparatus”, we notice a group of influences that are not, and yet are, part of it:
tradition, customs, moral system, in summa, ideology. Without ideology, the individual is a nothing.” (D 335)
53
Musil’s views here form an antecedent to what Pierre Bourdieu would later describe as the habitus of people
and Michel Foucault’s productive apparatuses of power.
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“Ideologie als Luftraum und Ideologie in besondren Fällen.”54 (TH26 27) This is one of the
rare moments where Musil explicitly indicates a double, or even multiple, use of the notion of
ideology: one use is what he poetically calls ‘airspace’, the type of ideology without which
the individual could not even lift a finger, shaping the smallest parts of our lives and being,
and a second form of ideology, “ideology in special cases”, namely specific systems,
institutions, structures, opinions and certain historical constellations or intellectual trends, that
form a secondary kind of ideology55. This distinction will be important to grasp his analysis
of the situation between the world wars. On several occasions Musil enlists examples of these
second ideological systems, which contain very diverse phenomena: the ideology of state,
nation, race, Church (TH26 27, D 336); epistemology, public morality, customs, school,
ethics (scientific and artistic), art, nationalism as pseudo-tie (FT 19 14, D 264); specific party
ideologies such as the socialists or the liberals (FT 19 51, D 275), etc…
Between these ideological systems of organization, and especially in the period around the
First World War, there is a constant battle:

Staat, Nation, Kirche, Beruf, Klasse, Geschlecht usw. Der Einzelne kann
keinem dieser Verbände ganz angehören, weil sie miteinander in Widerspruch
stehn. Auch hier handelt es sich um die Kämpfe von Apparaten.56 (TH26 25)

As the principle bonds continued to erode during the period culminating in the First World
War, the second form of ideological systems will try to step in to take control, hence Musil
calling them “attempts”. In Der deutsche Mensch als Symptom, Musil writes in the context of
these attempts: “…man kann nicht wieder in abgelegte Bindungen hineinkriechen”57 and also
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“Ideology as airspace, and ideology in special cases.” (D 336)
Others have also attempted to distinguish between a more primordial, basic form of ideology and a secondary
form of ideology, concrete ideological systems. To clarify the distinction between a more basic role of ideology
and the abuse of it by certain powers, the Soviet philosopher V.N. Voloshinov distinguished between behavioral
ideology and established systems of ideas. While the former governs our daily lives, the latter is a crystallization
into specific ideological systems, such as the elaborate Nazi mythology (Eagleton, 1991, p.48-49). Even though
he never explicitly elaborated it like that, it seems from a close reading of his fragments that Musil is adopting a
similar view. This distinction that Voloshinov makes explicit, helps us to understand what seems to be a paradox
in Musil’s views, stating on the one hand that without ideology we wouldn’t be able to lift a finger and on the
other hand an enigmatic statement such as: “Um 1900, das war keine Ideologie, wohl aber der Ansatz zu eine.”
(DMS 8) “What existed around 1900 was not ideology, but doubtless the beginning of one.” (PS 173)
56
“State, nation, Church, profession, class, gender, etc. The individual cannot fully belong to any of these groups
because they are in conflict with each other. Here, too, the issue is one of struggles between different kinds of
apparatuses.” (D 335)
57
“One cannot advise a person who is not bound: bind yourself, and one cannot crawl back into discarded
bonds.” (PS 159)
55
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“Man kann nicht mit Absicht glauben.”58 (DMSN VII/11/28) It is this lack of faith in the old
bonds and the aggressive attempts to create new ideological ties that will mark the crisis after
the First World War.
The use of notions such as morality, ideology, bonds, or ethics, can be quite boggling,
especially if they are used in scattered fragments. Without trying to read a system in Musil’s
thoughts which he never systematized explicitly, it is possible to disentangle these notions
and describe the function they play in Musil’s diagnosis of his time. What Musil calls
morality, or petrified morality, is a set of moral guidelines that people adopt out of ease and
moral fear and which serves to limit the possibilities of human action. What Musil calls
ideology is the attempt to facilitate this connection of a person to a certain adopted moral
order and to make the connection more tight: an ‘objective connection’ to make the
‘subjective connection’ (if we recall his working definition) of the feelings appear more
natural, solid and less contingent. Ideology is one form of a Bindung, of binding the person to
a certain moral order. But when there is a crisis in these primary ideological bonds, causing a
widespread feeling of anxiety and disorientation, specific ideological systems can step in with
great force, such as national-socialism with their mythology of racial purity and national
unity.
Given this analysis, what exactly then is Musil arguing for? The essays, the diaries and
Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften are strife with passages opposing the petrified morality to a
more flexible morality, which he sometimes calls ethics, and which the creative person should
explore. The last chapter of the published part of Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften, Ein grosses
Ereignis ist im Entstehen. Aber man hat es nicht gemerkt59, forms the culmination point of the
escalating discussions between the members of the parallel campaign, and it is no coincidence
that the topic turns towards morality. At a certain moment Agathe asks Ulrich directly what
he means with morality, to which Ulrich gives the answer: “Moral ist Regelung des
Verhaltens innerhalb einer Gesellschaft, vornehmlich aber schon die seiner inneren Antriebe,
also der Gefühle und Gedanken.”60 (MoE II 578) And Musil goes on to explain that “Moral
wie alle andere Ordnung durch Zwang und Gewalt entsteht! Eine zur Herrschaft gelangte
Gruppe von Menschen auferlegt den anderen einfach die Vorschriften und Grundsätze, durch
die sie ihre Herrschaft sichert. Gleichzeitig hängt sie aber an denen, die sie selbst gross
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“One cannot believe by an act of will.” (PS 159)
“A great event is in the making. But no one has noticed”
60
“Morality is regulation of conduct within a society, beginning with regulations of inner impulses, that is,
feelings and thoughts.” (MwQ 1112)
59
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gemacht haben.”61 (MoE II 579) The inflexible and rather ruthless nature of morality is
coined by Ulrich with the phrase: “alles ist moralisch, aber die Moral selbst ist nicht
moralisch!”62 (id.). The moral order is accepted as quasi-natural, the only possible way to lead
a decent life, and left without further scrutinizing.
What Ulrich is getting at here with the statement that “everything is moral, but morality
itself is not”, is that these moral systems that people simply follow rather blindly have
somehow lead to a total neglecting of the capacity to do moral, or maybe better, ethical
thinking. The blind and unquestioning following of moral guidelines has undermined the
people’s capacity for a moral creativity and flexibility, and, as a consequence, the skill to
adjust one’s moral framework to changing historical contexts. Morality, according to Musil,
has been reduced to the mere following of accepted rules and no longer a question which has
to be constantly reconfigured in order to fit the times and which requires what he calls a
moral imagination. Or as Musil formulates it when describing Ulrich’s perspective in that
same chapter:

Er glaubte an Moral, ohne einer bestimmten Moral zu glauben. Gewöhnlich
versteht man unter ihr eine Art von Polizeiforderungen, durch die das Leben in
Ordnung gehalten wird; und weil das Leben nicht einmal ihnen gehorcht,
gewinnen sie den Anschein, nicht ganz erfüllbar, und auf diese dürftige Weise also
auch den, ein Ideal zu sein. Aber man darf die Moral nicht auf diese Stufe bringen.
Moral ist Phantasie.63 (MoE II 585)

Seeing morality as a set of police regulations has led to total neglect and withering away of
the moral imagination:

Denn jede Moral hat für ihren Zeitlauf das Gefühl nur soweit, und in diesem
Umkreis noch dazu starr, geregelt, als gewisse Grundsätze und Grundgefühle für
das ihr beliebende Handeln nötig waren; das übrige hat sie aber dem Gutdünken,
dem persönlichen Gefühlsspiel, den ungewissen Bemühungen der Kunst und der
61

“morality, like every form of order, arises through force and violence! A group of people has seized power and
simply imposes on the rest those rules and principles that will secure their power. Morality thereby tends to favor
those who brought it to power.” (id.)
62
“Everything is moral, but morality itself is not” (MwQ 1113)
63
“He believed in morality without believing in any specific moral system. Morality is generally understood to
be a sort of police regulations for keeping life in order, and since life does not obey even these, they come to
look as if they were really impossible to live up to and accordingly, in this sorry way, not really an ideal either.
But morality must not be reduced to this level. Morality is imagination.” (MwQ 1116-1117)
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akademischen Erörterung überlassen. Die Moral hat also die Gefühle den
Bedürfnissen der Moral angepaßt und dabei vernachlässigt, sie zu entwickeln,
obwohl sie selbst von ihnen abhängt. Sie ist ja die Ordnung und Einheit des
Gefühls.64 (MoE II 584)

Morality in this sense serves a certain order. It is a system to sustain a specific order in
society. The feelings that were not needed for this order were left to the “margins”, or as
Musil writes, to individual whim, random efforts of art or academic debate. Der deutsche
Mensch als Symptom reveals an often overlooked aspect of Musil’s analysis, which is only
rendered implicitly in Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften. The need for rigid moral guidelines
does not only have a psychological or existential basis, but also economic or sociological
ones. Petrified morality works by specific and unchangeable rules, like the police regulations
in Ulrich’s explanation, and because they are fixed, communicable and transferable as explicit
laws, they serve political and economic orders: “Statische Moral läßt sich aus der
Wirtschaftsordnung ableiten, aus dem Besitz.”65 (FT 19 62) A certain economic order (“Das
Geld ist das Mass aller Dinge”66 (DMSN VII/11/54)) or what he called the ordered selfishness
of capitalism, requires the need for unambiguousness, repeatability, and fixity. This imposing
of a repeatable, moral order is for Musil nothing less than an act of violence:

Dieses Bedürfnis nach Eindeutigkeit, Wiederholbarkeit u Festigkeit wird auf
seelischem Gebiet durch die Gewalt befriedigt, und eine Spezialform dieser
Gewalt, eine unerhört geschmeidige, entwickelte und nach vielen Richtungen
schöpferische, ist der Kapitalismus.67 (DMSN VII/11/55)

64

“For every moral system has, in its time, regulated the feelings, and rigidly too, but only insofar as certain
basic principles and feelings were needed for whatever action it favoured; the rest was left to individual whim, to
the private play of emotions, to the random efforts of art, and to academic debate. So morality has adapted our
feelings to the needs of moral systems and meanwhile neglected to develop them, even though it depends on
feelings: morality is, after all, the order and integrity of the emotional life.” (MwQ 1116)
65
“Static morality can be derived from the economic order, from possessions.” (D 275) This quote continues
with one of the few quotes where Musil pledges his support to the worker’s struggle, though he was sceptical of
Marxism or Socialism as another rigid ideology and the immense bureaucracy of the new Communist states:
“Workers, the only group who could break with this morality.” (id.)
66
“Money has become the measure of all things…” (PS 183)
67
“This need for the unequivocal, repeatable, and fixed is satisfied in the realm of the soul by violence. And a
special form of this violence, shockingly flexible, highly developed and creative in many aspects, is capitalism.”
(PS 182) Especially in the German scholarship on Musil, the debate about his politics has caused heated debates
and disagreements, with the most contradictory interpretations. For a good overview of these debates, see
Mehigan, 2003. In the US, in an attempt to completely evade this heated and sometimes absurd debate, David
Luft wrote that Musil was nothing more or less than a capitalist. The repeated claims by this prominent and
otherwise very informative Musil-scholar that Musil finally resigned to capitalism seems to be a surprisingly
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As opposed to the static or petrified morality, characterized by firm and solid laws, moral
imagination, dynamic morality or ethics68, as he calls a more flexible form of morality in
different places, fully belongs to the non-quantifiable domain of the non-ratioid, which is for
the creative person, or the creative writer (a term Musil likes to use) to explore. While the
rigid moralist only works with already existing values and morals, there is never room to
explore new values or morals that the times might require. Musil reverts here to the metaphor
of adopting different angles if a certain position does not work:

Ich muss zuerst zeigen, warum ich anders denke. Es kommt davon, dass ich
Ingenieur bin. Wenn ein Maurer einen Ziegel nicht der Länge nach ins Gefüge
bringen kann, so versucht er ihn der Quere nach zu stecken. […] Bloss auf dem
Gebiet des Rechts und der Sitte ist es verpönt.69 (TH25 5)

For Musil, creative writing was an “experiment in non-petrified morality”. He valued the
ability to make new connections, or the capacity to see with fresh eyes. He saw his writing as
a “Kampf um eine höhere moralische Artung.”70 (ST 32 27) To achieve this, one had to
remain as independent as possible from old ties71. This higher species of morality is not a
blunt attempt to evade all complexities and nuances of Musil’s politics, not to mention his harsh condemnations
of capitalism (Luft 1980, 2003).
68
The distinction between petrified morality and dynamic morality shows similarities with the notions of morale
close versus moral ouverte developed by Henri Bergson, someone Musil showed a great interest in throughout
his life. In an entry in one of his last notebooks, Musil indicated that he should look into this moral theory in
Bergson, but he also writes that Bergson is someone who he never has spent enough time with to get a proper
understanding of (ST 33 117, D 474). He writes that he will be accused of being influenced by Bergson,
something he does not find correct. This prompted him to write an essay about where his thoughts stand in
relation to the theories of the French philosopher, but also to point out where he disagrees with Bergson, namely
on the issue of space and time. The essay was never written, unfortunately, but it surely would have been
fascinating material. Bergson also linked his notion of closed morality with a certain function of maintaining
social cohesion with a group or nation. But by overemphasizing group cohesion, this type of morality is for
Bergson always connected to war, a connection Musil clearly made as well. Opposed to this, Bergson placed the
more universalistic and ethical open morality, which is brought forth by what he calls the creative emotions, such
as love. (Bergson, 1932, p.56-60)
69
“I must show first why I think in an “other” way. This comes from my being an engineer. When a bricklayer is
unable to fit a brick into place lengthwise he tries to put it in an angle. … It seems that these unplanned changes
and later planned trials represent one of the qualities to which mankind owes it ascent. … Only in the realm of
law and morality is this not permitted. (D 311)
70
“a battle to achieve a higher species of morality.” (D 487)
71
While Musil was generally full of unsparing scorn for his fellow writers, a rare exception was Rilke, who was
an artist that came very close to his aesthetic ideal. During the memorial address he gave at Rilke’s funeral, he
praised him for having developed his art without leaning on an ideological support: “Dieser Sinn entfaltet sich
nicht gedeckten Rückens, an die Mauern irgendeiner Ideologie, Humanität, Weltmeinung gelehnt; sondern
entsteht, von keiner Seite festgehalten oder gestützt, als ein der geistigen Bewegung frei und schwebend
Überlassenes.” (RRF 18) “This meaning does not unfold by leaning up against the wall of some ideology,
humanity or world opinion for protection, but arises with no support or hold from any side as something left
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moral system with communicable laws, but a condition, an ethos. The higher species of
morality that Ulrich is looking for in der Mann ohne Eigenschaften, is described thus:

Moral war für ihn weder Botmäßigkeit, noch Gedankenweisheit, sondern das
unendliche

Ganze

der

Möglichkeiten

zu

leben.

Er

glaubte

an

eine

Steigerungsfähigkeit der Moral, an Stufen ihres Erlebnisses, und nicht etwa nur,
wie das üblich ist, an Stufen ihrer Erkenntnis, als ob sie etwas Fertiges wäre,
wofür der Mensch bloss nicht rein genug sei.72 (MoE II 585)

It is this second higher species of morality that Musil has in mind when he claims that
Germany has brought forth “den größten Moralisten der zweiten Hälfte des abgelaufenen
Jahrhunderts”, being Nietzsche, while at the same time “die größte Aberration der Moral
hervor, die seit der Zeit des Christentums dagewesen ist”73, being of course Hitler (ST 30 58).
What we should retain from these scattered fragments is that morality, for psychological,
existential, but also economic or sociological reasons, plays a crucial formative role in our
lives. Ideology, which exists in diverse forms and shapes, from very broad and basic
dispositions to life to particular institutions or systems of ideas, is what binds us more firmly
to a certain moral order. We need such moral and ideological formations to orient ourselves
in life, but when they are too rigid, they can cause people to feel alienated from the present
and block them from developing more adequate frameworks and guidelines. In Musil’s
analysis, this was precisely what had happened in Austrian and German society at the end of
the nineteenth century and which was underlying the feeling of crisis that dominated the first
half of the twentieth century.

2. The motivational deficit at the turn of the century

So far, we have looked at the role morality and ideological apparatuses play in Musil’s
conception of the human condition in general terms. According to Musil, a significant change
had occurred gradually at the end of the nineteenth century, which caused a conflict that
over, free and hovering, from intellectual movement.” (PS 248) The example he repeatedly gave of the opposite,
a writer of rigid and archaic morality, was Stefan George.
72
“For him morality was neither conformism nor philosophic wisdom, but living the infinite fullness of
possibilities. He believed in moralities capacity for intensification, in stages of moral experience, and not merely,
as most people do, in stages of moral understanding, as if it were something cut-and-dried for which people were
just not pure enough.” (MwQ 1116)
73
“…the greatest moralist {of the second half} of the preceding century…”, “…the greatest aberration in
morality that there has been since Christendom…” (D 388-389)
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would remain unresolved. This conflict was the gap between the prevailing moral guidelines
in society and the increasingly complex demands of modern life. The context in which Musil
grew up and developed his theories of morality are certainly relevant here. He was born into a
family that belonged to what David Luft has called the Austrian mandarinate. In the AustroHungarian empire, these were the people who were close to the Habsburg monarchy and who
took up important posts in the administration of the state. Access to this elite was guaranteed
through the proper education in schools that specifically served this purpose. The reward for
loyally doing one’s duty was the possibility of being granted with a title of nobility or a
prestigious position, which is what happened to Musil’s father. Because this group obtained
its position mainly through education and not through heritage, they greatly supported the arts
and the sciences and it was in this mandarine culture in the last days of the empire that the
Viennese arts blossomed in an astonishing manner74.
This typically Austrian class was characterized in their beliefs by a peculiar mixture of
loyalty to the monarchy and liberalism, of Baroque and Enlightenment values, of a
conservative attitude towards the order of their empire and a progressive positivist attitude in
terms of sciences and administration. Their motto was capital and culture (Besitz und
Bildung). The education that played such a central role in this mandarinate valued above all
unshakable moral values and an absolute, unquestionable loyalty (Luft, 1980, p.5-9). Musil
has painted a beautiful portrait of the attitude of his father’s generation in chapter three of Der
Mann ohne Eigenschaften, in which the values of Ulrich’s father are described.
In the last decades of the empire, this moral order started to crumble. The end of the
nineteenth century saw an explosion of technological innovations and new ideas. The
unprecedented spirit of novelty and the growing feeling of discontent and confusion about
these changes, turned Vienna into a centre of new and radically challenging theories and arts.
The old moral order gave people a clear set of values and beliefs to fall back on: the place of
men and women in society, what was seen as a great person and great deeds, what life course
to follow given your birth in a certain class, a lofty feeling of belonging to a great empire…
But instead of this, there was a growing sense of unease, of no longer connecting to the
course of society or history, of alienation and anomie, of the dissolving of all old social bonds
and a rapid flow of new and ever changing opinions, beliefs, ideologies. What was one year
seen as a modern and important idea, was in no time replaced by another, making the former
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For a good overview of the conflicting values in nineteenth century Viennese society, see Janik and Toulmin,
1973. Certain Habsburg rulers were paranoid to the extreme about potential revolutionary forces and change that
they took the most desperate measures to prevent this.
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idea look as outdated as a powdered wig. The confusing swirl of ideas and opinions that was
suddenly unleashed is what causes the comical bewilderment of the parallel campaign.
The acceleration of modernity went along with the gradual, unspoken and confusing
process of the Austrian (and German)75 youth no longer being able to adhere belief in the old
moral order. It was like they had outgrown the old moral order: “Sie befinden sich stets in
einem Mißverhältnis zum Leben, und dieses befreit sich in wiederkehrenden Krisen von
ihnen wie wachsende Weichtiere von ihren zu eng gewordenen Panzern.”76 (HE 234) The
rapid changes that modernity brought along tilted the old established order out of balance,
causing a crisis in both personal and collective identity77. People no longer knew what to
believe, which ideas to endorse or what to admire. The last decade of the nineteenth century
felt as a period of decadence. The heroic human subject of the Enlightenment was dethroned
by the ungraspable complexity of the modernization of society along with new theories that
described the irrational forces driving the actions of mankind. There was a growing list of
culture-pessimistic narratives about the decline of society, the decay of civilization or moral
values, the loss of moral fiber, the anomie and desensitization of the masses, the dissolving of
social bonds, the degeneration of culture, the disintegration of values… The cult around
Oswald Spengler’s Der Untergang des Abendlandes and the huge influence of Max Nordau’s
Entartung78 are but two prominent examples.
Chapter 109 of Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften (“Bonadea, Kakania; Systeme des Glücks
und Gleichhewichts” Moe I 834;“Bonadea, Kakania; systems of happiness and balance”
MwQ 109) describes the necessity of belief to find value or sense in something: “In der Liebe
wie im Geschäft, in der Wissenschaft wie beim Weitsprung muss man glauben, ehe man
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Musil often spoke of German and Austrian society as one and the same, and in 1919, he was in favor of an
Anschluss of Austria with Germany, an opinion which was shared by many progressive Viennese intellectuals.
Musil’s plea for an Anschluss with Germany had of course very different motivations than the actual Anschluss
in 1938 by the National-Socialists.
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“[They were] forever incongruent with life, and life shakes them off in recurring crises the way swelling
mollusks shed their outgrown shells.” (PS 130)
77
Several Musil scholars have interpreted Musil in the light of the social systems theory developed by Niklas
Luhmann (Mehigan, 2005; Martens, 2006). In Luhmann’s view, between the sixteenth and the eighteenth
century, a shift took place in European society from a stratified society to a functionally differentiated society. In
a stratified society, everyone has a clear social position in a hierarchy of ranks and social prestige. That order
changed profoundly when different function systems started to differentiate from each other, creating parallel
and functionally equal systems. No longer was it possible for a person to belong to one function system (like a
lawyer in the legal system), but each person belongs to different systems which all exist alongside each other. It
was no longer possible to find an Archimedean vantage point from which the totality of all these function
systems could be overviewed and synthesized into one coherent society. For an overview, see Moeller, 2006, p.
41-52.
78
Strangely enough, Nordau, who was Jewish and an outspoken champion of the Zionist cause, was one of the
big influences on Nazi ideologue Alfred Rosenberg, especially concerning his theories on Entartete Kunst. The
fact that Nordau regarded anti-semitism as one of the worst symptoms of the time’s degeneration was no
hindrance for Rosenberg.
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gewinnen und erreichen kann, und wie sollte das nicht vom Leben im ganzen gelten?!”79
(MoE 844) But in Kakania, a process had begun where people gradually lost this belief:

Denn Kakanien war das erste Land im gegenwärtigen Entwicklungsabschnitt,
dem Gott den Kredit, die Lebenslust, den Glauben an sich selbst und die Fähigkeit
aller Kulturstaaten entzog, die nützliche Einbildung zu verbreiten, dass sie eine
Aufgabe hätten. … Sie hatten nicht mehr die Gabe des Kredits und nicht die des
Betrugs.80 (MoE I 844-845)

In Der deutsche Mensch als Symptom, Musil describes the change that occurred in the
period around 1880-1890 as a “Mangel an Glauben”, which was “gar keine religiöse, sondern
eine auch das Profane umfassende Angelegenheit.”81 (DMSN VII/11/28) What seems to have
taken place at the end of the nineteenth century was a sudden lack of faith in the existing
order. People could no longer identify with the symbols, institutions, and the life roles they
were supposed to take up. Or as Musil phrases it in his diaries: “Die Moral wurde nicht
unterminiert, sondern sie hat sich als hohl erwiesen.”82 (FT 21 51) The centrality of morality
in the analysis of his time becomes clear when Musil writes in the same passage from his
diaries that Germany’s (but one can extend this to Austria) collapse in the war was due to the
moral people: “Deutschland ist nicht an seinen unmoralischen, sondern an seinen moralischen
Bürgern zugrunde gegangen”83 (FT 21 51), a process which was unfolding well before the
war and of which the absurd war enthusiasm was only the sad endpoint . This is a severe
accusation and as we further unpack Musil’s critique, it will become clear in which way we
have to hear this statement.
No matter how desperate people were for something solid to hold on to, they were simply
incapable of finding meaning, personal involvement or passion in the old moral order. The
great literature produced after the First World War, looking back at the period before the war,
was filled with protagonists of a wealthy background who were no longer able to lead the
lives they were supposed to lead, from Rilke’s Malte Laurids Brigge, to the decay of the old
79

“In love as in business, in science as in the long jump, one has to believe before one can win and score, so how
can it be otherwise for life as a whole?” (MwQ 575)
80
“For Kakania was the first country in our present historical phase from which God withdrew His credit: the
love of life, faith in itself, and the ability of all civilized nations to disseminate the useful illusion that they have a
mission to fulfill. … They no longer had the faith or credit, nor had they learned how to fake it. They no longer
knew what their smiles, their sighs, their ideas, were for.” (MwQ 575-576)
81
“lack of faith” “is not just a religious matter at all, but includes the secular as well. (PS 159)
82
“Morality was not undermined but proved to be hollow.” (D287)
83
“Germany’s collapse was not brought about by her immoral, but by her moral, citizens” (D287)
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aristocratic families in Joseph Roth’s novels. Thomas Mann’s Hans Castorp withdraws from
the life he was supposed to lead to the sanatorium in the mountains because of a rather vague
illness, finding himself caught in the battle for his soul by the polar figures of Settembrini and
Naphta, to die in the trenches of the war. But probably the clearest and most explicit example
of this phenomenon is Hermann Broch’s trilogy Die Schlafwandler. Pasenow, the protagonist
of the first novel Pasenow oder die Romantiek, in a truly painful and almost pathetic way, is
trying to cling to the symbols and actions that go along with his position in the old fading
society. No matter how hard he tries, he can no longer find any meaning and comfort in it. He
clings to what used to be the signs of dignity, such as his uniform and military rank, goes to
church when he is in moral turmoil and in a painful climax, lies next to his newly wed wife
during their wedding night in his full officer’s outfit. Like Musil’s Pflichtmoral, Pasenow
tries to cling on to the moral order he was born in, hoping that doing his duty will bring him
solace, only to find this moral system to be hollow and inadequate.
The theme of a morality that has become hollow and dysfunctional, was already the topic
of Musil’s first literary success, Die Verwirrungen des Zöglings Törless. In this novel, he
described the moral struggles of a young boy in the military academy, a portrait of the elite
boarding school that Musil attended and where children of the wealthy Austrian families were
prepared for a career as army officer84. Considered to be one of those prestigious educational
institutions that was supposed to install an unshakable loyalty, unquestionable moral values
and a sense of duty in these future members of the Austrian mandarinate, the description that
Musil gave of the homo-erotic, sadistic and proto-fascist games the pupils were involved in,
must have been a great shock. When Törless gets exposed to the severe and soulless moral
codes of the school, but at the same time gets involved in the dark sexual and violent
outbursts that go on at night, simply unquestionably accepting his moral duty is something
that turns out to be a much more difficult thing to do than he expected. There seems to be no
“natural” or rational form of motivation to do so, other than avoiding a constant crisis of his
conscience.
When young Törless starts to feel his confusions and anxieties grow and overwhelm him,
unable to adopt the moral order that the boarding-school represents, this uncertainty finds an
84

As a child Robert Musil was sent to the military boarding schools of Eisenstadt and Mährisch-Weisskirchen.
Rilke, who shortly went to the same school at Mährisch-Weisskirchen, had to be removed by his parents after
less than a year, remaining traumatized by his stay there for the rest of his life. When Rilke read Dostoevsky’s
prison memoir The house of the dead, he said it reminded him of the atmosphere at the school, and he recognized
his experience in Musil’s Törless. Musil, who was much less shaken by his experience in the military boarding
schools than the frail and sensitive Rilke, nevertheless at the end of his life referred to the boarding school of
Mährisch-Weisskirchen as “Das A-loch des Teufels” (ST 33 102; “the arsehole of the devil”, D 469).
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acceptable outlet in his questions about mathematics. Törless cannot accept that mathematics
makes use of imaginary numbers. When he confronts his teacher with his question, the
teacher tells him that his knowledge is at that moment inadequate to grasp such a question,
but he simply needs to believe (VZT 125, CYT 86). His mathematics teacher has an
impressive volume of Kant prominently on display in his room, which motivates Törless to
seek moral solace in the writings of the famous philosopher. But Törless fails to find any
moral footing in the steep rational thought of Kant. When, in the end of the book, Törless gets
questioned by the school authorities about his involvement in the aberrations that were
discovered, he can only express his moral confusions by stumbling incoherent phrases that
make no sense to the teachers, and to which they respond by accrediting Törless with an
unhealthy inclination towards speculative matters that might be turned towards a proper form
of theological or philosophical thinking. As his moral and sexual crisis inevitably escalates,
Musil provides the reader a glimpse of Törless’ future as an adult, who has fully repressed the
confusions of his adolescence, becoming a man “welchen die Beachtung der Gesetze und
wohl auch teilweise der öffentlichen Moral eine Beruhigung gewährt, weil sie dadurch
enthoben sind, über etwas Grobes, von dem feineren seelischen Geschehen Weitabliegendes
nachdenken zu müssen…”85 (VZT 184) The idea that people become a certain person in
adulthood more out of resignation than conscious effort, returns in Der Mann ohne
Eigenschaften:

Im Grunde wissen in den Jahren der Lebensmitte wenig Menschen mehr, wie sie
eigentlich zu sich selbst gekommen sind, zu ihren Vergnügungen, ihrer
Weltanschauung, ihrer Frau, ihrem Charakter, Beruf und ihren Erfolgen, aber sie
haben das Gefühl, dass sich nun nicht mehr viel ändern kann. Es ließe sich sogar
behaupten, dass sie betrogen worden seien, denn man kann nirgends einen
zureichenden Grund dafür entdecken, dass alles gerade so kam, wie es gekommen
ist; es hätte auch anders kommen können… Noch viel sonderbarer aber ist es, dass
die meisten Menschen das gar nicht bemerken…86 (MoE I 205)
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“upon whom respect for the law and, to some extent, for public morals, has a calming effect, relieving them of
the need to think about anything coarse and remote from the finer things of the soul…” (CYT 126)
86
“Few people in mid-life really know how they got to be what they are, how they came by their pastimes, their
outlook, their wife, their character, profession, and successes, but they have the feeling that from this point on
nothing much can change. It might even be fair to say that they were tricked, since nowhere is a sufficient reason
to be found why everything should have turned out the way it did; it could just as well have turned out
differently… What is even more peculiar is that most people do not even notice it; they adopt the man who has
come to them…” (MwQ 136-137)
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The crisis that Törless and the people at the end of the nineteenth century went through,
could be further clarified by Pierre Bourdieu’s writings on symbolic power. Bourdieu has
emphasized that symbolic power needs to be affirmed through performance and repetition,
requiring an investment from the people subjected to it. What Bourdieu calls the performative
magic of authority requires belief and active affirmation through rites of symbolic power.
Rites of naming, consecration and stigma “enclose those whom they characterize within the
limits that are assigned to them and that they are made to recognize.” (Bourdieu, 1991, p.122)
Rites of institution have the social function of consecrating or legitimizing an arbitrary
boundary, thus making people feel as if their social role is natural, meaningful and dignified.
The prescription of one’s social position and the consecration of the social boundaries are
inscribed in the body from an early age, even before a person is born (such as his or her
name). A famous example of this is the scene in Thomas Mann’s Der Zauberberg, where
Hans Castorp is shown the family baptismal bowl while his grandfather solemnly tells him
the names of his ancestors who all got baptized with the bowl, Hans being the last in line.
Hearing his grandfather naming his ancestors gives Hans a comforting feeling, and the
sensation of entering something sacred like a church, where one automatically starts walking
more silently (Mann, 1954, p.33).
My reason for bringing up Bourdieu’s theory of symbolic power here is because it helps us
to clarify the phenomena under discussion in two ways. The magic of rites of institution is
that they manage to transform the person subjected to them, both the image that person has of
him- or herself and in the image others have of him or her. But there is more. The
transformation does not end at the level of mere image or representation. It also involves an
obligation to act in accordance with the social position. The rites of institution “signifies to
someone what his identity is… and thus informing him in an authoritative manner of what he
is and what he must be.” (Bourdieu, 1991, p.121) It assigns an identity, an essence on the
person, including a social obligation to act accordingly. The act of naming or consecrating
someone with a title, is not simply a descriptive statement, but also an imperative: act
accordingly! Noblesse oblige. “‘Become what you are’: that is the principle behind the
performative magic of all acts of institution. The essence assigned through naming and
investiture is, literally, a fatum.” (id., p.122) This helps us to understand the manner in which
traditional morality, status and loyalty became engrained in the generation to which Musil
belonged and that grew up in the deeply moral education system of Austrian mandarinate.
But there is a second reason why I refer to Bourdieu’s theory here and that is because he
also indicated that “elites are destined to ‘waste away’ when they cease to believe in
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themselves, when they lose their morale and their morality, and begin to cross the line in the
wrong direction. This is also one of the functions of the act of institution: to discourage
permanently any attempts to cross the line, to transgress, desert, or quit.” (id., p.122) This is
exactly the conflicting situation that people found themselves in during the last decades of the
empire, and the context in which Musil developed his views: people could no longer
passionately endorse nor find any meaning in the old moral order which had become
hollowed out and felt to be inadequate for the demands of the modern life. At the same time,
they also found it very difficult to let go of the old order, or to conceive of new moral systems
and views, because of the psychological reason to avoid a moral crisis of conscience, but also
because of the presence of powerful ideological systems who aimed at naturalizing the bond
between the person and his or her social position or identity87.
What matters here is that all these examples seem to indicate that the final decades before
the First World War were marked by a hollowing out of the old moral order, the old modes of
conduct and symbols of power. Somehow the old moral prescriptions felt no longer adequate
or to be hopelessly outdated in the context of the rapidly changing society and the dazzling
rush of modernity. People seemed torn between a need to hold on to clear values and moral
guidelines, something fixed and steady amidst all that rapid change, but they were no longer
able to identify themselves with the modes of conduct that were demanded by their society.
Traditional morality suffered from, to borrow a term from Simon Critchley, a motivational
deficit. Pasenow, Törless or Castorp wanted to accept the values and life course they were
supposed to take up, if nothing else to avoid a constant crisis of conscience, but they were no
longer able to find any meaning in these values and they could no longer slip more or less
seamlessly, with conviction, into their social roles.
The feeling that the old frameworks were outmoded and people could not develop new
frameworks is beautifully rendered in the beginning of Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften
through the metaphor of style. It was well-known that the Viennese bourgeoisie at the end of
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Eric Santner, following Bourdieu, has argued that the memoirs of judge Schreber, famously turned into the
classic case study of paranoia or psychosis by Freud, has to be seen as an answer to this crisis of what he calls
symbolic investiture. Not only did Schreber’s outbreaks of psychosis occur at moments when he was given a
symbolic position, such as his appointment as Senatspräsident, but the content of his delusions clearly revealed
the central themes of the crisis of his time: a crisis of authority, identity, sexuality and the old patriarchal order.
Santner even shows how Freud totally misread this because he was, at the time of writing his case study,
involved in exactly the same crisis. The claim of Santner is that Schreber did not simply display a disturbing
form of psychotic delusion, but that he, in his own awkward way, tried to come to terms with the crisis of
symbolic investiture in his time. He showed a remarkable sensitivity, avoided the nationalist attempts to restore
authority and identified himself with the marginalized groups of his time, specifically women and Jews.
(Santner, 1996) However insightful and original Santner’s reading of Schreber is, one can hardly call Schreber’s
hallucinations a successful way of coping with the falling apart of the old order.
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the nineteenth century seemed to be lacking in a specific style. The interior decoration of their
homes was nothing more but a rather tacky and eclectic mixture of old styles. There was a
liking for vapid and kitschy ornate decoration88. When Ulrich arrives in his father’s home,
after have been away for a long time, the idea that such a home would be his home feels
laughable. As Musil ironically writes: it is the house of a man with qualities. After trying to
settle in to the house, Ulrich can only feel out of place:

Als alles fertig war, durfte er den Kopf schütteln und sich fragen: dies ist also
das Leben, das meines werden soll? – Es war ein entzückendes kleines Palais, was
er da besaß; fast mußte man es so nennen, denn es war ganz so, wie man sich
seinesgleichen denkt, eine geschmackvolle Residenz für einen Residenten, wie ihn
sich Möbel-, Teppich- und Installationsfirmen vorgestellt hatten, die auf diesem
Gebiete führten. Es fehlte nur, dass dieses reizende Uhrwerk nicht aufgezogen war;
denn dann wären Equipagen mit hohen Würdenträgern und vornehmen Damen die
Auffahrt empor gerollt, Lakaien würden von den Trittbrettern gesprungen sein und
Ulrich mißtrauisch gefragt haben: ‘Guter Mann, wo ist Euer Herr?’89 (MoE I 28-29)

Ulrich feels as if he walked into a home from an older century, in which everything
perfectly has its place, only it would be a ludicrous idea that Ulrich would take his place in
the center of a such an outmoded setting. Musil writes that taking up such a life would be like
an actor playing a role and fully believing that he and the role are one and the same (MoE I
1044, MwQ 709).
Ulrich can no longer take up the old life roles, moral beliefs, symbols and non-style that he
sees all around him. But what should he do then in such a situation? His lack of plans drives
his father crazy. It seems to his father as if Ulrich is refusing to seize the opportunities he is
given:

…schon ein edler Hund sucht seinen Platz unter dem Eßtisch, unbeirrt von
Fußstößen, nicht etwa aus hündischer Niedrigkeit, sondern aus Anhänglichkeit und
88

For a good overview of the problem of style in nineteenth-century Vienna, see Janik and Toulmin, 1973.
“When it was all done he could shake his head and wonder: ‘Is this life going to be mine?’ What he possessed
was a charming little palace; one must almost call it that because it was exactly the way one imagines such
places, a tasteful residence for a resident as conceived by furniture dealers, carpet sellers, and interior decorators
who were leaders in their fields. All that was missing was for this charming clockwork to be wound up, for then
carriages bringing high dignitaries and noble ladies would come rolling up the driveway, and footmen would
leap from their running boards to ask, looking Ulrich over dubiously: ‘Where is your master, my good man?’”
(MwQ 16)
89
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Treue, und gar die kalt berechnenden Menschen haben im Leben nicht halb soviel
Erfolg wie die richtig gemischten Gemüter, die für Menschen und Verhältnisse, die
ihnen Vorteil bringen, wirklich tief zu empfinden vermögen.90 (MoE I 19-20)

Taking up such a life would be for Ulrich as a snail trying to crawl into a way too small
and rigid shell. Moreover, it no longer gives people the feeling that they belong to a
meaningful order by which they can face the challenges life will bring. Adopting such a rigid
order causes a sense of unease, of being reduced to some kind of superfluous mist. While
looking at the architecture of his city, he thinks:

…eine unaussprechliche Übereinstimmung in allen Linien und Räumen, die den
Blick aufnahmen und leiteten, das Aussehen und der Ausdruck der Leute, die unten
vorbeigingen, ihre Bücher und ihre Moral, die Bäume auf der Straße…: das alles ist
ja manchmal so steif wie spanische Wände und so hart wie der geschnittene
Stempel einer Presse und so – man kann gar nicht anders sagen als vollständig, so
vollständig und fertig, dass man ein überflüssiger Nebel daneben ist, ein
ausgestoßener kleiner Atemzug, um den sich Gott weiter nicht kümmert.91 (MoE I
204-205)

Musil compares the way people become what they are to flies that are stuck in flypaper. In
all their attempts to escape the glue, they twist and turn, only to end up being clotted up with
glue, while the original shape of the fly can no longer be discerned. This situation causes a
profound feeling of unease, which makes people seek up things in which they can recognize
themselves, from the newest political slogan, to growing a moustache in the latest fashion:
“Was diese Renoviersucht des Daseins zu einem Perpetuum mobile macht, ist nichts als das
Ungemach, dass zwischen dem nebelhaften eigenen und dem schon zur fremden Schale
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“…even a pedigreed dog searches out his place under the dining table, regardless of kicks, not because of
canine abjection but out of loyalty and faith; and even coldly calculating people do not succeed half so well in
life as those with properly blended temperaments who are capable of deep feeling for those persons and
conditions that happen to serve their own interests.” (MwQ 10)
91
“…the indescribable harmony of all the lines and spaces that caught the eye, the look and expression of the
people passing below, their books, their morals, the trees along the street… it all seems as stiff as folding
screens, as hard as a printer’s die stamp, complete – there is no other way of putting it – so complete and finished
that one is mere superfluous mist besides it, a small, exhaled breath God has no time for anymore.” (MwQ 136)
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erstarrten Ich der Vorgänger wieder nur ein Schein-Ich, eine ungefähr passende Gruppenseele
eingeschoben wird.”92 (MoE I 207)
The general human condition, a shapeless being formed in the smallest details by moral
systems and ideological apparatuses, as described by Musil in Der deutsche Mensch als
Symptom, became a wide-open crisis at the turn of the century. The old moral models people
relied on were too outmoded for the complex demands of modern life, and at the same time
they were too rigid and inflexible to allow for the formation of better models. For Musil, the
confusing chaos that dominated the first decades of the twentieth century, came out of this
incongruence between a rigid moral order and the increasingly complex demands of life.
Many of the political and cultural phenomena that characterized this period were nothing
more than problematic, inadequate attempts at resolving this incongruence. Der Mann ohne
Eigenschaften is one long kaleidoscopic overview of the diverse, failing attempts to get a grip
on the feeling of unease about modern society, but all of them lack the creative and flexible
conceptual framework to assess the situation properly. In their frustration they will fall back
on general moral judgments and destructive, inadequate acts. In the next section, we will see
how Musil regarded certain problematic trends of the first half of the twentieth century as a
consequence of the incongruence between an overly rigid form of morality and the
complexities of modern life, painfully culminating in National-Socialism.

3. The inadequate responses to the crisis of morality: theories of decline, hatred of the
present, naturalized identity, irrationalism and the need for a savior.

We have seen that the old moral guidelines had become incongruent with the complexities
of modern life. At the same time, the rigid and petrified nature of the old moral order made it
impossible for people to develop new and better models. Given this situation, it comes as no
surprise that people were trying in vain to make sense of the bewildering times. The tension
between unease and the inadequacy of the traditional moral guidelines caused a series of
increasingly frustrating and bold attempts to overcome their sense of unease, which only
produced more of the same chaos like a perpetuum mobile. Musil never ceased to expose the
trend to view the present as a period of decline, loss or degeneration. The authors who saw
the present as a period of decline were assessing it in terms of the past, or a presumed lost
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“What makes this craving for the renovation of life into a perpetuum mobile is nothing but the discomfort at
the intrusion, between one’s own misty self and the alien and already petrified carapace of the self of one’s
predecessors, of a pseudo-self, a loosely fitting group soul.” (MwQ 138)
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fullness, and unsurprisingly, they were also seeking solutions in the past. Narratives lauding
past greatness, whether it was to be found in Ancient Greece or Germanic mythology, were
popular. While Musil shares with many of these authors the sentiment that the old order has
become hollowed out, he explicitly wants to distinguish himself from all the writers who
could see the present only as a period of decay, the falling apart of a past unity:

Nun kenne ich aber zwar eine ungeheure Literatur, deren Inhalt in Ausdrücken
für dieses Mißverhältnis besteht. Sie umfaßt das bekannte Meer von Klagen über
unsre Seelenlosigkeit, Mechanisierung, Rechenhaftigkeit, Religionslosigkeit, usw.
Aber ich kenne kaum ein vernünftiges Buch, das dieses Problem zunächst einmal
als ein Problem, ein neues, und nicht als eine alte Fehllösung auffaßte. Ganz
allgemein wird die Heilung regressiv gesucht. (Nation, Tugend, Religion.
Antiwissenschaftlichkeit.) Ganz selten wird ausgesprochen, dass hier ein neues
Problem gestellt ist, das seine Lösung noch nicht gefunden hat.93 (DMSN
VII/11/20)

This is the crucial element that will set Musil apart from many of his contemporaries. He
critiques the writers and thinkers of his time for only being able to fall back on old answers
and patterns, and as a consequence they evaluate their times as a falling apart or failing of old
systems. For Musil, and this will become increasingly clear as we continue to explore his
ideas, the present was not simply a matter of a failed system, an order falling apart that needs
to be restored, but it has to be seen as an opportunity to develop new orderings. The present
has to be treated as a new question, demanding new forms of thought:

…so kennzeichnet sich unsre Zeit auch in diesem Fall durch einen ungeheuren
geistigen Romantizismus, der aus der Gegenwart in alle Vergangenheiten flüchtet,
um dort die blaue Blume der seelischen einer verlorenen Sicherheit zu finden. Aber
es wird allgemein darin die Zersetzung eines früheren Zustands gesehen, der fester
gewesen sein soll, der Verlust von Dogmen und Richtlinien, die Auflösung von
Bindungen, mit einem Wort ein Zerfall, und gerade dass diese mutlose Annahme
93

“Now I am of course aware of the enormous literature whose content consists of expressions for this
incongruity. It embraces the familiar sea of complaints about our soullessness, mechanization, calculatedness,
lack of religion, and so on. But I know hardly of a single sensible book that tries to see this problem as a
problem, a new problem, and not as an old, failed solution. Generally speaking the cure is sought regressively.
(Nation, virtue, religion, antagonism to science.) Only very rarely is it made explicit that a new problem has been
posed here, that its solution has not yet been found.” (PS 154)
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nicht notwendig ist, wünsche ich zu zeigen. Der heutige Zustand des europäischen
Geistes ist meiner Ansicht nach kein Verfall, sondern ein noch nicht vollzogener
Übergang, keine Überreife, sondern Unreife.94 (DMSN VII/11/32)

A lot of the literature of Musil’s time was characterized by describing the downfall of the
Austrian or German empires in terms of a period of inevitable decay. Indeed, Musil is often
placed in that same category, and Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften described as a novel about a
detached spectator who goes to stand at the edge of society watching the Habsburg empire go
to its unavoidable demise. As opposed to many of his famous contemporaries, Musil was a lot
more affirmative and future-oriented. His interest was not to describe the decline of the
Austro-Hungarian empire, but to find ways to make the most out of the possibilities latent in
the present. The fact that the present looked like incomprehensible chaos was only because it
was approached with inadequate frameworks and people were not capable of applying these
possibilities.
Despite certain stylistic or thematic traits he certainly has in common with an author such
as Hermann Broch, who is often compared with Musil, it is exactly at this point that they
completely diverge and could not possibly be looking more in opposite directions in terms of
which way society and the arts should evolve. Sharing the stylistic feature of inserting steeply
intellectual essays in the novel with Musil, and a concern, however pessimistic, for the place
of the novel and the author in society, Broch can only conclude with horror that the present
displayed the disintegration of values, and that the prevailing chaos and violence come out of
the fact that the old value system has crumbled apart and no new value system has taken its
place. When Joseph Roth portrays the fall of the Austro-Hungarian empire, his characters can
only, despite all their aristocratic grandeur and nobility, end in death or madness. At the end
of what is probably the most famous and successful novel about this period, Thomas Mann’s
Der Zauberberg, Hans Castorp ends in the trenches. We have followed Mann on his thousand
page allegory, if one can call it that, about the decay of a political and intellectual period,
culminating in the massacres of the war, but we are not given a single indication on where
things might lead from there. Instead, we get the poetic last phrase of the novel, a question
moreover, whether it is conceivable that once again, love could arise out the dance of death:
94

“…our time is characterized in this case too by a tremendous spiritual romanticism that flees from the present
into any and every past, looking for the holy grail of a lost security. But what is generally deduced from this is
the disintegration of an earlier condition that is supposed to have been more solid, the loss of dogmas and
guidelines, the dissolution of bonds; in a word, a decline, and I would like to demonstrate that this despondent
assumption is not necessary. The condition of the European mind today is in my view not one of decline, but
rather of a not-yet-completed transition: not over-ripeness, but immaturity.” (PS 163)
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“Wird auch aus diesem Weltfest des Todes, auch aus der schlimmen Fieberbrunst, die rings
den regnerischen Abendhimmel entzündet, einmal die Liebe steigen?” (Mann, 1954, p.1019)
In that other famous German novel ending in the trenches, Hermann Hesse’s Demian, Hesse
evokes a Jungian vision in the last pages of his novel: the dying Demian sees some kind of a
mother-Goddess above the trenches who “gives birth” to the new society, rising up like a
phoenix out of the ashes of the war. Even though Hesse was always an avid opponent of the
war and of German nationalism (he even gave up his German citizenship), he was still under
the spell of the bizarre myths that fueled the great enthusiasm during the outbreak of the war;
in this case, a romanticized notion of a healing cataclysm, a cataclysm that would destroy the
old society like a shell and out of which miraculously the new, modern and better society
would arise.95
With these examples, I want to illustrate how totally different Musil was from his
contemporaries. It was precisely Musil’s aim to move beyond all the hysteria about modern
life, theories of decline or the bizarre mystifying of large scale violence. For him, there simply
was no existing adequate philosophy or spiritual attitude that could come to terms with the
times. This was something that needed to be invented. Musil’s intellectual endeavor could be
summarized as the search for entirely new and better ways of thinking and organizing society,
adequate to the rapidly changing times, avoiding the old rigid structures, myths or moral
systems. But hardly ever did people develop something truly new:

Ein […] viel größerer Umfang des Glaubens, Unterstellens, Vorweg-annehmens
ist zum privaten und öffentlichen Leben nötig. Man lebt nach Grundsätzen,
Richtlinien und Richtbildern, läßt sie durch das Leben modifizieren, wechselt sie
auch, aber wenig Menschen bringen neue, u. auch die nur beschränkt, hervor.96
(DMSN VII/11/29)

Musil was acutely aware that the period after the end of the First World War was a time in
which an unusual historical opening was created to launch new ideas. The vehemence and
almost hysterical passion that drove people with open arms into a war with an unprecedented
death toll and destruction, collapsing the Austrian and German empires and leaving those
95

This bizarre mystical view on war caused Expressionist painters such as Franz Marc or August Macke, and
many other artists, to volunteer for service in the trenches with great conviction and passion, only to realize the
hard reality of the war shortly before getting killed.
96
“A much greater proportion of faith, imputation, and assumption before the fact is necessary in private and
public life. We live according to rules, principles, and guidelines that we allow life to modify; we even exchange
them, but few people develop new ones, and even these are limited.” (PS 158)
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nations battered by the Versailles treaty, was replaced with a sense of utter despair and defeat.
When Musil returned from his military service on the Italian front, he realized that this was a
moment that had to be seized. In his notebook of 1920, he wrote:

Signatur der Zeit: Der Durchschnittsmensch aufgerissen bis in seine Tiefen…
Eine

der

stärksten

Zeiten

der

Weltgeschichte.

Dabei

eine

Kommunikationsmöglichkeit des Geschehens wie nie zuvor. Wenn daraus nicht ein
neuer Mensch hervorgeht, so ist die Hoffnung auf lange aufzugeben.97 (FT 8 26)

It is important to linger a bit longer on the assessment Musil made of the situation right
after the First World War, this time of “unparalleled potential”, because it is here that we can
find some of the distinguishing features of Musil’s analysis that further set him apart from his
contemporaries. According to Musil, there was no proper experience of the war. People
simply could not come to terms with the war. They had seen a lot but not experienced
anything: “Wir besaßen nicht die Begriffe, um das Erlebte in uns hineinzuziehn.”98 (HE 217)
In the essay from 1922, Das Hilflose Europa oder Reise vom Hundertsten ins Tausendste,
Musil wrote that the people adopted a myopic attitude to the war; they had been too involved
to properly assess it. There was no philosophy for the present, no set of concepts that could
properly come to terms with the present, only theories that make use of notions from the past
that would no longer do.
In what sense, then, was the end of the war such an important time for Musil? He certainly
did not believe that the war itself was some sort of cataclysmic transition phase or the
consequence of a decline, as many others were arguing. On the contrary, the war was the
culmination of a certain ideological-moral situation. It wasn’t a decline of a previously stable
order; it was a consequence of that outdated moral order. Nor did Musil think that the
situation was fundamentally different after the war99. What the war exposed, and this has
been marvelously explored by Patrizia McBride in her book on Musil’s ethics, was a void at
the core of all morality. It was this void, this indetermination, this shapelessness, which drives
people to despair and into the ideological molds and pre-existing configurations of moral
97

“Signature of the times: the average person is torn open to the depths of his being… One of the most powerful
epochs in world history. In the process, hitherto unparalleled potential for communicating what happens. If no
“New Man” comes out of this then hope must be relinquished for a long time to come.” (D 211)
98
“we were lacking the concepts with which to absorb what we experienced.” (PS 116)
99
Some critics have pointed out that Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften was going to be an anachronism by the time
it would ever be finished because the world it described, the period before the First World War, had been so
drastically changed. For Musil, the problems that haunted the last years of the Austro-Hungarian Empire were
still as pertinent in the decades after the war.
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codes. After the odd festive mood at the beginning of the war, all the old ideologies and
fashionable intellectual theories crashed in the war, leaving the people in despair and utterly
without coordinates or guidelines on what to do. The rigidity of the old moral system,
combined with the hollowness underlying it, culminated in poison gas and mass graves.
What the war had uncovered was a void underlying all these ideologies, which they were
supposed to fill up. Chapter 64 of Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften is called “Ideale und Moral
sind das beste Mittel, um das Grosse Loch zu füllen, das man Seele nennt”100. (MoE I 294)
That void was not something that suddenly arose after the war, after the erosion and decline
of an old, stable order, as would be the common view, but something which has always been
there and that people avoided to face. In an important passage from Der Mann ohne
Eigenschaften, Clarisse compares life to the shape of her wedding ring: “Ich meine, in seiner
Mitte ist doch nichts, und doch sieht er genau so aus, als ob es ihm nur darauf ankäme.”101
(MoE I 589) This image is later taken up again by Ulrich in a conversation with his sister,
describing the circle of questions they were evoking as something that “einen großen Umfang
und keinen Mittelpunkt hat: und diese Fragen heißen alle, ‘wie soll ich leben?’”102 (MoE II
371) This void was neither something new, a gap left open by the war, nor something which
had to be fought, but simply the way it has always been. As all moral guidelines had
collapsed in the trenches, this void, the utter lack of any firm basis, ground, or fundament of
all morality was left exposed. The old moral order had been reduced to nothing but a heap of
broken fragments after the war. No longer could these fragments be unified into a single
unified whole. While the moral order used to be experienced as a natural order, its
contingency had been exposed, and a modern ethics will have to acknowledge the contingent
nature of all ethical guidelines.
If looking at the past for answers was a consequence of not being able to face the present,
turning to idealized abstractions for one’s salvation is closely related. Musil accused the
prevailing culture-pessimistic opinions of his time of a harmful form of idealism. Unable to
come to terms with the complexity of the present, many were seeking their reference points in
abstracted and idealized Platonic ideas beyond reality to which the facts of the present were
supposed to conform:

100

“Ideals and morality are the best means for filling that big hole called soul” (MwQ 198)
“There’s nothing inside, and yet it looks like that is what matters most.” (MwQ 401)
102
“has a large circumference and no center, and all these questions are: “How should I live?”” (MwQ 972)
101
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Wir stabilisieren unsere Ideale wie die platonisch-pythagoräischen Ideen,
unverrückbar und unveränderlich, und wenn die Wirklichkeit ihnen nicht folgt, so
sind wir imstande, dies gerade als das Kennzeichnende der Idealität anzusprechen,
dass die Wirklichkeit nur ihre ‘unreine’ Verwirklichung ist.103 (NIW 1245)

Instead of realizing that reality was bound to be incomprehensible and reprehensible in the
light of lofty ideals that people turned to like the Holy Grail, they could not see that it were
the ideals which were inadequate to properly assess the present:

Ich nenne es Idealismus, die Wirklichkeit nach Ideen zu formen… Man sehe
nur endlich ein, dass das Leben nicht aus Unfolgsamkeit folgt, wie in der Schule,
sondern dass die Fehler bei den Idealen liegen müssen.104 (id.)

In these two quotes from the essay Die Nation als Ideal und Wirklichkeit, Musil clarifies
the connection between the prevailing idealism and the lacking of a conceptual framework to
be able to properly experience the situation at the end of the war or to be able to perceive the
facts of the present. Seen from this perspective, we can understand why the increasing
ideality to which life had to conform went side by side with an increasing sense of alienation,
of a feeling of a “lacking in reality” which is often used to describe the so called period of
decadence at the end of the nineteenth century, and the odd sense of no longer being able to
have a real experience of the present, an analysis that Musil shares with Walter Benjamin in
his essay Der Erzähler.105
McBride connects this analysis to what in contemporary ethics has been called passive
nihilism. Passive nihilism is a destructive resentment that arises out of the fact that life does
not live up to one’s ideals, which causes a drive to despise and even destroy reality (McBride,
103

“we stabilize our ideals like Platonic-Pythagorean ideas, immovable and unalterable, and when reality does
not conform to them we are in a position to regard this very fact, that reality is only their ‘impure’ realization as
characteristic of their ideality.” (PS 113)
104
“I call idealism the forming of reality according to ideas… One should finally realize that it is not that life
fails to conform to ideals out of disobedience, as in school, but rather that the mistake must lie with the ideals.”
(PS 113)
105
In the well known opening chapter of Der Erzähler Benjamin writes: “Es ist, als wenn ein Vermögen, das uns
unveräusserlich schien, das Gesicherste under dem Sicheren, von uns genommen würde. Nämlich das
Vermögen, Erfahrungen auszutauschen. Eine Ursache dieser Erscheining liegt auf der Hand: die Erfahrung ist im
Kurse gefallen. ... Hatte man nicht bei Kriegsende bemerkt, dass die Leute verstummt aus dem Felde kamen?
nicht reicher – ärmer an mitteilbarer Erfahrung.“ (Benjamin, 1980, II-2, p.439) “It is as if a capability that
seemed inalienable to us, the securest among our possessions, has been taken from us: the ability to share
experiences. One reason for this phenomenon is obvious: experience has fallen in value. And it looks as if it may
fall into bottomlessness. ... Wasn’t it noticeable at the end of the war that men who returned from the battlefield
had grown silent – not richer, but poorer in communicable experience?” (Benjamin, 1996, vol.3, p.143-144)
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2006, p.87). In Das Hilflose Europa oder Reise vom Hundertsten ins Tausendste, Musil wrote
about the craving for what he calls a “metaphysical bang” (metaphysischen Krach), coming
out of discontent with the times, an “offenbar menschliche Bedürfnis, von Zeit zu Zeit das
Dasein zu zerreißen und in die Luft zu schleudern, sehend, wo es bleibe.”106 (HE 234). I
believe that Musil provides us here with a helpful insight into the difficult to understand
(from our present perspective) enthusiasm and festive mood during the outbreak of the First
World War, a world war on a scale the world had never seen.
The specific abstractions that rapidly seized the passions of the masses were the mystified
views on state, nation and race, notions which were relentlessly exploited by political
forces107. The reason that Musil fiercely dismissed the fabulations spun around state, nation
and race, was because they relayed all moral responsibility to some abstract fantasy outside of
themselves. They were not just dangerous because they were myths that provide the people
with a new arousing unified narrative to believe in, but because they closed off all moral
reflection. They made people incapable of actively seizing the possibilities that their time
offered.
In notebook 8, Musil connects the horrors of World War I to the way the “superstructure
that is the state switches off the moral initiative”, a trait it shared with the monarchist
bureaucracy (TH8 21-22, D 210). In times when anything could hardly sound more as a false
note, with its deeply engrained nationalism, Musil demanded a “critique of the state”, the
moving beyond any form of state thinking, and this included multi-state organizations such as
the League of Nations (id.). It was clear to him that everything pertaining the intellect or
spirituality had to be per definition international, or more precisely, stateless. Strongly
opposing the political trend, he wrote in his diary: “Exterritorialtät des geistigen Menschen,
ist der richtige Term in dieser Blut-, Boden-, Rasse-, Masse-, Führer- und Heimatzeit.”108 (ST
34 90) It has to be emphasized here that Musil saw these phenomena not simply as some kind
of an aberration of National-Socialism, but as something that can be traced back to the time of

106

“apparently human need to rip existence to shreds from time to time, and toss them to the winds, seeing where
they fall.” (PS 129)
107
In Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften, such idealizations are mocked in the form of the four guiding ideas of the
parallel campaign: Emperor of Peace, European Milestone, True Austria, Property and Culture. Count Leinsdorf
suggests that the Parellel Campaign seeks inspiration in the writings of Johan Gottlieb Fichte. Leinsdorf cites a
passage from Fichte’s Reden an die deutsche Nation about the guiding task of the Church: “Die notwendige
Verständigung über sittliche Überzeugung geschieht in der Kirche, deren Symbole nicht als Lehrstücke, sondern
nur als Lehrmittel für die Verkündigung der ewigen Wahrheiten anzusehen sind.” (MoE I 134) “The necessary
teaching of moral conviction is the task of the Church, whose symbols must be regarded not as homilies but only
as the means of instruction for the proclamation of the eternal verities.” (MwQ 88)
108
“‘Extra-territoriality of the spiritual person’ is the correct term in this epoch of ‘blood’, ‘soil’, ‘race’, ‘mass’,
‘Führer’ and ‘homeland’.” (D 433)
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the empires. And he goes even further by stating that thinking internationally is simply not
conceivable from the point of view of any form of Realpolitik: “Die Idee der Welteinheit war
ihrem nationalistisch-staatlich realpolitischen Denken so fremd, erschien ihnen so utopisch,
dass sie offenbar gar nicht ernstlich daran denken konnten.”109 (FT 19 33)
On several occasions Musil critiques the idealized aura that nationalists adhere to the state
as such: “…deutsche Denker haben die Ideologie des Staats gläubig vertieft und bis zur
Idolatrie getrieben, in ihm eine menschliche Vervollkommnungsanstalt und eine Art geistiger
Überperson erblickt. Man muss deshalb sehr kräftig darauf hinweisen, dass das falsch ist.”110
(AD 344) The state was becoming increasingly a means in itself, representing a mystical,
spiritual or ethnic unity, and even more, it became an ultimate value, something to give your
life for. The danger with accrediting all these sacred, redemptive qualities to the apparatus of
the state cannot be overstated. Musil rightfully points out that the state can, at best, create or
facilitate institutions that help the development of intellectual and spiritual values (AD 352,
PS 98), but that as such, the state is merely a blind apparatus, which moreover is essentially
non-social and repressive. He points out “wie er Dostojewski nach Sibirien geschickt hat,
Flaubert vors Zuchtgericht, Wilde ins Bagno, Marx ins Exil, Robert Mayer ins Irrenhaus”111
(AD 344), and it would later reject Musil as well.
Musil described the attitude of the people towards the state in the times leading up to the
First World War as an attitude of laissez-faire, like sleeping in a train only to wake up by the
crash (HE 233, PS 128). All moral reflection was relayed to the machinery of the state,
becoming a good in itself, and all people had to do was faithfully take up their place in the
state mechanism and society would run smoothly. In Der deutsche Mensch als Symptom,
Musil prophetically describes the numbing effects of the state on the conscience, a
phenomenon that became all too familiar since the trial of Adolf Eichmann. The button that
one presses causing someone to die is utterly sterile, it feels inconsequential and all
responsibility lies with the machinery and not with the person who simply pressed the button:

Er ist das geruch-, geschmack- und gewichtslos gewordene Leben, der Knopf,
den man drückt, und wenn deshalb ein Mensch stirbt, so hat man es nicht getan,
109

“The “Idea” of world unity was so alien to “Realpolitik” thinking with its orientation toward nationalism and
the state, it seemed so utopian to them, that they were obviously unable to give it serious consideration.” (D269)
110
“…German thinkers have also credulously deepened the ideology of the state, driving it to the point of
idolatry and seeing in it both an institution for the perfection of human nature and a kind of spiritual superperson.
One must, therefore, point out very forcefully that this is false.” (PS 91)
111
“…how it sent Dostoevsky to Siberia, Flaubert before the penal court, Wilde to the penitentiary, Marx into
exile, Robert Mayer to the madhouse” (PS 91)
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weil das ganze Bewußtsein von der schwierigen Handhabung des Knopfes erfüllt
war; der Akt, das ist das Gerichtsurteil, der Gasangriff, das gute Gewissen unserer
Peiniger, er spaltet den Menschen aufs unseligste in die Privatperson und den
Funktionär…112 (NIW 1241-1242)

Eichmann was merely a functionary, a “good citizen” doing his seemingly mundane duty
in a bureaucracy designed to “facilitate” the death of human beings like any other production
process.
Musil remarked that it would be a grave mistake to dismiss the almost religious nationalist
sentiments at the beginning of the First World War as simply a collective psychosis or
hysteria and that one could act as if it was all over. The underlying ideological formations that
led to the upsurge of war enthusiasm were still there unchanged and still needed to be
properly worked through and not just dismissed with a shake of the head. We know now that
nationalism, collective arousal and a lust for violence did come back, and, what must have
been unimaginable at the time, even more destructive than at the outbreak of the First World
War.
After a brief period in which Musil believed in nations based on language communities, it
did not take long before Musil once again dismissed the “Blöde Staats u
Nationalideologien”113 (DMSN VII/11/25). Hardly two years after he wrote the essay
pleading for the Anschluss with Germany (in 1919), he wrote an essay Die Nation als Ideal
und Wirklichkeit (in 1921). In this essay, he scrutinized what he calls the mystical fetishes of
his time, nation, state and race, terms that are used interchangeably. These terms were used
as easily as if they were talking about a cube (NIW 1236, 1244, PS 105, 113). Nation, state
and race were increasingly seen as one and the same thing, and fetishized as an ultimate good.
They were used as piecemeal fixed recipes for all evils of the times and seen as easy
‘answers’, not as complicated questions. Once more, Musil points out that these fetishes were
used as moral excuses, relaying all evil to something exterior:

Wenn im Guten und Bösen für alles nicht der Einzelne verantwortlich gemacht
wird, sondern die Rasse, wirkt das genau so, wie wenn man sich immer auf einen
112

“…it is life become odorless, tasteless, and weightless, the button you press; and if this causes a person to die
you have not done it, because your whole consciousness was absorbed by the demanding task of operating the
button. The act itself is the sentence of the court, the gas attack, the good conscience of our torturers; the act
divides the individual in a most unhappy way between private person and functionary.” (PS 110)
113
“half-witted ideologies of state and nation.” (PS 157)
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anderen ausredet; die Folge ist nicht nur, dass Wahrhaftigkeit und intellektuelle
Feinheit abstumpfen, sondern eine Entartung aller Keimzellen der Moral. Wo die
Tugend durch Prädestination zum Nationaleigentum erklärt wird, ist der Weinberg
des Herrn expropriiert, und niemand braucht fortab in ihm zu arbeiten. Es wird
dem Einzelnen vorgeschmeichelt, er besitze alles Wünschenswerte, so er sich nur
auf die Tugenden seiner Rasse besinne: offenbar ein moralisches Schlaraffenland,
unser glückliches Deutschland, wo die gebratenen Tugenden ins Maul fliegen!114
(NIW 1238)

The moral critique that recurs throughout Musil’s writing is that the fixation on idealized
fetishes and the regressive trend to hold on to old systems of morality make the moral (and
intellectual) creativity wither away. All agency was entirely relayed to an abstract ideological
entity which is a supposed value in itself. The success of the Nazi movement and mythology
can not only be ascribed to a powerful ideological propaganda and organizational apparatus,
but also to a sort of psychological and ideological pre-condition that had been fermenting for
several

decades.

Musil

saw

the

function

of

these

fetishized

notions

as

a

“‘Überwälzungsidealismus’, der die Würde, die der Mensch für sein persönliches Leben nicht
zu gewinnen vermag, auf dessen Hintergrund überträgt, auf die Rasse, auf seinen Kaiser, auf
einen Verein, auf die Erhabenheit des Sittengesetzes oder sonst eine Tapete.”115 (NIW 1241)
It is in this light that we can understand what Musil has called “the principle of insufficient
cause” (das Prinzip des unzureichenden Grundes), thanks to which the “parallel campaign
becomes a tangible reality before anyone knows what it is.”116 (MwQ141) The principle of
insufficient cause, a brilliant spoof on Leibniz’ principle of sufficient reason, is the power of
certain notions, which nobody can unambiguously define, to actually have a very concrete
effect on reality. The debates of the parallel campaign are utterly confused and oblivious, but
still they do contribute to the imminent collapse of the empire in a world war.

114

“If, in good and evil, the ‘race’ rather than the individual is made responsible for everything, the effect is
exactly the same as if one were always making excuses for oneself: the result is not only that truthfulness and
intellectual refinement become dulled, but also that all the germ cells of morality degenerate. When virtue is
declared to be national property by predestination, the Lord’s vineyard is expropriated and no one needs to work
in it anymore. The individual is flattered into believing that he possesses everything desirable by merely
contemplating the virtues of his ‘race’: evidently a fool’s paradise, our happy Germany, where roasted virtues fly
into our mouths.” (PS 106-107)
115
“transforming idealism, that projects the dignity of the human being is unable to achieve in his personal life
onto its background: onto the race, the Emperor, a social club, the sublimity of the moral law, or some other such
tapestry.” (PS 109)
116
The original German chapter title is “Dank des genannten Prinzips besteht die Parallelaktion greifbar, ehe
man weiß, was sie ist” (MoE I 112).
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One of the most infamous of these fetishes was the notion of race. On several occasions
did Musil critique the habit of seeing ‘race’ as the cause of the individual, as the root of what
makes a person into what he or she is. Instead, it should be regarded as a product:

…ebenso […] kann man von ihnen vernünftigermaßen keinen andren Gebrauch
machen, als dass man in ihnen Fragen und nicht Antworten sieht, nicht Substrate
der Erscheinungen, sondern komplizierte Erscheinungen selbst, nicht soziologische
Elemente,

sondern

komplexe

Ergebnisse,

m.a.W:

Produkte

und

nicht

Produzenten.117 (DMSN VII/11/31)

To this he added that racial theories were not so much derived from scientific or biological
empirical research, as the propagators of racial theories would like to believe, but that they
are rather derived from moral and political discourse, wrapped in a pseudo-scientific jargon.
As someone with a scientific training, he mocked the sloppy way in which the propagators of
racial theories and ‘national spirits’ made us of pseudo-scientific concepts, such as the notion
of species. Even for botanists it is highly difficult and tentative to classify species and
subspecies of plants into categories that are partly random and might as well be ordered
differently, and this counts all the more for human beings and the multitude of inhabitants of
a nation. Musil even rejects an expression such as “we, Germans” as conveying a false unity.
He makes the radical claim, for his time, that certain groups of people have much more in
common across different nations, rather than within one nation:

Von ihr selbst wird jene ideelle Einkleidung als ein falsches ‚Wir‘ empfunden.
Es ist ein Wir, dem die Wirklichkeit nicht entspricht. Wir Deutsche, das ist die
Fiktion einer Gemeinsamkeit zwischen Handarbeitern und Professoren, Schiebern
und Idealisten, Dichtern und Kinoregisseuren, die es nicht gibt. Das wahre Wir ist:
Wir sind einander nichts. Wir sind Kapitalisten, Proletarier, Geistige, Katholiken
... und in Wahrheit viel mehr in unsere Sonderinteressen und über alle Grenzen
weg verflochten als untereinander. Der deutsche Bauer steht dem französischen

117

“Because of this we cannot make any reasonable use of them other than seeing in them questions, and not
answers; not substrata of phenomena, but complicated phenomena in themselves; not sociological elements, but
results; in other words: products and not producers.” (PS 162)
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Bauern näher als dem deutschen Städter, wenn es auf das ankommt, was reell ihre
Seelen bewegt.118 (NIW 1243)

The ideological categories of state, nation, and race are abused to create a false,
homogenous unity and a presumed, a-priori value system. But a so called unity such as the
nation is by no means a natural one. Musil has lucidly written that such an “unnatürliche
Interessenverknüpfung” as in the German nationalist rhetoric “kann außer durch träges
Beharren nur durch gemeinsames Interesse an der Gewalt gegen andre zusammengehalten
warden.”119 (NIW 1244) An ideology aiming to install an artificial unity, whether around the
state or a presumed race, can only do so by artificially and violently excluding certain groups
of people. As opposed to this artificial union under the umbrella of the state, Musil
emphasizes that social differences based on one’s class or social position, across the different
nations, are much closer to reality than the fable of the unity of German race and nation. A
German peasant will have much more in common with a French peasant than with a German
factory owner. The difference between people is not “racial”, but “social in the widest sense”:

So stifteten der Beruf, Stand, Klasse sowohl geistig wie körperlich Ähnlichkeiten
und Verschiedenheiten, welche, die nationalen Einheiten die nationalen Einheiten
durchquerend internationale Zusammenhänge begründen, die heute wahrscheinlich
stärker und natürlicher sind als diese nationalen.120 (id., p162)

Musil devoted a lot of his energy to dismissing the attempts to give a certain moral or
political program a natural base. His critique of the vague, imprecise and pseudo-scientific
attempts to make a moral order seem as a natural order comes out of the sensibilities he
developed during his training in the modern sciences. Trying to give a strict moral order a
natural basis was a way to give people the sense that they were finally part of a stable order
again and no longer caught up in the incomprehensible chaos of modern life. It was a blatant
118

“Every investiture of the ideal feels itself as a false “we”. It is a “we” that does not correspond to reality. “We
Germans” is the fiction of a commonality among manual laborers and professors, gangsters and idealists, poets
and film directors, a commonality that does not exist. The true “we” is: We are nothing to each other. We are
capitalists, proletarians, intellectuals, Catholics… and in truth far more – and beyond all measure – caught up in
our own special interests than we are concerned with each other. The German peasant stands closer to the French
peasant than to the German city dweller, when it comes down to what really moves their souls.” (PS 111)
119
“unnatural alliance of interest can be held together only through a common interest in using force against
others.” (PS 112)
120
“Thus profession, estate, and class brought about all sorts of spiritual as well as physical similarities and
differences, which, cutting across national unities, established international connections that are today probably
stronger and more natural than national ones.” (PS 162)
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denial of the void underlying all moral systems, which the war had exposed, and a forceful
ideological attempt to root people within a rigid order. Not only the pseudo-biological jargon,
but also the pseudo-clinical jargon (degenerate, pathological…) was supposed to evade all
contingency and install a firm sense of certainty and unity, at the cost of violently repressing
everything that does not fit within that order. Trying to derive unquestionable moral norms
from the natural order is not only a misunderstanding of the contingent nature of morality, but
also implies a misconception of nature. Nature is not one, immutable order, but a multi-stable,
plurality of orders, which is constantly undergoing changes and transformations, with
different evolving lines, some coming to a sudden end while others mutate beyond
recognition121. Nature in this sense is natura naturans and not natura naturata, a finished and
complete system.
In Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften, Musil wrote that nationalism is one of the easiest
stopgaps to get rid of the feeling of existential confusion and contingency:

Und darum hatten es die Intellektuellen leicht, nachdem sie sich eingeredet
hatten, das werde in einer nationalen Kultur anders sein, auch die kakanischen
Völker davon zu überzeugen. Das war nun eine Art Religionsersatz oder ein Ersatz
für den guten Kaiser in Wien oder einfach eine Erklärung der unverständlichen
Tatsache, dass die Woche sieben Tage hat. Denn es gibt viele unerklärliche Dinge,
aber wenn man seine Nationalhymne singt, so fühlt man sie nicht.122 (MoE 846)

Besides the negative evaluations of the present as a period of degeneration, the turn to
regressive moral frameworks, and the attempts to naturalize a mythology of state, nation and
race, Musil also discerned a widespread irrationalism. Science, reason or rationality were seen
in totality as the cause of the dehumanization of the modern life, and poorly defined notions
of life, imagination or intuition were seen as the route to salvation. There was a total lack of
consideration for the facts or even a blatant anti-empiricism. These tendencies he found in the
121

Several contemporary scientists and historians of science have written about the relationship between norms
and nature. The work of Lorraine Daston is in this respect very illuminating. Rather than viewing nature as one
stable order, Daston points out that nature is an overwhelming multitude of orders. In a recent lecture in Paris,
she compared nature to a Wunderkammer, a wild display of possible forms and orders. In such a perspective,
trying to impose one rigid order on society by comparing it to the “natural order” no longer makes sense. See
Daston, 1998.
122
“And so it was easy enough for the intellectuals, once they had persuaded themselves that an ethnically
homogenous culture was the answer, to make the Kakanian ethnic minorities believe it, as a kind of substitute for
for religion or for the ideal of the Good Emperor in Vienna, or simply as a way of understanding the
incomprehensible fact that there are seven days in the week. There are so many inexplicable things in life, but
one loses sight of them when singing the national anthem.” (MwQ 577)
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writings of Walter Rathenau or Ludwig Klages, amongst many others, as well as the artistic
premises of Expressionism. But above all, Musil singled out Oswald Spengler as most
representative of these tendencies he considered to be so objectionable. According to Musil,
the condemnation of rationality as the source of all evil and the plea for a presumed ‘other’
of reason, from vague notions of intuition to seeing art as this ‘other’, were all based on a
misreading of Nietzsche or Bergson. Even though these intellectuals were grouped under the
banner of ‘philosophy of life’, because of their indebtedness to Nietzsche and Bergson, the
‘life’ that these people pleaded for was nothing more than a vague abstraction negating
rationality, as Jacques Bouveresse has pointed out (Bouveresse, 2001, p.189-226).
When Musil wrote the essay Geist und Erfahrung, a fierce attack on Spengler’s Der
Untergang des Abendlandes, he saw Spengler as representative of the intellectual climate of
his age: “Wenn man Spengler angreift, greift man die Zeit an, der er entspringt und gefällt,
denn seine Fehler sind ihre.”123 (GE 847) What Musil finds objectionable in Spengler is an
imprecise style, the problematic dualism of reason versus intuition, a skewed view on
historical causality, and an anti-empiricism combined with regressive answers.
Musil mocks Spengler’s style in a funny paragraph about the alleged similarities between a
butterfly and Chinese people because both are yellow. The critique of reason in Spengler
operates in exactly the same way according to Musil: by grouping together disparate elements
that are supposed to fit ‘more or less’ or ‘in a certain sense’ in the same category. Musil even
provides a formula for writing a philosophy like Spengler’s: group disparate elements
together in a category that “more or less” encompasses them all (reason), and then come up
with a second term which is supposed to be the total negation of this first category (intuition)
(GE 852, PS 144). Musil was quite allergic to a vaguely defined notion such as intuition124:

…man [ist] bis zum Extrem skeptisch in ratione… dagegen unerhört gläubig
gegen alles, was einem gerade einfällt, dass man die Mathematik bezweifelt, aber
an kunsthistorische Wahrheitsprothesen glaubt wie Kultur und Stil…125 (GE 854)

123

“When one attacks Spengler, one is attacking the age from which he springs and which he flatters, for his
faults are its faults.” (PS 139)
124
He even proposed that all German writers would refrain from using this word for two years. (Musil, 1990,
p.144)
125
“…one is skeptical to the extreme in matters of reason… but on the other hand unspeakably credulous toward
everything that happens to pop into one’s mind; that one doubts mathematics but believes in art-historical
fabrications like truth or style…” (PS 145-146)
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For Musil, reason was not what had caused the collapse into warfare, or the falling apart of
old moral orders, rather, on the contrary, it was reason that could expose the flaws in the
moral climate that had led to the war and reason is one of the most powerful tools to come to
terms creatively with the facts of the present. The intellect is not something shallow, but
something that we have not sufficiently worked at (GE 856, PS147).
This anti-rationalism was also what Musil found objectionable about Expressionism, a
movement he repeatedly disavowed. The Expressionists somehow wanted to fulfill this need
for an immediacy of experience, as opposed to a constricting rationality, by striving for a raw,
immediate expression of feeling. But for Musil, the so called pure, unmediated feeling that
the Expressionists ended up evoking in their art was merely a highly constructed, contrived,
reified caricature of feeling. The feelings in Expressionism are simply the constructs of what
feelings should be in the head of the viewer; indeed, quite cerebral constructions. In the words
of McBride: “The presumably archetypical emotional outbursts modeled by modern actors
did not grip the spectators via some direct affective impact but rather resonated with
conventional concepts of what emotions should look like.” (McBride, 2006, p.84-85)
Musil reproached the leading intellectuals of his time, such as Thomas Mann, a writer
whom he, not free of envy, maligned harshly throughout his life, of falsely believing that they
were guiding the masses with their insights, while in fact they were simply voicing the
prevailing opinions. Instead of leading the masses, they simply were lead by the masses,
merely giving their common opinions a more sophisticated layer of varnish126.
Society was filled with frenzy and a swirl of ideas, but nobody had any idea how to
actually organize society in a certain direction. All the loud propagators of the soul and the
feelings simply could not fathom how to somehow connect their ideas with a certain
organizational form. Musil indicated several times that the masses only responded to having
their emotions aroused, not through rational argument. As general Stumm puts it sharply:
126

“Creative writing is not merely description but, in the first instance, interpretation of life. … If one interprets
it by using the concepts and prejudices that people apply, then refines these a little as Th[omas] M[ann] does,
then one becomes the teacher, philosopher, etc.” (D 482) “Dichtung ist nicht bloss Schilderung, sondern in erster
Linie Ausdeutung des Lebens… Deutet man das mit den Begriffen und Vorurteilen der Leute aus, diese ein
wenig verfeinernd wie Thomas Mann, so ist man der Lehrer, der Philosoph usw.” (ST 32 5) The self-conceit
involved in refusing to face the harsh facts, instead of burying them under fabulations about intuition or the
spirit, was truly staggering. In 1921, Musil wrote a polemical review of Walther Rathenau’s Zur Mechanik des
Geistes order vom Reich der Seele. Rathenau was someone who Musil thoroughly studied, and his views were
adopted in the figure of Arnheim in Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften, because Rathenau, like Spengler, stood for
what was problematic with the times. Besides a leading politician and business tycoon, Rathenau was also a very
popular writer of essays, in which he pleaded for a utopian, pre-capitalist, spiritual society. It was this
combination of being one of the most prominent entrepreneurs with the rhetoric of a spiritual utopia that Musil
read as a bewildering blindness towards the facts and a flight into escapist and regressive constructions about
spirituality.
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Die Masse wird nur von Trieben bewegt… Die Masse ist unlogisch, sie benützt
logische Gedanken gerade nur zum Aufputzen! Wovon sie sich wirklich leiten
läßt, das ist einzig und allein die Suggestion! Wenn Sie mir die Zeitungen, den
Rundfunk, die Lichtspielindustrie und vielleicht noch ein paar andere Kulturmittel
überantworten, so verpflichte ich mich, in ein paar Jahren … aus den Menschen
Menschenfresser zu machen!127 (MoE II 571-572)

Not only were the masses easy to arouse, Musil was also very aware that things which in
normal circumstances are totally unacceptable, suddenly become permissible when done by
the masses: “…wenn die Menschheit als Ganzes träumen könnte, müßte Moosbrugger
entstehn.”128 (MoE I 120) The collective affects give people a sense of power, unity and will,
as if they were belonging to an exceptional moment in history. And, moreover, these
collective affects serve a purpose of attracting more of the same and eliminating strongly
what does not fit, which would become the infamous Nazi Gleichschaltung129 policy: “Die
Wirkung des Affekts ist es: Nichtpassendes auszuschalten, Passendes anzuziehen. Die
Ideenbildung fest und einheitlich zu gestalten. Übereinstimmung mit dem, was heute
Gleichschaltung genannt wird.”130 (BL 16)
For this reason, Musil would remain a skeptic of all mass movements, whether on the left
or on the right. Up to his death, he defended the individual, which was not appreciated by
intellectuals involved in collectivist politics. Such a skepticism of the masses should not be
confused with a naïve liberal or humanist belief in the individual either. He was well aware of
the fact that people were more than ever driven by inhuman or external forces and that it
would be ludicrous to believe that individual human agency was the drive behind modern life.
In fact, it was this feeling that individual human agency was reduced that drove people into
mass movements that aroused their passions and into the hands of leaders who could give

127

“The masses are moved only by their instincts… The masses are illogical; they only use logic for window
dressing. What they really let themselves be guided by is simply and solely suggestion! Give me the newspapers,
the radio, the film industry, and maybe a few other avenues of cultural communication, and within a few years…
I promise I’ll turn people into cannibals.” (MwQ 1107)
128
“…if mankind could dream as a whole, that dream would be Moosbrugger.” (MwQ 77)
129
Already in the twenties did Musil complain about the firm banning of anything new by the political
institutions: “Least of all did the political world pay attention to the New Men’s views and publications; and the
great public institutions resisted everything new as if surrounded by a cordon sanitaire against the plague.”
(MwQ p.55)
130
“The effect of the affect is: to exclude what does not fit, to attract what does. To shape the formation of ideas
firmly and harmoniously. Harmony with what today is called bringing into line, eliminating opposition
[Gleichschaltung].” (PS 220-221)
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them a feeling of a path to follow out of the confusion. There was a great need for guides
(“Führers”) and prophets. People have the need to believe in something, as Musil wrote in der
Mann ohne Eigenschaften:

Er glaubt an Ideen, nicht weil sie manchmal wahr sind, sondern weil er glauben
muß. Weil er seine Affekte in Ordnung halten muß. Weil er durch eine Täuschung
das Loch zwischen seinen Lebenswänden verstopfen muß, durch das seine
Gefühle sonst in alle vier Winde gingen.131 (MoE II 600)

It seemed as if the people were swerving between a sense of utter loss of direction, a
feeling of despair, and the blind following of outbursts of mass enthusiasm for certain ideas
or images that stirred up feelings132. Many were seeking something firm and solid, but for
Musil, they always ended up looking in the wrong places, perpetuating the divide between
rationality and feelings. This divide is what caused people to hysterically clutch to all kinds of
cults, religious trends, prophets, leaders, saviors, which Musil called the “redeemer idea”
(Erlöseridee): “Man wendet sich auch zur Religion, weil die Synthese Seele-Ratio nicht
gelungen ist.”133 (FT 21 48) Musil was of the opinion that long before the actual dictators
arrived different important thinkers were, in different ways, longing for some kind of a savior.
George, Kraus, Freud, Adler, Jung, Klages and Heidegger are some of the big names he
accuses of “ein Bedürfnis nach Herrschaft und Führerschaft”134 (ST 34 80).

131

“He believes in ideas not because they are sometimes true but because he needs to believe; because he has to
keep his feelings in order. Because he must stop up the gap between the walls of his life, through which feelings
would otherwise fly off in every direction.” (MwQ 1126)
132
In an original recent work on Nietzsche, Alenka Zupancic has pointed out that what Nietzsche meant with the
‘ascetic ideal’ was not a form of repression but, on the contrary, the instigation of feelings. The instigation of
strong feelings had to outdo the feeling of unease about the times: “It might seem that the notion of the ascetic
ideal, as Nietzsche’s analysis and criticism of it, somehow belongs to the past, and has no particular relevance to
our largely hedonistic ‘postmodern’ condition’. Yet, this assumption could not be more erroneous. The hedonism
of postmodern society, far from representing a step out of the framework of what Nietzsche calls the ascetic
ideal, is deeply rooted in this framework. In order to see this, we must first understand that, for Nietzsche, the
ascetism involved in the ascetic ideal does not simply involve a renouncement of enjoyment; it involves, above
all, a specific mode or articulation of enjoyment. … If, according to Nietzsche, all great religions are an answer
to man’s feelings of displeasure and pain, they never treat the cause of this displeasure. Instead, they soothe the
sensation of displeasure – they soothe it by providing an even stronger sensation. They literally ‘outscream’ the
displeasure (and the ‘depression’ – this is Nietzsche’s term – linked to it) with an even sharper and more acute
feeling, on account of which we no longer feel the previous displeasure. The religious (and especially Christian)
cure for ‘depressive discomfort’ comes not in the form of an analgesic or a tranquilizer, but, rather, in the form
of an ‘irritating drug’ or ‘excitation-raiser,’ a stimulant.” (Zupancic, 2003, p.47)
133
“One of the reasons for turning to religion is because the synthesis of soul and “ratio” was unsuccessful.” (D
284)
134
“a need for domination and leadership” (D 432)
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The symptoms that Musil detected in his time were a tendency towards irrationalism, a
dangerous idealism and hatred for the present, a need for prophets and mass movements that
with modern media could be turned into cannibals, and a rhetoric about state and race that
wanted to exclude all contingency and present a rigid moral order as a natural one. These
words resonate strongly knowing that Musil had written them when the Nazis came to power,
persuading the masses into an unseen mass enthusiasm and ultra-violence. The symptoms that
according to Musil were already fermenting at the end of the nineteenth century formed the
fertile ground for the National-Socialist takeover. It has been often remarked that the Nazis
were a bizarre combination of extreme irrationalism, primitivism and the cult of the masses
on the one hand, and on the other hand an extreme, inhuman, rational organization
machinery, creating the infrastructure and bureaucracy that was required for the immense
tasks of the conquering of Europe and the large scale deportation, exploitation and murder of
Jews and other enemies of the Nazi self-image.
In many ways, the Nazi period strongly confirms the analysis Musil has always
emphasized: that there was an immense gap between the world of practical organization and
the world of the feelings, a gap which people did not know how to bridge and kept on
perpetuating in different varieties. In a diary entry, Musil pointed out that the rhetoric Joseph
Goebbels used in his first radio speech was all about condemning rationality (the intellect is
nothing, the intellect can never be creative, reason does not produce anything new, modern
literature is asphalt literature…), while of course Goebbels himself had a central role in
creating the immense propaganda and extermination machine (TH31 19, D 414).
In their need for moral guidelines and coordinates people flung themselves into the hands
of the Nazis, allowing themselves to be aroused with fervor by the mass rallies and the
reactionary rhetoric about race, soil and nation. The Nazis provided the masses with an
intensity of feeling, the sense of belonging to a great mass movement, on its way to install the
thousand year Reich. The contingencies of building a society had been replaced by the
naturalistic notions of blood and soil, which only had to be purified from contaminating
elements and allowed to flourish. The question remains whether the shouting masses truly
believed in all the cheap rhetoric, or whether it simply provided them with a set of rules to
live by and representations to identify with; in short, with a sense of identity, group cohesion
and fullness of experience.
If this was the situation that Musil saw escalating all around him, then how did Musil want
to counter this situation? If people were caught in rigid and outdated moral models, which
block out all critical self-reflection, then how did Musil believe he could break this situation
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with his novel Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften? In the remainder of this chapter, I would like
to clarify what Musil’s ideology critique consists of, if that term is adequate at all.

4. Further clarifications of Musil’s ideology critique

In the previous section, we have seen that Musil sketched a picture of the first decades of
the twentieth century as a period in which the psychological foundations for the popularity of
National-Socialism were formed. The adherence to an overly rigid moral framework made
people incapable of making sense of the present and to seize the possibilities it provided.
Instead, they eagerly accepted the false sense of stability, which the naturalized narratives on
race, nation and state, propagated by the Nazis, provided. In such a view, everyone had their
place in an order presented as natural. Even more, it was a place that did not require any
effort; it was enough to be born in a certain place and from the proper descent. All confusion
was due to foreign, contaminating influences and once these had been removed, the natural
order that went along with the local blood and soil, could unfold and flourish out of itself.
In Subject without nation, Robert Musil and the history of modern identity, Stefan Jonsson
sees in the writings of Musil an attempt to destroy what he calls the expressivist paradigm, the
belief that identities (gender, race, nation) are expressions of permanent inner dispositions.
According to Jonsson we can find in Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften a highly sophisticated
attempt at defining a new theory of the subject, anticipating a lot of the theories that would be
developed in the late twentieth century. This Musilian subject is a subject that no longer can
be assimilated to the traditional ideologies of identity, such as nationalism or a patriarchal
view on the sexes and sexuality.
The Musilian subject as formulated by Jonsson has to be contrasted to identity. Identity is
something that we identify with and construct in a narrative order, creating a spatio-temporal
unity, which allows a person to see him- or herself as constant through time.135 But Ulrich
notices a loss of this narrative order, both in private and public life:

Wohl dem, der sagen kann „als“, „ehe“ und „nachdem“! Es mag ihm
Schlechtes widerfahren sein, oder er mag sich in Schmerzen gewunden haben:
135

Similarly, Thomas Harrison writes: “Musil sees the need to replace this paradigm of personal, logical, and
diachronic order – which is not the way things occur at all – with another based on more flexible and multiple
functional relations. To grasp both the intensive and extensive determinations of things, one must suspend both
‘narrative order and the world it has produced in deference to essayistic order. Essayistic order alone can allow
for a constructive determination of potential.” (in Bloom, ed., 2005, p.44)
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sobald er imstande ist, die Ereignisse in der Reihenfolge ihres zeitlichen Ablaufes
wiederzugeben, wird ihm so wohl, als schiene ihm die Sonne auf den Magen.136
(MoE I 1043-1044)

And earlier in Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften we find a similar observation: “…so dass uns
nicht der Geist der Geschehnisse, sondern ihre Fabel, nicht die Erschließung neuen
Lebensgehalts, sondern die Verteilung des schon vorhandenen wichtig seien…”137 (MoE I
581)
As opposed to the expressivist view on race or nationality, Musil radically states that all
human beings across the globe fundamentally share the same shapeless substratum, a
principle he calls the “theorem of shapelessness” (Das Theorem der menschlichen
Gestaltlosigkeit). Musil insists on a substratum that “ist überhaupt nur eines und das gleiche
durch alle Kulturen und historischen Formen hindurch”138 (DMSN VII/11/39) In times when
essentialist thinking about the Aryan race was widespread, he provocatively wrote that if a
cannibal would have been born and raised in Europe he would have been a European like
anyone else, while if the sensitive Rilke would have been born amongst a tribe in the Pacific,
he could have become a cannibal. (id.) And elsewhere he wrote that in essence, humans are
just as much capable of cannibalism as of producing the Kritik der reinen Vernunft: “Man soll
nicht immer denken, dass es das tut, was es ist, sondern es wird das, was es – aus Gott weiss
welchen Gründen – tut.”139 (HE 223) The difference lies in the people’s conditions and not in
some presumed innate essence.
We have to be a bit careful here. Musil’s idea of a shapeless substratum was meant to
radically undermine the essentialist and expressivist racial and nationalist thinking of his
time, but Musil consciously uses words that are as vague as possible. Nowhere does he
provide a fully worked out theory of what this subject at the level of the substratum might
look like. Even though Jonsson argues that the Musilian subject is a “subject degree zero”, the
most basic form of subjectivity, it should be emphasized that Musil describes this shapeless
substratum entirely negatively, as an absence of form or innate traits.

136

“Lucky the man who can say ‘when’, ‘before’ and ‘after’! Terrible things may have happened to him, he may
have writhed in pain, but as soon as he can tell what happened in a chronological order, he feels as content as if
the sun were warming his belly.” (MwQ 709)
137
“…it is not the essence of what happens that matters to us but only the plot; not the opening up of some new
experience of life but only the pattern of what we already know…” (MwQ 396)
138
“is everywhere just one and the same, throughout all cultures and in all historical forms.” (PS 164)
139
“We should stop thinking that a creature does what it is; rather, it becomes, for God knows what reason, what
it does.” (PS 121)
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Musil’s theory of a substratum seems to go, on a superficial reading, directly against the
view of Nietzsche, who unambiguously rejected the idea of a human substratum: “...so trennt
die Volks-Moral auch die Stärke von der Äusserungen der Stärke ab, wie als ob es hinter der
Stärke ein indifferentes Substrat gäbe, dem es freistünde, Stärke zu äussern oder auch nicht.
Aber es gibt kein solches Substrat...”140 (Nietzsche, 1968, p.293) But the substratum
Nietzsche critiques here is exactly such an expressivist version of a substratum, leading to
very specific actions and behaviour. Both for Nietzsche and Musil, a human being becomes
what it does. Nietzsche too emphasized the great plastic capacity of man (die plastische Kraft
eines Menschen) (Nietzsche, 1997, p.62; 1972b, p.247).
The emphasis in Musil’s argument lies not on providing a theory of a human substratum or
subject, but on dismantling any sense of unchangeability, of essentialist thinking, of racial or
nationalist theories of predestination, of the fixity of national or class identities. The strategy
of Musil in positing a shapeless substratum was to undermine the complacency of people’s
beliefs of who they are. It unhinges the presumed naturalness of the current shape of their
lives, as if they were a natural outcome of their innate racial, national or class dispositions,
and thus opens up the possibility for new reconfigurations. What Musil aims to establish is a
sense of possibility (Möglichkeitssinn). In chapter four of Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften, we
get the most elaborate description of this sense of possibility. A person with a sense of
possibility is not merely satisfied with the way things are, but he is interested in the way
things could have been:

…wenn man ihm von irgend etwas erklärt, dass es so sei, wie es sei, dann
denkt er: Nun, es könnte wahrscheinlich auch anders sein. So ließe sich der
Möglichkeitssinn geradezu als die Fähigkeit definieren, alles, was ebensogut sein
könnte, zu denken und das, was ist, nicht wichtiger zu nehmen als das, was nicht
ist.141 (MoE I 20)

But Musil is not interested in a mere sense of possibility if this does not go along with a
sound sense of reality:

140

“…popular morality separates strength from the manifestations of strength, as though there were an
indifferent substratum behind the strong person which had the freedom to manifest strength or not. But there is
no such substratum…” (Nietzsche, 1994, p.28)
141
“If he is told that something is the way it is, he will think: Well, it could just as well be otherwise. So the
sense of possibility could be defined outright as the ability to conceive of everything there might be just as well,
and to attach no more importance to what is than to what is not.” (MwQ 11)
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Da seine Ideen, soweit sie nicht müßige Hirngespinste bedeuten, nichts als noch
nicht geborene Wirklichkeiten sind, hat natürlich auch er Wirklichkeitssinn; aber es
ist ein Sinn für die mögliche Wirklichkeit und kommt viel langsamer ans Ziel als
der den meisten Menschen eignende Sinn für ihre wirklichen Möglichkeiten.142
(MoE I 22)

It is as if Ulrich freezes every situation or momentary form of identity and looks at it from
different angles143, realizing that this situation might as well have been formed totally
differently. By exploring the different possibilities, Musil treats reality as one hypothesis
amongst many and he hopes in this way to be able to conceive a totally different world or
human form, which now only exists as potentiality. Jonsson emphasizes the use of the
subjunctive, conjunctivus potentialis, throughout Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften (Jonsson,
2000, p.144). Once the taken-for-granted nature of the current figuration of things has been
rendered unstable and the sense of new possibilities has been opened up, it is possible to
scrutinize with precision the different potentialities that are latent in every situation, the world
or mankind and to explore these potentialities as experiments in a laboratory. Ulrich’s ideal
society would be “wie eine große Versuchsstätte, wo die besten Arten, Mensch zu sein,
durchgeprobt und neue entdeckt werden müßten.”144 (MoE 239)
Musil wants to open up new and hitherto unexplored possibilities to come to terms with
the demands of the time, a combination of a sense of possibility and a sense of reality,
knowing very well that the explorations are always partial and not based on any “natural”
foundation or essence. But in order to achieve this, one has to somehow dissolve the grip of
different ideological apparatuses on people, framing their beliefs, identities and ideals. His
aim was to create this sense of possibility by somehow dissolving the closure of the diverse
ideological apparatuses and forms of petrified morality. What Musil finds most important is
the opening up of new and creative ways to come to terms with the factual figuration of the

142

“Since his ideas, to the extent that they are not idle fantasies, are nothing but realities as yet unborn, he, too,
naturally has a sense of reality; but it is a sense of possible reality, and arrives at its goal much more slowly than
most people’s sense of their real possibilities.” (MwQ 12)
143
It is probably in this sense that Milan Kundera has been the most influenced by Robert Musil, who he credits
with being one of his literary models, alongside Kafka, Broch and Gombrowicz. Kundera, who studied music
and was the son of a composer, wants to explore a certain situation or character from different angles and
perspectives, tracing the different modulations of the same theme, like a repetition in a Beethoven sonata, the
same theme recurring but always slightly different. (Kundera, 1980, p.164-165, 1988)
144
“a vast experimental station for trying out the best ways of being a human being and discovering new ones.”
(MwQ 160)
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times, which should be explored with precision, but always ready to be refuted or adjusted.
Musil never stopped exploring these problems throughout his life.
Several authors have tried to determine in which way precisely Musil’s work is a form of
ideology critique (Müller, 1972; Jonsson, 2000; Martens, 2006)145. Given the explorations of
morality, ideology and possibility I have presented here, what form does such an ideology
critique take in Musil’s work? Is Ideologiekritik, a term that carries specific connotations,
even appropriate to describe Musil’s cultural critique? This term is only appropriate if we
clarify it in more detail and distinguish Musil’s variety of ideology critique from other, more
common, varieties.
The term ideology critique does not only contain the complex notion of ideology but also
another notion that has a long history since the Enlightenment: critique. There is a tradition of
thinkers, from Kant to Foucault, who have tried to define what exactly is at stake in critique, a
tradition that is currently revisited in the ongoing debates around secularism and religion
(Asad et al., 2009). What exactly does the activity of critique consist of? What is its purpose?
Several thinkers have insisted on making a distinction between critique and mere criticism
or commentary. In his essay on Goethe’s Wahlverwandtschaften, Walter Benjamin used the
enigmatic image of someone looking at a funeral pyre to distinguish between the critic and
the commentator: “…so steht davor der Kommentator wie der Chemiker, der Kritiker gleich
dem Alchimisten.”146 (Benjamin, 1980, I-1, p.126) The critic, who seeks the “truth content”
of a work, is somehow involved in a transformation and not a mere distanced assessment of
something. But what exactly is being transformed here in Benjamin’s cryptic evocation?
A recent debate between Talal Asad, Wendy Brown, Judith Butler and Saba Mahmood on
the role of critique in the polarized debates around secularity versus religion can be clarifying
here. In her commentary on the history of critique, as opposed to criticism, Judith Butler
argues that the big difference between them is that criticism is an evaluative judgment of an
object according to taken-for-granted categories, while critique is not deciding “under what
category a phenomenon belongs, but to interrogate the taken-for-granted categorical schemes
through which phenomena appear.” (Asad, et al, 2009, p.109) As opposed to simply making
an evaluative judgment on the basis on presumed categories, Butler, doing a reading of
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Several recent Musil scholars have chosen to adopt another term to describe the critical process at work in
Musil’s texts. Stefan Jonsson prefers the term negativity, which he uses in a specific philosophical manner
(Jonsson, 2000). Joseph Vogl proposes the verb zaudern (tarrying), as a typically modern approach of which
Ulrich is but one prominent example (Vogl, 2007). Mark M. Freed adopts Bruno Latour’s notion of the
nonmodern to explain Musil’s critical project. The nonmodern is an alternative for both the modern and the
postmodern approaches to the problems of modernity (Freed, 2011).
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“…the commentator stands before it like a chemist, the critic like an alchemist.” (Benjamin, 1996, vol.1,
p.298)
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Foucault’s essay on the topic of critique, sees it as the task of critique “to call into question
established frameworks of evaluation.” (id., p.114)
We can find similar concerns in Musil’s work. In 1937, in a brilliant public address given
for the Austrian Werkbund in Vienna, Musil gave a lucid commentary on the political
situation under the guise of a speech on stupidity. In his speech, Musil distinguished between
two forms of stupidity. There is stupidity as it is commonly seen, as a cognitive deficiency.
Next to this more innocent form of stupidity, there is also a second, more harmful form of
stupidity, namely as an incapacity in a specific situation. In the middle of this speech, packed
with sharp observations, Musil turns around the common sense expectations of his audience
by stating that stupidity is not so much something ‘out there’, but that the true stupidity lies in
the person who cries out “how stupid!” when confronted with something that abhors him or
her, rather than in the object which is denounced as stupid by that person. What is stupid is
the purely affective, utterly inconsequential outcry, which simply indicates an incapacity to
act appropriately given the situation. It indicates “die unterste Stufe eines nicht zur
Ausbildung gelangenden Urteils, eine noch völlig ungegliederte Kritik dar, die wohl fühlt,
etwas sei falsch, aber nicht anzugeben vermag, was.”147 (UD 30) It is merely an affective
outcry and not a proper assessment, leading to some kind of effective, purposeful behavior.
The incapacity for a proper qualitative response is replaced by an excess in affective quantity.
Exactly those people who affectively cry out “how stupid!” are displaying a form of stupidity,
because they cannot transcend a merely affective judgment, without being able to adopt more
precise evaluative categories that could lead to effective behavior appropriate to a certain
situation. The multitude of authors affectively lamenting modern times and denouncing
rationality as the source of all evil, are on the side of what has been called “criticism” here,
crying out affective evaluative judgments on the basis of taken-for-granted categories that are
utterly inadequate to properly asses the present.
Throughout Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften, Ulrich problematizes relentlessly the theories,
concepts, dualisms, or standards that the different characters in the novel use to approach the
highly complex, chaotic swirl society had become. More specifically, Musil exposes the
rigidity and inadequacy of these prevailing criteria of evaluation and thus shows that different
and better models are not only possible, but necessary. By doing so, he follows the classic
therapeutic or scientific rule that posing the right questions is half the work. Criteria should
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“the lowest level of a judgment that has not crystallized enough to be formulated, a criticism that is still
completely undifferentiated, which feels that something is wrong but is not able to indicate what.” (PS 278)
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by definition be of a hypothetical and experimental nature, which means that they need to
have the flexibility to be readjusted to new phenomena and changing circumstances.
Gunther Martens has extensively explored the

stylistic techniques Musil uses to

destabilize the predominant opinions, ideologies and categories of evaluation of his time,
deploying category-defying tropes such as catachresis and syllepsis (Martens, 2006). By
literalizing certain theories (as Clarisse does with Nietzsche), combining concepts in an
awkward way (“a racehorse of genius”) or displacing them in an unusual context (Lindner
quoting Nietzsche), Musil wants to destabilize the complacent use of certain ideas and
instigate reflection and revaluation of the coordinates of the debate. He wanted to
demonstrate the partiality and situatedness of all knowledge and open up the possibility to
reconfigure the terms being used, adopting new and flexible frameworks.
Critique as it has been defined here is a crucial aspect of the Enlightenment. Several
authors have pointed out the parallels between Musil’s views and Horkheimer and Adorno’s
Dialektik der Aufklärung. They too have warned against the dangers of a formalized morality,
the “withering of imagination and spontaneity” and the dangerous taking for granted of the
Enlightenment instead of regarding it as something that always needs to be reworked. True
Enlightenment for Musil would be to bring the realms of the intellect and the feelings
together to find new and better answers to deal with the demands of the time, answers that
are, and always should be, provisional. Not taking the present for granted, but inquiring into
the conditions of the present, including the rigid, taken-for-granted categories for evaluation,
and finding ways to overcome them.
Decades later Michel Foucault would give a comparable definition of what Enlightenment
should be. For Foucault, Enlightenment is “a philosophical life in which the critique of what
we are is at one and the same time the historical analysis of the limits imposed on us and an
experiment with the possibility of going beyond them.” (Foucault, 1994, p.56) The
Enlightenment is not so much a historical period, but an attitude, an ethos, and just like Musil,
he saw this historico-critical attitude as an experimental one. Also just like Musil, Foucault
does not believe in a point of view that could give us a pure access to an unbiased and
complete overview. How would we know that our critique is not in itself determined by
unconscious determinants of which we have no awareness, let alone control? To ward off this
danger, Foucault pleads, once more as Musil does, for a practical critique to seek ways to
move beyond current limitations which always must be limited and determined, or in other
words, partial, provisional and situated. We must continuously start over again to readjust our
approach. Like Musil’s insistence on precision, Foucault does not believe that such a
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provisional approach would lead to a random mess of disorder; on the contrary, it is a process
that has its own particular form of generality, systematicity and homogeneity (Foucault, 1994,
p.55-56).
Here we can find the crucial operation in Musil’s work: to look at the conditions of
evaluation that are used to assess the present, and thus to explore the limits imposed on
people’s capacity for intellectual and moral creativity. Such a process allows for
experimentation with the possibility of going beyond the current limitations, of finding new
and better ways to go beyond the existing constraints, and to find more adequate, supple
criteria to assess the times. They should not immediately freeze into a fixed, taken-for-granted
answers, but should always be open for readjustment.
Musil saw the intellectual and moral life as if stuck in a rut, or in a vicious circle. The
multitude of outcries were all structurally similar, seeking answers in the past, seemingly
without means to get out of that spiral. Even though it might seem that in the period before
and after the First World War, there was a veritable chaos of diverging and conflicting
opinions, they were all merely the effects of the same situation according to Musil: a failure
to face the facts of the present because people remained stuck in an outdated moral and rigid
framework. So what seems to be a wild proliferation of new ideas and opinions, is merely the
continuation of the same, problematic situation. To borrow an image from Horkheimer and
Adorno: “Die Machine rotiert auf der gleichen Stelle.”148 (Horkheimer, Adorno, 1981, p.156)
What seems like an incessant talk of ideas, novelty and surprises is in fact “der Reproduktion
des Immergleichen”149. Ernst Bloch has written about the “lauter schlechter Unendlichkeit
und unablässiger Veränderlichkeit… wo alles immer wieder neu sein soll, bleibt ebenso alles
beim alten.”150 (Bloch, 1985, p.159)
Now we can understand why Musil repeatedly writes that the creative person “despises
reality”. This does not mean that one should have no concern for the facts, but that one
despises the idea that reality is what it is and could not be otherwise. This interest in the ways
things could be, does not mean a flight into “illusions” and “ideals”, but a precise exploration
of different and better possibilities which the times demand. The almost shocking statement
by Ulrich to Diotima that reality should be abolished has to be heard in this sense: that the
habit of seeing the current formation of reality as the one and only possible one should be
abolished. In notebook 8, Musil wrote down a somewhat surprising chart, where he enlists the
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different characteristics of creative people versus uncreative people. In the column of
uncreative people, he writes a series of traits such as: determined, metaphysically stable,
included, real, Sunday-ideals or illusions: reality. The creative person on the other hand is
described by the notions: undetermined, metaphysically unstable, excluded, despising reality,
anti-ideals, anti-illusion… (FT 8 17, D 211). It should be noticed that Musil writes “ideals”,
“illusions”, and “reality” in the same column. The uncreative person sees a certain
constellation of reality as the only possible way things could be. They believe in an
ideologically frozen and stable “real” and in illusionary ideals that are in fact nothing more
than a perpetuation of that same frozen constellation of reality. These “ideals” simply
perpetuate the same ideological figuration of the times and never truly progress into a new
and better direction, so as “ideals” they are utterly hollow.
This is the situation the members of the parallel campaign find themselves in. Part II of
Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften describes the attempts of the parallel campaign to find a
“crowning idea” to celebrate the jubilee of the emperor’s coronation. All the ongoing debates,
seemingly shooting in all directions, simply perpetuate the same condition, what Musil had
called Seinesgleichen. Never is there an exploring of new possibilities on a different basis;
only a swerving between despair and a fanatical ‘determination’ to cling on to outdated
petrified moral narratives. This proliferation of opinions, ideas and ideals is what marks the
comical confusion of the parallel campaign. To their frustration, the people involved simply
keep on adding more idealistic debates to the confused meetings, from which it is impossible
to distill one ‘crowning idea’, while in the meantime society is sliding towards war and
destruction. Such a paradoxical situation has been called a performative contradiction: people
aim to achieve certain goals and claim to do so, while obtaining something radically different.
The members of the parallel campaign talk about a conference for world peace, while they are
on the verge of unseen warfare. They spend all their energies on preparing the jubilee of an
empire that will, partly because of their delusions, completely collapse. Der Mann ohne
Eigenschaften can be seen as a rich exploration of the multi-faceted way systems of ideas,
whether or not backed up by an ideological apparatus, relate to the unfolding of events, in this
case, leading up to the catastrophic collapse into world war. The fact that the participants in
the parallel campaign seem completely oblivious about their situation is beautifully illustrated
with the ironic chapter titles, such as chapter 161: “Ein grosses Ereignis ist im Entstehen.
Aber man hat es nicht gemerkt.”151 (MoE II 575)
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My reason for emphasizing the “critique” in ideology critique is that Musil is not so much
doing a critique of ideologies, but of the way we relate to them. The combination of a certain
psychological disposition and rigid ideologies can lead to a dangerous shutdown of ethical
imagination and possibilities. After clarifying the notion critique, I will now proceed to
further explore Musil’s use of the term ideology. As we have already seen, any scholar trying
to situate Musil’s use of ideology in one particular tradition will fail to do so. From this
should not be concluded that he was not capable of formulating a sound and coherent theory
of ideology. On the contrary, the different ways in which he uses the term, without providing
one clear but reductive definition of ideology, reveals that Musil was well-aware of the
complexities and pluriformity of the phenomena he refers to as “ideological”.
The notion of ideology is a very elusive one, and its use and meaning have often
drastically changed. The notion of ideology was understood differently in the Enlightenment,
by Marx and Engels, by sociologists such as Mannheim or Durkheim, or by later Marxists
such as Lukács, Adorno or Althusser. Because of problems concerning the term, certain
thinkers have proposed related concepts such as Gramsci’s hegemony or Bourdieu’s habitus.
In his book on the history of the term ideology, Terry Eagleton discerns sixteen different
definitions or usages, some of them mutually exclusive (Eagleton, 1991, p.1-2). A survey of
the historical uses of the term will show that no commonly accepted definition of ideology
can be formulated.
While the usage of the term ideology can often be situated within different schools and
intellectual traditions, Musil’s use of the term seems to be very flexible, combining or
blending different uses of the term, making it very difficult, if not outright confusing, for
scholars to uncover how exactly he would define ideology. He proposed a working definition
of ideology as the intellectual ordering of the feelings, but when one traces the way Musil
uses ideology throughout his writings, it cannot be denied that he uses the term in very
diverse ways. When he calls Spengler’s writing an ideological attempt, when he writes about
the half-witted ideologies of state and nation, when he discerns an unofficial ideology of the
times, when he writes that without ideology the individual would be nothing and could not
even lift a finger, when he hammers on the importance of ideology today despite of the fact
that everyone makes fun of it, it becomes evident that there are many different levels at which
ideology can be at work. When he writes about ideology, it can refer to conscious or
unconscious processes. It can mean something determining the smallest parts of our lives and
a very specific or even obscure theory. It can be a particular historical constellation or a
specific theory contained within that broader historical constellation. It can be supported by
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an individual, or by powerful institutions such as the church or political parties… Musil is
clearly not interested in a strictly limited or minimalist definition of ideology.
The use of ideology is often classified in psychological, epistemological, sociological or
economic theories of ideology, and here as well, Musil seems to combine all of these.
Ideology clearly has an important psychological role in everybody’s life, penetrating even the
smallest and most intimate aspects of our selves, shaping our identity, desires and
inclinations. In this sense, ideology is a socially necessary illusion; without it the individual
would deflate like a balloon and “could not lift a finger”. But ideology also plays an
epistemological role, deciding the categories by which people form their knowledge and
criteria for evaluation, criteria that can be false or, more accurately, blind to its own partiality
and inadequacy. Musil repeatedly gives sociological explanations of ideology as well. Behind
certain opinions and ideas are more material class interests, such as Arnheim’s interest in the
Galician oil fields. And finally, he also provides economic determinations behind ideologies,
such as when he states that a capitalist market requires fixed quantities that can be calculated,
reifying social relations but also making ideology and morals rigid and conservative.152
A critic could point out that Musil is incapable of choosing between different frameworks,
wildly adopting an eclectic stance. But Musil was very aware of this possible accusation, and
he let this criticism be expressed by the Walter in Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften. Dagmar
Barnouw has compared Musil to the sociologist Karl Mannheim, who’s Ideologie und Utopie
and his sociology of knowledge was widely influential at the time. This comparison is
certainly not without a ground.153 In 1929, Mannheim spoke at the Sixth Convention of
German Sociologists, a conference that was dominated by a heated discussion about his
theories. During his speech he stated the following:

You will probably be dissatisfied when I say to you that I am neither an idealist
nor a materialist, I believe neither in creative freedom in absolute space nor in an
exclusively material condition of existence. You will say, perhaps, that not making
a decision indicates a weak character. But I explicitly refrain from deciding on the
basis of this antinomy which has been forced on me, as I am of the opinion that it
152

When Musil writes that a nationalist ideology hides the affinities between people that are based on their
social position, which are cross-national, he comes close to a contemporary Marxist definition of ideology, such
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(Nübel, 2005).
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is a much overstated either-or and I prefer to explore first the causes of this
compulsive mode of thought [Denkzwang]. … I want to know why contemporary
thought is caught in these objectively somehow incorrect polarities as if by
necessity. This question directs me towards the sociology of knowledge. I expect
help from it in finding the synthetic vantage point [Aufweiss jenes synthetischen
Punktes] from which the compulsiveness and provisional nature of this forced
alternative can be seen clearly. My provisional solution is that each of the feuding
parties hypostatizes a partial aspect [of the whole truth]. (in Barnouw, 1988,
p.107-108)

There are certainly resemblances between the way Mannheim formulates his approach
here and the seemingly eclectic nature of Musil’s use of ideology, the apparent mixture of
different traditions. Musil never adopts one single strand of thought. He cannot be pinned
down onto one single intellectual tradition, nor does he blatantly reject them. He consciously
chooses to see them as half-truths, each in their way exploring an important aspect of the truth
but only as long they do not become the one and only glasses through which one views
things. There is a conscious choice to reconfigure the existing intellectual traditions and to
distill what is valuable out of them, instead of turning them into a ‘conceptual straightjacket’
to borrow Eagleton’s expression, combining the most valuable parts of multiple perspectives.
Besides the skepticism about the offered dualistic either/or framework, the attempt to
explore the causes of this compulsive mode of thought, Denkzwang, is a most striking and
relevant point of convergence here between Musil and Mannheim. Instead of accepting the
antinomy, or taking a side in it, both of them want to know why people are caught in that
polarity. Musil wanted to expose how it came to be that people could only adopt rigid and
inadequate frameworks of thought, with problematic dualisms such as soul versus reason.
Dagmar Barnouw argues that Musil would only to a certain point agree with the theories of
Mannheim, more precisely that he would differ from Mannheim on the point of the ‘synthetic
vantage point’. She writes that what Musil is after is not a ‘synthetic vantage point’ at all, but
an almost militant insistence on partial truths, an anti-systematic and willfully fragmentary
approach and an epistemological modesty based on uncertainty (Barnouw, 1988, p.108).
Musil would by no means believe in the possibility of a total and definite fusion of
perspectives, magically outside of all ideological ‘contamination’, such as Mannheim’s ‘freefloating intellectuals’. But he would on the other hand argue for bringing different faculties
into play and try to find a synthesis between the intellect and the feelings, without, however,
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believing in a superior, overarching perspective that could bring all the partial views into one
total overview.
Musil was very aware and savvy about certain difficulties and complexities surrounding
ideology. In the past decades, the notion of ideology has become somewhat outdated, a
concept that has so many conceptual difficulties that some have argued it might as well be
discarded. Yet, others claim that in times of religious fundamentalism, liberal secularism and
free market-fundamentalism, ideology is back, stronger and more flexible than ever before.
The main conceptual problem concerning the multiple definitions of ideology is that when
one accepts the existence of ideology, there must also be a certain ‘outside’ of ideology
conceivable from which it is possible to discern that ideology in the first place and to
comment on it. If there is no such thing as an ‘outside’ of ideologies, no zone that would not
be contaminated by a certain ideology, then how could one engage in an ideology-critique or
lift oneself past one’s own ideological determination?154
Moreover, some have argued that the way ideology is depicted in these classic texts is
hopelessly outdated and that ideology since then has become increasingly more cunning, selfreflexive and ironic. Ideology no longer tries to be ‘hidden’, but brings its own ideological
strategies openly and cynically into play as a part of their strategy. It is no longer a false
consciousness, but a consciously cynical and self-aware form of persuasion. In this case,
trying to refute an ideology would be utterly futile and even absurd. The old modernist
auctorial narrator, who from a godlike perspective can see beyond all illusions, had become
naïve and was dismissed as inadequate by Benjamin: “Die ‘Unbefangenheit’ der ‘freie Blick’
sind Lüge, wenn nicht der ganz naive Ausdruck planer Unzuständigkeit geworden.”
(Benjamin, 1980, IV-1, p.131) Gunther Martens argues that Musil was one of the first truly
modern artists who was aware that ideology had become more complex and that it required an
154

An important aspect of Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften is the exploration and negotiation of a place from
which it is possible to perform his critique of the prevailing frameworks and seek different formations. It is this
aspect which partly causes the “strangeness” of the book. Not only is this search novelized by using spatial
metaphors, often a withdrawal into the private sphere, but maybe more importantly, by the constant stubborn and
ironic manner in which both Musil and Ulrich displace and problematize the coordinates of any debate. Musil
wrote that the uncreative person is “included” and the creative person “excluded”. In the chapter of Der Mann
ohne Eigenschaften on the sense of possibilities, Musil writes that the person with a sense of possibility is often
seen as an outcast in society, unpredictable, an impractical man, an eccentric (MoE I 23, MwQ 12). Although
Musil believed that certain artists, such as Rilke, were able to develop their art relatively free from the dominant
ideological trends, he by no means would believe in the solution of Karl Mannheim to develop “free-floating
intellectuals” who could position themselves outside of all ideological influences, even though a superficial
reading of Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften might seem as if Ulrich would be an example of such a “free-floating
intellectual”. Musil was much too aware of the complexities involved to believe in such a simple solution. As he
states over and over again, these complexities can never be solved by easy answers and solutions but they have
to be treated as questions that should be explored with all the intellectual and imaginative powers that one can
summon, by a process of constant reflection and readjustment.
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entirely different strategy to problematize dominant ideological ways of thinking (Martens,
2006).
How did Musil position himself in relation to all these complexities surrounding ideology?
He did indeed state that ideology is everywhere and all-encompassing, invading the smallest
details of our lives and that people could not do anything without it. This sounds like a very
totalizing view on ideology, one that would barely leave a space from which to negotiate a
critical stance towards it. And added to this, ideology has a tendency to entrench itself, to act
as if it is the natural order of things, that which goes without saying. This naturalizing
function is complementary to the psychological role it plays, namely to provide a person with
certainties about their identity, values and life choices and not to drown in existential doubt
over the correctness of their choices. Musil does not want to minimize the difficulties
involved in trying to assess the impact of ideologies and the extent to which each person is
shaped by it.
Yet, on the other hand, he also believes that ideologies which were widespread for
centuries, backed by powerful institutions, can become outmoded, inadequate and no longer
credible in rapidly changing times. People at the turn of the century could no longer identify
themselves with the roles they were supposed to take in a certain moral order. The situation
around the First World War was such that people desperately wanted something to believe in
and adopt a set of moral guidelines, so they upheld a confusing multiplicity of conflicting
theories and opinions, quickly discarding and exchanging them to adopt new ones. In Musil’s
analysis there were times when one ideological or moral system succeeds in gaining the upper
hand, in becoming the morality of a large group in society for a long, more or less stable,
period of time, but this ‘stability’ was by no means positive: its endurance was due to its
rigidity. A psychological and historical predisposition was in itself not enough to bring such a
monstrosity as National-Socialism into power; it was consolidated by a massive ideological
machinery of propaganda, persuasion and pure terror, an apparatus to install its mythology
and order deep into the minds and bodies of the people, if not by aesthetic persuasion then by
extreme violence and oppression. A central operator in this ideological machinery were the
‘mystical fetishes’ of race, state and nation, glossing over actual divisions and reshaping them
into new artificial perceptions of homogenous groups, somehow seemingly having
established themselves naturally, as if from an inner disposition.
Musil’s ideology critique should be distinguished from a more common sense meaning
given to that term. Ideology critique is often heard wrongly as a dismissal of all ideologies as
‘false’, from a place that is somehow ideology free and offering an open perspective onto the
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one and only truth. Commenting on the nationalist ideologies which were gaining popularity,
Musil wrote in his diaries that a powerful counterideology was needed! (TH19 29, D 274) In
Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften, Musil refers to the useful illusion (die nützliche Einbildung)
and the Kunstgriffen which people need to make sense of their lives (MoE I 844-845, MwQ
574-575). The aggressive and rigid ideologies could only be countered by an alternative one
with equal persuasive power, but an ideology which does not forego self-reflection and
readjustment. What is at stake in Musil’s ideology critique is not a dismissal of ideologies,
but a different way of relating to them. Ideologies have to be given a different basis. Let’s
consider the following statement from Das Hilflose Europa oder Reise vom Hundertsten ins
Tausendste:

…denn es fehlte nicht an der Idealität, sondern schon an den Vorbedingungen
für sie. … Die Lösung liegt weder im Warten auf eine neue Ideologie, noch im
Kampf

der

einander

heute

bestreitenden,

sondern

in

der

Schaffung

gesellschaftlicher Bedingungen, unter denen ideologische Bemühungen überhaupt
Stabilität und Tiefgang haben. Es fehlt uns an der Funktion, nicht an Inhalten!155
(HE 235)

This is a statement that should be further unpacked because it can be easily misread, even
in such a way that it comes to mean the exact opposite of what it indicates. Superficially
reading this statement, one could wrongly think that Musil is pleading here for ideologies that
are even more petrified and entrenched. The stability he has in mind here is not the relative
stability of the moral order of the nineteenth century. Musil is not concerned with simply
dismissing ideologies as false, nor with replacing one entrenched ideology with another
entrenched ideology, but with a reflection and re-evaluation of the preconditions that form the
base on which ideologies manifest themselves. Musil is arguing for a different attitude
towards all ideologies, one that could foreclose their tendency to exclude all reflection on
alternative possibilities and that makes it possible to distinguish between what is fruitful from
what is problematic in all ideological debates156.
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“…for what was lacking was not our vision of the ideal, but it’s preconditions. … The solution lies neither in
waiting for a new ideology nor in the clash of the ones that are quarreling today, but in the creation of social
conditions that safeguard the stability and depth of ideological endeavors in general. What we lack is not
substance but function!” (PS 130)
156
There is a tradition of critical thinking, from Ernst Bloch to Fredric Jameson, that does not want to find an
“outside” of ideology, but that insists that every ideology contains also an utopian moment in it. The task of
ideology critique is not to deny an ideology, but to have an eye for the utopian and potentially emancipatory
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This is where the last citation is confusing. In what way does Musil want to “stabilize” the
preconditions of all ideologies? Paradoxically, by radically displacing the basis on which they
are grounded. In Musil we find a compelling update of the way ‘science’ and ideology relate.
In Marxist or Althusserian circles ideology was contrasted to a science that would pierce
through all falsity and provide us with the pure and unspoiled truth. Musil, of course, does not
believe in this paradigm of a pure science outside of all ideological influence. For him, what
defines a scientific approach is indeterminacy and the capacity to readjust one’s findings with
precision. Empirical facts are always per definition provisional, partial, falsifiable and never
finished or complete. They are open to a never ending process of modulation and further
reflection.
In his diaries, Musil commented on a passage from Nietzsche’s Menschliches,
Allzumenschliches, where Nietzsche calls people who desperately cling to their first opinions
unscientific:

Jeder der in dem Glauben hängen bleibt, in dessen Netz er sich zuerst verfing,
ist verdächtig. Er begreift nicht, dass es andere Meinungen geben müsse. Diese
Geister nennt N[ietzsche] "unwissenschaftlich". […] Sobald sie für eine Sache
[…] die erste Hypothese finden, so legen sie sich darauf fest. Eine Meinung
haben, heißt bei ihnen schon: dafür sich fanatisieren u sie als Überzeugung
fürderhin sich ans Herz legen.157 (TH10 52)

Musil wants to displace the ‘petrified’ nature of ideological formations by problematizing
them from within, not simply to dismiss them, but to reevaluate what is valuable and
problematic in them. He does not underestimate the totalizing powers of ideologies, (how
could he when he saw the Nazi movement seizing power all around him?), but still, there
were moments when ideologies failed, when people felt a certain distance from the moral
coordinates they had previously adopted, and it is exactly with these cracks and bursts in the
ideological attempts that Musil wants to work. Eagleton defines immanent critique as “to

element contained even in the most heinous of ideologies. Jameson argues that a Marxist negative hermeneutic
always needs to coincide simultaneously with a Marxist positive hermeneutic, or “a de-cipherment of Utopian
impulses of these same still ideological cultural texts.” (Jameson, 1981, p.296)
157
“Everyone who is still caught up in the net of belief in which he first became entangled is suspect. He does
not grasp that there are necessarily other opinions. N[ietzsche] calls these spirits “unscientific.” As soon as they
find the first hypothesis for some matter they attach themselves firmly to it. To have an opinion means to them:
becoming fanatical about it and, henceforward, to take it heart as a conviction.” (D 254)
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launch a radical critique of a culture from inside it, not least from those internal fissures or
fault-lines which betray its underlying contradictions.” (Eagleton, ed., 1994, p.4)
It is clear that Musil was not against ideologies as such. On several occasions he expressed
the need for a better organization, also in the realm of the feelings. As opposed to the
ideological systems that became petrified, creating an incapacity to face new changes and
complexities, Musil wanted ideologies of a more experimental and hypothetical nature. The
type of ideological organization Musil had in mind should have the capacity to be adjusted
and corrected in accordance with new phenomena. While a rigid ideology permanently runs
into phenomena it cannot place or that it finds objectionable, an approach is needed which
takes these new facts into account and which uses that new information as feedback for the
improvement of one’s approach. In this sense, an ideology will be all the more fruitful and
flexible, because it is contingent158.
The different characters in Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften cannot move beyond certain
rigid schemas, dualisms or ideological formations. As a consequence they are increasingly
faced with frustrating situations they are unable to place. Their world has become one of
conflicting oppositions that do not lead to anything productive. After Ulrich’s critical
interventions, their view-points are no longer self-evident. What were unproductive conflicts
become productive forms of tension and questions that could be further explored. Ulrich
breaks the conceptual stalemate, the petrified conceptual formations, and sets the reflective
chain in motion again. After being incomprehensible riddles, the problems of modern society
can now be once again explored with more flexibility and creativity.
In Der deutsche Mensch als Symptom, Musil presents his experimental approach as a
system which could restore happiness and meaning in the chaos of modern life. Instead of
nervously tormenting oneself, of running from one inadequate opinion to another, an
experimental attitude could restore a sense of grip on the present, “wo sie [Taten] Sinn haben,
nicht nur Ursachen.” Here, Musil defines the task of ideology as: “Seelenführung.

158

In this context it is worthwhile to point out the political theories of Chantal Mouffe. In her view, the political
and what she calls hegemonic practices, are possible precisely because they are contingent: “Every order is the
temporary and precarious articulation of contingent practices.” Any order will try to block out other possibilities:
“Things could always be otherwise and therefore every order is predicated on the exclusion of other
possibilities.” The awareness of other possibilities and counter-hegemonic challenges can never be fully
excluded, and this is the realm of the political: “…every order is political and based on some form of exclusion.
There are always other possibilities that have been repressed and that can be reactivated. The articulatory
practices through which a certain order is established and the meaning of social institutions are fixed are
‘hegemonic practices’. Every hegemonic order is susceptible of being challenged by counter-hegemonic
practices, i.e. practices which will attempt to disarticulate the existing order so as to install another form of
hegemony.” (Mouffe, 2005, p.18)
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Seelenkunde.”159 (DMSN VII/11/22) Not guiding the soul in the sense of providing it with a
rigid scaffolding which blocks out all reflection, but a guidance which allows for
improvement and finding out what works best. The Nietzschean spirit of replacing the
universal categories of good and evil with the practical categories good and bad is very much
present here in Musil’s thought. Thinking in terms of substances, whether it is the ‘substance’
of a nation or history unfolding, is replaced with functional solutions to problems; solutions
that should always be reconsidered anew. As Musil indicated in his diaries, this is what forms
the difference between a prophecy and ideology, taken in a positive sense. A prophet will say
that the future will be in a certain way, while an ideology will say that the future could be in a
certain way160. An ideology proposes a certain form the future could take. A flexible ideology
would propose possibilities which could be experimentally explored, taken as hypotheses
which need to be readjusted in accordance with the encounter of new phenomena, and not
close them out. With such an approach, Musil wanted to restore a sense of affirmation of the
possibilities of modern life, of joy in the experimentation with new ways of living.

5. Concluding remarks

Given the fact that Musil was seeking a flexible framework through which we apprehend
the world, which could be readjusted to inevitable changes and new challenges, it no longer
comes as a surprise that he left Der deutsche Mensch als Symptom unfinished. It follows
logically from his theoretical assumptions that a presentation of his views in a compact and
completed form, was bound to be problematic from the start. Such an essay would contradict
the flexibility and open-endedness that the novel form allowed him. Throughout Der Mann
ohne Eigenschaften, Ulrich’s conceptual framework is permanently faced with challenges
which force him to rethink his position. In this view, the challenges are not a threat, but a
blessing, which allow for increasing precision and improvement. My suggestion that Musil’s
abandonment of Der deutsche Mensch als Symptom for an open-ended novel follows from his
theoretical assumptions, can be further clarified by looking at Goethe’s critique of Newton.
In his Zur Farbenlehre, Goethe critiques the Newtonian legacy in the study of light and
colors. Newton’s approach begins with a clearly defined, coherent theory and precise
concepts, by which the phenomena of light and color could be approached. According to
159

“where actions have meanings and not just causes. “ “Guiding the soul. Informing the soul.” (PS 153)
The original passage can be found in KA, Transkriptionen & Faksimiles\Nachlass Hefte\Heft 10 “Hohes
Notizbuch” “Über Bücher”\Heft 10/20 Musil is citing another text here, but it is unclear to me which text he is
citing.
160
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Goethe, the Newtonian theory had come to resemble a dogma, which he compares to a castle
that has been increasingly fortified throughout the years. Rather than reconsidering the theory
or looking at phenomena that do not fit the theory, Goethe claims that scientists were more
concerned with trying to retain the theory for its own sake. In Goethe’s words:

Wir vergleichen die Newtonische Farbentheorie mit einer alten Burg, welche
von dem Erbauer anfangs mit jugendlicher Übereilung angelegt, nach dem
Bedürfnis der Zeit und Umstände jedoch nach und nach von ihm erweitet und
ausgestattet, nicht weniger bei Anlass von Fehden und Feindseligkeiten immer
mehr befestigt und gesichert worden.161 (Goethe, 1989, p.11-12)

Goethe continues the image by saying that, while they continuously fortified the castle
against attacks from the outside, nobody seemed to notice that the castle had become
uninhabitable. Goethe’s image of a fortified castle works perfectly for what Musil called
petrified morality. The moral framework people adopted to order and give meaning to the
world for many generations had become entrenched under attack by the challenges of
modernity. They clung to it with all means, in fear that modern life would shatter it to pieces
and would leave them nothing but confusing chaos and anarchy. But the castle, the moral
framework they used as a matrix to make sense of their lives and the world, had become
uninhabitable. It had become like a shell which the snail has outworn.
Goethe unambiguously claims that colors could not be studied as long as the Newtonian
castle was still standing. In Musil’s terms, people could not get an understanding of modern
life as long as they clung to their outworn frameworks. The castle had to be broken down and
the materials one thus obtains rearranged in a different manner. The castle should not be
destroyed to replace it with a new fortified structure. Musil does not critique petrified morality
to replace it with another rigid and entrenched moral system or ideology. He did not believe,
as opposed to Hermann Broch, that what people needed was a new, strict and clear value
system. One had to proceed on a different basis. Goethe did not want to raze the Newtonian
Bastille, to use his imagery, to cover the site again with a new fortified structure, but he
proposed to make use of the area for the purpose of exhibiting and reviewing a varied series
of illustrative figures (Gestalten) (Goethe, 1989, p.13).
161

“We compare the Newtonian theory of colours to an old castle, which was at first constructed by its architect
with youthful precipitation; it was, however, gradually enlarged and equipped by him according to the exigencies
of time and circumstances, and moreover was still further fortified and secured in consequence of feuds and
hostile demonstrations.” (Goethe, 2006, p.xix)
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Goethe wrote that it makes no sense to define the nature of a phenomenon abstractly, but
that one can derive the nature of that phenomenon by looking at a series of varied illustrations
of it:

Denn eigentlich unternehmen wir umsonst, das Wesen eines Dinges
auszudrücken. Wirkungen werden wir gewahr, und eine vollständige Geschichte
dieser Wirkungen umfasste wohl allenfalls das Wesen jenes Dinges. Vergebens
bemühen wir uns, den Charakter eines Menschen zu schildern; man stelle dagegen
seine Handlungen, seine Taten zusammen, und ein Bild des Charakters wird uns
entgegentreten.162 (Goethe, 1989, p.9)

In the same sense, Musil does not want to state the nature of society abstractly in Der
Mann ohne Eigenschaften, but reveals its nature, and the problems it is caught up in, by
displaying the arguments, obsessions and actions of certain representative characters. We are
shown the prevailing problems, deadlocks, and dualisms at work. These diverse characters are
not types, but display the effects and shortcomings of certain forms of reasoning. The reader
can experience these shortcomings of certain ways of thinking without Musil having to state
them in an explicit manner.
Does this mean that Goethe, or Musil, is foregoing theory? By no means. As Goethe
writes:

Jedes Ansehen geht über in ein Verknüpfen, und so kann man sagen, dass wir
schon bei jedem aufmerksamen Blick in die Welt theoretisieren. Dieses aber mit
Bewusstsein, mit Selbstkenntnis, mit Freiheit, und um uns eines gewagten Wortes
zu bedienen, mit Ironie zu tun und vorzunehmen, eine solche Gewandtheit ist
nötig, wenn die Abstraktion, vor der wir uns fürchten, unschädlich, und das
Erfahrungsresultat, das wir hoffen, recht lebendig und nützlich werden soll.163
(Goethe, 1989, p.11)
162

“…it is useless to attempt to express the nature of a thing abstractly. Effects we can perceive, and a complete
history of those effects would, in fact, sufficiently define the nature of the thing itself. We should try in vain to
describe a man’s character, but let his acts be collected and an idea of the character will be presented to us.”
(Goethe, 2006, p.xvii) The English translation is very free and often not very adequate.
163
“Every act of seeing leads to consideration, consideration to reflection, reflection to combination, and thus it
may be said that in every attentive look on nature we already theorize. But in order to guard against the possible
abuse of this abstract view, in order that the practical deductions we look to should be really useful, we should
theorize without forgetting that we are doing so, we should theorize with mental self-possession, and, to use a
bold word, with irony.” (Goethe, 2006, p.xix)
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We should not forget that Musil was educated in the sciences in a period when the sciences
were in a complete crisis164. It seemed that new findings fundamentally challenged the old
models, while solid new models could not be formulated. The feeling that the scientific
method was accumulating an unshakeable body of knowledge which led to an ever more
complete picture of the one and only natural order was shattered. Instead, the sciences had to
accept complementary, mutually exclusive models, allow elements of uncertainty, probability
or relativity, and accept the use of shifting paradigms. The awareness also grew that a
scientific paradigm could be too rigid and thus make it impossible to comprehend new
phenomena. Goethe had already written that as long as the Newtonian theory of colors was
accepted, it was impossible to study colors. Werner Heisenberg, looking back on the changes
in physics in the first decades of the twentieth century, wrote that “the nineteenth century had
developed an extremely rigid frame for natural science which formed not only science but
also the general outlook of great masses of people.” (Heisenberg, 1958, p.137) These rigid
conceptions of science were dissolved by the new experiments in science itself: “…one may
say that the most important change brought about by its [modern physics] results consists in
the dissolution of this rigid frame of concepts of the nineteenth century.” (id., p.138). And he
goes even so far as to claim that a quantum-theoretical view on reality might be more easily
accepted by cultures that never developed such a rigid way of thinking. Karl R. Popper
described the changes in the sciences as following: “I think that we shall have to get
accustomed to the idea that we must not look upon science as a ‘body of knowledge’, but
rather as s system of hypotheses, that is to say, as a system of guesses or anticipiations which
in principle cannot be justified, but with which we work as long as they stand up to the tests,
and of which we are never justified in saying that they are ‘true’ or ‘more or less certain’ or

164

The changes in the sciences around 1900 and, more specifically, what makes up scientific knowledge, is well
described by Hans-Jörg Rheinberger in On historicizing epistemology, an essay: “After the nineteenth century
had seen a new empiricism in the philosophy of science, fed by the rise of the experimental sciences, the end of
that century brought a particular kind of crisis – a crisis of reflection on scientific knowledge – without an
immediate solution in sight, or even a generally accepted alternative to the century’s legacy. Positivism, in the
wake of Auguste Comte in France and the followers of Ernst Mach in the German-speaking countries, was
merely the beginning of that turn, the first symptoms of the crisis, as it were. Only gradually, in the course of the
twentieth century, did a broadly articulated new reflection on science develop. It was fueled by various national
traditions and contemporary scientific developments, and it began to historicize epistemology in various ways.
… The idea of science as a process replaced the obligatory view of science as a system. One single science gave
way to many sciences, not reducible to one another. This movement cannot be understood simply as something
internal to philosophy or the theory of science; it must be seen in the broader perspective of a dynamics that took
hold of the development of the sciences in their entirety, a process which in turn has to be placed within the
social and cultural context of the twentieth century as a whole.” (Rheinberger, 2010, p.1)
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even ‘probable’.”165 (quoted by Burton Pike in Bloom, ed., 2005, p.80; original quote in
Popper, 1959, p.317)
Musil’s outlook is formed by this new scientific spirit, which in the name of a modern
scientific sensitivity is very critical of older, rigid conceptions of natural science and the
picture of reality it presented. Like Heisenberg, he thought that the complex phenomena
which made up modern life, could not be understood as long as people adopted a rigid,
outdated framework, in the light of which the bewildering phenomena of modern life could
only look as incomprehensible monstrosities. What was needed then was not to replace the
old paradigm, to use Kuhn’s concept, with a new and equally rigid paradigm. That would only
shift the problem. Instead, Musil argued for an approach that could be readjusted to new
phenomena. Instead of regarding new phenomena that do not fit in one’s model as a threat to
its coherence, such a new approach should be sufficiently flexible to be adjusted to new
challenges. That requires an approach in which an awareness of error, fallibility, uncertainty,
contingency, partiality, situatedness and possibility are crucial166. Such an approach also
requires a different conception of order, which is no longer is defined by a single form of
stability, but multi-stability; the alternation between different forms of stability, such as in so
called Kippbilder - figures which can be seen in two or more ways167.
It is also in this sense that we can understand the critique of the modern archive which runs
through Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften. When Stumm goes to the national library to find a
book that synthesizes the best ideas of the time, he is baffled to hear the methods of the two
librarians he addresses his question to. They tell him that they only manage to keep the
database in order by not reading the books. The ordering system is a horizontal system of
discrete categories, in which each book has its place. But such a system does not allow for the
creative deployment and combination of insights from different categories. It does not lead to
a fruitful re-production and formation of knowledge, but only continues the overwhelming
feeling of people when faced with such a vast amount of knowledge. Musil prefigured the

165

In the same sense, Thomas Kuhn famously argued that as long as scientists held on to a certain, often implicit,
paradigm, they could not come to terms with the anomalies they encountered until they adopted a better
paradigm (Kuhn, 1970).
166
Eric White writes about Musil’s experimental ethos: “The ethos of the libidinally mobile spektical essayist is
affirmed with the understanding that even a standpoint as programmatically open to experiences as this will
inevitably be revised in the course of its encounters with the always unforeseeable Real.” (in Bloom, ed., 2005)
167
Well-known examples of such Kippbilder are the so called duckrabbit, a single figure that could be seen as
both a duck and a rabbit, and the Rubin vase, a figure that can be seen as a vase or two faces. During Musil’s
scientific education, Gestalt-theory was becoming increasingly popular and the phenomenon of multi-stable
figures was a popular research topic. Several scholars have pointed out the influence of Gestalt-theory on
Musil’s work (Sebastian, 2005; Bonacchi, 1998; Roth, 1972). Musil repeatedly plays with the inversion of part
and whole, figure and background, concavity and convexity, to evoke the feeling of vertigo.
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critique of the modern archive which writers such as W.G. Sebald developed decades later:
that an archive can also bury the information it is storing, rather than allowing it to live168. An
overly rigid order can paradoxically hamper comprehension and perpetuate a form of disorder
and conceptual stagnation.
If Musil emphasized the need for a flexible approach which can be readjusted to new
phenomena and which allows for error and the productive transgression of boundaries, we can
not only understand Musil’s inclination towards open-ended and unfinished texts can be
explained, but also the particular form of his notebooks. Musil’s notebooks consist of several
dozen books or folders (he called them Hefte). The notebooks are not like a regular diary,
beginning a new tome when the previous one was full. Instead, they are all written in different
formats and devoted to different topics, whether novel drafts, personal experiences, political
reflections or commentaries on his readings. This allowed for creative and diversified ways of
ordering. The notebooks blend fiction, travel diary, fictional dialogues, reviews, intellectual
reflection, citations, character studies of existing persons and other expressive forms. It could
be said that Musil’s notebooks make up his alternative and flexible archive169. This archive, to
which he contributed his entire life and to which he kept on returning to as a source of
inspiration for his novel, was sufficiently flexible to face the complexity of modern life,
something the rigidly ordered ‘modern archive’ did not have. It is a form of interactive and
open-ended mapping of modern life.
Musil was seeking an order which is not completely laid out in advance, but which can
readjust its criteria: “Die ganze Aufgabe ist: Leben ohne Systematik aber doch mit Ordnung.
Selbstschöpferische Ordnung. Generative O. Eine nicht von a bis z festgelegte Ordnung,
sondern eine im Schritt van n auf n + 1.”170 (TH25 18)

168

For an extensive study of the problem of the modern archive in Sebald, see Long, 2010.
It is a remarkable fact that many artists of that period often obsessively collected things, which they
incorporated into their art. Afred Döblin and Georg Grosz collected newspaper clippings which they entered into
their work (see Heesen, 2004). Paul Klee had a collection of remarkable natural objects, which inspired him for
his paintings. A more recent example is Gerhard Richter, who collected photos, partly found, partly orginal, and
published them under the name Atlas. It seemed that many artists were involved in forming a personal archive
which helped them to navigate the connection between their art and the world.
The art critic Hal Foster has described a contemporary wave of archival art. These artists are not only concerned
with deconstructing old archives (such as the museum), but also to suggest new, alternative ways of ordering. As
Foster calls it, their archival work moves away from being an excavation site to being a construction site, a move
which he calls utopian. These forms of archival art reveal a “desire to turn belatedness into becomingness, to
recoup failed visions in art, literature, philosophy and everyday life into possible scenarios of alternative kinds of
social relations, to transform the no-place of the archive into the no-place of a utopia.” (Foster in Merewether
ed., 2006, p.146) This description of contemporary archival art sounds remarkably applicable to Musil.
170
“The whole task of life is a life without systematizing but, nonetheless, with order. Self-creative order.
Generative order. An organization that is not determined from a to z, but one proceeding from n to n+1.” (D 318)
169
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Chapter 2: The critical-utopian aspect of Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften.

In the first chapter, I have described the way Musil assessed his times as a period of
confusion and inadequate responses caused by an overly rigid and petrified morality. With his
critique he wanted to move beyond the petrified limitations that blocked people from
exploring other possibilities. But what was his aim with his critique and these new
possibilities? This aim of this critique is the utopian aspect of his work. As I will explain,
Musil’s ‘utopianism’ does not refer to one single aspect of his writing but to multiple
phenomena, which will be clarified in this chapter.
Throughout Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften, Ulrich proposes a series of enigmatic,
alternative guidelines to live our lives differently, which he calls utopias. Musil’s conscious
use of this notion of ‘utopia’ may seem strange in times when this term was getting a
distinctly negative connotation. The negative connotations of the term utopia have only
increased after the disastrous utopian political projects of the twentieth century. A utopia is
nowadays often defined as literally a non-place, as an idealized mirage which by definition
can never be achieved. It has become synonymous with unattainable ideals. Or worse, it is
such an impossible ideal which people want to achieve at all costs, that it creates enormous
violence and fanaticism. By consciously choosing the term ‘utopia’, Musil gives fuel to the
critics who claimed that he turned away from reality to lose himself in a chaos of paper
possibilities (Hermann Broch claimed he was building a paper empire).
This reproach has been formulated most explicitly by Georg Lukács. His remarks can be
seen as a blueprint for the later critical commentaries on Musil’s work. Lukács claimed that
Musil’s critique was total, that he rejected reality wholesale, and that as a consequence of this,
he lost himself in the exploration of abstract pseudo-possibilities. He was unable to give a
clear direction to his cultural critique, which explains why he could not give his novel a sound
conclusion. It is worthwhile to look closely at the remarks made by Lukács and others,
because they indicate precisely which issues are at stake in Musil’s work and what needs to be
clarified. The problem indicated by Lukács is this: what did Musil want to achieve with his
cultural-critique? What was the aim of his utopianism? And how exactly should we think the
connection between his critique and his utopianism?
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A large part of the confusion surrounding Musil’s work, the negative evaluations of his
work and the problems explored by scholars, relate to this utopian aspect of Musil’s work171.
One of the most recurring questions is why Musil could not bring his novel to a conclusion,
but left us with different possible continuations of the novel. There is a clear tendency
amongst critics to regard the ending of a novel as a prescriptive conclusion. The ending is the
grand conclusion that would give a final meaning to the whole book, clarify all confusions
and reveal the author’s ‘solution’ to the problems he has been describing. The fact that Musil
was not capable of giving his novel an ending and seemed to waver between different options,
seems the ultimate proof that Lukács was right: Musil could not give a direction to his
critique. He was not able to provide solutions to the problems he was exploring and lost
himself in abstract, paper possibilities.
For decades, Musil-scholars have tried to ‘redeem’ Musil from this problem by trying to
guess what the ending of his novel would have been. Prominent scholars disagreed about
whether Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften was going to end in war or in the mystical bliss which
is explored in the second volume. Some argued that Musil’s novel was supposed to end with a
definitive conclusion, such as the private, mystical bliss of Ulrich and Agathe. Others argued
that Musil was staging the failures of his utopias, while society’s dissolution into warfare
could not be stopped. I will argue that these debates are false. The fact that Der Mann ohne
Eigenschaften remained unfinished follows directly from Musil’s theoretical views. But, as
we learn from Lukács, this will require an understanding of the finality of Musil’s critique and
the precise nature of his utopianism.
I will argue that Musil’s utopianism cannot be reduced to the series of utopian proposals in
his novel. It can also not be reduced to one utopian proposal or a possible ending, which had
to serve as the final, normative conclusion of the novel. Moreover, the critical and the utopian
aspect of Musil’s work cannot be separated. The finality, if we can use that term, of Musil’s
critical-utopian project is neither one idealized utopia nor a single normative proposal. Rather,
this project aims for the augmentation of a sense of possibility and this process can never
come to a full stop.
Musil’s work forces us to abandon the stereotypical accounts of utopianism, both in terms
of society and in terms of utopian literature. Early in Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften, the two
classic forms of utopian ideals are mocked. On the one hand, the ideal of a perfectly efficient,
futuristic techno-paradise, where everything is run with the precision of a stopwatch. On the
171

For scholarly works on Musil’s utopianism, see Payne et. al., eds., 2007, Shin 2008, Neymer, 2009, Martens,
2009.
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other hand, the ideal of a harmonic place, where time has come to a standstill, and where
people have the “cow-eyed gaze” of a Greek statue (MoE I 45-46, MwQ 26-28). Musil’s
utopianism is not an idealized future place, nor a Heideggerian rural fantasy where the
alienation of modernity has been replaced with the harmony of classic antiquity. It is neither
an idealized place nor a future point in time. It is neither a messianic end of history nor a point
where time comes to an end. It brings neither total redemption, nor offers one rigid solution.
His utopianism aims to increase a sense of possibility, creating new possibilities which could
be explored with precision and readjusted to changing situations. This form of utopianism is
achieved simultaneously with the process of critique.

1. The critique of Georg Lukács as the paradigm for later critical receptions of Der Mann
ohne Eigenschaften.
In an essay from 1956, Die weltanschaulichen Grundlagen des Avantgardeismus172, Georg
Lukács famously formulated his objections to modernist literature. This essay was written in
the context of a postwar debate about the capacity of modernist literature to engage in
effective cultural critique.173 Lukács accused writers such as Joyce, Benn, Beckett, but
especially Musil, of being overly obsessed with formal criteria, solitariness, morbidity, the
pathological and the exploration of abstract fantasies. This early criticism of Musil has
become paradigmatic for later critical commentaries on Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften.
Although hardly anyone today would argue that Lukács’ reading of Musil sufficiently tackles
the complexities in Musil’s work, a closer look at Lukács’ criticisms and some of the
subsequent ones will allow us to formulate more precisely what is at stake in this chapter.
According to Lukács, the true intention of a writer, independent of his or her stated
intention, is to describe his or her view of the world. It is in this sense that Lukács can say that
‘content determines form’. The Weltanschauung of a writer determines the style of his or her
work. While both Joyce and Thomas Mann, a writer highly valued by Lukács, make use of the
technique of monologue intérieur, they deploy this technique in a completely different
manner. Mann makes use of monologue intérieur in Lotte in Weimar to explore aspects of
Goethe’s personality and his world that would otherwise not be available. But in Joyce, the
technique becomes absolute, an aesthetic goal in itself and a driving aspect of the novel.
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In English somewhat inadequately translated as The ideology of modernism. (Lukács, 1995, p.187-209)
This debate took place among the most prominent critical thinkers of that time: Adorno, Bloch, Benjamin,
Lukács…For a good selection of their writings and mutual disagreements on this topic, see Adorno et al., 1977.
173
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In Lukács’ analysis, the modernist writer rejects all connection to reality and history.
Citing a statement by Musil that it was not his intention to write a historical novel, but to
focus on what is typical for a certain situation, Lukács concludes that the city of Vienna is
nothing more than a background in Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften. According to Lukács,
writers such as Musil reject reality and history wholesale. This wholesale rejection of reality
has some important consequences. Firstly, it leads to the attenuation, the falling apart of
reality. Reality takes on a ghostly character. Paradoxically, this ephemeral, chaotic view of
reality lends it a static character. It is overwhelming chaos, but chaos which fundamentally
stays the same and in which no real dynamic of change can be found. Secondly, it leads to a
falling apart of the self, of one’s character. And thirdly, and most importantly, the author can
no longer distinguish between real and abstract possibilities. With Der Mann ohne
Eigenschaften as the prototypical example, Lukács formulates the compelling critique that an
author such as Musil loses himself in the infinite exploration of abstract possibilities, and
consequently, in the pseudo-realization of pseudo-possibilities. He claims that it is in the
nature of the ideological Weltanschauung of modernist writers like Musil not to be able to
discern between actual possibilities and mere utopian fantasies. The result is an everincreasing removal from reality and a turn towards subjectivity and abstract-utopian fantasies:

So erklärt Gottfried Benn mitt grosser Entschiedenheit, ‘dass es diese
Wirklichkeit nicht gäbe’; ‘es gibt keine Wirklichkeit, es gibt das menschliche
Bewusstsein, das unaufhörlich aus seinem Schöpferischen Welten bildet, umbildet,
verarbeitet, erleidet, geistig prägt’. Musil gibt, wie immer, seinen sogerichten
Gedanken eine moralische Wendung. Der Held seines grossen Romans, Ulrich,
antwortet auf die Frage, was er tun würde, wenn das Weltregiment in seinem
Händen wäre: ‘Es würde mir nichts übrigbleiben, als die Wirklichkeit
abzuschaffen.’ Dass die abgeschaffte Wirklichkeit von der Seite der Aussenwelt ein
Komplement zur subjektiven Existenz ‘ohne Eigenschaften’ ist, bedarf keiner
ausführlichen Erörterung.174 (Lukács, 1958, p.23)

174

“The German poet Gottfried Benn, for instance, informs us that ‘there is no outer reality, there is only human
consciousness, constantly building, modifying, re-building new worlds out of its own creativity.’ Musil, as
always, gives a moral twist to this line of thought. Ulrich, the hero of his The Man Without Qualities, when
asked what he would do if he were in God’s place, replies: ‘I should be compelled to abolish reality.’ Subjective
existence ‘without qualities’ is the complement of the negation of outward reality.” (Lukács, 1995, p.193)
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The most important conclusion from Lukács’ critique that Musil rejects all reality is that
his cultural critique remains completely empty, without any form of direction. In the words of
Lukács: “Sein Inhalt (seine essentielle Inhaltlosigkeit) ist dadurch umschrieben, dass eine
solche Weltanschauung für das normale Leben kein Wohin? und darum keine Bewegung in
eine bestimmte Richtung kennen kann.”175 (Lukács, 1958, p.29) The ‘direction’ of Musil’s
critique is an important issue that certainly will need to be addressed.
Clearly, I cannot agree with Lukacs’ harsh assessment of Musil, but we can find in this
classic essay the outline of a critique which will recur in slightly different variations
throughout several decades of Musil-scholarship. This paradigmatic critique takes on a double
form. On the one hand, Musil is accused of formulating a cultural critique that is empty. There
seems to be a wholesale rejection of reality or society, a so called ironic distance, going hand
in hand with a tendency for withdrawal and increasingly bizarre behavior of his protagonist
Ulrich. The negativity in Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften seems confusingly total. On the other
hand, critics argue that the withdrawal and negation of society seems to lead to the
exploration of endless, bizarre ideas and fantasies. Especially the romance between Ulrich and
Agathe and their conversations about mysticism, give the impression of a turn towards a
private aesthetic utopia, at a safe removal from society. Clearly, the two aspects of this
paradigmatic critique, as Lukács already pointed out, are two sides of the same coin: a
wholesale negativity and a turn towards private utopian fantasies, the rejection of reality and
withdrawing towards personal and abstract reveries.
A second wave of criticisms, inspired by Lukács, dominated the German Musil-scholarship
of the late sixties and early seventies176. In a revival of critical theory and the debate between
Lukács and Adorno about the modernist novel, scholars such as Hartmut Böhme and Klaus
Laermann took up Lukacs’ negative evaluation of Musil and his work. In Böhme’s Anomie
und Entfremdung from 1974, he argues that Musil’s novel would have ultimately ended in
chaos and war, and that Ulrich’s and Agathe’s retreat into a private mystical bliss would not
have been able to withstand this chaos. Ulrich, and by extension Musil, become an example of
the decay of the bourgeois writer, an example of the anomie and alienation sociologists such
as Weber or Simmel saw as a consequence of modernity. Moreover, the ‘private utopia’ could
not be sustained, it would inevitably lead to the falling apart of the personality of the
175

“Its content – or rather lack of content – derives from the fact that such a view of life cannot impact a sense of
direction.” (Lukács, 1995, p.197)
176
Paradoxically, the writings of Lukács on Musil increased the interest in Musil in Italy. Partly because Musil’s
wife Martha moved to Rome after the second world war, Italy was one of the first countries where scholars
developed an interest in Musil’s writing. (See Schwartz, ed., 2010, p.86)
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protagonist (Böhme, 1974). Even more polemical and negative in his assessment of Musil was
Klaus Laermann in Eigenschaftslosigkeit: Reflexionen zu Musils Roman ‘Der Mann ohne
Eigenschaften’ from 1970. Laermann saw in Ulrich the prime example of a bourgeois disease,
corrupted to the bone and corrupting everyone he encounters. The symptoms of this disease
are a cultivation of ephemeral, superficial fantasies and lack of moral commitment
(Laermann, 1970).
One has to understand that Musil scholarship was concerned at that time with finding the
proper way to edit the unfinished and fragmented Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften. At the heart
of this debate was the great importance attached to the presumed ending of the novel. A
predominantly German stance, following Wolfdietrich Rasch, who had known Musil
personally, was that the novel would end in social dissolution and war. The ‘retreat’ into the
mystical other condition would not have been sufficient to ward off this dissolution. The
Musil-translators Eithne Wilkins and Ernst Kaiser directly opposed this view. They believed
that the novel would have ended in the victory of Ulrich’s and Agathe’s withdrawal into a
paradise-like mystical utopia. This debate was partly overcome by Adolf Frisé’s authoritative
new edition from 1978, which no longer concerned itself with the attempt to decide on a
proper ending for the novel, leaving it fragmented as it is, emphasizing the unfinished and
open nature of the novel. But the ghost of this debate between Rasch and Wilkins/Kaiser
never entirely disappeared, and the quest for the proper ending of Musil’s novel still appears
in the scholarship177. With the paradigmatic critique of Lukács in mind, the debates of the
sixties and seventies amount to this: would the novel have ended with the pure negativity of
Musil/Ulrich’s critique, ending in chaos and dissolution, or would it have ended with the
withdrawal into some kind of private mystical utopia, far away from the woes and chaos of
society? Clearly, both of these opinions affirm the critique of Lukács. It was perpetuated
unintentionally by the scholars who wanted to defend Musil and the great value of his novel.
Additional oil on the fire was provided by the fact that Musil was rather cryptic, elusive
and category-defying concerning his politics. The young Musil mysteriously called himself at
some point a ‘conservative anarchist’ (PBM 239, PS 33), while later in life, Musil firmly
rejected all explicit political commitment in art, even in the late thirties, placing Nazism and
Communism on the same page. This stance made him lose support amongst the influential
left-wing intelligentsia of the time.178

177

Most recently, this debate has been taken up by Patrizia McBride (McBride, 2006).
I am referring here to the talk Musil gave at the International Writers Congress for the Defense of Culture, in
Paris, 1935. This conference was explicitly intended as a forum for writers to take a militant, political stance

178
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In the early nineties, Louis Sass argued that modernist writers, and, once again, Musil was
seen as a prime example, displayed a disturbing resemblance to the writings and art of
schizophrenics, from which Sass concluded that writers like Musil reflect in their work a
dangerous pathogenetic tendency of modernity. The symptoms Sass describes come down to
the critical paradigm which I have described above: the attenuation of reality, becoming
increasingly ghost-like, and a withdrawal into solitariness and formal experimentation, with
the dissolution of the personality as the inevitable consequence (Sass, 1992).
The most recent debate about the value of Musil and his work as a writer was caused by
the influential German opinion maker in literary matters Marcel Reich-Ranicki, who refused
to see Musil as a part of the canon of great German writers179. According to Reich-Ranicki,
Musil was a graphomaniac, someone who was unable to make decisions, losing himself in
infinite explorations of puzzling possibilities. This inability to make firm decisions and to
bring his novel to a sound conclusion was for Reich-Ranicki a sign that Musil was unable to
make proper use of the novel form, which devaluated the potential strength of his magnum
opus.
By providing this short overview of the recurring criticisms and controversies surrounding
Musil and Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften, it has become evident that the pattern of Lukács’
critique from 1959 frequently returns in subsequent criticisms: a wholesale negativity,
withdrawing from reality and a turn towards the exploration of never-ending abstract,
aesthetic possibilities and private utopias, which fail to arrive at a clear goal or a sound
conclusion.180
What has become clear in this overview of the criticisms launched against Musil are the
stakes of Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften as a critical project. What has puzzled or annoyed all
of these scholars is precisely what forms the unique complexity and strength of Musil’s novel
and it is precisely what Musil scholarship has to come to terms with. The questions that any
clarification of Musil’s utopianism will need to address, and which will keep on recurring in
Musil scholarship, are the following questions: In which way exactly was Musil’s novel a

against the rise of fascism. Some of the other speakers were Aldus Huxley, André Gide or André Malraux. Musil
completely misjudged the forum and his address was extremely poorly received by the audience, who heard it as
a refusal to commit politically.
179
Reich-Ranicki wrote a negative article called Musils Fiasko in Der Spiegel, 34, 2002, p.168-170. For more on
this debate see Matthias Luserke-Jacqui and Philip Payne in Payne et. al., eds, 2007, p.313.
180
I want to point out here that it has become surprisingly common amongst critics to evaluate Musil in terms of
his social and cultural criticism, and not as a writer as such. For these scholars, it is his ‘social criticism’ that
failed. Nobody holds it against writers like Borges or Nabokov that they were exploring ‘mere aesthetic
fantasies’ and that they ‘turned away from reality’. The quality of their writing speaks for itself, and so does the
stunning writing of Musil.
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utopian project? How does this utopian aspect of his work relate to the critical aspect of his
novel? And as Lukács sharply pointed out, what was the direction of Musil’s critique? What
did he hope to achieve with his novel as a critical-utopian project? What we have learned
from Lukács is that an assessment of Musil’s work as a critical-utopian project will have to
address the finality of such a critical-utopian project. Much of the critical Musil-scholarship
circles around these questions and in this chapter, I will attempt to clarify these issues.

2. The utopian proposals in the first volume of Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften: the utopias
of exact living and essayism.

Throughout Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften, both the published part and the fragments,
Musil developed a series of enigmatic proposals to live our lives according to new and
original guiding principles, which he chose to call ‘utopias’. It is this aspect of the novel that
most readily comes to mind when scholars are asked what Musil’s utopianism consists of.
One will either look at one particular utopian proposal or try to see how the different ones
relate, whether they form a simple series or whether they should be seen as a hierarchy. While
no study of Musil’s utopianism would be complete without looking at the particular utopian
proposals, I want to make clear that it is not my purpose in this chapter to provide a complete
and definitive account of these different utopias. Such an aim would be well beyond the scope
of this chapter and a lot of literature has already been devoted to this. Instead, I will argue that
Musil’s utopianism is wider than the particular proposals and it is rather my aim to restore the
place of these proposals within Musil’s general utopian project.
The first explicit utopia181 that we encounter when reading Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften
is the ‘utopia of exact living’ (die Utopie des Exakten Lebens), immediately followed by the
‘utopia of essayism’ (die Utopie des Essayismus).182 With his utopian proposals Musil wanted
to counter the prevailing ailments his time was suffering from. The short chapter on the
‘utopia of exact living’, which deals with the problem of precision, begins with the case of
Moosbrugger. What he finds distasteful about the case is not only the brutality and suffering
involved, but also “die Mischung von Genauigkeit und Fahrlässigkeit, die das Merkmal der

181

I will limit myself to the utopian proposals which are explicitly elaborated in Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften.
In theory, one could see single statements by Ulrich as utopian proposals as well. In that case, the novel is filled
with them.
182
The fact that one chapter devoted to a utopian proposal is immediately followed by another one indicates that
we are dealing with explorative, provisional proposals.
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Urteile bildet”183 (MoE I 389). He expands this remark in the following chapter, describing
the activities of the courtroom as:

…alle die lebhaften Menschen des Lebens, die es gänzlich unmöglich finden
würden, einen Kraftwagen zu benützen, der älter als fünf Jahre ist, oder eine
Krankheit nach den Grundsätzen behandeln zu lassen, die vor zehn Jahren die
besten waren, die überdies ihre ganze Zeit freiwillig-unfreiwillig der Förderung
solcher Erfindungen widmen und davon eingenommen sind, alles zu rationalisieren,
was in ihren Bereich kommt, überlassen die Fragen der Schönheit, der
Gerechtigkeit, der Liebe und des Glaubens, kurz alle Fragen der Humanität, soweit
sie nicht geschäftliche Beteiligung daran haben, am liebsten ihren Frauen, und
solange diese noch nicht ganz dazu genügen, einer Abart von Männern, die ihnen
von Kelch und Schwert des Lebens in tausendjährigen Wendungen erzählen, denen
sie leichtsinnig, verdrossen und skeptisch zuhören, ohne daran zu glauben und ohne
an die Möglichkeit zu denken, dass man es auch anders machen könnte.184 (MoE I
394-395)

The same people who believe in progress, reason and novelty, nevertheless keep on
approaching issues such as ethics, art or love with an outdated, taken-for-granted moral
system. The utopian proposals are direct confrontations of the split between the world of
organization and precision, which he called the ratioid, and another experiential realm, the
non-ratioid: the world of ethics, art and love. The latter can only be singular experiences,
qualitative states, illuminations, which cannot be reduced to repeatable laws or quantitative
approaches. Musil was struck by the wide gap between the need for precision adopted by the
sciences and the outmoded sloppiness when it came down to ethical issues. He mocked the
attempts to treat ethics in terms of petrified moral guidelines and the attempts to resolve
ethical problems by permutations of fixed laws, reducing an ethical problem to a matter of

183

“the blend of precision and sloppiness that characterized the judgments usually pronounced” (MwQ 264)
“…all those energetic up-to-the-minute characters who wouldn’t dream of driving a car more than five years
old, or letting a disease be treated by methods that had been the best ten years ago, and who further give all their
time, willy-nilly, to promoting the latest inventions and fervently believe in rationalizing everything in their
domain… these people nevertheless abandon questions of beauty, justice, love, and faith – that is, all questions
of humanity – as long as their business interests are not involved, preferably to their wives or, where their wives
are not quite up to it, to a subspecies of men given to intoning thousand-year-old phrases about the chalice and
sword of life, to whom they listen casually, without believing any of it but also without considering the
possibility that it might be done some other way.” (MwQ 267-268)
184
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deciding whether it belongs to this or that category. The question that will occupy Musil is
what it means to be precise in non-ratioid domains.
The same idea that certain people only adopt a precise attitude to certain domains, but not
to other domains, such as one’s ethical choices, recurs when Ulrich describes his abandoned
studies in engineering. In this chapter, he confesses that up until that moment he saw it as his
ideal to develop a cold, conquering scientific attitude. Musil explicitly compares this ideal to
Nietzsche’s critical assessment of scientists who let the soul starve for the sake of the truth.
Soon, Ulrich realizes the one-sidedness of this attitude:

Seine Fachgenossen kamen ihm zum Teil wie unerbittlich verfolgungssüchtige
Staatsanwälte und Sicherheitschefs der Logik vor, zum Teil wie Opiatiker und
Esser einer seltsam bleichen Droge, die ihnen die Welt mit der Vision von Zahlen
und dinglosen Verhältnissen bevölkerte.185 (MoE I 71)

While the engineers he encountered were “wonderfully efficient” at their profession, they
would have been taken aback at the suggestion “die Kühnheit ihrer Gedanken statt auf ihre
Maschinen auf sich selbst anzuwenden…”186 (MoE I 57) Society seems to have fallen into
two completely separate realms:

Es gibt also in Wirklichkeit zwei Geistesverfassungen, die einander nicht nur
bekämpfen, sondern die gewöhnlich, was schlimmer ist, nebeneinander bestehen,
ohne ein Wort zu wechseln, außer dass sie sich gegenseitig versichern, sie seien
beide wünschenswert, jede auf ihrem Platz. Die eine begnügt sich damit, genau zu
sein, und hält sich an die Tatsachen; die andere begnügt sich nicht damit, sondern
schaut immer auf das Ganze und leitet ihre Erkenntnisse von sogenannten ewigen
und großen Wahrheiten her.187 (MoE I 395)

In these passages, Musil is by no means pleading for adopting a rigid, strict logic to the
realm of ethics, art or love, where this could never be applied. Doing so would be like
185

“He now saw his colleagues partly as relentless, obsessive public prosecutors and security chiefs of logic, and
partly as opium eaters, addicts of some strange pale drug that filled their world with visions of numbers and
abstract relations.” (MwQ 44)
186
“that they might apply their daring ideas to themselves instead of to their machines.” (MwQ 34-35)
187
“Thus there are really two kinds of outlook, which not only conflict with each other but, which is worse,
usually coexist side by side in total noncommunication except to assure each other that that they are both needed,
each in place. The one is satisfied to be precise and stick to the facts, while the other is not, but always looks at
the whole picture and derives its insights from so-called great and eternal truths.” (MwQ 268)
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“pedantischen Anstrengungen eines Narren, der einen freifliegenden Vogel mit einer Nadel
aufspießen will...”188 (MoE I 394) How to combine the precision of the sciences with the
illuminations of the non-ratioid realm is the question underlying all of the utopian proposals.
Musil strongly disapproved of the tendency to simply dismiss one of the two realms and onesidedly uphold the other: from glorifying the irrational and condemning reason as the cause of
all problems, to the positivist attitude to only stick to quantifiable facts, looking down with
scorn on the Schwarmerei of the feelings. But Musil also caricaturized the attempts to
combine these two realms in a superficial, inadequate way. This is most pertinent in the
passages concerning Arnheim. Based on Walther Rathenau, Arnheim is somebody who tries
to adopt “die Wirkung Maeterlinckscher oder Bergsonscher Philosophie… auf die Fragen von
Kohlenpreis und Kartellierungspolitik”189 (MoE I 306). He is a business man who treats the
world in the most functional, instrumental matter possible, serving his entrepreneurial outlook
on society in a sauce of empty talk about the soul and intuition. It is to people like him that the
ironic chapter titles such as “Glaubt der moderne Mensch an Gott oder an den Chef der
Weltfirma? Arnheims Unentschlossenheit”190 (MoE I 808) refer.
The times seemed to be filled with new ideas, opinions, philosophies, “so dass es gerade
nur noch die Kaufläden gibt, wo man ohne Weltanschauung etwas bekommt”191 (MoE I 402).
But Musil was of the opinion that these ideas were more of the same and inadequate to get a
grip on modern life. The world of ideas was raging on and on, to the point of confusion,
overload and stagnation, which is the experience of the members of the parallel campaign.
Musil was seeking a certain form of economy, an ethos that could channel the creativity of
new ideas, without constricting one’s capacity for creativity and imagination.
With the ‘utopia of exact living’, Musil formulates for the first time in the novel his
intention to seek a form of precision or economy which does not constrain possibilities for
new ideas. He is wondering whether it would be possible to have an economy of the feelings,
passions and opinions, or whether our passions could be somehow channeled by a guiding
principle. He expresses the desire to live by the guideline of no more than three treatises. The
result would be a Wittgensteinian “schweigen, wo man nichts zu sagen hat; nur das Nötige
tun, wo man nichts Besonderes zu bestellen hat; und was das Wichtigste ist, gefühllos bleiben,
wo man nicht das unbeschreibliche Gefühl hat, die Arme auszubreiten und von einer Welle
188

“a madman’s pedantic insistence on trying to spear a free-flying bird with a pin” (MwQ 267)
“the effect of Maeterlinckian or Bergsonian philosophy… to questions about the price of coal or to cartel
politics…” (MwQ 206)
190
“Does modern man believe in God or in the Head of the Worldwide Corporation? Arnheim wavering.” (MwQ
551)
191
“so that shops are the only places where one can still get something without Weltanschauung…” (MwQ 273)
189
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der Schöpfung gehoben zu werden!”192 (MoE I 390-391) With this principle of economy,
Musil indicates that he is not just seeking for some kind of infinite exploration of pure
possibilities, but that he also wants a form of efficiency, a channeling of inspirations into
maximally purposeful behavior. His public address on stupidity ended with the need for the
significant (PS 286). All his utopian proposals will be concerned with this problem: how can
we achieve a form a precision, efficacy and significance without reducing new creative
possibilities?
The first time Ulrich appears in the novel, he is standing behind a window looking at the
dizzying motion on the street. Here, the idea of a frame is already present. Ulrich sees the
world through the strict and immobile framework of a window frame, which makes the street
appear like overwhelmingly hectic movement. But Musil continues that in modern times it
seems as if there are no longer solid walls, that the walls surrounding us seem to be moving as
well. This pretty image indicates that the idea of a person who is safe in the interior of his or
her home, looking outside, is a thing of the past. Ulrich is standing in the bourgeois house of
his father, feeling out of place there. Modern life has breached the private interiority, whether
the domestic sphere or the self. The old frameworks, which made modern life
incomprehensible, are toppled over by modernity, leaving the people exposed to the confusing
forces of modern society without proper guidelines. Finding a proper framework, reducing the
overload of stimuli, however, with enough flexibility to allow for novelty and possibility, is
Musil’s aim.
Musil defines precision as such: “Genauigkeit, als menschliche Haltung, verlangt auch ein
genaues Tun und Sein. Sie verlangt Tun und Sein im Sinne eines maximalen Anspruchs.”193
(MoE I 393) We can see here that Musil’s precision not only concerns precise action, but also
a precise attitude, a precise ethos, a form of precision in one’s comportment to things.
Contrary to Lukács’ reproach that Musil is only exploring pseudo-possibilities, Musil makes
it very clear that there are two forms of precision: “Denn in Wirklichkeit gibt es ja nicht nur
die phantastische Genauigkeit (die es in Wirklichkeit noch gar nicht gibt), sondern auch eine
pedantische, und diese beiden unterscheiden sich dadurch, dass sich die phantastische an

192

“…keeping silent when one has nothing to say, doing only the necessary where one has nothing special to do,
and, most important, remaining indifferent unless one has that ineffable sense of spreading one’s arms wide,
borne aloft on a wave of creation.” (MwQ 265)
193
“Precision, as a human attitude, demands precise action and precise being. It makes maximal demands on the
doer and on life.” (MwQ 267)
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dieTatsachen hält und die pedantische an Phantasiegebilde.”194 (MoE I 393-394) The choice
of words here can be a bit confusing. What Musil calls ‘imaginary precision’ (phantastische
Genauigkeit) is not the kind that Lukács has in mind, the exploration of imaginary pseudopossibilities. It is an awareness of possibilities which are not yet realized, but that could be
realized in a factual state of affairs. It is an awareness of the truly possible, what Bloch calls
the “not-yet consciousness” (Noch-Nicht-Bewusstsein). This has to be distinguished from
“pedantic precision” (pedantische Genauigkeit), which purely stays in the realm of imaginary
constructs. As a controversial example of such a pedantic precision, he names the
“phantastischen Begriff des Rechtsguts”195 (MoE I 395).
The short chapter on the ‘utopia of precision’ followed by the chapter on the ‘utopia of
essayism’ contain very compactly the central concerns of the novel, and the formulations of
these utopian proposals are interwoven with his ideas on morality and possibility. The central
concern is to stop regarding a certain frozen constellation of life as the one and only possible
way it could be:

Er ahnt: diese Ordnung ist nicht so fest, wie sie sich gibt; kein Ding, kein Ich,
keine Form, kein Grundsatz sind sicher, alles ist in einer unsichtbaren, aber niemals
ruhenden Wandlung begriffen, im Unfesten liegt mehr von der Zukunft als im
Festen, und die Gegenwart ist nichts als eine Hypothese, über die man noch nicht
hinausgekommen ist.196 (MoE I 397)

From this statement Ulrich draws the conclusion to withdraw from adopting “ein
Charakter, Beruf, eine feste Wesensart,… Vorstellungen, in denen sich schon das Gerippe
durchzeichnet, das zuletzt von ihm übrig bleiben soll.”197 (MoE I 397) Ulrich wants to abstain
from becoming too caught up in a certain mold in order to keep a sense of possibility and
different orderings.

194

“In reality, as we all know, there is not only an imaginary precision (not yet present in reality at all) but also a
pedantic kind, the difference being that the imaginary kind sticks to the facts and the pedantic kind to imaginary
constructs.” (MwQ 267)
195
“imaginary concept of cumulative law” (MwQ 267)
196
“He suspects that the given order of things is not as solid as it pretends to be; no thing, no self, no form, no
principle, is safe, everything is undergoing an invisible but ceaseless transformation, the unsettled holds more of
the future than the settled, and the present is nothing but a hypothesis that has not yet been surmounted.” (MwQ
269)
197
“a character, a profession, a fixed mode of being, … concepts that already shadow forth the outlines of a
skeleton, which is all that will be left of him in the end.” (MwQ 269)
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As Musil puts it, when Ulrich’s intellectual capacities became more developed, he replaced
the vague notion of ‘hypothesis’ by the more specific notion of ‘essay’. Essayismus is a
central aspect of Musil’s conception of his art. For Musil, the essay is “das Strengste des
Erreichbaren auf einem Gebiet, wo man eben nicht genau arbeiten kann.”198 This statement
comes from an important early fragment from 1914, in which Musil describes the role of the
essay. Once again, he distinguishes two domains: the domain of knowledge or epistemology,
and the domain of life and art. While in the first, generally valid laws and facts can be found,
experiences in the domain of life and art are singular and more ephemeral. The moral forces
that drive a character in a novel cannot be easily ordered and classified. The essay is a form
that allows for the exploration of these experiences, adopting the rigor of the sciences. Musil
explains:

Zwischen diesen beiden Gebieten liegt der Essay. Er hat von der Wissenschaft
die Form u. Methode. Von der Kunst die Materie. …Er sucht eine Ordnung zu
schaffen. Er gibt keine Figuren, sondern eine Gedankenverknüpfung also eine
logische u. geht von Tatsachen aus, wie die Naturwissenschaft, die er in
Beziehuhung setzt. Nur sind diese Tatsachen nicht allgemein beobachtbar und
auch ihre Verknüpfung ist in vielen Fällen nur eine singuläre. Er gibt keine
Totallösung, sondern nur eine Reihe von partikularen.199

It is impossible to adopt formal logic or to find general laws and rules in the non-ratioid
realm of art and ethics. Yet, this does not mean foregoing any form of precision or
systematicity. The essay is a form which “ein Ding von vielen Seiten nimmt, ohne es ganz zu
erfassen,– denn ein ganz erfaßtes Ding verliert mit einem Male seinen Umfang und schmilzt
zu einem Begriff ein”200 (MoE I 398).201
198

“the strictest form attainable in an area where one cannot work precisely.” (PS 48) The German can be found
in the Klagenfurter Ausgabe: Transkriptionen & Faksimiles\Nachlass Mappen\Mappengruppe IV\Mappe IV/1
“N” “Nachträge”\ IV/1/4
199
“The essay lies between these two areas. It takes its form and method from science, its matter from art. …
The essay seeks to establish an order. It presents not characters but a connection of thoughts, that is, a logical
connection, and it proceeds from facts, like the natural sciences, to which the essay imparts an order. Except that
these facts are not generally observable, and also their connections are in many cases only a singularity. There is
no
total solution, only a series of particular ones.” (PS 49) Original German:
KA\NACHLASS\Mappen\Mappengruppe IV\Mappe IV/1 “N” “Nachträge” IV/1/5
200
“explores a things from many sides without wholly encompassing it – for things wholly encompassed
suddenly loses its scope and melts down to a concept.” (MwQ 270)
201
Mark Freed has pointed out interesting similarities between Adorno’s view on the essay and Musil’s. Adorno
described the problem of identity as a conflating of the object and the concept, and it is in the essay that one can
avoid the conflation of the object and conceptual constructs (Freed, 2007, p.246). While finalizing this
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The essay is for Musil a unique way of exploring the possibilities for difference with
precision, without ending up by freezing the complexity of what is studied in yet another
petrified mold. It is for this reason that Musil does not agree with the literal translation of
essay by the word attempt, because this would imply that one has merely imperfectly explored
an issue which could be described more completely or even exactly:

…denn ein Essay ist nicht der vor- oder nebenläufige Ausdruck einer
Überzeugung, die bei besserer Gelegenheit zur Wahrheit erhoben, ebensogut aber
auch als Irrtum erkannt werden könnte… ein Essay ist die einmalige und
unabänderliche Gestalt, die das innere Leben eines Menschen in einem
entscheidenden Gedanken annimmt.202 (MoE I 403)

Musil’s choice of words is a bit confusing here. The essay is not “provisional” and it
cannot be exposed as an error, only in the sense that it could not be described more accurately
by other means. Essayism is not a vague attempt, but the most precise form one can adopt in
matters of the non-ratioid. But it does allow for a certain sense of error, for hypothesis, for the
awareness that all knowledge is provisional, unfinished and should be further readjusted.
Completely in opposition with the charges made by Lukács that Musil wants to lose himself
in pure subjectivism, the Musilian essayism is explicitly defined as an attempt to surpass the
“Unverantwortlichkeit und Halbfertigkeit der Einfälle, die man Subjektivität nennt”203 (MoE I
403). Essayism is not subjective exploration, but a form of precision in a domain where strict
laws can not be formulated, such as ethics: “Die Moral im gewöhnlichen Sinn war für Ulrich
nicht mehr als die Altersform eines Kräftesystems, das nicht ohne Verlust an ethischer Kraft
mit ihr verwechselt werden darf.”204 (MoE I 399)
Musil writes in this chapter that all moral events derive their meaning from their context,
which, as it were, charges them with meaning like an energy field. The meaning of ethics, like
all qualities, depends on its context. He uses the example of the quality ‘hard’, which gets a
totally different valence in the context of love, brutality, zeal, discipline, etc…: “…das

dissertation, Freed’s book Robert Musil and the nonmodern appeared (Freed, 2011). This book is one of the most
complete studies of Musil’s notion of Essayismus.
202
“… for an essay is not a provisional or incidental expression of a conviction capable of being elevated to a
truth under more favorable circumstances or of being exposed as an error (…); an essay is rather the unique and
unalterable form assumed by a man’s inner life in a decisive thought.” (MwQ 273)
203
“irresponsible and half-baked quality of thought known as subjectivism.” (MwQ 273)
204
“Ulrich regarded morality as it is commonly understood as nothing more than the senile form of a system of
energies that cannot be confused with what it originally was without losing ethical force.” (MwQ 271)
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scheinbar Feste wurde darin zum durchlässigen Vorwand für viele andere Bedeutungen.”205
(MoE I 399) Instead of being destined for a certain role in life, Musil stresses once again the
intrinsic shapelessness of humans: “…der Mensch als Inbegriff seiner Möglichkeiten, der
potentielle Mensch, das ungeschriebene Gedicht seines Daseins trat dem Menschen als
Niederschrift, als Wirklichkeit und Charakter entgegen.”206 (MoE I 399) Essayism remains
open to flexibility, while demanding a form of precision, which is suitable for the domain of
ethics. The outcome of this combination would be the following: “…so wird man zu einem
Menschen geführt, in dem eine paradoxe Verbindung von Genauigkeit und Unbestimmtheit
stattfindet.”207 (MoE I 392) The formulaic utopian proposals of Musil are attempts to
construct an ethos, whereas it would be impossible to base the ethos on a moral law or formal
guideline. This search will never stop and he would never cease to formulate new and
different utopian proposals that could infuse this ethos.
The first volume of Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften will contain further formulaic proposals
which, like the ‘utopia of essayism’, seem to suggest that the aesthetic, in this case literature,
could provide an example for life. Ulrich tells Diotima that reality should be abolished and
that we should live like characters in a book. This has triggered the charge of ‘aestheticism’,
of denying reality for pure aesthetic fantasies, as in the critique of Lukács. Critics have read in
this a Nietzschean legacy, seeing art as the highest in life and the only true form of
metaphysics. But the role of literature is much more complex and multi-faceted in Musil’s
utopian project. The novel, for Musil, could serve to infuse his critical-utopian ethos and a
sense of possibility. It allows for exploration and experimentation, but never could the novel
serve as a direct guideline, nor can it crystallize the singular insights of the non-ratioid realm
and turn them into universal truths. The highest ethical goal the novel could achieve is to stop
seeing the moral norm as “die Ruhe starrer Satzungen…, sondern ein bewegliches
Gleichgewicht, das in jedem Augenblick Leistungen zu seiner Erneuerung fordert.”208 (MoE I
401) Musil is neither using the novel to develop a theory, nor does he see the novel as a direct
model for ethics, but the infusion of a new ethos: “Ein Mann, der die Wahrheit will, wird

205

“What is seemingly solid in this system becomes a porous pretext for many possible meanings.” (MwQ 270)
“…man as the quintessence of his possibilities, potential man, the unwritten poem of his existence, confronts
man as recorded fact, as reality, as character.” (MwQ 270-271)
207
“a human being full of the paradoxical interplay of exactitude and indefiniteness.” (MwQ 266)
208
“as a set of rigid commandments but rather as a mobile equilibrium that at every moment requires continual
efforts at renewal.” (MwQ 272)
206
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Gelehrter; ein Mann, der seine Subjektivität spielen lassen will, wird vielleicht Schriftsteller;
was aber soll ein Mann tun, der etwas will, das dazwischen liegt?”209 (MoE I 404)
By the end of the first volume, any reader of Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften will
experience a sense of confusion. It seems as if Musil is slowly changing his terminology and
the register in which his ideas are formulated. This had led critics to speak of a shift or a turn
in the novel, from the ‘aesthetic’ utopias to an exploration of mysticism. The reader was
patiently following Musil’s original ideas on essayism and is confused by what seems to be a
shift in focus. As I will go on to explain, the focus of what Musil wants to explore remains the
same throughout the novel. There is no ‘shift’ or ‘turn’ in that sense. But the reader has to
realize that Musil wants an approach that will never cease to undergo transformations,
reformulations and readjustments in the face of new challenges. What happens around the
beginning of volume 2 is not a shift in register, from one to another, but a gradual escalation
of this process of reshaping one’s guiding models in the face of new problems. In the second
volume, Ulrich seems to be continuously faced with challenges which force him to rethink his
ideas and make him waver. This process of acceleration ultimately culminates in the
multitude of fragments and parallel possible continuations of the novel as its logical formal
outcome.
What is happening at the end of the first volume? In the chapter on essayism, Musil
describes the two poles that the world seems to swerve between: a pole of precision and a pole
of imagination. History is swinging between these poles, first swinging to one direction and
then to the next. Herefore “gewinnt aus unbekannten Gründen die Entwicklung dabei selten
mehr, als sie durch Umweg und Zerstörung verliert.”210 (MoE I 395) While it is also
conceivable to have a productive form of tension between the two poles, history swings from
one end to the other end, according to Musil, with one aspect partly undoing or destroying the
other aspect. The search for a more successful manner to combine these two realms, driving
his utopian formulations, gets translated into a different terminology at the end of the first
volume. This becomes most apparent in the chapter on the two trees of life (MwQ 636). In
this important chapter, the members of the parallel campaign wonder why it is that all their
ideas and energy does not seem to come together but only further increase the confusion. In
what way could all this energy be channeled into something lasting? Why precisely is it that
the parallel campaign strands in stagnation and confusion? Why does all this intelligence and
209

“A man who wants the truth becomes a scholar; a man who wants to give free play to his subjectivity
becomes a writer; but what should a man do who wants something in between?” (MwQ 274)
210
“for unknown reasons evolution seldom gains more than it loses through detours and destruction.” (MwQ
268)
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energy not lead to valuable purposeful behavior, but to a feeling of incapacity? For Ulrich the
stalemate comes out of attempts to bring the two realms together in a wrong way.
Instead of the aesthetic metaphors of the beginning of the novel, the two realms now get
translated into what seems to be theological vocabulary. The two trees of life that the chapter
title refer to are love and violence. By the rather strong term ‘violence’, Ulrich means the
need to shape and influence reality.211 It covers all the traits of skeptical, calculated, critical
activities: a decided and unflinching need to change reality and submit the world to the
precision of scientists. On the other hand, there is the tree of love, which has to be heard as a
transformation of the entire self and all our categories. The polarity here is between the need
to submit the world to certain patterns and allowing oneself and all our ordinary categories to
be transformed. What is important is that Ulrich translates the ideas he has been formulating
so far into the new mystical-theological terms that the book will move on to explore:

Dieser Drang zum Angriff auf das Leben und zur Herrschaft darüber war
jederzeit deutlich zu bemerken gewesen,… Und alles, was Ulrich im Lauf der Zeit
Essayismus

und

Möglichkeitssinn

und

phantastische,

im

Gegensatz

zur

pedantischen Genauigkeit genannt hatte, die Forderungen, dass man Geschichte
erfinden müsste, dass man Ideen-, statt Weltgeschichte leben sollte, dass man sich
dessen, was sich nie ganz verwirklichen lässt, zu bemächtigen und am Ende
vielleicht so zu leben hätte, als wäre man kein Mensch, sondern bloss eine Gestalt
in einem Buch, von der alles Unwesentliche fortgelassen ist, damit sich das übrige
magisch zusammenschließe, – alle diese, in ihrer ungewöhnlichen Zuspitzung
wirklichkeitsfeindlichen Fassungen, die seine Gedanken angenommen hatten,
besaßen das Gemeinsame, dass sie auf die Wirklichkeit mit einer unverkennbaren
schonungslosen Leidenschaftlichkeit einwirken wollten.212 (MoE I 948-949)

211

In this context, it is interesting to point out Alain Badiou’s theory that the twentieth century suffered from
what he called a ‘passion for the real’. This ‘passion for the real’ is the compulsion to force history to produce
the new man, at all costs and no matter how violent. Modernist art, while influenced by the tendencies of
modernity, nevertheless tried to temper this violent and destructive aspect of modernity. In the same sense, Musil
was trying to temper the destructive and dehumanizing tendencies of modern life, while remaing open to its
possibilities, innovations and opportunities. (Badiou, 2008) For Musil, the ‘new man’ could only be achieved
gradually, in a provisional manner, and not by a forceful, ‘redemptive’ event.
212
“This urge to attack life and master it had always been clearly discernible in him… And everything that, as
time went on, he had called essayism, the sense of possibility, and imaginative in contrast with pedantic
precision; his suggestions that history was something one had to invent, that one should live in the history of
ideas instead of the history of the world, that one should get a grip on whatever cannot be realized in practice and
should perhaps end up trying to live as if one were a character in a book, a figure with all the inessential
elements left out, so that what was left would consolidate itself as some magical entity – all these different
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Interestingly, directly after this retranslation into terms of ‘violence’ and ‘love’, Ulrich
once again reformulates these poles into daylight, reality and truth on the one hand and
literature, metaphor and the gliding logic of the dream world on the other hand. The night
with its gliding logic and blurring of boundaries has always been a recurring theme in Musil’s
work, from his early notebook called ‘the book of the night’ (Nachtbuche) (FT4 1, D2) to
certain stories in Nachlass zu Lebzeiten213. Musil explicitly contrasts the single-mindedness of
waking thought and action to the working of a metaphor fusing several meanings in a dream,
which corresponds to the intuitions of art and religion. The concepts and rules that are
supposed to guide moral life have become “nur ausgekochte Gleichnisse…, um die ein
unerträglich fetter Küchendampf von Humanität wallt…”214 (MoE I 951)
Ulrich comes to the conclusion that the reason why his life so far has been so inadequate is
that that these two separate spheres work against each other, instead of being brought into a
sound synthesis. But what counts for Ulrich’s life counts as well for the parallel campaign and
the times in general. Ulrich proposes to Count Leinsdorf to take stock of the general cultural
situation and to form a World Secretariat for Precision and Soul. Leinsdorf and Arnheim
immediately mock Ulrich’s suggestion as the typical unpractical talk of a person who has no
real responsibilities in life. But their opinions do not entirely diverge. Leinsdorf states that the
souls should let themselves be guided by the intelligence of the factory. He also claims that
each advocate of the newest theories, such as psychoanalysis or relativity theory, “möchte
sich die Welt auf eine besondere Weise zurechtlegen!”215 (MoE I 958). Leinsdorf has no
illusions about what will happen when things stay the way they are now: it would lead to war.
Ulrich would agree with these assessments, but the question is how to overcome them. It is
important to notice that when Musil sees in his times a prevalence of a functionalistic
approach to things, a will to make progress, attempts to combine the realm of organization
with the realm of the soul, he does not simply denounce or mock these aspects. He believes
that there is something important going on in all these aspirations which does not get executed
properly because of a certain rut the debates were stuck in. Musil also wants a functionalistic
attitude, but in a different sense. He also wants to have a progressive, constructive attitude,
allowing things to make more solid progress, but in a different way than progress was
versions of his thinking, all in their extreme formulations against reality, had just one thing in common: an
unmistakable, ruthless passion to influence reality.” (MwQ 646)
213
For example, the story Der Erwachte (NL I.Bilder 31-33; PP 17-18)
214
“are only metaphors that have been boiled to death, with the revolting greasy kitchen vapours of humanism
billowing around the corpses…” (MwQ 648)
215
“is trying to make his own special blueprint prevail over all the others.” (MwQ 652)
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envisioned by Arnheim. He also wants to combine organization with soul, but in a different
manner than the attempts he saw around him. He did see a lot of potential in the prevailing
debates, but they needed to be displaced from the rigid forms they were caught up in. The
petrified patterns which always lead people to the same problematic conclusions, without
seeing the possibility for other routes, had to be opened up to instigate an increased sense of
possibility. It is in precisely the same way that we have to read the mystical explorations that
will dominate the second volume.

3. The utopia to ground one’s life in the ‘other condition’: the conversations on mysticism
in the second volume.

The participation of Ulrich in the hustle and bustle of the parallel campaign gets
interrupted by the sudden death of his father and the return to his fatherly home. There he
meets his sister, Agathe, who left her conservative husband Hagauer. After mocking and
humiliating their father’s corpse, by placing a garter belt in his pocket and by committing the
criminal act of altering their father’s will in favor of Agathe, they embark on a strange
romance. A considerable part of the beginning of volume two is taken up by the conversation
between Agathe and Ulrich on the topic of mysticism. Not only the topic, but also the fact that
the two are happily withdrawn from society in their own house and garden, in some kind of a
private bliss, has led to a lot of confusion amongst scholars. This evoked criticisms of
withdrawing into a private utopia, in a time when Musil’s society was taken over by the
Nazis. This ‘withdrawal’ was seen as a proof that Musil’s entire critical and utopian project
was flawed and problematic from the start.
The complexities surrounding Musil’s other condition take up a large part of the Musilscholarship. Unfortunately some of them contribute more to the confusion than possible
clarification. As a consequence of this, I will be mainly concerned with clarifying some of the
main aspects of what is at stake in the exploration of mysticism in volume two and what is
not. I want to assign the place of the mystical explorations its proper place and status in
Musil’s overall project, in order to avoid getting lost in certain details or similarities with the
classic literature on mysticism, as has often been the case.
In the chapters of volume two where Ulrich and Agathe explore Ulrich’s interest in
mysticism, Musil takes up some of the ideas he found in the classic mystical writings, for
which he used Martin Buber’s anthology Ekstatischen Konfessionen as the prime source,
along with the writings of more recent authors, such as Ralph Waldo Emerson, Maurice
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Maeterlinck or the Swedish feminist Ellen Key. There is a play with the traditional themes of
mysticism: the unio mystica, the combination of a ‘male’ and ‘female’ element, divine
twins216, love oriented towards one person versus all-pervasive love, etc... But as with all
themes that Musil explores, and this is important to stress, he takes these themes up with a
twist. Never does he simply echo a certain tradition, without some form of displacement being
involved. It makes no sense to try to find all the traces of traditional mystical themes in
Musil’s writing, without pointing out the ways in which Musil displaces these themes from
their traditional use.
Let me begin by stating what exactly is explored in these ‘mystical’ chapters. There is a
confusing generalized use of the term ‘other condition’ in Musil scholarship. Early in the
novel, the ‘other condition’ simply indicates another experiential realm, as opposed to our
common, usual experiential realm. What happens in volume two is to see whether it is
possible to ground one’s life in this other condition. The utopia that is being explored here is
the possibility to live one’s life entirely within the other condition, and not only this, but also
to base one’s life on it. Is it possible to use this elated state called the ‘other condition’ as a
guiding force for our life instead of the old moral guidelines? This is the stake of the mystical
explorations in volume two, and as I will clarify later, most contemporary scholars would
agree that Musil came to the conclusion that this utopia, as it is formulated here, was
ultimately not possible and that he moved away from it.
Musil made the distinction between living for something and living in something. The
people who lived for something, were living for some idealized, transcendental ideal, or for a
formalized set of moral laws. For Musil, such a living for certain ideals or a moral law was
bound to fail and have detrimental effects. Instead, Musil explored a displaced Nietzschean
experiment to ground one’s life in a powerful experiential state. The distinction between
living for something and living in something, is Musil’s version of the old distinction between
mystical experience and dogmatic religious authority.217
Right from the outset of the conversations between Ulrich and Agathe there is a certain
caution. When Agathe points in a mildly mocking way to the literature on mysticism her
brother is reading, Ulrich is at first a bit embarrassed, but then he replies: “Ich bin nicht
fromm; ich sehe mir den heiligen Weg mit der Frage an, ob man wohl auch mit einem
216

Musil wrote a poem called Isis und Osiris which explores similar themes as volume two of Der Mann ohne
Eigenschaften.
217
In the same sense, Musil’s critique of morality recalls the old argument, made by philosophers such as
Spinoza, that one is not truly acting ethically if one is merely following a law, fearing punishment or God’s
wrath if one breaks the law. Acting out of fear of punishment is not genuine ethical behavior.
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Kraftwagen auf ihm fahren könnte!”218 (MoE II 137) Ulrich straight away indicates that it is
not his concern to lose himself in some private mystical bliss, but to derive some form of
practical life from it. He repeatedly demands caution or care when approaching these matters.
He wants to look at the experiences of mystics with the same precision as he approaches other
topics and not to lose himself in it. Ulrich claims that the descriptions of their experiences by
certain mystics has been described with a force and clarity that only the best writers have, but
only when they stick to the descriptions. It goes wrong as soon as moral judgment comes in
and Ulrich attributes this to the fact that they feel flattered to be singled out by God. Ulrich
wants to look at mystical experiences with the sober and precise look of a scientist: “Es ist
ewig schade, dass keine exakten Forscher Gesichte haben!”219 (MoE II 143) They would have
been able to describe their experiences without drowning in lyricism and moralism. Trying to
describe these experiences with vague notions that would not stand up to close scrutiny “sei
nur wie die Wachsflügel des Ikaros, die in der Höhe zerschmelzen”220 (MoE II 161).
What does it mean to ground one’s life in the other condition? The possibility to ground
one’s life in the other condition has to be heard as the possibility to ground morality in an
experiential realm. The conversations between brother and sister start with a debate on
morality, in which it becomes clear that Ulrich is critically scrutinizing the possibility of a
Nietzschean morality beyond good and evil. At first, Ulrich denies that there is such a thing as
good and evil in itself221; that it does not matter what one does, but what one does next. He
wants to defend the idea that in any negative there is some positive and vice versa. Even a
murder can lead to a great poem. But immediately Ulrich realises that this way of thinking is
much too idealized and cannot be upheld in reality. Referring to the idea that even a murder
could lead to something good, he thinks: “Nie würde das geschehn! … Nur ein Geisteskranker
könnte es sich einbilden. Oder ein achtzehnjähriger Ästhet. Das sind, weiss Gott, warum,
Gedanken, die den Gesetzen der Natur widersprechen.”222 (MoE II 112).
Ulrich wants to scrutinize with precision the experiences of the mystics to find out whether
it is possible to ground one’s morality and acts in such an elated mystical state, instead of
218

“I am not religious; I’m studying the road to holiness to see if it might also be possible to drive a car on it!”
(Mwq 815)
219
“It’s an everlasting pity that no trained scientists have visions!” (MwQ 820)
220
“would only be like Icarus’ wax wings, which melted with the altitude...” (MwQ 831)
221
The same idea is expressed by Musil in the interview with Oskar Maurus Fontana from 1926: “Ich schliesse
daran, die Welt kann nicht ohne das Böse bestehen, es bringt Bewegung in die Welt. Das Gute allein bewirkt
Starre. …sondern weil das Heilige ohne das Unheilige ein regloser Brei ist. (in Dinklage, ed., 1960, 399-340)
222
“That would never happen... Only a lunatic could imagine it. Or an eighteen-year-old aesthete. God knows
why, but those are ideas that contradict the laws of nature.” (MwQ 799) This is one of the many passages where
Musil is arguing against an all-too-easy and vulgar reading of Nietzsche. This vulgar reading would be: seeing
Nietzsche as someone pleading for pure Dionysian irrationalism beyond good and evil.
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basing them on formal moral laws. This would truly be a morality beyond good and evil (as
fixed moral categories): not letting oneself be guided by formal laws but by one’s
experiences. Ulrich compares this experience to a state of being in love or the state of a child.
‘Love’ should not be heard as object or person oriented love, but as a general state. Ulrich
says that ‘love thy neighbor’ is not a thing between two people, but a generalized dream state
(MoE II 156, MwQ 828). In this way it might be possible to arrive at a fully motivated life;
not motivated by some ideal or a set of rules, but constantly tapping into this mystical
experiential state.
I think it is unambiguously clear that neither Ulrich nor Musil believed that the possibilities
explored in these chapters were actually possible. Right away they get interspersed with selfcritical comments and the ‘holy discourse’ is wrapped in an ironic, mildly self-mocking tone.
There are also sound indications that this experiment had to be abandoned, but before I will
clarify this, I want to point out some aspects of the mysticism as it is explored by Ulrich, and
the way it differs from the classical paradigm of mysticism. This will help us to see more
clearly what Musil was after, and what not.

a) The other condition is an intensification, not a withdrawal
The name ‘mysticism’ evokes the image of a hermit who renounces the world, wandering
off into the loneliness of the desert, in order to completely lose his reason and to fuse with
some transcendental entity, whether God or a pantheistic force. Musil’s secular mysticism is
on different aspects almost the exact inverse of this stereotypical image of mysticism.
We have to hear Musil’s mysticism as an intensification, an intensive state, a new and
more intense relationship with the world. It is not Musil’s aim to dwell in some mystical
condition for the sake of itself, as a goal in itself, like a mystical fusion with God, but it serves
to drastically alter and intensify our relationship with the world.
His mysticism is not so much the mysticism of a Medieval Christian hermit, but is more
akin to Henri Bergson’s writings on duration as an intensive state. Bergson famously
distinguished lived time, duration, from measured time, represented in spatial terms that could
be divided into equal quantities, like the dial of a clock. But an intensity, a feeling, a passion,
could not be expressed in measurable quantities. Bergson writes that in cases of intense
feelings, our entire perceptions and emotions can become fired up as by a light or heat. The
intensity alters our common state, pervades all our senses and thoughts and alters them in a
qualitative way. The intensive state can color, as it were, the different aspects of our inner life:
“All your sensations and all your ideas seem to brighten up: it’s like childhood back again.
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We experience something of the kind in certain dreams, in which we do not imagine anything
out of the ordinary, and yet through which resounds an indescribable note of originality.”
(Bergson, 2001, p.8) In Musil’s explorations of mysticism, he also refers to the gliding logic
of the dream or the feeling of a child on a summer’s day. But what matters here is that for
both Musil and Bergson, this intensive state in not a goal in itself; it is an intensified
relationship with the world. It is an altering of our common disposition to the world.
The skeptical reader will at this point remark that Ulrich’s conversations are clearly
situated in a withdrawn state from the activities of the parallel campaign. Ulrich and Agathe
isolate themselves in their father’s house and garden, letting go of all interest in the hustle and
bustle of Viennese society. Undeniably, there is a play going on here with withdrawing, which
is a classic aspect of utopian writings; a play with spatial metaphors of withdrawal or going to
an isolated place. In The Politics of Utopia, Fredric Jameson points out that the free play, the
full creativity of utopian thinking can only prosper if it takes distance from the political, from
practical considerations (Jameson, 2004, p.44). Once the utopian gets turned into concrete
measures, the utopian creative free play comes to an end. This spatial aspect of withdrawing
into their father’s house has led to all the negative evaluations of both Ulrich and Musil
withdrawing from the difficulties of society into their own peaceful, utopian aesthetic
fantasies.
But what is the precise function of this spatial metaphor, of the retreat into a private
sphere? It has nothing do with a mystical withdrawal from society as some kind of an ideal.
What the spatial metaphor alludes to, is the breaking away of our common dispositions to the
world. Ulrich wants to find out whether it is possible to base one’s life entirely on the ‘other
condition’, on another, intensified disposition to the world, as opposed to our daily, common
disposition to things. The retreat into the father’s house is the snapping out of the common
disposition to the world, the regular condition we live in. It has nothing to do with a
withdrawing from the complexities and challenges of society, but of our common, ordinary
disposition to the world. And quite clearly, already within the published parts of Der Mann
ohne Eigenschaften, these explorations to base one’s life entirely on this other condition turn
out to be not possible.223

223

It has to be pointed out here that there are indeed the different versions of an important draft chapter in which
Ulrich and Agathe travel to a sunny Mediterranean island to experience some Eden-like state of mystical bliss. It
will never be known how exactly Musil wanted to insert this chapter in the novel (if at all!), or what function it
would have had in the overall scheme of the novel: as the grand conclusion, as a temporary stage or not used at
all. As Walter Fanta has pointed out, this is only one of the many possible vanishing points which Musil
explored and that remain parallel to each other. (in Payne et. al., eds., 2007, p.381-383)
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b) The other condition as a dereification (Entdinglichung)
We have seen that Musil was of the opinion that the prevailing intellectual and artistic
trends were stuck in fixed patterns and outmoded models. People could not move beyond their
petrified moral systems and formulate new conceptual or ethical models. Musil associated this
petrified morality with a modern need for quantifiable, measurable, reliable entities. It came
out of a practical, organizational disposition to the world. In Der deutsche Mensch als
Symptom, and this is a very important statement, Musil wrote about the other condition: “Man
kann sagen, es handelt sich ebenso sehr um eine Entdinglichung des Ich wie der Welt.”224
(DMS 21) The role of the other condition should be situated within Musil’s overall aim to
move beyond the limitations of the present in order to allow for the formation of new
conceptual and ethical models. It was never Musil’s aim to move away from the challenges of
reality into some mystical realm. He wanted to explore the capacities of the other condition to
break the patterns people were stuck in. This intensified state alters our being completely. It
alters our subjective relation to the world, our perceptions, sensations, conceptual outlook… It
blurs all our common distinctions and frameworks by which we order the world. It allows for
moving beyond our common frameworks, to a zone of indiscernability, of indistinction, where
new orderings can be formed. It alters both our common state, our daily disposition to the
world, and the conceptual grid through which we perceive the world. The world takes on a
new intensity, which reshapes what we ordinarily find meaningful and important in the world.
When Musil writes about secular mysticism (in Der deutsche Mensch als Symtom) or about
profane religiosity (in Rilke’s funeral address), he never sees it as an ideal in itself, something
to be desired for the sake of itself. In Rilke’s funeral address, Musil ends with the following
words:

Er war in gewissem Sinn der religiöseste Dichter seit Novalis, aber ich bin
nicht sicher, ob er überhaupt Religion hatte. Er sah anders. In einer neuen, inneren
Weise. Und wird einst, auf dem Weg, der von dem religiösen Weltgefühl des
Mittelalters über das humanistische Kulturideal weg zu einem kommenden
Weltbild führt, nicht nur ein großer Dichter, sondern auch ein großer Führer
gewesen sein.225 (RRF 17)
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“We may say that it is just as much a dereification of the self as of the world.” (PS 187)
“In a certain sense Rilke was the most religious poet since Novalis, but I am not sure whether he had any
religion at all. He saw differently: in a new, more inward way. And someday he will be seen to have been not
only a great poet, but a great leader on the path that leads from the religious world-feeling of the Middle Ages
through the humanistic ideal of culture to a worldview yet to come.” (PS 248)
225
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The profane religiosity of Rilke is not an end in itself, but a means to come to a new and
better world view226. He is neither interested in some transcendental, idealized mystical realm,
nor in some simplistic, stable view of the human subject. His secular mysticism is a valuable
tool in the transformation of both our subjectivity and our orderings of the world.

c) The other condition can bring about a synthesis of different faculties.
When hearing the term ‘mysticism’, most people would immediately think of people
letting go of their reason to immerse themselves in irrational visions and sensations. Musil’s
interest in mysticism has to be decidedly distinguished from such a view on mysticism. Musil
is interested in a secular form of mysticism because he believes that it could overcome the gap
between the intellect and the feelings in our ordinary condition. He wants to explore the other
condition to seek a possibility to combine the feelings with the intellect in a fruitful way that
could function as a non-conceptual drive for moral behavior. His mysticism is not some
irrational realm, but a fruitful combination of the feelings with the intellect.
To her credit, Patrizia McBride recently gave a new and compelling turn to this aspect of
Musil’s other condition. Even though Musil had often been quite critical of the philosophy of
Kant, McBride deduces from a few very short statements by Musil that his entire exploration
of ‘the utopia of the other condition’ was written under the influence of Kant’s aesthetics. In
Kant’s famous Third Critique, the Kritik der Urteilskraft, and more specifically in the part on
the ‘analytic of the beautiful’, Kant gives the aesthetic judgment the rare capacity for a
possible synthesis and free play of different faculties, which leads to a certain non-conceptual
form of purposiveness. McBride bases herself on certain very brief statements, such as the
one in the beginning of Uber die Dummheit, where Musil writes:

Selbst der ästhetische Genuss ist Urteil und Gefühl. Und ich bitte Sie um die
Erlaubnis, dieser großen Formel, die ich Kant entlehnt habe, nicht nur die
Erinnerung anfügen zu dürfen, dass Kant von einer ästhetischen Urteilskraft und
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Musil’s use of the word “profane” is very significant. Rather than a mystifying or a sacralization of the world,
Musil’s mysticism is rather a form of profanation. Giorgio Agamben defines profanation as the return to the free
use of what used to be sacred or religious (Agamben, 2007, p.73). The creation of such a new use, a profanation
of what used to sacred, is “possible only by rendering the old use inoperative.” (id., p.86) Musil relentlessly
renders the prevailing petrified viewpoints, including the sacralized “mystical fetishes”, inoperative and reopens
these topics to reformulation, exploration and experimentation.
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einem Geschmacksurteil spricht, sondern auch gleich die Antinomien wiederholen
zu dürfen, zu denen es führt…227 (UD 9-10)

While Musil also voices complications with this view, for McBride it reveals that Musil
was inspired by Kant’s aesthetic judgment as something in which different faculties could be
combined in a purposeful behavior. In the words of Mcbride:

Specifically, Musil followed Kant in describing the distinctive emotional quality
of aesthetic experience in terms of a special interplay between the intellect and the
faculty of sensibility – imagination in Kant’s transcendental framework, feeling in
Musil’s paradigm. Much like Kant, Musil regarded this special interaction of human
faculties as the site of an immanent principle of orientation. Through aesthetic
judgment, he believed, art grants access to an ethical principle of conduct, which
does not translate into specific precepts but rather allows individuals to act
purposefully precisely in the absence of codifiable principles of behavior.
(McBride, 2006, p.99)

It is certainly to McBride’s credit to have opened up this new angle on Musil’s other
condition, an important hypothesis that nobody before her seemed to have considered. Yet, I
am not entirely convinced of the fruitfulness of reading, or overstating, a Kantian influence on
Musil. The similarity between Musil’s theories and Kant’s aesthetic theories work only on a
very general and superficial level. Both of them share an interest in the combining of different
faculties in the aesthetic experience, although the faculties Kant refers to are specific and
carefully defined faculties (imagination and understanding) and not the broad faculties Musil
is referring to. The non-conceptual purposiveness Kant is referring to is a very particular and
complex purposiveness, the details of which Musil would not agree with. What Mcbride’s
indication of a Kantian influence points to, is nothing more than the affirmation that Musil
was interested in mysticism to find a fruitful combination of reason and the feelings leading to
a form of purposeful behavior, which is what I wanted to emphasize here.
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“Even aesthetic enjoyment is a combination of feeling and judgment. And I ask your indulgence if I may add
to this great formulation, which I have borrowed from Kant, not only the reminder that Kant speaks of an
aesthetic power of judgment, and a judgment of taste, but also if I may repeat the contradictions to which this
leads…” (PS 269)
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d) The other condition as an overcoming or a transformation of the self.
We have seen that Musil described the other condition as a dereification of both self and
other. It is this dereification of the self that I want to further emphasize here, because it is a
complex and often misunderstood aspect of Musil’s work. Throughout Der Mann ohne
Eigenschaften we can read different passages that describe the profound impact of modern life
on any sense of the ‘self’. Musil writes that modern life had finally reached the self, and that it
could no longer be said that people possessed certain qualities. Instead, modern life created
qualities without a man; qualities that people could only transmit. What Musil is getting at is
not that modernity destroyed a stable sense of self, but that a discrete notion of the self was
always a problematic notion, which became all the more apparent in modern times.
In the passages on politics in his diaries, Musil repeatedly defended individualism, in times
when very dangerous forms of collectivism were widespread, from Nazism to Stalinism. But
when it comes to his own ideals, Musil is by no means a humanist. He repeatedly rails against
the simplistic views of humanism, which presume some kind of a well-meaning autonomous
human being capable of forming the best possible society. In the passage from Rilke’s funeral
address I quoted earlier he states that Rilke was a forerunner on the path that could take us
beyond humanism.
The dissolving of a stable self accelerated by modernity, was neither something that had to
be countered by returning to a lofty humanist ideal, nor by embracing the dangerous and
irrationalist ideologies of collectivism as cultivated by the Nazis or certain forms of
communism. Instead Musil belongs to a philosophical tradition that no longer believes that
knowledge or ethics should pass through some form of an ‘I’228. Modern philosophy was
characterized by the positing of an unquestionable human subject as the source of all
knowledge, paradigmatically exemplified by Descartes’ cogito. In the late nineteenth and
early twentieth century, a generation of philosophers no longer saw the unproblematized
human subject as the precondition of all knowledge.
228

Musil’s notebooks contain numerous passages problematizing the ‘I’. And in Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften,
there is the following remarkable passage: “Du bleibst außer dir, was immer du unternimmst, und es sind davon
gerade nur jene wenigen Augenblicke ausgenommen, wo man von dir sagen würde, du seist außer dir. Zur
Entschädigung haben wir es allerdings als Erwachsene dahin gebracht, bei jeder Gelegenheit denken zu können
,Ich bin‘, falls uns das Spass macht. Du siehst einen Wagen, und irgendwie siehst du schattenhaft dabei auch:
,ich sehe einen Wagen‘. Du liebst oder bist traurig und siehst, dass du es bist. In vollem Sinn ist aber weder der
Wagen, noch ist deine Trauer oder deine Liebe, noch bist du selbst ganz da. Nichts ist mehr ganz so da, wie es in
der Kindheit einmal gewesen ist.”228 (MoE II 381-382) “Whatever you do, you remain outside yourself, with the
possible exception of those rare moments when a friend might say that you’re beside yourself. It’s true that as
adults we’ve made up for this by being able to think at any time that “I am” – if you think that’s fun. You see a
car, and somehow in a shadowy way you also see: “I am seeing that car.” You’re in love, or sad, and see that it’s
you. But neither the car, nor your sadness, nor your love, nor even yourself, is quite fully there. Nothing is as
completely there as it once was in childhood.” (MwQ 979)
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It is at this point that Musil most clearly reveals the influence of Ernst Mach. One of
Mach’s more radical positions was that the ‘I’ as such did not exist, but that it was was
nothing more than a nodal point of different forms of experiences, to which one attributes
some kind of a unity. The ‘I’ is something that constantly changes, gets dissembled and
reassembled, without ever being some kind of a constant entity. Mach’s view is the radical
inverse of the nationalist trend of the time to view the self as the expression of a fixed innate
essence. Together with a fixed form, Mach rejects all presumed causality in relation to the
self, as if the self were the conclusion of some causal essence. The self is not a substance, but
a bundle of sensations. Mach wrote that “Ein isoliertes Ich gibt es ebensowenig, als ein
isoliertes Ding.” (Mach, 1968, p.15) What is being disrupted here is the Cartesian gap
between self and world. Mach no longer believes in a subject that is positing all the
knowledge about the world, but in elements or experiences, of which the presumed ‘I’ is
nothing more than a temporary gathering point. Mach’s view on the self gets defined well by
Michael Schmitz as “die verschwindende Substanz der Persönlichkeit in ein Konglomerat
veriabler Elemente…” (Schmitz, 1998, p.17) In Der Mann ohne Eigeschaften, Musil evokes a
very similar view as Mach when he writes that the personality is nothing more than “ein
imaginärer Treffpunkt des Unpersönlichen…”229 (MoE I 758) What Musil radically breaks
with here is a subject as either the product of some kind of an essence, or a subject as the
unshakable foundation of all knowledge.
While the idea of a new form of ethics grounded in something non-human, and not in some
stable subject, might sound very strange to some, it is in fact not so unusual in the history of
ethics. This model was a common manner to approach ethics in the time of the Greeks, and
from the nineteenth century onwards, philosophers such as Nietzsche or Heidegger returned to
it. In the classical Greek period, the subject required a profound transformation before it was
able to receive knowledge. One had to first work on oneself, to break away from our day to
day disposition to the world, to undergo the transformation necessary to receive knowledge.
One did not possess knowledge, but was transformed by it. In the same manner, thinkers such
as Nietzsche or Heidegger230 wanted to break away from the common dispositions people
adopted to the world. Our common prejudices, habits, inclinations had to be overcome first in
order to find knowledge. Musil’s attempt to base a new ethics on the other condition has to be
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“…the imaginary meeting point of all that’s impersonal…” (MwQ 516)
See for example the article by Arnold Davidson “Ethics as ascetics: Foucault, the history of ethics, and
ancient thought”, in which he situates the ethics of Nietzsche and Foucault in the classical Greek tradition.
(Davidson, 2005)
230
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seen in the light of this tradition, and not in the sense of an individual trying to obtain personal
bliss.
In an early fragment, Musil distinguishes his conception of the essay from mysticism:

Wir scheiden nun die mystischen Interessen aus, weil ihr Gegenstand
metaphysisch ist und weil sie eine Erkenntnis prätendieren, während wir für den
Essay nur menschliche Umbildung beanspruchen. …Wir stehen vor einer
Neuteilung der geistigen Tätigkeit. Solche die auf Erkenntnis u. solche, die auf
Umbildung des Menschen gerichtet ist. 231

The mysticism Musil explores in volume two of Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften should be
heard as such an experience aiming for the transformation of people and not at metaphysical
or theological knowledge.
If the explorations of the other condition aim for a problematization or transformation of
our sense of self, from a stable, innate self to what could be called a post-humanist self (a self
as the imaginary meeting point of impersonal forces, MoE I 758; MwQ 516), then it would be
a gross simplification of the richness of these chapters to say that they are describing a
‘mystical union’ of Ulrich and Agathe in a private sphere. Musil referred to Ulrich and
Agathe as “ungetrennt und nichtvereint”232. Any possible union or fusion is foreclosed. After
many pages of complicating our sense of self, what would such a ‘union’ look like?233

e) The other condition is not an ideal in itself.
Because Ulrich’s explorations to ground his life in the other condition are the dominating
theme in the second volume, the final part of the published part of the novel, it was for a long
time considered by certain Musil scholars as the concluding utopia of the novel. A recurring
debate between Musil-scholars was whether Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften was going to end
with the blissful mystical union by Ulrich and Agathe or whether this mystical utopia would
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“We now exclude mystical interests because their object is metaphysical and because they claim superior
knowledge, while we claim for the essay only the transformation of what is human. … We are confronting a new
division of intellectual activity. That which is directed at knowledge, and that which is directed at a
transformation of man.” (PS 51) German original: Klagenfurter Ausgabe: Transkriptionen &
Faksimiles\Nachlass Mappen\Mappengruppe IV\Mappe IV/1 “N” “Nachträge”\ IV/1/4.
232
KA\Band 3 Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften Die Fortsetzung\Zwischenfortsetzung 1937-1939, Fortsetzung der
Druckfahnenkapitel\Versuche ein Scheusal zu leben 1.
233
An important part of the conversations between Ulrich and Agathe explore the difficulties surrounding
neighborly love. They question was the statement ‘Love thy neighbor’ could mean, given the complexities of
modern existence.
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fail in the chaos of world war. Both sides of the debate in a way come down to the same. Both
see the mystical utopia as Musil’s grand solution of the novel; the only remaining question
was whether this grand mystical conclusion would fail or succeed.
With the increasing availability of fragments and growing scholarship, such a view could
no longer be upheld. It is clear that the novel was by no means ending with the mystical
explorations in the second volume. In fact, even within the published part of the novel it is
clearly indicated that a life entirely grounded in the other condition is not possible. This is
what Musil wrote about the other condition at the end of the essay Ansätze zu neuer Ästhetik:

Bekanntlich ist dieser Zustand, außer in krankhafter Form, niemals von Dauer;
ein hypothetischer Grenzfall, dem man sich annähert, um immer wieder in den
Normalzustand zurückzufallen, und eben dies unterscheidet die Kunst von der
Mystik, dass sie den Anschluss an das gewöhnliche Verhalten nie ganz verliert,
sie erscheint dann als ein unselbständiger Zustand, als eine Brücke, die vom
festen Boden sich so wegwölbt, als besäss sie im Imaginären ein Widerlager.234
(ANA 506)

Musil is very explicit here about certain aspects of the other condition. It is not some kind
of a permanent state, but a temporary condition which always falls back into the normal
condition. He also clearly distinguishes his other condition from mysticism as such, in the
sense that it never loses touch with the solid ground of the ordinary attitude, using the
metaphor of a bridge between the solid ground and the realm of the imaginary. What it is not
is some kind of an ideal in which one could live permanently in complete withdrawal from
society, precisely as Musil scholars used to see the other condition. In Der Mann ohne
Eigenschaften, Musil writes: “Denn dauernd vermögen bloss Narren, Geistesgestörte und
Menschen mit fixen Ideen, im Feuer der Beseeltheit auszuharren; der gesunde Mensch muss
sich damit begnügen, die Erklärung abzugeben, dass ihm ohne eine Flocke dieses
geheimnisvollen Feuers das Leben nicht lebenswert vorkäme.”235 (MoE I 295) Musil’s
explorations of mysticism by no means have to be heard as an ideal, as a norm in itself, for the
234

“This condition is never of long duration except in pathological form; it is a hypothetical borderline case,
which one approaches only to fall back repeatedly into the normal condition, and precisely this distinguishes art
from mysticism, that art never entirely loses its connection with the ordinary attitude. It seems, then, like a
dependent condition, like a bridge arching away from solid ground as if it possessed a corresponding pier in the
realm of the imaginary.” (PS 208)
235
“For only fools, fanatics, and mental cases can stand living at the highest pitch of soul; a sane person must be
content with declaring that life would not be worth living without a spark of that mysterious fire.” (MwQ 199)
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sake of itself. Instead, it should be inserted into his general utopian project to move beyond
the limitations of the present to find new and better conceptual and ethical models. His
interest in mysticism is entirely subordinated to Musil’s overall goal, and not a norm as such.
Nor should it be heard a complete withdrawal from society. To live entirely within the other
condition will prove to be problematic and there are clear indications that reality will be
emphasized as the main focus and source of possibilities.

4. Beyond the utopia of the other condition and the sequential readings of Der Mann ohne
Eigenschaften.

While Musil scholarship in the twentieth century was often concerned with the possible
ending of Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften (mystical paradise or war), recent scholarship
decidedly has moved away from this debate236. It seems quite clear, not only from the
remaining fragments but also from indications in the published part, that Ulrich’s and
Agathe’s experiment to ground their life in a mystical state was bound to be problematic, and
ultimately no longer desirable.
The mystical explorations in volume two are from the beginning heavily coated in irony
and the questionability of the entire enterprise is emphasized at several moments. The private
conversations of Ulrich and Agathe get disturbed by General Stumm who comes to see why
Ulrich has not been showing up at the meetings of the parallel campaign. In short, day to day
reality comes crashing into their private seclusion. There are also clear fall outs and strong
arguments between Ulrich and Agathe which show that some kind of a full union seems quite
unlikely. All the fragments in which the private bliss of brother and sister gets explored seems
to end in a return towards reality. The attempts to find bliss in the romantic union between
Ulrich and Agathe gets questioned by Ulrich, even at the early stage when he was still called
Anders:
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In A companion to the works of Robert Musil there are several essays by renowned Musil scholars such as
Walter Fanta or Burton Pike that clarify this issue. Pike wonders whether Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften should
be called a novel that is unfinished or a novel without an end and Fanta presents the different, parallel possible
vanishing points which Musil developed in his drafts of the novel (in Payne et. al., eds., 2007, p.355-393) Pike
makes the original comparison with a fractal: “I would like to propose another way of considering this strange
case of unfinishability by turning to the notion of the fractal in contemporary mathematics. A fractal is ‘a curve
or surface having the property that any small part of it, enlarged, has the same statistical character as the whole’
(New Oxford Dictionary). Fractal geometry, as in Mandelbrot sets, posits a potentially infinite series of identical
units, potentially multidimensional in both space and time. What better description of Der Mann ohne
Eigenschaften! In every scene and episode in Musil’s novel, and with the greatest subtlety, the linear time of
human moments and the endless times of essences, ‘the unseperated and not united,’ conduct a fascinating
fractal dance. The novel as a whole exists in every one of its parts.” (in Pike et. al., 2007, p.367-368)
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Wir müssen leben... Wir müssen ons nach einem Dritten umsehen... Zwischen
zwei Menschen gibt es keine Liebe! ... Sondern, sie kann nur eingefügt in eine
Gesellschaft bestehen. Sie ist kein Lebensinhalt. Sondern eine Verneinung, eine
Ausnahme von den Lebensinhalten. Aber eine Ausnahme braucht etwas, wovon
sie Ausnahme ist. Von einer Negation allein man nicht Leben.237
Similarly, the important chapter Atemzüge eines Sommertags238, in which Ulrich and
Agathe stand in their father’s garden looking at the street across the fence, seems to indicate
that they must make a choice. They have to be either on one side of the fence, and hence only
be able to look at daily life from a distance, or leave their secluded state and return to daily
life. Constantly living in this other condition, completely detached from reality is not possible
nor desirable. There seems to be a turn towards daily life.
Moreover, Musil scholarship is increasingly exploring the richness of the remaining
fragments, as an irreducible aspect of Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften. In the final fragments,
Musil developed the utopia of inductive living (die Utopie der Induktiven Gesinnung). This
utopia is in a way an updated version of Musil’s critical ethos to treat reality as a hypothesis
and to experiment with new and better ways of living, developing models that should always
be readjustable and flexible. Musil came to a similar suggestion in his public address on
stupidity from 1937. This address, maybe one of his most important and best received public
interventions, ends with suggestions that largely resemble his inductive ethos. To counter the
stupidity of the times, Musil pleads for an ethos that is concerned with the significant: “Das
Bedeutende vereint die Wahrheit, die wir an ihm wahrnehmen können, mit den Eigenschaften
des Gefühls, die unser Vertrauen haben, zu etwas Neuem, zu einer Einsicht, aber auch zu
einem Entschluß, zu einem erfrischten Beharren, zu irgend etwas, das geistigen und
seelischen Gehalt hat…”239 (UD 46-47) This ethos is for Musil the way to counter the
stupidity and brutality he had been denouncing in his text. To counter the defects of his times,
Musil prescribes a kind of epistemological modesty as the remedy, which he summarizes in
the sentence: “Handle, so gut du kannst und so schlecht du mußt, und bleibe dir dabei der
237

These passages can be found in the Klagenfurter Ausgabe: Lesetexte\Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften –
Vorstufen\Aus dem Nachlass Ediertes\Die Romanprojekte 1918-1926\Die Zwillingsschwester\S4 AndersAgathe, Reise\S4+16 3.
238
It is known that Musil was working on a draft of this chapter on the day he died.
239
“The significant unites the truth we are able to perceive in it with qualities of the feelings that give us
confidence for something new: for an insight, but also a resolve, for whatever has both intellectual and
emotional content...” (PS 286)
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Fehlergrenzen deines Handelns bewußt!”240 (UD 48) In these final passages of the address,
Musil gives one of the most concise formulations of his inductive ethos, the need to proceed
with precision and a sense of error, which allows for readjustment.
Michael Schmitz ends his study of the other condition by claiming that, for Musil, reality
remains the generator of possibilities, not the other way around. By paraphrasing Matthias
Luserke, he writes that what matters is “die Möglichkeit einer Wirklichkeit und nicht [...] die
Wirklichkeit einer Möglichkeit.” (Schmitz, 1998, p.152) This is a very important thing to
keep in mind. Musil is not creating utopian aesthetic possibilities to which reality is supposed
to adapt or conform, but he explores the limitations and possibilities of reality in order to
allow for different and better configurations of reality. Obtaining a sense of possible different
figurations has always been the driving force throughout Musil’s work, and not some kind of
a retreat into aesthetic utopian explorations. In the words of Schmitz: “Utopia bleibt für Musil
mögliche Wirklichkeit, sobald diese nicht den gesamten Raum der Wirklichkeit einnimmt...
Als mittelbare Richtungsänderung und keine unmittelbare Zustandandsänderung sind die
Utopien Ulrichs nicht durch ein Ideal besetzt, welches sich der Wirklichkeit anzupassen hat,
sondern im Gegenteil wird die Wirklichkeit auf der Suche nach den besten Möglichkeiten
durchforscht, um den Utopien Inhalt zu geben.” (id.)
While most scholars nowadays would agree that the mystical experiment is followed by a
turn towards reality and that the remaining fragments contain further utopian proposals such
as inductive living, the obsession with finding the ‘proper’ ending of Der Mann ohne
Eigenschaften keeps on recurring. Recently, a remarkable attempt at restoring a sequential
reading of Musil’s novel has been proposed by Patrizia McBride. In The void of ethics, Robert
Musil and the experience of modernity, Mcbride argues that the different utopian proposals
have to be read in a distinctly sequential and even hierarchic manner. According to her,
Musil’s novel follows an elaborate scheme, which stages the failure of the different utopias
and this was precisely Musil’s intention.
Mcribe sees as the main theme of the novel the following three questions: “What is ethical
experience and how does it relate to ordinary life? What is art’s connection to the ethical?
What role can art play in the modern period?” (McBride, 2006, 163) But these questions turn
out to be leading Musil towards a series of impasses. As we have already seen, Musil had
described a split between two completely different experiential realms, on the one hand the
realm of daily life, with all its practicalities, and on the other hand, an ‘other’ realm, another
240

“Act as well as you can and as badly as you must, but in doing so remain aware of the margin of error of your
actions.” (PS 286)
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state or condition, to which the ethical belongs, and which consists of purely singular
experiences which cannot be transmitted into laws, or more importantly, from which no
guidelines could be derived. A central problem in Musil is how to apply the illuminations
from that other condition in the daily world with its practical concerns when the singular
experiences of this other realm cannot be transposed into concepts or guidelines.
McBride sees a symmetrical structure in Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften, with the second
volume as the inverse of the first volume. She sees the first volume as an attempt to bring the
other condition towards ordinary life, through mediation of aesthetic utopias, while the second
volume is an attempt to immerse daily life into the other condition.
In this reading, the first volume explores the ‘aesthetic utopias’. Under the inspiration of
Nietzsche, Musil took up Nietzsche’s cue to refashion life according to the aesthetic. The
essence of such an aesthetic utopianism is that art was supposed to be capable of infusing
daily life with the illuminations and insights from the other condition. That the gap between
the two conditions could be bridged after all by mediation of literature was the crux of this
aesthetic utopia. It is in this sense that Musil could say that the novel had to serve as a
laboratory in which alternative modes of living could be experimented with. But quite soon,
just as one cannot derive clear regulations from the other condition, Musil makes explicit that
the same counts for the essay: “Und so wenig man aus den echten Teilen eines Essays eine
Wahrheit machen kann, vermag man aus einem solchen Zustand eine Überzeugung zu
gewinnen; wenigstens nicht, ohne ihn aufzugeben, so wie ein Liebender die Liebe verlassen
muss, um sie zu beschreiben.”241 (MoE I 406) In McBride’s reading, the aesthetic utopia fails,
and Musil was well aware of it.
Similarly, the conclusion from the second volume is that a certain elated state of bliss can
never be sustained in the long term. Or at least, their blissful mystical love can only be
sustained by remaining isolated and it would be lost as soon as they would return to daily life.
Mcbride spends a lot of time elaborating the chapter Atemzüge eines Sommertags. For her, the
fence that Ulrich and Agathe stand behind to look at the street, stands for the unbridgeable
gap between the ordinary condition and the other condition: a border delimiting the fact that
both spheres could not be united nor fully separated. They can stand by the fence,
contemplating a possible place of unity between the two realms, but the fence is not a place in
which one can dwell, or ground one’s life. In McBride’s reading, Ulrich and Agathe realize at
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“And as little as one can make a truth out of the genuine elements of an essay can one gain a conviction from
such a condition – at least not without abandoning the condition, as a lover has to abandon love in order to
describe it.” (MwQ 275)
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that point that they have to make a choice. They can either continue their experiment to live
completely within the other condition, at the cost of renouncing ordinary life, or they must
return to ordinary life with all its unsatisfactory complications. And it is the second option
they choose to follow.
McBride argues that by the end of his life, Musil did have a somewhat clear scheme in
mind for his novel. According to her, Musil was elaborately and consciously staging the
failure of his utopian experiments. It was as if the reader was taken through a progressive
sequence of utopias which were ultimately bound to fail, in order to arrive at the utopia of
inductive living which Musil proposed in the unpublished fragments. Mcbride claims that all
the aesthetic utopian proposals were like ladders that one had to discard once they had been
climbed, in order to arrive at the final utopian conclusion of the novel: living inductively. In
her words: “The novel’s constructive message was to lie not in the fate of its bourgeois hero
but rather in the positive lessons to be drawn from his failures.” (McBride, 2006, p.166) This
inductive ethos is the embracing of reality. It is only by a critical labor with reality that things
could change and not through aesthetic utopias. This utopia of inductive living has to be seen
as a mature version of the earlier utopias of essayism and precision.
Though McBride does a very compelling and well argued reading of Der Mann ohne
Eigenschaften, there are several problems with her reading. It seems rather fanciful of Musil
to spend two decades writing hundreds of pages of something that was simply being staged to
fail. Clearly, these proposals must have had value in themselves since he spent so much time
struggling with them. McBride would answer to this objection by saying that Musil did not
yet have a clear grasp of what he was getting at when he wrote the novel, but that he
developed it as he was writing: “Musil did not possess a solid grasp of this utopian vision, but
was rather exploring its ramifications as he was writing.” (id., p.167) A second problem is that
if Musil did have such a clear scheme in mind, then why did he have so many difficulties in
steering his novel to such a conclusion? There is by no means a sound indication that Musil
had a decisive view on how to finish his novel, on the contrary. Walter Fanta describes the
different, parallel vanishing points that Musil elaborated in his drafts of the novel (in Payne et.
al., eds., 2007, p.377-382). The quagmire that Mcbride ends up in, is once again the attempt to
see the presumed ending of the novel as the one normative utopian conclusion of the novel.
And thirdly, such a conclusion as Mcbride suggests would mean that Musil renounced his
entire life work of writing a novel that could serve as an experimental station for trying out
new and better possibilities. It would bring the ideal of exploring possibilities to a final and
definitive conclusion.
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In my opinion, McBride overstates the gap between the aesthetic and reality, reads the
utopian proposals as overly hierarchical, and does not see that Musil’s inductive ethos, a
critical engagement with reality, pervades the novel right from the beginning. As I will
continue to explain, I believe that Musil’s utopianism should not be sought in the sequence of
utopian proposals or a possible ending, but in the opening up of possibilities. Seen in this
light, Musil’s novel had to remain unfinished for strictly internal reasons. Instead of adhering
so much importance to a presumed ending, I will argue for Der Mann Ohne Eigenschaften as
a critical-utopian project, which is not aimed at one particular finality, but is an exploration of
the conditions of possibility of the new.

5. Musil’s critical-utopian project: from one final norm to the conditions of possibility of
new norms.

So far, we have been looking at the series of utopian proposals formulated throughout Der
Mann ohne Eigenschaften, which never fail to puzzle both the readers and critics alike. We
have seen that certain scholars tried to read a sequence or hierarchy in this series of utopian
proposals, or that they tried to find which particular utopian proposal would have been the
final normative conclusion of the novel. This aspect of the novel, the series of utopian
proposals, I will call the explorative-utopian aspect of the novel. The novel as a moral
laboratory: “eine große Versuchsstätte, wo die besten Arten, Mensch zu sein, durchgeprobt
und neue entdeckt werden müßten.”242 (MoE I 239) This explorative-utopian aspect is per
definition never finished. There can never be a final stop to the process of formulating and
reformulating new proposals. Musil wants to fully explore their potentiality, only to find their
limits and move on towards other explorations; a process of modulation and exploration
which as a rule can never come to a final conclusion. As Maurice Blanchot already wrote in
his remarkable essay from the 1950’s: the fact that Musil seems to reach points where a
certain line of thought can no longer be taken any further, is not a sign of failure or lack of
being able to bring things to a conclusion, but instead testifies towards the great richness he
has been able to cover before reaching the point where he cannot take it further (Blanchot,
2003, p.146). All the recurring debates in Musil scholarship about the ‘correct order’ of the
novel, what the novel was going to end with, which would have been the ‘final, conclusive
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“vast experimental station for trying out the best ways of being a human being and discovering new ones.”
(MwQ 160)
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utopia’ of the book, and most of all, the recurring argument that his utopias or even his entire
novel had ‘failed’, are all varieties of this problematic.
But Musil’s work as a utopian project cannot be reduced to this explorative-utopian aspect,
neither to the series of utopian proposals nor to one particular utopia that could serve as the
final normative conclusion of the novel. Next to this explorative-utopian aspect of the novel,
there is also a more primary utopian aspect running though Musil’s work, and this I would
like to call the critical-utopian aspect of the novel. This aspect is not so much concerned with
the novel as an experimental station to infinitely explore new and better ways of living, but
rather with the conditions of possibility of the new, whether new conceptualizations, new
ethical models, or new formations of reality243. The specific utopian proposals explored in the
novel have been made possible because of this more primary critical-utopianism.
This aspect of the novel does not involve the spatial metaphors of distance that run
throughout the novel, but on the contrary, it is a critique which is entirely immanent; it is not a
process of ‘distancing’, as Musil has been accused of, but rather the breaking open of petrified
debates and viewpoints from within. Musil takes up the prevailing ideas and opinions in order
to displace them, to cite them in awkward contexts, to extend their arguments in such a way
that they become absurd or laughable. He critiques them from within, exposing their situated
character by taking them out of their context and putting arguments into the mouths of
unlikely characters. Musil takes up these narratives to expose the cracks and faultlines in their
arguments. He reveals what remains unsaid, problematic and paradoxical in certain
conceptualizations, and thus allows for their reformulation.
Ulrich’s statement that reality should be abolished, and what Lukács hears as the wholesale
rejection of reality, should not be heard as the flight from reality into an idealized sphere,
whether mystical or aesthetical. Instead, it should be heard as the attitude of no longer seeing
reality as the one and only way that things could be, of actively disrupting the tendency to
naturalize a certain figuration of reality. With his critical-utopian ethos, Musil wants to
increase a sense of possibility, Möglichkeitssinn, a sense that reality could also be different
and that better ways of configuring reality are possible. Early in the novel, Musil pleads for a
“bewußten Utopismus, der die Wirklichkeit nicht scheut, wohl aber als Aufgabe und
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If Musil was more concerned with the conditions of possibility of the new, rather than with a normative
ending or finality, then we can understand enigmatic statements such as that, in his career as a writer, he never
succeeded to move beyond beginnings (ST 33 79, D 462) or that a writer could be a either a child of its time or a
begetter of ages (PS 65, SED 168).
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Erfindung behandelt.”244 (MoE I 21) And further in the novel he defines utopia more
precisely:

Utopien bedeuten ungefähr so viel wie Möglichkeiten; darin, dass eine
Möglichkeit nicht Wirklichkeit ist, drückt sich nichts anderes aus, als dass die
Umstände, mit denen sie gegenwärtig verflochten ist, sie daran hindern, denn
andernfalls wäre sie ja nur eine Unmöglichkeit; löst man sie nun aus ihrer Bindung
und gewährt ihr Entwicklung, so entsteht die Utopie.245 (MoE I 391-392)

Musil’s critical-utopian activity is an exploration of, and intervention in, these restraints in
order to find ways to move beyond them. Here, the critical and the utopian moments are no
longer separate, but perfectly coincide. The utopian is opened up by the critical. The different
particular utopian explorations that run throughout Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften could only
arise within the openness created by this critical-utopian aspect of the novel.
Musil described utopianism as an experimental interaction with life, which could become
an attitude or a way of life:

Utopie bedeutet das Experiment, worin die mögliche Veränderung eines
Elements

und

die

Wirkungen

beobachtet

werden,

die

sie

in

jener

zusammengesetzten Erscheinung hervorrufen würde, die wir Leben nennen. Ist nun
das beobachtete Element die Exaktheit selbst, hebt man es heraus und läßt es sich
entwickeln, betrachtet man es als Denkgewohnheit und Lebenshaltung und läßt es
seine beispielgebende Kraft auf alles auswirken, was mit ihm in Berührung
kommt…246 (MoE I 392)

In the light of this critical-utopian aspect of Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften, it no longer
makes sense to seek a sequence or hierarchy in Musil’s utopian proposals and to figure out
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“conscious utopianism that does not shrink from reality but sees it as a project, something yet to invented.”
(MwQ 11)
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“Utopias are much the same as possibilities; that a possibility is not a reality means nothing more than that the
circumstances in which it is for the moment entangled prevent it from being realized – otherwise it would only
be an impossibility. If this possibility is disentangled from its restraints and allowed to develop, a utopia arises.”
(MwQ 265)
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“Utopia is the experiment in which the possible change of an element may be observed, along with the effects
of such a change on the compound phenomenon we call life. If the element under observation is precision itself,
one isolates it and allows it to develop, considering it as an intellectual habit and way of life, allowed to exert its
exemplary influence on everything it touches.” (MwQ 266)
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what would have been the final and conclusive proposal that could serve as the ultimate,
normative model. The great power of Musil’s immense novel should not be sought in a
presumed conclusion. Its power lies in this critical-utopian ethos which pervades the novel
throughout and which is not concerned with a specific goal, but with the opening up of
possibilities. Musil was never interested in what he called “die Unverantwortlichkeit und
Halbfertigkeit der Einfälle, die man Subjektivität nennt”247 (MoE I 403), or a wild flight into
the imaginary, away from real and actual possibilities, but in engaging with the
epistemological and moral limitations of the present and to find ways of moving beyond them.
With this critical-utopian ethos, he wanted to avoid all petrifying or naturalizing of conceptual
and moral models, and to be able to have models that could be modulated, readjusted and
reconfigured over and over again. Not to end up in circular patterns that lead nowhere, but
exactly the opposite: to achieve a form of improvement, of advancement, without always
ending up in new dogmatic patterns.
The connection of critique with possibility is in itself not new, and Musil’s criticalutopianism could be situated within a longer tradition of emphasizing the productive, creative
power of critique or problematizations. There is first of all the inevitable Nietzsche, who
stressed that all critical destruction will have to go hand in hand with the positing and
affirmation of new values. Bergson pointed out that formulating a problem in the proper
manner is already half the work. There are productive ways of formulating a problem and
unproductive ones. The way a certain problem is formulated will determine to a large extent
which possible solutions will be available. Such a view is critical of the pre-given
conceptualizations in which a certain problem is phrased. Bergson writes in Creative
Evolution (l’Evolution créatrice): “A theory of life that is not accompanied by a criticism of
knowledge is obliged to accept, as they stand, the concepts which the understanding puts at its
disposal: it cannot but enclose the facts, willing or not, in pre-existing frames which it regards
as ultimate.” (Bergson, 1988, p.xiii) Recall that Musil defined stupidity as the incapacity to
adequately assess a problem. As Thomas Osborne writes, Bergson’s critical reformulations of
a problem allow for the possibility to productively move beyond these pre-existing frames
(Osborne, 2003b, p.8).
In this informative article, Thomas Osborne describes a tradition, from Bergson to
Foucault, which gives priority to problematizations rather than legislative models. While it is
true that Musil was very critical of philosophies of life, he was mainly thinking of theories
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“the irresponsible and half-baked quality of thought known as subjectivism.” (MwQ 273)
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which regard life as a vague, unfolding substance. As opposed to such a view, the vitalism of
thinkers such as Bergson or Georges Canguilhem view life itself as driven by a productive
form of error, creatively coming to terms with constant problems, obstacles, irritants or
infractions. In the end of his life, Foucault called his work a “history of problematizations”.
Problematization should be distinguished from polemics. Polemics simply perpetuate
entrenched, polarized conceptualizations, while problematizations try to move beyond such
entrenched conceptualizations. In this tradition, the concern is not to find a legislative,
normative program, but to ethically open up the possibilities for normativity as such. In a
similar sense, Musil was trying to move beyond rigid moral guidelines and to ethically open
up a sense of possibility and an open-ended exploration and experimentation with new norms.
As Osborne writes: “Just as for Canguilhem the role of philosophy or the life sciences was not
to legislate the sciences but to hold open the constant possibility of new problematizations of
life, so Foucault’s philosophy was not meant to legislate in a morally coded sense but to
stimulate possibilities of imagination that were ultimately ethical.” Or further: “...it was a
question of finding a provisional ethos instead of a determinate, legislative morality, a series
of problems rather than a ‘theory’; and, in methodological terms, a question of
problematology rather than sociology, realist history or even – at least in a legislative sense –
philosophy.” (Osborne, 2003b, p.12, 14)
In the light of such a tradition, what may seem as rather peculiar Musilian sensibilities
become less idiosyncratic: his essayism or hypothetical thinking, his open-endedness and
what seems like an incessant need to devise new challenges and problems which force one to
rethink one’s conceptual frameworks. Rather than going to a normative conclusion, Musil
confuses the readers by multiplying and diversifying the problems. Such an attitude explains
the tendency of Musil to proliferate tension and confusion, rather than provide resolutions. As
Andre Bernstein has pointed out, the impossibility of bringing the novel to a close follows
directly from reasons internal to Musil’s views (Bernstein, 1994, p.107), given the fact that
Musil was of the opinion that “Es gibt keine Totallösung, sondern nur eine Reihe von
partikularen.”248 There is a conscious choice in favor of hypothetical, provisional thinking,
which is constantly faced with new challenges, rather than trying to form a specific,
prescriptive model. Bernstein strongly disagrees with the view that Musil was painting a
portrait of his society which was inevitably bound to find its collapse in the first world war.
On the contrary, according to Bernstein, it was Musil’s aim to show that the war was by no
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“there is no total solution, but only a series of particular ones.” (PS 49) Original German can be found in
KA\NACHLASS\Mappen\Mappengruppe IV\Mapp IV/1 “N” “Nachträge” IV/1/5
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means inevitable, and that other possibilities were possible, a capacity he names
sideshadowing as opposed to foreshadowing. Sideshadowing moves beyond the view that
history is pre-determined, following an inevitable course, and wants to explore the possibility
for alternative formations of the present, and consequently, of the future (Bernstein, 1994).
Musil, a true follower of Ernst Mach in this aspect, vehemently rejected all historical
determinism. The necessity that certain people saw in the historical events was simply a
necessity they read post-factum in the course of events (HE 219, PS 118). He rejected all
conceptions of simple linear causality. The causal connections did not form one straight line,
but formed a complex chain, much like the drifting of the clouds in the sky:

Der Weg der Geschichte ist also nicht der eines Billardballs, der, einmal
abgestoßen, eine bestimmte Bahn durchläuft, sondern er ähnelt dem Weg der
Wolken, ähnelt dem Weg eines durch die Gassen Streichenden, der hier von einem
Schatten, dort von einer Menschengruppe oder einer seltsamen Verschneidung
von Häuserfronten abgelenkt wird und schließlich an eine Stelle gerät, die er
weder gekannt hat, noch erreichen wollte.249 (MoE I 576)

Human existence was not marked by some kind of iron law of fate, natural rise and decline
or destiny, but a chain of situations. Musil did not accept any form of meaning, direction,
purpose or simple causality in the unfolding of history. Seeing history as a sequence of
situations, and not as an unfolding pre-determined scheme, opened up an opportunity for
people to come to terms with the present and no longer follow the inadequate normative
moral guidelines:

Denn hängen wir mit unsrem Sein nicht an der Spule irgendwelcher
Schicksalspopanze, sondern sind bloss mit einer Unzahl kleiner, wirr
untereinander verknüpfter Gewichte behangen, so können wir selbst den
Ausschlag geben.250 (HE 224-225)
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“The course of history was therefore not that of a billiard ball – which, once it is hit, takes a definite line – but
resembles the movement of clouds, or the path of a man sauntering through the streets, turned aside by a shadow
here, a crowd there, an unusual architectural outcrop, until at last he arrives at a place he never knew or meant to
go to.” (MwQ 392)
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“… for if it turns out that our innermost being does not dangle from the puppet strings of some hobgoblin of
fate, but on the contrary that we are draped with a multitude of small, haphazardly linked weights, then we
ourselves can tip the scales.” (PS 122)
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Mach wrote in Die Mechanik in ihrer Entwickelung, historisch-kritisch dargestellt that
trying to determine the outcome of scientific exploration in advance would be a form of
mythology, not science. Scientific exploration is per definition open-ended, and a scientific
Weltanschauung always provisional. The highest attitude of a modern scientist is “eine
unvollendete Weltanschauung zu ertragen, und einer scheinbar abgeschlossenen, aber
unzureichenden vorzuziehen.”251 (Mach, 1897, p. 456)
Given the fact that Musil wanted to free the possibilities to shape the future in different
ways from rigid forms of historical determinism, asking the question whether Der Mann ohne
Eigenschaften was supposed to end with the war or with a mystical ‘retreat’ is missing the
point. A similar question occupying Musil-scholarship was whether Musil had wanted to
write a historical novel, a portrait of the last years of the Austro-Hungarian Empire leading up
to the war, or whether, as Lukács claims, Vienna is merely a backdrop in the novel. Some
have remarked that Musil’s vivid reflections on the period before the war had become an
anachronism in the period after the war, because it concerned a society which had completely
disappeared. Musil did not write a historical novel, nor some kind of a portrait of Vienna in
1913. He explicitly stated, as Lukács noticed, that it was not his intention to write a historical
novel, but that his aim was to focus on what is typical for a certain situation. What Musil was
after was a better understanding of the possibilities of the present, and this by looking at the
way certain constraints, rigid viewpoints and obstacles to understanding were formed. He did
not write about a historical period, but the conditions in which the understanding, or better,
lack of understanding of the present, was shaped. By critically intervening in these conditions,
better ways of coming to terms with the present and, consequently, shaping the future,
become possible. But as Nietzsche already knew, coming to terms with the present will
require being untimely; one needs to be somewhat out of joint with the entrenched modes of
thinking.
In what follows I will clarify Musil’s critical-utopianism in more detail by comparing it to
the older writings of Lukács, the utopianism of Bloch and Nietzsche’s views on history.

6. The aim of Musil’s critical-utopian project: beyond rigid mechanism and finalism.

As we have learned from the paradigmatic critique of Lukács, the question that needs to be
addressed is what the ‘direction’ is of Musil’s work as a critical-utopian project. What was the
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“toleration of an incomplete conception of the world and the preference for it rather than an apparently
perfect, but inadequate conception.” (Mach, 1960, p.559)
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aim of his utopian proposals? All utopias desire in one way or another a better state of life or
society, whether projected into a utopian future place or space. What goal was Musil aiming
for with his utopianism? This is a crucial question to explore in detail and at length, and a
good way to understand Musil’s unique view is by comparing it to other theories that were
exploring similar issues. By pointing out the differences between Musil and the views of these
other thinkers, we can get a better understanding of aspects of Musil’s view that remain
somewhat implicit in his writings.
I will first compare Musil’s analysis to the writings of Lukács on reification, written
several decades before he wrote his trenchant critique of Musil. By showing that it is in the
finality of their critiques that Musil and Lukács differ, the underlying cause of Lukács’ later
critique will become much clearer. A lot of the later critical receptions of Musil’s work have
to do with not accepting or not understanding the finality, the goal, of Musil’s critical project.
Secondly, I show the differences between Musil’s utopianism and the classic writings of
Bloch on utopia as a future orientation point. And finally, I will claim that, once again, the
influence of Nietzsche on Musil cannot be underestimated.

a) Similarities and differences between Musil’s analysis and Lukács’ theory of reification.
Despite his harsh criticisms in a later phase of his life, interesting parallels can be drawn
between Musil’s analysis and the earlier writings of Lukács, particularly his analysis of
reification in Geschichte und Klassenbewusstsein.252 But where they ultimately differ is in the
finality of their critiques, how reification should be overcome. Clarifying this will allow us to
get a better sense of Musil’s critical-utopian project and what lies at the basis of Lukács’ later
criticisms.
In Geschichte und Klassenbewusstsein, Lukács famously declared the commodity-structure
described by Marx as the fundamental structure of capitalist society, causing a widespread
reification that extended well beyond the merely economic. The basic mechanism of
reification is that “eine Beziehung zwischen Personen den Charakter einer Dinghaftigkeit und
252

Between Geschichte und Klassenbewusstsein and Die weltanschaulichen Grundlagen des Avantgardeismus
lie more than two, decisive decades in which Lukács repeatedly reconsidered his theories, partly due to
drastically different historical situations. The later Lukács was notoriously dismissive of his earlier writings. It
would be beyond the scope of this chapter to explore the differences between the two stages of Lukács’ work in
detail. I turn to Geschichte und Klassenbewusstsein because it remains the best place to look at his theories of
reification and how to move beyond them.
Several Musil scholars have pointed out similarities between Musil and Lukács, especially the earlier writings.
Thomas Harrison claims that Musil ultimately shares Lukács’ critique of Mach and the responsibility of art (in
Bloom, ed., 2005, p.43), Stefan Jonsson makes use of Lukács’ theory of reification to understand Musil’s views
(Jonsson, 2000, p.27-34) and Patrizia McBride explores similarities between Musil’s views and the early theories
of Lukács on the novel (McBride, 2006, p.11-12)
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auf diese Weise eine ‘gespenstige Gegenständlichkeit’ erhält, die in ihren strengen, scheinbar
völlig geschlossenen und rationellen Eigengesetzlichkeit jede Spur ihres Grundwesens, der
Beziehung zwischen Menschen verdeckt.”253 (Lukács, 1977, 257) The result of this is the
division of society into atomized parts, each with their own dualistic concepts and seemingly
rational, objective laws.
The prevailing ‘bourgeois consciousness’ is capable of describing this phenomenon of
reification, but it can never truly grasp the material substratum of society. Lukács agreed with
the prominent sociologists of his time, such as Weber or Simmel, that ‘formal rationality’, the
need of a capitalist society to have measurable, quantifiable entities, had a profound impact on
social relations. However, in his view, these sociologists can never really see the root of all
these problems. Lukacs radically claimed that ‘bourgeois consciousness’ could only remain
stuck in contemplation and per definition was incapable of seeing the true causes of reified
society. He saw the recurring antinomies of philosophy (subject/object, body/soul,
faith/reason, absolute objectivity versus absolute subjectivity) or the bureaucratization of law
as consequences of this reification. Each atomized subpart was stuck in a rigid, reified system,
with immutable, quasi-natural and strictly causal laws254. In this way, dealing with a problem
becomes only a matter of seeing how it fits in relation to ready-made laws. Anything that does
not fit in this rigid system of pre-established laws can only be perceived as pure chaos or as a
threat to the reified mind.
So far, many similarities could be seen between Musil and Lukács. Both saw society as
stuck in rigid, pseudo-natural patterns, turning every problem into permutations of the same
set of taken-for-granted laws. Just as Lukács, Musil wrote that ‘petrified morality’ and the
prevailing ideological patterns came out of the need for quantifiable and measurable entities
in capitalist society. Both Musil and Lukács believed that these reified structures were
incongruent with life, in a permanent state of eccentricity with respect to life, inadequate to
successfully describe or direct the lives of the people, which became apparent in times of
crisis. Lukács wrote that reified society will always be in a conflict with a lived substratum,
which is the actual material conditions of the people. While the subparts are regulated by rigid
formal-rational laws, this will paradoxically lead to an extreme irrationalism at the level of
society as a whole, precisely because of the inadequate and illusionary aspect of the laws
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“…a relation between people takes on the character of a thing and thus acquires a ‘phantom objectivity’, an
autonomy that seems so strictly rational and all-embracing as to conceal every trace of its fundamental nature:
the relation between people.” (Lukács, 1968, p.83)
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For Lukács it comes as no surprise that someone like Kant could write such an awkward thing as seeing
marriage as a contract about the mutual use of the reproductive organs, a perfect example of the reified legalistic
thinking in philosophy.
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governing the subparts. In Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften, the attempts of all the different
subparts to find a common goal leads to a hilarious cacophony of misunderstandings and
confusions.
Although Musil, who viewed all theories as partial truths, by no means adopts the
particular Hegelian-Marxist analysis of Lukács, nor does he grant such a central place to the
commodity-structure in his theories, he nevertheless shares with Lukács certain features in
his analysis of reified society. However, it is in the way they believed reification could be
overcome that they absolutely differ. Lukács believed that bourgeois society had lost all
perspective on the whole, and as long as this consciousness reigned, it was simply impossible
to perceive the real material basis of society. The attempts of bourgeois intellectuals (and
Musil would fall in this category for Lukács) to go beyond merely describing the effects of
reification were structurally bound to fail. Lukács compares criticism in bourgeois society
with the legend of the Indian critic who heard that the world rests upon an elephant. When he
asked what the elephant was resting on, he was told: on a tortoise. Neither the Indian critic nor
the bourgeois critic would ever be able to go beyond the illusionary explanations and see the
true causes of the problem. For Lukács, the solution could only be found in the proletariat’s
consciousness, with the ability to see beyond the atomization of society, and a strictly realist
art. He inscribed the formal rationality of reified society into a teleological and dialectical
scheme which would be surpassed by a socialist dialectical reason, as successive stages in the
history of rationality.
For Musil, a return to a sense of ‘wholeness’ or a full perspective was no longer possible.
Nor does he believe in some kind of a dialectically or teleologically unfolding scheme. He
saw it as the task of the artist to disrupt the condition that the reified mind could only see a
certain constellation of reality as the one and only possible world. By problematizing the
petrified concepts, categories or moral guidelines, he wanted to open up a sense of possibility,
that things could have been different and better. The statement by Ulrich that reality should be
abolished, which forms the basis for Lukács’ conclusion that Musil is pleading for a
wholesale rejection of reality, has to be heard as a dismissal of the view that reality is the only
possible way things could have been, the necessary culmination-point of a causal course.
Instead, Musil makes a move to the subjunctive, to the sense that reality could have been
different and better, that its formation is a contingent one and could be better formed. It is
clear that Lukács would see in Musil’s ideal the confirmation of his belief that Musil was one
of the many who was not able to truly surpass reified consciousness.
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But the greatest difference lies in the finality of their critiques. For Lukács, history follows
a strict, teleological path. There was a clear finality for criticism and art: a socialist society.
Reified society was in conflict with the living substratum of society. Musil on the other hand,
emphasized the fundamental shapelessness of human beings, which allowed for far more
flexibility and future unpredictability. If there is a living substratum, this would be a lot more
open to diversity and change for Musil than for Lukács. It is the completely different view on
the finality of a cultural critique that causes the opposing evaluations of particular techniques
in the modernist novel. Lukács had a very particular finality in mind, which could only be
brought forth by a realist art and a proletarian consciousness perceiving the veritable lived
basis of society. In such a view, Musil’s series of utopian proposals is merely an illusionary
spiel, which Lukács rejects along with most of modernist literature in general. But for Musil,
the goal lies in the opening up of a sense of possibility, of the sense that there is not one order
with its quasi-natural laws, but that there are many possible orders, each with their own
modulations. In the case of Musil, we are no longer dealing with a finality in the strict sense,
but with the beginning of a never-ending process.
For Lukács, the proletariat, which is equated with the material substratum of society, is the
Archimedean point from which all reification could be undone and the point from which the
totality of society could be overseen without any distortion. This becomes the one and only
telos of history and critique. Musil on the other hand insists on the fundamental flexibility of
the lived, human substratum255. If petrified patterns could be untangled, humanity (in general,
and not a particular class) should be capable of more flexibility and ethical creativity than
someone like Lukács wanted to admit. Already in the 1920’s, Ernst Bloch critiqued the static
nature of ‘reality’ in Lukács, and instead, he wanted to temporalize the utopian.

b) Possibility and temporality in Bloch and Musil.
Shortly after the release of Lukács’ Geschichte und Klassenbewusstsein, Ernst Bloch
wrote a partly critical review of the book, criticizing Lukács for having a much too rigid and
naturalized view on society and history. Bloch stressed the inherently unformed aspect of
society, the importance of possibility, of the not-yet, in the actual. The view of Lukács was
255

In Skizze der Erkentniss des Dichters, Musil mocked the desperate need for such an Archimedean point in
times which were so changing and unpredictable: “Aber man hofft, – nicht ohne Grund – das alles noch in
Ordnung zu bringen, und Archimedes, der vor mehr als 2000 Jahren gesagt hat, ‘gebt mir einen festen Punkt,
und ich hebe die Welt aus den Angeln’, ist heute noch der Ausdruck für unser hoffnungsfreudiges Gehaben.”
(SED 166) “But still one hopes, not without reason, to bring order to all this, and Archimedes’ statement of over
two thousand years ago, ‘Give me a fixed place to stand and I will move the world!’ is even today the expression
for our hopeful behavior.” (PS 63)
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too rigid, too determined and did not consider the utopian transformations of the present. For
Bloch, the drive of history was projected into the future. All utopian longing was oriented
towards a point in the future where all fragmentation would be resolved. Bloch wanted to
reinsert a religious eschatology into Marxist thought, a point of ‘homecoming’ that would be
the utopian ideal in the future that people can strife for. In the words of Martin Jay: “The
Archimedean point of longitudinal totality was thus in the future, not in the present, which
lacked plenitude and substance, and certainly not in an imagined fulfilled past…” (Jay, 1984,
p.183) But for Musil, the aim of his utopian project was neither trying to find a ‘true basis’ of
society, nor some idealized point in the future. In Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften, Musil
mocks these fixed points “auf den sie heimlich starren, als ob dort eine Welt beginnen müßte,
die man ihnen schuldig geblieben sei.”256 (MoE I 219-220)
Bloch also rather elegantly deals with the issue of reality versus fiction, an issue that is
often brought up by Musil scholars (especially Patrizia McBride) as a critique of Musil’s
literary, aesthetic utopias. For Bloch, the utopian has to be fictive. The fictive is distinguished
from the programmatic. Utopia cannot be calculated or achieved by a strict program. Only the
fictive, as the ‘other’ of reality and in constant negotiation with reality allows for the utopian
possibility. What is often held against Musil as a problem, the purely fictitious nature of his
proposals, is for Bloch a prerequisite of the utopian.
Let me recapitulate what is important here. While Musil shares with Lukács the analysis
that reality is caught in reified patterns that had to be overcome, he did not believe that a
particular social substratum could be the Archimedean point from which all these patterns
could be undone once and for all. Musil stresses the flexibility and shapelessness of the
human substratum. While Musil shares with Bloch the view that reality does not have a static
structure, but that it could be formed differently, being more flexible and open to formation
than Lukács would have it, he does not share Bloch’s projection of the utopian into an
eschatological view on time. In fact, Musil wants to break with this ‘linear’ view on history,
as if the course of history would be like the course of a billiard ball. Instead, he views history
as a sequence of situations, thus enhancing the possibility for people to alter or transform the
course of history. Seeing history as an inevitable line is yet another one of these petrified
patterns that hamper people from critically engaging with the present to perceive other
possibilities.
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“at which they stare in secret, as though it marks the beginning of a world that life still owes them.” (MwQ
147)
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Musil firmly rejects all teleology or eschatology and this is a very important aspect of his
analysis. His utopianism is not oriented towards some point in the future, or some idealized
state or place (the ‘classical’ view of utopia: another topos) that we would have to aim for.
Musil’s critical-utopian labor is an engagement with the present. It is aimed at creating a
different ethos by which we treat the present as containing possibilities to be different and
better. The present is no longer seen as static, causally determined, or part of a linear course
of history going to a certain point. Instead, Musil wanted to free the malleability of the
present. If people could move beyond the patterns that the present is frozen in, they could
transform it and explore different formations of the future, which could always be readjusted
or abandoned. For Musil, the future has to be open-ended, flexible and allowing for ever new
creative experimentation.
Musil rejects history as mechanistic or finalistic unfolding, which cannot account for the
creativity or unexpected turns history can take. History cannot be reduced to a certain scheme
which can only unfold in one particular way or which inherently is unfolding towards one
final point. The rejection of all mechanistic and finalistic models of explanation is another
view that Musil shares with Bergson, who spent a good part of his classic work Creative
Evolution denouncing mechanistic and finalistic accounts of the evolution of life. Both Musil
and Bergson insisted that a goal could never be known in advance, but will become clear in
the process. In the words of Bergson: “Of course, when once the road has been traveled, we
can glance over it, mark its direction, note this in psychological terms and speak as if there
had been pursuit of an end. … But, of the road which was going to be traveled, the human
mind could have nothing to say, for the road has been created pari passu with the act of
traveling over it, being nothing but the direction of this act itself.” (Bergson, 1988, p.51)
So far, I have situated Musil in relation to the theoretical debates of Lukács and Bloch,
these two important figures of critical theory and Musil’s contemporaries. But when we look
closely at the particular aspects of Musil’s theories, it turns out that the deep influence of
Nietzsche on him remains clearly present. The influence of Nietzsche on his views cannot be
underestimated, however critically Musil read Nietzsche’s work.

c) The Nietzschean influence on Musil: error and origin.
The strict rejection by Musil of all forms of eschatology and teleology does not come as a
surprise if we consider the big influence of Nietzsche on his thought. In Morgenröthe,
Nietzsche describes what happens when people are finally freed from teleological thinking.
The fact that people, in order to acquire salvation in the afterlife, had to gather all the proper
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knowledge during a very brief life span, led to a sense of urgency and gave knowledge a
frightful weight. But when people free themselves from this urgency, they regain the benefits
of error:

Wir haben den guten Muth zum Irren; Versuchen, Vorläufig-nehmen wieder
erobert… und gerade deshalb können Individuen und Geschlechter jetzt Aufgaben
von einer Grossartigkeit ins Auge fassen, welche früheren Zeiten als Wahnsinn
und Spiel mit Himmel und Hölle erschienen sein würden. Wir dürfen mit uns
selber experimentieren! Ja die Menschheit darf es mit sich!257 (Nietzsche, 1971,
p.298)

The rupture of the eschatological frees up the possibility of experimentation and the
capacity to readjust one’s positions, values or opinions. It allows for error in the positive sense
that the sciences give it, as a necessary component of refining and readjusting one’s
hypotheses to new facts. Remember that Musil ended his speech on stupidity with the
imperative: “Handle, so gut du kannst und so schlecht du mußt, und bleibe dir dabei der
Fehlergrenzen deines Handelns bewußt!”258 (UD 48) In Musil’s inductive ethos we can hear
an echo of Nietzsche’s “courage for error, for experimentation, for accepting provisionally”.
In his essay Nietzsche, la généalogie, l’histoire, a commentary on Nietzsche’s Vom Nutzen
und Nachtheil der Historie für das Leben, Foucault writes that Nietzschean genealogy breaks
the linearity of history into a sequence of events, avoiding both a single-minded finality, and
the illusion of an origin, of a root. Instead of treating things as immobile essences and seeking
for the presumed root of their identity, Nietzsche wants to disrupt this way of thinking.
Foucault writes: “The search for descent is not the erecting of foundations: on the contrary, it
disturbs what was previously considered immobile; it fragments what was thought unified; it
shows the heterogeneity of what was imagined consistent with itself.” (Foucault, 1994, p.356)
Instead of seeking the one root of presumed immobile essences, the genealogist uncovers the
disparity which lies at the origin of all things and the manner in which this disparity has been
“hardened into an unalterable form in the long baking process of history”. (id., p.354) The
disparity has been reduced to a petrified formation, which considers itself as the only possible
257

“We have reconquered our courage for error, for experimentation, for accepting provisionally… And it is
precisely for this reason that individuals and generations can now fix their eyes on tasks of a vastness that would
to earlier ages have seemed madness and trifling with Heaven and Hell. We may experiment with ourselves!
Yes, mankind now has the right to do that!” (Nietzsche, 1982, p.501)
258
“Act as well as you can and as badly as you must, but in doing so remain aware of the margin of error of your
actions.” (PS 286)
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formation. As Nietzsche writes in Vom Nutzen und Nachtheil der Historie für das Leben :
“Meint man doch, es gäbe gar keine andre Möglichkeit als eben unsere jetzige höchst leidige
Wirklichkeit.”259 (Nietzsche, 1972b, p.322)
Instead of searching for an Ursprung, Nietzsche seeks a Herkunft or Entstehung of the
narratives that have been solidified around these presumed essences. In the same sense, Musil
does not seek for some kind of an Ursprung of the situation he finds his times in, but he wants
to see how a certain petrified situation, including concepts, ideals and morals, has come to be
out of an originary disparity that allowed for totally different orderings as well. The obsession
with a presumed origin is for Nietzsche the belief that things are at their most precious and
pure at the moment of their birth. It is a part of a fabrication or unification of a self, of a
coherent identity. As opposed to this interplay of Ursprung and identity, Nietzsche’s
scrutinizing of Herkunft leads to a rupture of all identities. Similarly, in the meetings of the
parallel campaign, Ulrich systematically displaces the prevailing debates. He makes them
inoperative, not to reveal the underlying static truth, but to unmask its rigidity and to allow for
different formulations and possibilities. This is an unsettling process. Nietzsche is seeking an
‘effective history’, as opposed to the linear history that merely serves to soothe the prevailing
identities, which Foucault describes thus: “History becomes ‘effective’ to the degree that it
introduces discontinuity into our very being… ‘Effective history’ deprives the self of the
reassuring stability of life and nature, and it will not permit itself to be transported by a
voiceless obstinacy toward a millennial ending. It will uproot its traditional foundations and
relentlessly disrupt its pretended continuity.” (Foucault, 1994, p.360)
While we can discern a Nietzschean influence in Musil’s views, in not accepting an
eschatological or linear history, a history with a goal, it should be nevertheless pointed out
that Musil on several occasions expresses his belief in a form of progress based on experience
and knowledge. In Der deutsche Mensch als Symptom, he states that it would be possible to
achieve a form of progress in philosophy (in the sense of a worldview) similar to progress in
the modern sciences: “Natürlich würden auch weiterhin im Lauf der Zeiten die Systeme
einander verdrängen, wie es nicht anders bei den Naturwissenschaften ist…”260 (DMS 14)
Transposing such a form of progress from the natural sciences, where, like Thomas Kuhn’s
paradigms, systems would always be replaced by new and better ones, is only possible on the
condition that “eine solche Forschung in der Richtung der Weiterentwicklung stets offen
259

“The usual view is that our present highly disagreeable reality is the only one in any way possible.”
(Nietzsche, 1997, p.118)
260
“Naturally, in the course of time, systems would continue to displace each other, just as they do in the natural
sciences…” (PS 178)
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bleibt; empirisches Wissen ist unabschließbar.”261 Musil makes it clear that such a view on
progress requires a belief in the progress of the sciences.
Musil would not follow the people who derived from Nietzsche an overly ‘perspectival’ or
‘relativist’ view on knowledge. Nor would he regard knowledge as a mere illusion or
romanticize anti-intellectualist calls for oblivion. Musil would defend the intellect against all
its skeptics, and he kept on defending a form of progress in the domain of knowledge, if it is
approached in the right way, namely by means of provisional systems which can always be
readjusted. In his critical article about Oswald Spengler, Musil critiques Spengler’s culturalist
view on knowledge, and remarks that laws can be found which are independent of any
culture, by pointing out that a monkey knows the principle of a lever as well:

Will man nicht annehmen, dass eine gemeinsame Kultur auch Affe,
Steinmensch, Archimedes und Panther verbindet, so bleibt wohl nichts anderes
übrig als ein gemeinsames Regulativ anzunehmen, das außerhalb der Subjekte liegt,
also eine Erfahrung, die der Erweiterung und Verfeinerung fähig sein könnte…262
(GE 844)

Musil did not want a particular society at some point in the future, to which history had to
direct itself as a straight line, but a critical ethos, which could open up the possibilities in the
present that were stuck in petrified formations. These possibilities could be experimentally
explored and readjusted to changing circumstances. Nevertheless, in this way, a form of
progress could be achieved, by treating all knowledge as provisional and open to
improvement. This requires an awareness of error in our knowledge and not to entrench our
knowledge as natural. Such a form of progress always has to be, and can only be, open-ended.
Now that I have clarified Musil’s utopianism, we can proceed to look at Musil’s relation to
the women’s movement as a particular case of his critical-utopianism applied to a specific
cause.
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“such research in the direction of further development will always remain open; empirical knowledge is never
definitive.” (id.)
262
“If we are not willing to assume that a common culture unites monkeys, Stone Age man, Archimedes, and the
panther, there is presumably nothing left but to assume that there is a common regulative principle that lies
outside the subject; in other words, an experience that is capable of being amplified and refined…” (PS 137)
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7. Musil’s attitude to the women’s movement in the light of his critical-utopian aspect.

So far, I have described Musil’s critical-utopian project in rather general terms, but many
concrete topics in Musil’s work could be better understood in the light of this criticalutopianism. One of the recurring themes that runs throughout Musil’s work is the changing
roles of women. His attitude towards the growing women’s movement in Vienna at the turn of
the century can now be clarified and serve as an example of his critical-utopian view applied
to a specific topic.
In the cultural texts of the late nineteenth, early twentieth century, femininity was a central
metaphor. I consciously use the word ’metaphor’ here, because the elaborate fantasies that
were spun around femininity had very little to do with the lives of actual women. Femininity
was used as a blank screen on which all kinds of grandiose fabulations were projected. The
rhetoric concerning the feminine followed two main trends. There was the trend to identify
the feminine with dangerous, irrational undercurrents threatening the rational order of society.
This paranoid attitude to the feminine was a consequence of the cultural phenomenon that
traditional male roles and ‘virility’ underwent drastic challenges263 (see Le Rider, 1993;
Schwartz, ed., 2010; Blom, 2008, amongst many others). Women were seen as threatening
dark forces that had to be kept in check. Some examples of this were the monstrous, female
creatures in Klimt’s paintings or the straight up misogynist writings of Otto Weininger. Next
to this paranoid attitude, there was also the trend rooted in German romanticism to equate
women with the divine, the ‘eternal feminine’; woman as a redeeming Goddess. This tradition
runs from Goethe’s mothers in Faust II to the divine woman-figure that Hermann Hesse’s
Demian sees hovering over the trenches at the end of the novel. The two poles that femininity
was inscribed in, were the threatening irrational and the idealized divine. In the terminology
adopted by Musil, these two poles are: what threatens the stability of a presumed natural order
and an idealized mystical fetish.
From the early short novels, to his plays or Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften, Musil’s work is
filled with female characters who no longer want to take up the role in society or in their
marriage they were supposed to play. The early novellas from Vereinigungen explore the
consciousness of women who embark on an extra-marital affair. In the play Vinzenz und die
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Agatha Schwartz writes: “The opening of the faculties of arts and medicine in Vienna (in 1897 and 1900
respectively) and Budapest (in 1895) led to women’s presence in the higher echelons of the medical profession.
Their better education also enabled them to be more present as writers, essayists, and journalists. This
“feminization” of culture contributed to a general feeling of insecurity that plagued many modern men… The
result was an upsurge of a sometimes virulent misogyny…” (in Schwartz, ed., 2010, p.3)
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Freundin bedeutender Männer, a parody of Wedekind’s Lulu, the main female character
Alpha refuses to be what men desire her to be:

Also, ich bin eine Anarchistin… Und diese, von diesen Männern gemachte
Welt soll ich ernst nehmen? Das wollen sie ja von mir; ich soll die Welt
respektieren! Da würde ich ja eher Sufragette werden!264 (VF 82)

The women in his novels are aware that society demands of them a very strictly defined
role and moral conduct. The only way for them to gain a certain prestige or position in society
is by taking up their role alongside a man with a good position. But the female characters in
Musil’s writings can no longer do so and they embark on an exploration of the difficulties and
possibilities that are opened up by abandoning their socially prescribed roles. Musil saw this
struggle against the constant formation of molds for women, as a crucial part of the new ethics
he wanted to develop. Society was undergoing fundamental changes in unforeseeable
directions, hampered by conservative moral codes and rigid norms. Musil was aware that
these changes were most apparent in the feminist movement and he hoped that women were
able to create new ways of living, freed from the forms desired by men. In a similar sense,
Musil never ceased to critique the normalizing of sexuality and the narrowing of the
possibilities of the erotic. In Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften, he mocks the proliferation of sex
manuals in his time, which were nothing else than manuals to keep people happily married:

Schon damals waren viele jener Bücher entstanden, die mit dem reinen Sinn
eines Turnlehrers von den „Umwälzungen im Geschlechtsleben“ sprechen und
den Menschen dazu verhelfen wollen, verheiratet und dennoch vergnügt zu sein.
In diesen Büchern hießen Mann und Frau nur noch „der männliche und der
weibliche Keimträger“ oder auch „die Geschlechtspartner“, und die Langweile,
die zwischen ihnen durch allerhand geistig-körperliche Abwechslung vertrieben
werden sollte, taufte man „das sexuelle Problem“.265 (MoE II 349)

264

“I’m an anarchist. … And now you ask me to take this world seriously, a world made by these men. That’s
what you’re asking me, that I should respect the world! Then I would much rather become a suffragette!”
(translation in Jonsson, 2000, 184)
265
“There was already at that time a spate of books that discussed the “sexual revolution” with the cleanmindedness of the gym-teacher, and who’s aim was to help people be happy though married. … In these books
man or wife were referred to only as ‘male and female procreators’, and the boredom they were supposed to
exorcize by all manner of mental and physical diversions was labeled ‘the sexual problem’.” (MwQ 958)
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What Musil describes here is a perfect example of the reified or petrified moral patterns
prevailing in society. Sexuality was reduced to a mechanistic process that had to fit into the
prevailing moral narratives. We have seen that Musil saw the moral guidelines, identity
patterns or life roles of his society as stuck in certain patterns people were incapable of getting
out of. The same patterns were dominating the views on what ‘masculinity’ and ‘femininity’
were supposed to be, and how both were supposed to interact.
The theme of androgyny that runs throughout the novel has to be seen as the
problematizing of stereotypical gender roles. When Ulrich and his sister first meet, they both
resemble a Pierrot-figure. They are startled to see each other like that, as if looking into a
mirror. There exists a photo of Musil with some friends, in which he is wearing a Pierrotcostume (Jonsson 2000, p.203). In the modernist art of the late nineteenth, early twentieth
century, Pierrot was a popular figure266. Coming out of the Italian commedia dell’arte, the
Pierrot or harlequin had a remarkably central place in modernist art, from Picasso to
Mallarmé. Why this sudden popularity of the Pierrot? Pierrot is a mercurial, ambivalent
creature. Being mute, he does not reveal his secret. Androgynous, sexless, and combining
melancholy with comedy, Pierrot is a figure that lacks a clear identity, an essence. Refusing a
clear meaning, kept secret by his muteness, he can be given a multitude of meanings. Pierrot
has been described as a figure of the refusal of fixed identity or clear gender roles; a
‘subjectivity degree zero’, to borrow Jonsson’s expression, or maybe better, an ambivalent,
open subjectivity. The figure of the Pierrot in modernist art is a disruption of fixed roles, a
destabilizing of the pictorial representation of the ‘masculine’ or the ‘feminine’.
In an article of 1927, Die Frau gestern und Morgen, in which Musil took up the defense of
the growing women’s movement in Vienna, Musil wrote: “Sie will überhaupt kein Ideal mehr
sein, sondern Ideale machen.”267 (FGM 101) This brief statement perfectly exemplifies what
it at stake in Musil’s utopianism. Musil did not want to create another normative ideal for
women, but he wanted to displace the reified role patterns in order to open up the possibility
for women to create new norms of their own. Musil’s aim, in line with the critical-utopian
project as I have described it, is not to impose yet another idealized role on women, but, by
critically engaging with the prevailing petrified moral norms and narratives on sexuality,
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Musil scholars who have written on the figure of Pierrot in Musil’s work are Stefan Jonsson (Jonsson, p.175177) and Jacques Kruithof (Kruithof, 1988, p.73-74).
267
“She no longer wants to be any ideal at all, but wants to make ideals.” (PS 213)
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masculinity or femininity, open up possibilities for women to create new and better norms,
that could be experimented with268.
A skeptical reader could easily see in the hysterical character of Clarisse, the lofty talk of
Diotima or the criminal-immoral inclinations of Agathe, the confirmation that Musil is simply
mirroring the typical clichés about women of that time269. Instead, what happens in Der Mann
ohne Eigenschaften is a very subtle play with, and displacement of, the prevailing narratives
on women. Diotmina, the Goddess-like woman who organizes the meetings of the parallel
campaign, likes to talk about the soul in the lofty manner of Maeterlinck. The name itself
refers to the grand idealized view on women, from Diotima in Plato’s Symposium to the
idealized woman in Holderlin’s Hyperion. But Musil stages the failure of this Goddess-like
figure, admired by everyone, guiding the debates like a wise, though somewhat archaic, queen
in her salon. To her confusion, Diotima’s plans fail. In the figure of Diotima, Musil
undermines the cliché imagery of the woman as divine goddess.
Clarisse, the woman who romanticizes Nietzschean Rausch, loses herself in irrational
spells, regarding Moosbrugger as an Übermensch-like savior. Her obsession with boundless
irrationality leads to her own madness. Through the character of Clarisse, Musil is doing a
displacement of stereotypical accounts on women as representing the irrational. Musil fuses
her ‘irrationality’ with a critique of the widespread abuse of Nietzsche’s work. Clarisse
regards Nietzsche as a prophet of irrational, Dionysian frenzy, ultimately romanticizing a
careless mass murderer as the Übermensch beyond good and evil. Neither Diotima nor
Clarisse are portraits of ‘femininity’, but a displacement of the stereotypical accounts of
femininity.
In the character of Clarisse, Musil critiqued the belief that the problems of modern times
could be solved by a romantic flight into the purely irrational, away from the rationality of the
sciences to a lofty realm of the soul. Clarisse is precisely what Nietzsche had critiqued as
people who were unscientific, in the passage quoted earlier: people who lose themselves in
one fanatical opinion, and who hold on to it all cost. Clarisse is a character who wants to
break with the norms she is supposed to embody, only to lose herself in a romanticized ideal
of the irrational. What she lacks is the capacity to be ‘scientific’, to readjust and modulate her
experiments, to admit to error, to allow for a constant renewal of one’s norms, instead of
268

Agatha Schwartz writes: “Just as in many other countries all over the Western world, women were
abandoning the role of ‘bearers of meaning’ for that of ‘makers of meaning’…” (in Schwartz, ed., 2010, p.2)
269
In what follows I will restrict myself to a few of these characters, Diotima, Clarisse and Agathe, as examples
of my argument. A complete assessment of all the female characters in Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften would
take up a dissertation in itself.
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fanatically remaining attached to one norm. Clarisse lacks the capacity for self-correction. In
the figure of Clarisse, Musil admits that the breaking away from the prevailing moral norms
and guidelines is not without danger, but could also lead to madness and self-destruction, if
not held in check by the critical aspect of ‘precision’, or an awareness that one’s beliefs are
provisional and partial.
The character Agathe is a figure who in many ways overcomes the problems of the female
characters in the first volume. She has left her influential and conservative husband Hagauer.
As a young girl she married a man who died shortly after. The resulting emotional confusion
made her marry Hagauer out of a form of self-punishment, because “sie es sich nicht vergönnt
glaubte, hohen Empfindungen Treue zu halten…”270 (MoE II 145) She remarks that in earlier
centuries people in her state would have joined a convent. She is the most ‘searching’ of all
the female characters in the novel. She has no answers, nor fixed opinions, nor some kind of
guru she admires, like Nietzsche for Clarisse. She does not adopt the opinions of others, but
problematizes the opinions of both Ulrich and Lindner. Even more, she shakes Lindner’s firm
stance and makes Ulrich feel as if he is losing all qualities, in the sense of fixed character
traits. Agathe is also the most removed from the activities of the parallel campaign. She does
not follow others, but seeks her own way, however difficult and hard (at a certain point she
considers committing suicide).
What I want to make clear here is the following: Musil did not attempt to ‘represent’ nor
describe femininity with the female characters in his novel. Instead, they are critical
displacements of the prevailing narratives concerning femininity. By breaking open the
stereotypical debates, fantasies and moral narratives spun around women, Musil wanted to
create the openness for women to create new ideals of their own and to experiment with them.
It is an attempt to break open the patterns constraining the lives of women, in order to create
the openness for women to explore new and different ways of living. As such it perfectly
exemplifies Musil’s critical-utopianism.

8. Concluding remarks:

In this chapter, I have argued that Musil’s utopianism cannot be reduced to the series of
utopian proposals formulated throughout Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften, nor to one particular
utopian proposal serving as the grand utopian conclusion of the novel. Instead, I proposed a
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“she believed she had not been granted the ability to keep faith with her lofty emotions.” (MwQ 821)
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more primary critical-utopian aspect of the novel. In this critical-utopian aspect, what matters
is the opening up of possibilities by the critical exploration of the prevailing restraints,
obstacles and limitations. Not the utopian proposals as such, but the possibility of formulating
such proposals and exploring their productive confrontation with our daily existence, is the
main utopian drive of the novel. By problematizing petrified viewpoints, new and better ways
to reconfigure reality become possible and open to critical experimentation. Here, the critical
and utopian belong to the same movement.
Musil’s utopianism is of a drastically different nature than utopianism aiming for one
specific ideal image of the future. Moreover, it is a form of utopianism which is inseparable
from a critical activity. This type of utopian spirit does not aim at one, prescriptive utopian
goal, but at freeing the possibility of further creative exploration. It does not aim for one
desired norm, but at the possibility of critically experimenting with new norms. In this sense,
“utopianism” loses many of the negative connotations the term is associated with, from
dangerous fanaticism to aspiring impossible ideals which end up in a hellish dystopia271.
In the Netherlands, such a negative evaluation of utopianism has been voiced by Hans
Achterhuis. In De erfenis van de utopie, he declared that the utopian spirit always ends in
rigid fanaticism, and furthermore, that in our times this utopian spirit has come to an end
(Achterhuis, 1998). In Utopie, written a few years later, Achterhuis revised his earlier, rather
one-sidedly negative, conclusion. Inspired by the utopian projects of the alterglobalist
movement, Achterhuis had to acknowledge that utopianism still has an important critical
function to fulfill, on the condition that the utopianism does not become a rigid fanaticism.
Instead of an inflexible blueprint, excluding deviating opinions, utopias can also be conceived
as scenarios or designs. Next to showing society that it could be different and better, utopias
also allow for the formation of critical and creative designs for possible futures. Achterhuis
ends his book with the conclusion that utopian narratives will not only remain present in the
twenty-first century, but also remain necessary (Achterhuis, 2006, p.71-72).
Andre Bernstein distinguishes Musil’s utopianism from the monolithic and dogmatic forms
of utopianism, which have the tendency to become despotic. It should not be confused with
“fictional accounts of an already achieved utopia (e.g. Thomas More) or theoretical/political
systems that claim already to know how to bring about a utopia… If the content of the path is
already available in the present, and if one assumes that a single model of utopia exists which
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It has become a commonplace to associate the utopian spirit with vicious, murderous regimes such as Pol
Pot’s Cambodia, turning their country into a mass-murdering prison-regime in the name of making the perfect
egalitarian society.
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is universally applicable, it is likely that the utopian impulse will turn despotic…” (Bernstein,
1994, p.105) Musil’s utopian exploration of possibilities always evokes utopian possibilities
in the plural, as Bernstein emphasized: “…here the plural term is crucial because it is never a
single utopia that is at issue, but the existence of multiple, alternative presents and futures…”
(id.)
The connection between literature, utopianism and reality, and the necessity of a critical
adjunct to the utopian spirit, has been explored by Thomas Osborne in relation to the writings
of Andrei Platonov. Rather than some non-existing place or some ideal society, Platonov’s
works are not so much an exposure of the dystopia which the Soviet-Union had become under
Stalin, but they “show us that actual existence is potentially utopian.” (Osborne, 2003a, p.128)
Osborne argues that Platonov’s utopianism is always accompanied by a critical skepticism,
which he calls a counter-utopian impulse. This is a not skepticism of utopianism as such, but a
critical judgment questioning any particular utopian content. From this Osborne concludes
that the “best” utopianists “may not be those who make rational projections extrapolated from
the present but the ironists and genealogists of ourselves: those who subject our nature to a
constant, even an unyielding, methodological skepticism. The ironist, the cynic may be the
friend of the utopian; precisely in so far as each would wish to hold the future open instead of
closing it off in some endogenous inevitability.” (id., p.129) Such a utopianism, accompanied
by a critical attitude and an open-ended relation to the future, is what we can find in Musil.
This utopianism regards inevitability or rigid goals as its enemy, because, as Osborne
remarks, “there is, anyway, no point in cultivating one’s utopian passions if one is sure of the
future.” (id.) Critically exploring better ways of organizing society and freeing up this
possibility from a petrified, inevitable course of history, makes the utopian text a distinctly
ethical project. It does not produce a moral judgment of the present, nor a rigid, legislative
program, but “a means of working upon ourselves and our critical relations to the future.” (id.,
p.130)
Finally, Osborne comes to the same conclusion as Achterhuis, that a critical-utopian spirit
will not only remain present in our times, but it will remain a necessity to counter a petrified,
common-sense view of society, and to counter prevailing, uncritical utopias, which present
themselves as the natural order, such as today’s neoliberal utopia: “…if the idea of utopia is in
crisis today this is not because we are at the end of history and utopia as such is dead; it is
rather that we lack the spirit of counter-utopia to wage war against those utopias that are so
dominant as to seem akin to common sense.” (id., p.131)
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Chapter 3: The function of the ‘pathological’ in Musil’s cultural critique.

Stefan Jonsson begins his review of Karl Corino’s biography of Musil in the following
way: “To read Robert Musil is to sense an approaching catastrophe. His narratives spiral
downward from the daylight of bourgeois conventions into the night of madness, the
negativity of disorder, criminality and war.” (Jonsson, 2004, p.131) It is a fact that readers
will not fail to have such an experience when reading Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften.
Characters seem to be sliding further into their own forms of madness. A society is presented
in which chaos, incomprehension and outlandish behavior reign. While in the first volume of
the novel there is a strange fascination with Moosbrugger, in the second volume Ulrich and
Agathe casually flirt with the most central moral fundament in society: the incest prohibition.
It comes as no surprise that the prevalence of transgressive behavior in Der Mann ohne
Eigenschaften has drawn much attention from critics and that some have accused Musil of an
obsession with the pathological.
The function, or maybe better, functions, of the pathological in Der Mann ohne
Eigenschaften is a crucial question concerning Musil’s work and, in my view, still
insufficiently documented. It is a central aspect of his work as a cultural critique. Moreover, I
believe that Musil’s use of the pathological is unique and original. It should not be conflated
with the ways Musil’s contemporaries made use of similar tropes in their art works. It is
widely known that Vienna at the turn of the century was not only an epicenter of artistic and
scientific innovations, but also of new theories of the human psyche and the treatment of
mental disorders.272 Long before Musil, artists had taken up the new theories of
psychopathology in their art works. It should be avoided to present the confluence of art and
theories of psychopathology as a homogenous affair273. Different trends can be discerned and
the manners in which accounts of pathology influenced art are strikingly diverse. Amongst
writers, the trope of madness or pathology to describe society had almost become a
commonplace, even before Musil started to write Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften. Musil’s
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Not only was it the birthplace of Freud’s psychoanalysis, but also the city of Krafft-Ebing’s groundbreaking
psychiatric classifications, innovative experimental psychology, or cutting-edge experiments with asylum and
sanatorium architecture such as the psychiatric complex ‘am Steinhof’ designed by Otto Wagner. When trying to
answer the question whether psychiatry was an influence on art or the other way around, most authors come to
the conclusion that the innovations in art and psychiatry were co-originary and the influence reciprocal. Good
works are the collections The mind of modernism; medicine, psychology and the cultural arts in Europe and
America, 1880-1940, edited by Mark S. Micale, and the catalogue Madness and modernity; mental illness and
the visual arts in Vienna 1900, edited by Gemma Blackshaw and Leslie Topp (Micale, ed., 2004; Blackshaw,
Topp, eds., 2009).
273
See the concluding remarks of this chapter for further examples.
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deployment of the pathological in his work deviates from the reasons other artists were
compelled to use the pathological in their art.
In this chapter, I would like to formulate the general features of what could be called the
Musilian theory of pathology. Even though Musil never explicitly wrote down a systematic
theory of the pathological or madness, his entire oeuvre is permeated with this theme. As I
will go on to show, the function of the pathological in Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften is not
singular, but works at multiple levels. These multiple functions can only be understood if they
are seen as part of Musil’s critical-utopian project, as I explored it in the previous chapters.
The notion of the pathological was so central in Musil’s work that it became a recurrent
source of criticism. While the manner in which artists were drawn towards psychopathology
was extremely diversified, critics often lumped Musil together with writers that by no means
were trying to do the same as him. The prevalence of pathological behavior in Der Mann ohne
Eigenschaften caused people to accuse him of the typical obsession with morbidity, reflecting
the decadence of wealthy and bored modern city dwellers. Again, this critique has been
paradigmatically formulated by Georg Lukács.
Lukács accused writers such as Musil of having an obsession with the pathological as a
goal in itself:

Bei Musil – und bei vielen anderen Schriftstellern der Gegenwart – wird also
das Pathologische zu einem Terminus ad quem der dichterischen Komposition…
Einerseits die Unbestimmtheit… Denn der Protest, denn die Flucht ins
Pathologische ausspricht, ist völlig abstrakt und leer, verurteilt die Wirklichkeit,
aus der geflohen wird, rein summarisch und allgemein, sagt mit dem Protest
nichts konkret Kritisches über diese aus.274 (Lukács, 1958, p.28)

In Lukács’ reading, the obsession with psychopathology of modernist writers was an
inadequate reaction to life under capitalism, which he finds exemplified in certain statements
from Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften:

Es ist unzweifelhaft eine positive Eigenschaft Robert Musils, dass er über die
Bedingungen und Folgen seiner schöpferischen Tätigkeit eine gewisse Bewusstheit
274

“With Musil – and with many other modernist writers – psychopathology became the goal, the terminus ad
quem, of their artistic intention. … There is first of all a lack of definition. The protest expressed by this flight
into psychopathology is an abstract gesture; its rejection of reality is wholesale and summary, containing no
concrete criticism.” (Lukács, 1995, p.196-197)
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besitzt. Er sagt z. B. über seinen Helden Ulrich einmal: ‘Man hat nur die Wahl,
diese niederträchtige Zeit mitzumachen (mit den Wölfen zu heulen) oder Neurotiker
zu werden.’ Damit wird das Problem der Rolle der Pathologie in der avantgardeistischen Literatur unserer Tage ernsthafter als im allgemeinen aufgegriffen.275
(id., p.27)

Lukács is aware that in different generations, psychopathology was given a new and
slightly different emphasis, but according to him it ultimately came down to the same: an
attempt to escape the dreariness of life under capitalism. While at first, the morbid and the
pathological served simply some kind of a stylistic or decorative function, it gradually became
an inadequate protest against capitalist society.
Lukács’ critique should not be quickly dismissed, but contains some valid and interesting
points that need to be clarified. Certainly, he lumps together artists and thinkers as diverse as
Musil, Beckett, Heidegger and Freud. But he accuses Musil specifically of doing an empty
critique; a critique which is so general and undefined that it cannot point to a clear alternative.
In Lukács’ view, Musil’s ‘alternative’ is mere eccentricity and nothing more. The wholesale
rejection of reality that he discerns in Musil’s writing will inevitably lead to the disintegration
of the personality, becoming ‘without qualities’, and give society a ghostly and nightmarish
character. Everything, both the self and society, slides into mad, incomprehensible chaos. For
Lukács, Musil’s interest in psychopathology is a failure in cultural understanding and critique.
It is no surprise that Lukács arrives at this interpretation, because the beginning of Der Mann
ohne Eigenschaften indeed describes a society in a state of hopeless chaos and confusion.
What Lukács fails to acknowledge is that the pathological in Musil’s work was part of a very
sharp analysis of his times and the search for ways to move beyond the prevailing crisis.
In 1992, psychologist Louis Sass wrote his classic study Madness and modernism, insanity
in the light of modern art, literature and thought, in which he attempts to show the eerie
resemblance between certain tendencies of modernist art and the symptoms of schizophrenia.
In this book, Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften features as a prominent example of his argument.
By juxtaposing modernist art with the art and writings of schizophrenic patients, he wants to
demonstrate presumed common traits: a detached and antagonistic attitude towards society, an
obsession with the form and sound of language over the meaning, dehumanization, alternating
275

“It is to the credit of Musil that he was quite conscious of the implications of his method. Of his hero Ulrich
he remarked: ‘One is faced with a simple choice: either one must run with the pack (when in Rome, do as the
Romans do); or one becomes a neurotic.’ Musil here introduces the problem, central to all modernist literature,
of the significance of psychopathology.” (id., p.196)
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between multiple perspectives… These traits display the same disintegration of the
personality and the ghostly character of society that Lukács already pointed out.
Although he is careful about making simple causal connections, Sass comes to the
conclusion that there must be some kind of a connection between modernist art, schizophrenia
and (post-)modern society, a claim for which he finds additional proof in the writings of poststructuralist philosophers such as Derrida. Modern society seems to have a fundamental
pathological, or pathogenic nature, creating a dangerous inclination towards schizophrenia
which he finds expressed in the popularity and influence of art works displaying schizoid
symptoms (Sass, 1992).276
Sass explicitly uses Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften as an example of the schizoid nature of
modernist art. He finds in its estrangement from the everyday world, its stubborn withdrawal
from the world (derealization), and its almost dreaming distance towards reality, a dangerous
frame of mind very akin to schizophrenia. Schizophrenia is for him a disease of
hyperrationality, of consciousness gone astray, and not a regression or a cognitive lack. For
Sass, Musil’s work mirrors a general, wider trend. He does not consider the possibility that an
artist such as Musil, who argued against the obsession with “chubby-cheeked” health in
German literature in his essay Das Unanständige und Kranke in der Kunst277, consciously
chose to use the pathological in his cultural critique as an attempt to overcome a certain
pathogenic condition, which I believe is the case.
The advantage of these critiques is that they help us to clarify more precisely the concerns
that need to be addressed. What precisely are the issues relating to what I have so far very
vaguely called the theme of the ‘pathological’ in Musil’s overall project, and that should be
clarified in this chapter? I believe that we are dealing here with three different, but closely
interconnected, concerns.
Firstly, I would like to answer the question in which sense Musil viewed his times as
pathological, or at least pathogenic, and thereby causing pathological behavior. What did he
276

It is remarkable that, while Sass claims to be careful with applying psychiatric categories to artists, he
nevertheless does not hesitate to assign psychiatric labels to dead artists in a rather blunt manner: “If one
considers the cultural significance of the works of actual schizophrenic individuals such as Hölderlin, Nijinsky,
and Artaud, and of probable near-schizophrenics such as Gérard de Nerval, Alfred Jarry, Raymond Roussel, and
August Strindberg, not to mention the more indirect influence of schizophrenic eccentrics like Jean-Pierre
Brisset and Louis Wolfson (who inspired various surrealists, poststructuralists, and postmodernists), it may not
seem absurd to attribute a degree of influence to this condition. … If one were to include markedly schizoid
persons like Baudelaire, Nietzsche, van Gogh, de Chirico, Dali, Wittgenstein, Kafka, and Beckett (whose own
central characters so often resemble schizophrenics), this thesis might even begin to seem rather plausible.”
(Sass, 1992, p.367) It is a mystery to me on which basis he lumps van Gogh and Kafka in the same category,
what relevance Beckett’s characters might have as a proof for Beckett’s mental health and on which clinical
basis Hölderlin is schizophrenic ‘proper’ while Nerval is ‘near-schizophrenic’.
277
The obscene and the pathological in art (PS 3-8)
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see as the prevailing pathology or pathologies of his time? This is not so much the classic
technique to use madness as a metaphor to describe the decline of the times. I believe that
Musil has an actual theory of pathology, a Musilian theory of pathology if you wish, which
runs throughout his writings. He describes a pathological condition that society was stuck in.
It is a concrete socio-political, ethical and epistemological diagnosis, and not just a literary
technique. Even though he never wrote a systematic theory of pathology, we can distill his
peculiar view on the pathology of the times from different important passages in his work. I
will argue that Musil wanted to find out why exactly people seemed so inclined to
pathological behavior, and how this condition could be overcome.
Secondly, Musil’s work provides a commentary and critique on the prevailing use of the
notion ‘pathology’ as a moral judgment disguised as a clinical assessment. The theme of
‘madness’ or ‘pathology’ was one of the most common rhetorical devices adopted by
conservatives to reject anything that did not fit into their ideology, a practice that found its
harrowing culmination point in the Nazi policies on Entartete Kunst. Especially in the
reactions to the case of Moosbrugger, Musil formulated an explicit critique of the inadequate
judgments of psychiatrists, psychoanalysts and judges, relying on outdated moral paradigms
to come to terms with the madness of Moosbrugger. This moral rhetoric of pathology, which
especially targeted modern art, further perpetuated the rigid moral climate which according to
Musil caused the pathogenic state of society.
Thirdly, the complex question should be answered whether the psychopathological, in a
broad sense, also has a more positive function in Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften. If Musil
wanted to overcome the prevailing pathology, then why is his novel filled to the brim with
behavior that would be commonly described as shocking, transgressive, criminal, insane or
monstrous? What function does it have in Musil’s overall critical-utopian project to develop a
new and better ethics? This aspect of Musil’s work will once again reveal a subtle influence
of Nietzsche.
These three concerns, which for the sake of clarity I present separately, will only appear as
closely intertwined, overlapping and inseparable in Musil’s writing. It should be clear to the
reader that the notion ‘pathological’ will have a different meaning in these three different
contexts. In the first context, it refers to a general condition which leads to behavior that
according to Musil could be called pathological in the proper sense. In the second context,
‘pathological’ is a rhetorical device, part of a conservative moral agenda. In the third context,
it refers to a diverse set of transgressive behavior. Only in the first case we are dealing with
pathology as such, while the other two cases refer to an inappropriate use of the notion
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‘pathology’. To clarify these complex issues, I will also have a closer look at Georges
Canguilhem’s important writings on pathology in an excursus and Musil’s objections to
Freudian psychoanalysis. By using the ways in which I have defined Musil’s critique and his
utopianism in the previous chapters, I can proceed to clarify these three concerns, which
together make up the central theme of the ‘pathological’ in Musil’s work.

1. The world as a madhouse: Musil’s implicit theory of pathology.

On March 30, 1913, Musil visited the Manicomio, a psychiatric institution in Rome,
together with Alice von Charlemont, his mentally unstable friend who served as the model for
Clarisse. What he saw there left a lifelong imprint on him. This experience, which he
described in vivid details in his notebook 7, will form the basis for his evaluations of society
in terms of pathology or madness. Many years later, Musil would incorporate his impressions
during this visit in the chapter Die Irren begrüssen Clarisse of Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften.
The striking observations he wrote down in his notebook seven were almost taken up literally
in this chapter, which shows that even after many years, Musil was still deeply impressed by
what he had seen.
The guided visit to the different wards of the mental facility is described by Musil with
great emphasis on the disturbing impact the inmates, and especially their contorted features
and wild physical gestures, made on the visitors. He describes people sitting on their beds:
“Die ganze Haltung schief, sitzen sie im Bett, den Unterkiefer vorgestreckt und hängend,
gewaltsame, malmende Bewegungen damit, wenn sie nach Worten ringen.”278 (FT 7, 24) He
writes about the agitated “Schreien und Schnattern wie wenn man sich einer Voliere
nähert.”279 (id.) The notebook entry culminates in a visit to a man in an isolation cell:

Ein nackter Mann steht in der Mitte des Raums. Er macht wie ein Pendel immer
die gleiche Bewegung, ein Herumwerfen des Oberkörpers nach der einen Seite,
etwas gesenkten Kopfes, und mit einer Fingerbewegung, bei rechtwinklig steif
abgebogenem, am Körper anliegendem Arm, als spielte er Mora. Dazu jedesmal ein
lauter Schrei, ‘Äh’, keuchend, mit kolossaler Anspannung der Atmungsmuskulatur
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“…their whole posture lopsided, lower jaw protrudes and hangs down, violent, chewing movements with it
whenever they struggle for words.” (D 159)
279
“cries and gibbering, as if one were approaching an aviary” (id.)
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hervorgestoßen. Ihm ist nicht zu helfen, man muss warten, bis er ermüdet. Das
dauert stundenlang.280 (FT 7, 28-29)

What strikes Musil the most is that the inmates seem to be caught up in wild, exhausting,
mannerisms and gestures, which they cannot stop from doing, even if this leads them to
nothing else but exhaustion and agitation. Their repetitive gestures, contortions, spasms,
reflexes, up to the point that it seems impossible to stop them, wear them out and leave them
physically and nervously broken. Yet, they compulsively make these gestures over and over
again, as if it is the only possible thing to do. The extreme emotional and physical expenditure
of these inmates seems to the visitor as absurd madness and self-tormenting.
Musil’s interest in physical details could mistakenly make the reader think that he is
interested in the expressive qualities of a psychiatric patient, in the way that Schiele or
Kokoschka were influenced by seeing pictures of contorted patients. Instead, he finds the
agitation of the inmates striking because he saw a similarity between their plight and the
condition society was in. Musil makes this link explicit in the essay from 1913, Politisches
Bekenntnis eines jungen Mannes, in which he repeats the description of the agitated naked
man once again. In this essay, he writes: “ Damit es nicht wie eine Pointe erscheint, sage ich
es gleich jetzt: so erschien mir alles, wie unsre Situation… Immer die eine Bewegung machte
er, ein Herumwerfen des Oberkörpers mit einem Ruck aller Muskeln und dazu immer den
gleichen Griff mit der einen Hand, als wollte er jemandem etwas erklären. Und schrie etwas,
das keiner verstand, immer das gleiche. Für ihn war wohl jenes bedeutungsvolle, das er
deutlich zu machen, der Welt ins Ohr zu hämmern hatte, für uns war es ein zerstossener
unförmiger Schrei.”281 (PBM 243) The frustrated, compulsive agitation, combined with the
total inadequacy and incomprehension, was for Musil a striking image of the present
condition of the world282.
280

“A naked man stands in the center of the room. …Repeatedly he makes the same movement, like a pendulum,
hurling his upper body just to one side, with head lowered a little and with a movement of the finger while his
arm is bent stiffly at a right-angle and held close to his body as if he were playing mora. Each time he does so, he
lets out a cry: “Ah!,” panting and expelling the sound with a colossal tensing of the pulmonary muscles. He is
beyond help; one has to wait until he tires. This lasts for hours.” (D 161)
281
“An hour ago, I visited a Roman madhouse… Everything looked to me like the situation we’re in. … In a cell
by himself a naked man was raging; we could hear his screams from far off. … He constantly repeated the same
motion, throwing his upper body around with a single jerk of his muscles, and at the same time always making
the same gesture with one hand as if he were trying to explain something to someone. Screaming something no
one understood, always the same thing. For him, it was probably the important point he had to make clear, had to
hammer into the ear of the world; for us it was pulverized, formless shouting.” (PS 36)
282
In a series of compelling works, Eric Santner has described a particular situation at the beginning of the
twentieth century. He describes a compulsive, somatic reaction (an irritation of the flesh, as he calls it) which is a
response to a situation in which one is addressed (by the Other, the law or history), but with an address one
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After the Manicomio, Musil made another visit, to the Santa Spirito hospital for people
with mortal infectious diseases. He visits rooms full of people suffering from typhoid, but the
strongest impact on Musil is made by a room full of people dying from tuberculosis. Walking
in a room full of people with mortal contagious diseases is of course enough to make a person
feel very uneasy and on edge, but, once again, it is the striking expression of the dying people
that Musil finds the most astonishing. The way he describes their expression is very relevant
here: “Sie sehn eigentlich aus wie Träumer. Wie Fanatiker einer unkenntlichen
Angelegenheit.”283 (FT 7, 35) They seem to be fanatically in the grip of something, but the
‘what’ or ‘why’ seems to be beyond understanding. The impression that would never leave
Musil from these two visits is people who fanatically seem to be in the grip of something,
whether emotional gestures or a conviction, which they will act out as if it the last thing they
must do. But to a spectator, it just seems incomprehensible and even absurd why they would
do such a thing284.
The events described in notebook 7 would leave a distinct formative impact on Musil for
the rest of his life. Not only does the visit with Alice recur many years later in Der Mann ohne
Eigenschaften, almost in exactly the same manner and sequence described in the notebook, it
also forms the blueprint for the way Musil will regard the madness or pathology of the times.
In Der deutsche Mensch als Symptom, Musil compares the chaotic sprawl of continuously
shifting opinions and theories to a madhouse (DMSN 20 46, PS 154). While the comparisons
with madness can be found throughout Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften, they occur in their
most explicit form in the final, climactic debates of Ins tausendjähriche Reich (die
Verbrecher), where Ulrich tries to define the pathology of the times.

cannot make sense of. Like Kafka’s protagonists, there was an interpellation of the law, but they found
themselves before the law without finding any meaning in it. According to Santner, this surplus will find a way
out in a somatic compulsion, which he calls undeadening, supported by fantasy: “The mind is left possessed or
haunted, under the ‘ban’ of something that profoundly matters without being a full-fledged thought or emotion,
that is, anything resembling an orientation in the world. … The dilemma of the Kafkan subject – exposure to a
surplus of validity over meaning – points, in other words, to the fundamental place of fantasy in human life.
Fantasy organizes or ‘binds’ this surplus into a schema, a distinctive ‘torsion’ or spin that colors/distorts the
shape of our universe, how the world is disclosed to us (Paul Celan spoke of the Neigungswinkel, the singular
angle of inclination, proper to a human existence). The paradox, however, is that this symptomatic torsion is
precisely what sustains our sense of the consistency of the world and our place in it…” (Santner, 2001, p. 39-40)
283
“They look, in fact, like dreamers. Like fanatical followers of the some impenetrable concern.” (D 164)
284
Elias Canetti, who lived in a room in Vienna with a view over the Steinhof complex, seemed to have
experienced a similar lifelong impact of seeing a psychiatric institution and its inmates. He also saw the inmates,
each seemingly in their own world, with their own one-sided obsessions and rigid mannerisms that they
compulsively insisted on, as an image of society in general. They were all stuck in their one-sided world which,
combined with all the others, led to nothing else but chaos and incomprehension. As opposed to this, Canetti
praised the capacity for transformation, to listen properly and to have more openness to other ways of living. But
as opposed to Musil’s ethical approach and his science-based critical ethos, Canetti sought salvation in a rather
dubious belief in the power of myths and the crowd (see Canetti, 1960 or Weyns, 2008).
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In the crucial chapter Ein Vergleich, the prominent members of the parallel campaign,
Ulrich, Leinsdorf, Stumm and Arnheim, are trying to formulate precisely why the times seem
to be utterly mad. For Leinsdorf, it seemed as if both the people and the institutions were in a
state of total unaccountability:

Da tauchten immer wieder Ideen auf, die man noch nicht kannte, erhitzten die
Leidenschaften und verschwanden nach Jahr und Tag wieder; da liefen die Leute
bald dem, bald jenem nach und fielen von einem Aberglauben in den andren; da
jubelten sie das eine Mal Seiner Majestät zu, und das andere Mal hielten sie
verabscheuungswürdige Brandreden im Parlament: aber herausgekommen war noch
nie etwas dabei!285 (MoE II 567)

But Leinsdorf goes further and draws a remarkable conclusion from this observation:

Wenn man das millionenfach verkleinern könnte und sozusagen auf die
Ausmaße eines Einzelkopfes bringen, so gäbe es darum genau das Bild der
Unberechenbarkeit,

Vergeßlichkeit,

Unwissenheit

und

eines

närrischen

Herumhopsens, das sich Graf Leinsdorf immer von einem Verrückten gemacht
hatte…286 (id.)

We can see here once again the image of madness as the wild expenditure of passions and
actions, but ultimately amounting to nothing constructive. It involves a huge amount of
frenzy, activity, emotions, passions, energy, but it all seems futile, inadequate and frustrating.
All this energy does not have a desirable impact. The times seem to reflect on a large scale
what would be called lunacy if this conduct was displayed by one, single person. This
impression of Leinsdorf is affirmed by Ulrich, but formulated more precisely:

Sie bemerken, dass die Welt sich heute nicht mehr an das erinnert, was sie
gestern gewollt hat, dass sie sich in Stimmungen befindet, die ohne zureichenden
285

“New ideas that one had not heard of before kept on popping up, arousing passions, and then vanished again
after running their course; people were always chasing after some leader or another, and stumbling from one
superstition to the next, cheering His Majesty one day and giving the most disgusting incendiary speeches in
Parliament the next, and none of it ever amounted to anything in the end!” (MwQ 1104)
286
“If this could be miniaturized by a factor of a million and reduced, as it were, to the dimensions of a single
head, the result would be precisely the image of the unaccountable, forgetful, ignorant conduct and the demented
hopping around that had always been Count Leinsdorf’s image of a lunatic…” (id.)
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Grund wechseln, dass sie ewig aufgeregt ist, dass sie nie zu einem Ergebnis kommt,
und wenn man sich das in einem einzigen Kopf vereinigt dächte, was so in den
Köpfen der Menschheit vorgeht, würde er wirklich unverkennbar eine ganze Reihe
von

bekannten

Ausfallserscheinungen

zeigen,

die

man

zur

geistigen

Minderwertigkeit rechnet…287 (MoE II 573)

General Stumm totally agrees and wonders what the name would be of such a mental
illness. To this question, Ulrich gives one of his enigmatic but sharp answers: “…das ist
sicher nicht das Bild einer bestimmten Geisteskrankheit; denn was einen Gesunden von einem
Geisteskranken unterscheidet, ist doch gerade, dass der Gesunde alle Geisteskrankheiten hat,
und der Geisteskranke nur eine!”288 (MoE II 574) Ulrich’s definition of a normal and a mad
person is remarkable to say the least, and while at first it sounds hyperbolic, it should be given
close consideration. Ulrich claims that all the traits that could be labeled as ‘mental illness’
are to a certain extent present in any mind, but mixed with other mental traits. It becomes a
mental illness proper when a person is stuck in one of those mental traits and this trait
dominates all the other possible traits. Every person might experience to a greater or lesser
extent such a thing as depression or mania, but it becomes pathological when this one trait
becomes dominant and all other mental traits are pushed aside by this one trait. Pathology is a
reduction: being stuck in a pattern that will block out the possibilities to move beyond the
obstacles a person is struggling with.
Reflecting the impressions that Musil acquired during his visit to the Manicomio, the
madness of the times is described as a certain psychological condition. Out of frustration and
incomprehension of modern society, people turn to a wild cacophony of acts, passions,
opinions, which are all equally inadequate to lead to resolutions or successful results. Because
they could not properly assess the situation, people acted out their frustration with wild,
emotional gestures. Ulrich calls this state a ‘mental insufficiency’; a constant noisy uproar of
passions, which never manages to resolve anything, like the yelling and gesticulating inmates
in the asylum, wasting their energy on acts that just perpetuate their agitation.
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“You notice that the world no longer remembers today what it wanted yesterday, that its mood keeps
changing for no perceptible reason, that it’s in a constant uproar and never resolves anything, and if we imagined
all this chaos of humanity brought together in a single head, we’d have a really unmistakable case of
recognizable pathological symptoms that one would count as mental insufficiency…” (MwQ 1108-1109) The
view that what would be regarded as insane behavior in an individual is not recognized as madness at the level of
society, frequently recurs in Musil’s work.
288
“It’s surely not the description of any specific disease; the difference between a normal person and an insane
one is precisely that the normal person has all the diseases of the mind, while the madman has only one!” (MwQ
1109)
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This idea of pathology as a ‘mental insufficiency’ or as an inadequacy is further developed
in Musil’s address Uber die Dummheit. The passages we have been looking at cover the entire
span of Musil’s career. From the early essay on the obscene and pathological in art, over Der
Mann ohne Eigenschaften, to his very last public address, Musil kept on developing his ideas
of the pathological state of society and how to overcome it. Beginning his public address with
an exploration of stupidity, after some time he turns to examples coming from psychology or
psychiatry. What Musil calls the stupidity of the present, which became an institutional
stupidity, gets translated into a pathology of the present society.
The institutional stupidity is a state of ‘mental insufficiency’ or imbalance, which people
cannot move beyond. The attitude of emotionally crying out “how stupid!” is the most
inadequate and imprecise form of judgment. It wants to object to something, but it does not
know how to crystallize a proper judgment, how to assess precisely what one finds
objectionable so that it leads to adequate purposive behavior. Such a reaction indicates an
incapacity, an insufficiency, for which the person wants to compensate with blind frustration,
resentment and inadequate emotions. As Musil writes:

Diese Handlungsweise hat die Form völliger Verwirrung, sie ist planlos und
scheinbar von der Vernunft wie von jedem rettenden Instinkt verlassen; aber ihr
unbewußter Plan ist der, die Qualität der Handlungen durch deren Zahl zu ersetzen,
und ihre nicht geringe List beruht auf der Wahrscheinlichkeit, dass sich unter
hundert blinden Versuchen, die Nieten sind, auch ein Treffer findet.289 (UD 32-33)

Musil compares this reaction to a sweeping shoot-out, or throwing a hand grenade, hoping
that a stray bullet or shrapnel might accidentally be effective in eliminating the cause of
unease.
The phrase I just quoted talks about being “bereft of reason and every other saving
instinct”. Nevertheless, a lot of cunning could be involved. Musil never ceases to
problematize the all-too-easy distinctions between reason and the feelings. Both are needed,
but somehow in a proportion. The type of panic condition that Musil describes as the
prevailing attitude of his times is characterized by a large quantity of inadequate emotions and
a type of cunning that is completely inadequate to assess the situation and hence to lead to
289

“This kind of action takes the form of total confusion: it has no plan, and is apparently bereft of reason and
every other saving instinct; but its unconscious plan is to replace quality of action with quantity, and its not
inconsiderable cunning rests on the probability that among a hundred blind attempts that are washouts there is
one that will hit the target.” (PS 279)
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appropriate actions. This often leads to mindless destruction that mistakenly passes for sound
actions. While such actions do not resolve anything, adequate behavior is nowhere to be
found. The striking example that Musil uses as this type of behavior is flinging a book to the
ground “als ließen sie sich so entgiften.”290 (UD 34) Public book burnings had already taken
place, with Musil’s works on the black list, rousing in people exactly this type of blind
destructive emotion which gives the false feeling that ‘sound actions’ are being done. This
type of behavior “ist nicht sowohl ein Mangel an Intelligenz als vielmehr deren Versagen aus
dem Grunde, dass sie sich Leistungen anmaßt, die ihr nicht zustehen.”291 (UD 34)
In these passages, which we must read very closely, Musil intertwines his argument about
the stupidity of the times with his view on pathology as an imbalance. He writes that such
stupid behavior as he has described it could be brought about by every mind “die ein nicht im
Gleichgewicht befindliches, verwachsenes, ungleich bewegliches, kurz, ein jedes Gemüt
verursacht, das von der Gesundheit abweicht.”292 (UD 41-42) Musil defines ‘health’ here
implicitly as a proper combination of reason and feelings, which leads to adequate,
appropriate behavior. It is a balanced mindset, capable of overcoming obstacles and problems,
but also cautious and aware of the possibility of error.
Musil explicitly sees this pathological imbalance as the disease of his times:

Weil es keine ‘genormten‘ Gemüter gibt, drückt sich, richtiger gesagt, in dieser
Abweichung ein ungenügendes Zusammenspiel zwischen den Einseitigkeiten des
Gefühls und einem Verstand aus, der zu ihrer Zügelung nicht hinreicht. Diese
höhere Dummheit ist die eigentliche Bildungskrankheit (aber um einem
Mißverständnis entgegenzutreten: sie bedeutet Unbildung, Fehlbildung, falsch
zustande gekommene Bildung,…), und sie zu beschreiben, ist beinahe eine
unendliche Aufgabe.293 (UD 42)

While he does not want to compare it to a specific category of mental illness, it is
nevertheless a dangerous disease: “Die damit angesprochene Dummheit ist keine
290

“as if their poison could in that way be neutralized.” (PS 280)
“is not so much a lack of intelligence as failure of intelligence, for the reason that it presumes to
accomplishments to which it has no right.” (PS 283)
292
“that is not in balance, that is misshapen and erratically active; in short, every mind that deviates from
health.” (PS 283)
293
“…because there are no ‘normalized’ minds, this deviation expresses an insufficient play of harmony between
the one-sidedness of feeling and a reason that is not strong enough to hold it in check. This higher stupidity is the
real disease of the culture (but to forestall misunderstanding: it is a sign of nonculture, of misculture, of culture
that has come about in the wrong way,…), and to describe it is an almost infinite task.” (PS 283-284)
291
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Geisteskrankheit, und doch ist sie die lebensgefährlichste, die dem Leben selbst gefährliche
Krankheit des Geistes.”294 (UD 42)
It is by no means Musil’s aim to pretend that there is such a thing as a constantly sane and
healthy, ‘balanced’ mind. That would be a trap he does not fall into. Finding such a balanced
mind is only possible when one becomes aware of the error that is inherent in all behavior and
thought. When temporary, leading to readjustment, such error is productive and important. If
it is not acknowledged and becomes institutional, it becomes pathological and dangerous295:

…jeder von uns also, wenn schon nicht immer, so doch von Zeit zu Zeit dumm
ist. Es ist darum auch zu unterscheiden zwischen Versagen und Unfähigkeit,
gelegentlicher oder funktioneller und beständiger oder konstitutioneller Dummheit,
zwischen Irrtum und Unverstand. Es gehört das zum wichtigsten, weil die
Bedingungen des Lebens heute so sind, so unübersichtlich, so schwer, so verwirrt,
dass aus den gelegentlichen Dummheiten der einzelnen leicht eine konstitutionelle
der Allgemeinheit werden kann.296 (UD 44)

Musil does not try to counter this stupid or pathological behavior with the illusion that a
fully ‘normal’, balanced, always reasonable and adequate person exists. This would be falling
into the rhetoric of moral mythology, upholding an idealized image that could never be
attained. He sharply remarks that psychiatry and psychology are often concerned with the
incapacity of a person to find him- or herself in life, of facing unexpected challenges, of not
being able to arrive at a sound and efficient reaction to a given situation. But while ‘soundness
and efficiency’ might be somewhat clear enough in a psychological experiment, or in a
laboratory observing apes, what ‘sound and efficient’ responses are in real life is not
294

“The stupidity this addresses is no mental illness, yet it is most lethal; a dangerous disease of the mind that
endangers life itself.” (PS 284)
295
In this context, it is interesting to point out Nietzsche’s description of the Apollonian in Die Geburt der
Tragödie. The Apollonian produces pleasing representations, but the Greeks were well aware that these were
only semblances or shadow-play. The fact that they were semblances did not diminish their worth, on the
contrary. Nietzsche writes that it would be pathological to regard these semblances as being real: “Aber auch
jene zarte Linie, die das Traumbild nicht überschreiten darf, um nicht pathologisch zu wirken, widrigenfalls der
Schein als plumpe Wirklichkeit uns betrügen würde – darf nicht im Bilde des Apollo fehlen…“ (Nietzsche,
1972a, p.24) “But the image of Apollo must also contain that delicate line which the dream-image may not
overstep if its effect is not to become pathological, so that, in the worst case, the semblance would deceive us as
if it were crude reality…” (Nietzsche, 1999, p.16)
296
“…each of us is, if not always, at least from time to time, stupid. So a distinction must be made between
failing and incapacity, between occasional, or functional, and permanent, or constitutional, stupidity, between
error and unreason. This is most important because of the way the conditions of life are today: so unintelligible,
so difficult, so confused, that the occasional stupidities of the individual can easily lead to a constitutional
stupidity of the body politic.” (PS 284-285)
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something immediately clear and unambiguous. A modest awareness of error, of the margin
of error of one’s actions, is what Musil prescribes at the end of the essay as a cure for the
ailments of his time. A proper balance between reason and the feelings leading to adequate
responses is not something that must be presumed or taken for granted, but a search which
never ends, and which will, in moments, inevitably fail. In the following passage Musil once
again shows that, contrary to what Lukács claims, a flight into subjectivism is not his aim, but
that completely objective, adequate behavior is an illusion as well: “…so lächerlich die
unbeschwerte Subjektivität ist, so lebens-, ja denkunmöglich ist natürlich ein völlig objektives
Verhalten”297 (UD 44) Finding this balance is a task that one will have to seek over and over
again, as the prime challenge of the times, and it is this challenge that Musil took up in Der
Mann ohne Eigenschaften. In this search, error and hypothesis are crucial notions, and this is
often misunderstood by the scholars who pronounce harsh judgments about the ‘failure’ of
Musil’s novel or his utopian proposals.
Musil ends this section of his incredibly rich public address with a remark to those who
might object that one cannot transpose clinical observations to society as a whole just like
that. He is fully aware that a seamless transposition of individual traits to a society is not
scientifically sound:

Man kann zwar, was psychologisch-real im Individuum vor sich geht, nicht auf
Sozietäten übertragen, also auch nicht Geisteskrankheiten und Dummheit, aber man
dürfte heute vielfach von einer »sozialen Imitation geistiger Defekte« sprechen
können; die Beispiele dafür sind recht aufdringlich.298 (UD 44-45)

While Musil is aware that it would be inappropriate to directly apply clinical concepts to
society, and he systematically avoids using specific diagnostic labels, he still discerns an
imitation of mental defects at the level of society.
Let me try to summarize from these passages, spanning from the very beginning to the
very end of his career, a Musilian theory of pathology. Musil regards the ‘pathological’ as an
incapacity, a mental insufficiency, which blocks people from assessing a situation adequately
and from having an appropriate response to that situation. This incapacity should be seen as
297

“…as ridiculous as unrestrained subjectivity is, completely objective behavior is of course unthinkable, in
both life and thought: how to balance them is indeed one of the major difficulties facing our culture.” (PS 284)
298
“Of course, one cannot transpose to whole societies what happens psychologically in a real sense in the
individual, and this includes mental illnesses and stupidity, but still one might speak repeatedly today of a “social
imitation of mental defects”; the examples are pretty blatant.” (PS 285)
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an imbalance between the intellect and the feelings. Certain problematic traits are to a certain
extent present in all of us, but they become pathological when one of them becomes
prominent and overbearing, dominating the behavior of the person so that he or she cannot do
anything else. This leads to a huge amount of emotional frenzy and desperate, destructive and
compulsive behavior, which is totally inadequate. This is what Musil saw as the pathology of
his times. People were incapable, because they relied on outdated moral models and an
improper balance of the intellect and the feelings, of assessing their times properly and of
developing fruitful and adequate reactions. They could not develop a more flexible attitude
which could adapt itself to the rapid changes of modern life299.
This idea of being stuck and acting out one’s frustration by an excess of frenzy is an image
that recurs in many different ways in Musil’s work. One rather bizarre form of this image is
Musil’s fascination with flies being stuck to flypaper, which he turned into one of the entries
in Nachlass zu Lebzeiten300. What seems like nothing more than a morbid observation, flies
making a lot of desperate gestures which only wraps them more into the sticky flypaper, is
actually an image of what Musil saw as problematic with his times.
To phrase it in more general terms, pathology in Musil’s view is being stuck in one pattern,
which blocks a person from developing other, more creative and effective, ways of seeing,
responding and acting. Remaining stuck in one moral pattern or an imbalanced mental state is
what causes a lot of useless energetic motion, but hampers the development of a more
balanced and precise comportment. It is this incapacity to develop other and better attitudes or
ethical norms, to move beyond a present impasse, which makes it pathological. Before we
move on to other aspects of the pathological in Musil’s work, I would like to do a brief
excursus to clarify the use of certain notions which will be important in this chapter. One of
the most important and influential theorists of normality and pathology in the twentieth
century was Georges Canguilhem. In his classic work The normal and the pathological, he
traces the use of notions such as pathology, health and normativity in the life sciences.
Exposing certain problems with the use of these terms, he also proceeds to rethink these
notions in a way that will be useful to clarify similar concerns in the work of Musil.

299

Friedrich Bringazi has written a study of Musil’s view that the prevailing nationalism was a form of
pathology. He writes that a part of a Musilian therapy would be the opening up of borders (Bringazi, 1998,
p.581).
300
Das Fliegenpapier (NL I. Bilder 15-18, PP 3-5). The same image can be found in Der Mann ohne
Eigenschaften (MoE I 205-206, MwQ 137)
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Excursus: Pathology, normativity and the law in the theories of Georges Canguilhem

Georges Canguilhem’s The normal and the pathological (Le normal et le pathologique)
was originally written in 1943 (while Canguilhem was active in the French resistance) and
republished in a new and expanded version in 1966. Canguilhem was hugely influential on
French post-war intellectual life, and this influence is sometimes not sufficiently
acknowledged.301 Canguilhem was first and foremost an epistemologist, concerned with the
use of concepts in medicine and biology. He systematically, precisely and critically traced the
evolutions in the use of important terms such as pathology, health, norm, anomaly, normality
or abnormality in the life sciences. In doing so, he came to important reconsiderations of the
notions of health and pathology.
Central in his view is what he calls the normativity of life. Life is normative in the sense
that it constantly creates and establishes new vital norms and it is precisely this aspect which
defines ‘health’ for Canguilhem: “Health is a way of tackling existence as one feels that one is
not only possessor or bearer but also, if necessary, creator of value, establisher of vital
norms.” (Canguilhem, 1989, p. 201) Living beings cannot be indifferent to their living
conditions and the capacity to create new and better norms is an important aspect of all living
forms to overcome obstacles or cope with changes in their environment. An anomaly or a
mutation in nature is not so much abnormal, but the possible establishment of a new norm.
New formations in nature can be formative of new and better adapted species, and are not
‘pathological’ merely because they deviate from what used to be the norm. Mutations in
nature can be a necessary prerequisite for survival. A mutation such as the appearance of
black butterflies in heavily industrialized areas in England is not ‘abnormal’ because that
implies an evaluation according to certain existing norms. Here, it is the establishing of a new
vital norm. Diversity and change are not a problem, but a necessities of life.
Canguilhem comes to the conclusion that a person who is sick is someone who can only
admit to one norm. Health is the possibility of creating new and different vital norms. It
contains the possibility of becoming ill and overcoming it, which is not the restoration of the
old, previous norm, but the achievement of a new vital norm: “What characterizes health is
the possibility of transcending the norm, which defines the momentary normal, the possibility
of tolerating infractions of the habitual norm and instituting new norms in new situations…
301

He was the thesis supervisor of Foucault and thinkers such as Deleuze or Derrida followed his course. In a
tribute article, Foucault claims that most of the theoretical developments in France that attract so much attention
(from the theories of Althusser to Bourdieu) cannot be understood without looking at the influence of
Canguilhem. (Foucault, 1994, p.6-7)
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Health is a margin of tolerance for the inconsistencies of the environment.” (id., p. 196-197)
Health is the confirmation of the seemingly boundless capacity of life to create new vital
norms and to overcome rigidity and obstacles. Conversely, pathological is the state in which
one remains stuck in one norm and cannot transcend that norm. The ‘normal’ is never a static
notion, which is what the Nazi policy on Gleichschaltung implies, but “a dynamic and
polemical concept” (id., p. 239).
With his theory of normativity, Canguilhem moves beyond regarding the norm as the
average or the habitual situation. To be normative does not so much mean evaluating a
phenomenon according to a pre-established norm, but to be normative means in the first place
the capacity to establish new norms: “Normative, in philosophy, means every judgment which
evaluates or qualifies a fact in relation to a norm, but this mode of judgment is essentially
subordinate to that which establishes norms. Normative, in the fullest sense of the word, is
that which establishes norms.” (id., p.126-127) Canguilhem remarks that a disease or a
pathology is also a norm, but an inferior one in the sense that it blocks its own capacity to
renewal: “…the pathological or abnormal state does not consist in the absence of every norm.
Disease is still a norm of life but it is an inferior norm in the sense that it tolerates no
deviation from the conditions in which it is valid, incapable as it is of changing itself into
another norm.” (id. p.183) The pathological is also a norm, or even a form of normality, but
one which is too rigid and out to retain the current, inadequate, norm at all costs. Such a rigid
state will perpetuate suffering, ‘pathos’.
Canguilhem makes the distinction between repulsive and propulsive norms. As Peter Trnka
clarifies:

Accordingly, he distinguishes between two forms of life or two evaluative
conceptions of adaptation and health. The first consists of propulsive values which
attain a normal state (a constant or stable situation) only to exercise their normative
function anew, and so depart from the previously achieved equilibrium in search of
another. The second mode consists of repulsive values, which are not truly
normative though they are stabilizing or normality-seeking; i.e., the being that
strives entirely for equilibrium and is unwilling to give it up once it is attained
relinquishes the process of generating values in favor of a permanent normality and
by doing so turns pathological. (Trnka, 2003, p.431-432)
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The latter takes rules and norms to be pre-given, while the former sees it as the task of a
living organism to establish new rules and norms given changing living conditions and
obstacles. Health or pathology, for Canguilhem, are completely relative to a given
environment, but the pathological is to remain attached to a repulsive norm, refusing to
establish new rules and norms: “Pathological constants have a repulsive and strictly
conservative value” (Canguilhem, 1989, p.228)
It is important to elaborate a bit more on the relation between norms and rules, or norms
and the law. As I will go on to show, Musil’s exploration of the pathology of society will be
accompanied by a critique of the rigidity and inadequacy of the law, especially concerning
moral issues. For Canguilhem, normativity, the capacity to establish new norms, comes out of
an infraction of a rule. As Trnka writes: “Irregularity, for Canguilhem, is a constitutive
condition of rules. The regulative ideal, the norm, or the rule is derivative of an experience of
an obstacle.” (Trnka, 2003, p.430) Or as Canguilhem writes: “It is not just the exception
which proves the rule as rule, it is the infraction which provides it with the occasion to be rule
by making rules. In this sense the infraction is not the origin of rules but the origin of
regulation. It is in the nature of the normative that its beginning lies in its infraction.”
(Canhuilhem, 1989, p.242) This leads to a rather counter-intuitive reversal, where a certain
stable order or a regulated situation is not first, but the infraction of the rule: “Consequently, it
is not paradoxical to say that the abnormal, while logically second, is existentially first.” (id.,
p.243) This poses a problem for the law, which per definition tries to retain a certain situation,
a permanent state of normality, condemning infringements upon it302. Virginia Woolf has
once observed that the law is always on the side of the normal (Woolf, 2008, p.109) It seems
that the law, if it is conceived as overly rigid and inflexible, would enhance a pathological
state. It was a crucial part of Musil’s critique that the law concerning moral issues, with its
rigid conservative tendency, was doing just this: making the pathology of the times worse.
Canguilhem goes even further. Nietzsche had remarked that the worse forms of disease
come out of the struggle against disease.303 In a similar sense, we can now understand why
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Robert Esposito has developed a compelling argument claiming that the community and the law are always at
odds with each other. Esposito defines community or common life as “what breaks the identity-making
boundaries of individuals, exposing them to alteration – and thus potential conflict – from others.” (Esposito,
2011, p.22) The law, on the other hand, is part of the immune system of every society, protecting the stability of
a community against disruption and dissolution. But in this sense, the law is trying to ban out precisely what is
constitutive of a community: “By protecting it from the risk of expropriation – expropriation being community’s
most intrinsic, natural inclination – law empties community of its core meaning.” (id.)
303
“…die grösste Krankheit der Menschen ist aus der Bekämpfung ihrer Krankheiten entstanden…“ (Nietzsche,
1971, p.52);“…the worst sickness of mankind originated in the way in which they have combated their
sickness…“ (Nietzsche, 1997, p.33)
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Canguilhem wrote that the worst forms of pathology come out of the struggle against
pathology: “…one is obliged to remind medical consciousness that to dream of absolute
remedies is often to dream of remedies which are worse than the illness.” (Canguilhem, 1989,
p.281) He is skeptical of all attempts to ban out all error and abnormality from mankind,
because this would rob mankind of the conditions to create new and better norms. Imposing a
rigid form of normality on mankind, for example though genetic engineering (Canguilhem
talks about the “gene police”), would lead to the ultimate pathology. Total stability would be
total pathology because it blocks out all possibility for infraction and renewal.
After having traced the complexities around the use of these terms in biology and
medicine, Canguilhem later in his life explored the possibilities of transposing his findings to
the social realm. There is one very important difference between normativity in biology or
medicine and in the social realm, according to Canguilhem, and this is the problem of finality,
a distinction which is very relevant to the differences between Musil and Lukács we saw in
the previous chapter. In the case of organic disease, it is relatively clear for doctors what goal
to aim for, but there is no such thing in the case of the social realm. The norm in organic
disease is provided by the organism itself, and as Canguilhem writes, doctors are not
concerned with producing a new kind of man (id., p.258). Yet, in the case of social or political
issues, the finality of certain norms is much less clearly defined or self-evident: “If social
norms could be perceived as clearly as organic norms, men would be mad not to conform to
them. As men are not mad and as there are no Wise Men, social norms are to be invented and
not observed.” (id., p. 259) As opposed to Lukács, Canguilhem did not believe in any form of
teleological necessity or a clear finality in the realm of the social. Both Canguilhem and Musil
emphasized the importance of normative creativity, the capacity inherent in life to create new
and better norms as the best way to come to terms with changing situations and contexts, and
not one particular normative finality that had to replace the old prevailing norm. The capacity
for continuous normative renewal had to be freed from the attempts to entrench one particular
norm.
In another context, Canguilhem transposed his view to modernity in general. He sees it as a
central feature of modernity that all norms will constantly be renewed. Trying to counter-act
this trend by clinging on to old norms is a mistake: “The expectation that today’s
understandings will be transcended is a normal feature of the modern mentality. Hence there
is no remedy for modernity’s ills in merely returning to old norms. The only true remedy lies
in the invention of new norms. … Normativity is inherent in the kinds of change that brought
modernity to consciousness.” (Canguilhem, 1994, p.369)
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As I have explained in the previous chapter, the utopianism of Musil does not lie in the
dream of one specific presumed social paradise, but in the freeing of the conditions of
possibility for moral, conceptual or normative creativity and the readjustment of the
constraints of reified molds. It is in this sense that we have to read the statement that Musil
wrote in his early essay from 1911, that art “erweitert ihr Wissen vom Anständigen und
Gesunden.”304 (UKK 306) It is not the restoration or confirmation of one particular norm of
morality or health, but art explores the formation of new and different norms, which is
precisely the definition of health according to Canguilhem305. For Canguilhem, a future which
is already known would close out all reflection: “If there were a perfect, finished finality, a
complete system of relations of organic agreement, the very concept of finality would have no
meaning as a concept, as a plan and model for thinking about life, for the simple reason that
there would be no grounds for thought, no grounds for thinking in the absence of all disparity
between possible organization and real organization.” (Canguilhem, 1989, p.281)
Both Canguilhem and Musil wanted to emphasize the importance of taking error into
account. Canguilhem saw error and the subsequent readjustment as crucial in the formation of
new norms. Musil ended his address on stupidity with the following programmatic statement:
“Handle, so gut du kannst und so schlecht du musst, und bleibe dir dabei der Fehlergrenzen
deines Handelns bewusst!”306 (UD 48) Instead of naturalizing norms or taking them for
granted, a sense of error allows for readjustment and new possible reconfigurations.
But if Canguilhem, and Musil, plead for an open-ended experimentation with norms, is
there not the danger that we end up with a random, or even nihilistic, mess in which one
continuously changes norms? Is this not a universe or society in which nothing really has any
lasting value, in which ‘anything goes’ and people can freely shop between norms?
Canguilhem’s and Musil’s view should be strictly distinguished from such a society. To ward
off such a danger of total valueless, Canguilhem pleads for what he calls normative judgment.
Norms have to be put to the test, to test their value given certain challenges:
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“…art expands its knowledge of the decent and the healthy.” (PS 6)
Canguilhem was the pupil of the most known French epistemologist: Gaston Bachelard. Already in
Bachelard, we can find the intertwinement of a theory of knowledge with a view on health. In The formation of
the scientific mind (La formation de l'esprit scientifique: contribution à une psychanalyse de la connaissance
objective), a book about the obstacles to the formation of a proper scientific attitude, Bachelard emphasized the
importance of constant renewal and transformation: “Through the mental revolutions that scientific invention
requires, humankind becomes a mutating species, or to put it better still, a species that needs to mutate, that
suffers if it does not change.” (Bachelard, 2002, p.26) Here as well, remaining stuck in one rigid norm is seen as
pathological, a source of suffering, and transformation or the need for new norms is a necessity.
306
“Act as well as you can and as badly as you must, but in doing so remain aware of the margin error of your
actions.” (PS 286)
305
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Time cannot settle the question of what a person’s or a society’s norms ought to
be… Norms and values are tested by situations calling for normative invention. One
can respond to a challenge either by seeking refuge or exercising creative ingenuity;
often the two responses seem deceptively similar. Yet, there is one sure criterion for
identifying creativity: a willingness to put norms to the test, to ascertain their value
fairly and without trying to make them seem artificially normal. (Canguilhem,
1994, p.369-370)

Canguilhem’s view on health and pathology can be summarized as follows: health is the
capacity to create new vital norms and overcome obstacles, while pathology or sickness is
not being able to move beyond one norm. While Canguilhem developed this view by
researching biology and medicine, a very similar view, but transposed to the realm of morality
and ethics, is developed by Musil. Pathological is being stuck in an inadequate moral norm,
and health can be defined as the capacity to create new and better ethical norms. In this view,
a society fiercely trying to maintain a rigid moral order will be a pathogenic society and it is
this that Musil exposes307.

2. Pathology and moral rigidity: how the struggle against pathology leads to the worst kind
of pathology.

What Nietzsche meant when he wrote that the biggest disease comes out of the struggle
against disease, or Canguilhem when he wrote that the worst forms of pathology come out of
the struggle against pathology, will be made clear in this section. I have already clarified that
for Musil, and for Canguilhem many years later, pathological is remaining stuck in one norm;
it is the state of incapacity to establish new and better norms given changes and obstacles in
one’s living environment. In this sense, the conservatives trying to ward off the changes of
modern society by clinging to a rigid moral order were creating a truly pathogenic climate,
which ultimately culminates in the excesses of the Nazi regime. Moreover, in their attempts to
conserve a rigid moral order, they fully want to adopt clinical jargon by denouncing all
behavior, and especially art, which forms a threat to their moral order as pathological. The
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Guillaume Le Blanc has written a book on norms and normality which is inspired by the work of Canguilhem.
The book ends with a brief section in which Le Blanc pleads for a “new man without qualities” (Le Blanc, 2007,
p.189-190). He points at Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften as a way to avoid the excesses caused by an overly rigid
form of normality.
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label of ‘pathological’ in this context is nothing more than a moralizing tool used by people
who want to present a contingent moral order as the natural, healthy order.
One can call something ‘pathological’ on the basis of an intrinsic norm. For example, a
person finds his or her addiction to eating problematic and they seek professional help. In this
case the assessment and the request come from the person him- or herself. More commonly,
‘pathological’ is used on the basis of an extrinsic norm, from which the pathological behavior
deviates. This norm can be a statistical average, or certain well-defined behavior, such as in
the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders: one decides that a period of six
months of deep mourning after the loss of a beloved person is normal, but a six year period is
pathological. But this norm can also be much more implicit, and wrapped up in the prevailing
opinions, ideologies and morals. What is more, the moral attitude to certain behavior in a
society can change over the years, sometimes quite quickly. Society’s mores are always in the
process of changing, no matter how rigid the society’s mentality. The way Musil and
Canguilhem redefine pathology challenges such a static view of normality. Pathology in their
sense is the incapacity to change one’s norms according to changing conditions308.
A society that wants to maintain a certain moral code at all costs, and defend it against
changes, will see anything that deviates from its norm as a direct threat, as something that can
disturb the foundation and stability of that society. Rejecting such behavior by calling it
‘pathological’ not only strongly denounces that behavior but, more importantly, it also
entrenches the prevailing moral norm, however implicit, as natural, healthy and normal.
Underneath the rhetoric of denouncing things as pathological, there is very often a moral
program, wishing to dismiss certain habits and to defend a specific moral order or a
conception of human beings. Karl Kraus famously exposed the unacceptable mixing up of
facts and values in the rhetoric about pathology. This blending of clinical language with a
moral program was also famously described by Foucault. The inmates, sometimes bluntly put
on display, had to serve as an image of what happens when people deviate from reason and
turn into ‘animals’ or ‘monsters’. The hideous sight of madness (which included political or
sexual deviance) served to install a sense of reason, bourgeois morality and sanity in the
spectator (Foucault, 2006). This was also what Susan Sontag wanted to reveal in the moral
narratives spun around diseases such as tuberculosis, cancer or AIDS, as if these diseases
308

A character in Sebald’s Die Ausgewanderten, Dr. Abramsky, a former psychiatrist who now lives as a recluse
avoiding contact with society, after having become disappointed with the psychiatric practice, says the
following: “Zweifellos bin ich jetzt in einem gewissen Sinne verrückt, aber wie Sie vielleicht wissen, sind diese
Dinge einzig eine Frage der Perspektive.” (Sebald, 1998, p.161) “No doubt I am now, in some sense, mad; but,
as you may know, these things are merely a question of perspective.” (Sebald, 1992, p.110)
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were caused by morally wrong behavior (Sontag, 2001). Foucault began his Histoire de la
folie with a quote by Dostoevsky: “It is not by locking up one’s neighbor that once convinces
oneself of one’s own good sense.” (Foucault, 2006, p.xxvii) This technique, of denouncing
something, from the newest art to feminism, as ‘pathological’, was very widespread in Vienna
between the end of the Nineteenth Century to the Nazi period309.
What behavior is called ‘mad’ or ‘pathological’ is dependent on what one calls ‘normal’,
and this is often the implicit moral norm prevailing in society. We have seen that certain
characters in Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften, such as Ulrich’s father or Lindner, equate
morality with sanity: following the prevailing morality is the best way to defend oneself
against irrational and dangerous impulses, and the slightest deviation from this moral norm,
will lead a person immediately on a slippery slope toward madness. As Allan Janik and
Stephen Toulmin wrote in their description of Habsburg Vienna, Vienna was certainly not
accommodating to the innovators that inhabited the city in such unusually large amounts. In
fact, most of the now famous and legendary Viennese were met with fierce, if not outright
violent, negative responses and public dismissal. Examples of this are abundant. In the words
of Janik and Toulmin: “Few cities have been as unkind as Vienna, during their lifetimes, to
those men whom it proclaimed cultural heroes after their deaths. ... In a city that prided itself
as a matrix of cultural creation, life was thus made as difficult as possible for real innovators.”
(Janik and Toulmin, 1972, p.35) It is no coincidence that many of these Viennese cultural
heroes committed suicide or ended up in mental hospitals310. Vienna was filled to the brim
with innovators, but its conservative moral climate gave them only a negative response, or at
best a so called Totschweigentaktik, as happened with Freud and Kraus.
On the one hand, Vienna was the city where radically new theories of human beings were
developed, not only in the domain of psychiatry, psychology or philosophy, but the art world
too was concerned with pushing the commonly accepted boundaries of ‘normal’ human
behaviour. But on the other hand, Vienna was dominated by a profoundly conservative, rigid
and outdated morality, as Musil never ceases to emphasize, but also writers such as Kraus,
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The trend to condemn prominent artists as a political threat to the nation’s unity and integrity sadly, but not
surprisingly, given its long tradition, returns every once in a while in Austrian politics. The fact that Thomas
Bernhard was called a Nestbeschmützer, was probably still regarded as a badge of honor by the stubborn writer.
But more problematic, and inspired by the country’s dark past, was the FPÖ poster campaign against Elfriede
Jelinek, painter Cornelius Kolig or the artistic director of the Salzburger Festspiele, Gerard Mortier. In a
reaction, Klauss Amman, director of the Robert Musil Archive in Klagenfurt, compared the FPÖ campaign
against Kolig to the practices of the Nazis.
310
One of the many examples Janik and Toulmin provide was Ignaz Philipp Semmelweis, who was an innovator
in the study of infections during child birth, and because of a total lack of recognition ended up miserably in a
psychiatric hospital.
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Schnitzler or Zweig. In Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften, Musil wrote that the Viennese
institutions resisted everything new “as if surrounded by a cordon sanitaire against the
plague” (MwQ 55). The combination of the urge to renew our views of human life that
permeates modernist art with the preserving, conservative morality that was dominant in
Vienna, was bound to cause fierce reactions and violent rejection. In these rejections, the
word ‘pathological’ was often used, such as when the critics were faced with the paintings of
Klimt, Schiele and Kokoschka.
By the time Musil started his own literary career, the ‘pathological’ nature of the new
Viennese art had already become notorious and the source of repeated scandals and
condemnations. The ‘pathological’ and scandalous imagery of these new works and the
subsequent shocked and indignant reactions were such an event in the Austrian and German
art circles that Musil dedicated one of his first prominent articles to this topic. In the article
Das Unanständige und Kranke in der Kunst from 1911, published in the journal Pan, Musil
takes up the defense of the use of the ‘obscene’ or the ‘pathological’ in art. To be more
precise, Musil rejects that there is such a thing as obscene or pathological in a work of art:
“Kunst kann Unanständiges und Krankes wohl zum Ausgangspunkt wählen, aber das
daraufhin Dargestellte – nicht die Darstellung, sondern das dargestellte Unanständige und
Kranke – ist weder unanständig mehr noch krank.”311 (UKK 306, PS 5) The article was a
direct response to the confiscation by the Berlin police of the journal edition which contained
sections of Flaubert’s travel diary and some similar incidents. The public debate around these
incidents in Berlin was concerned with the question of whether the law had been violated or
not. This law stated that more daring artistic representations were allowed if they were
justified by a certain artistic purpose. Musil rightly points out that the ‘artistic purpose’ of a
work of art is not stuck on the work in an explicit and didactical manner. It was not the task of
the law or the press to decide on the artistic purpose of a work of art. That the Berlin chief of
police, Herr von Jagow, fails to see an artistic purpose in the work of art is not the fault of the
artist. In such cases the artistic purpose of the art work is denied:

Aber es gibt Fälle, wo bei allem menschlichen Wert des Dargestellten und bei
aller Kunst der Darstellung und trotz aller Anerkennung, die ihnen nicht versagt
zu werden braucht, dennoch der zur Rechtfertigung genügende künstlerische

311

“Art may well choose the obscene and pathological as its starting point, but when it is depicted – not the
depiction itself but what is represented as obscene and pathological – is no longer either obscene or
pathological.” (PS 5)
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Zweck geleugnet oder einem andern hintangesetzt wird; Fälle, die von
künstlerischer Darstellung auszuschließen, das Programm nicht etwa nur von
Polizeipräfekten und Staatsanwälten, sondern heute auch von kunstbestrebten
Zeitschriften bildet.312 (UKK 305)

The terms of the debate in Musil’s early article are in a sense still the same when people,
even today, accuse Musil of an obsession with the pathological for the sake of itself. What
this debate amounts to is the following: is the deployment of psychopathology in Musil’s
writings a part of a wider artistic purpose? In the case of Musil, these ‘representations of the
pathological’ most certainly fit within a ‘wider artistic purpose’. As early as 1911, long
before he even started writing Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften, Musil was already trying to
dismiss such a narrow judgment of art, precisely the judgment that certain scholars would
later use against Musil’s work.
The problematic way in which the judgment ‘pathological’ was abused for moral purposes,
as it was already denounced in the early essay from 1911, will be further explored in Der
Mann ohne Eigenschaften. A theme that runs throughout Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften is the
way moral language gets conflated with the jargon of other domains, most prominently in the
domains of law and psychiatry. While this theme pervades the novel, it becomes the most
prominent in the passages around the trial of Moosbrugger. The existence of a figure such as
Moosbrugger forms a problem for the judges, psychiatrists and forensic psychiatrists which
magnifies fundamental problems in their approach313. All the questions that the specialists
want to answer, whether he is sane or not, whether he is a sick individual, whether he is
responsible for his actions or not, whether he should be jailed, killed or undergo psychiatric
treatment, are decisions that can never be unambiguously made. But as one of the chapter
titles from Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften tells us: “To the legal mind, insanity is an all-ornothing proposition.” (MwQ 583) What Musil wants to emphasize throughout the novel is
that these decisions are ultimately based on belief. They are moral decisions, based on
questions that belong to metaphysics or theology (do we have a free will?), wrapped in legal
or clinical jargon. This far reaching problem kept on haunting Musil throughout his life, and
forms a central aspect of his cultural critique.
312

“But there are cases where for all the human value of what is depicted, and for all the artistic means with
which it is depicted, and in spite of all respect which need not be denied them, the artistic purpose sufficient to
justify the representation is either denied or subordinated to another purpose. To exclude these cases from being
considered as artistic representations is the agenda not only of police chiefs or district attorneys, but also, today,
of magazines trying to climb on the bandwagon of art.” (PS 5)
313
For more on Musil’s critique of law, see Scheel, 2008.
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The passage where this problem is explored most explicitly is in a late unpublished chapter
draft314, in which Clarisse pays a visit to a madhouse, where she finds Moosbrugger engaged
in a game of cards with a priest and two doctors: a young unnamed hospital intern and an
older visiting doctor, called Dr. Pfeifer, who works as a legal expert. The card game that
Clarisse, guided by Dr. Friedenthal, witnesses is organized by the doctors in order to be able
to observe Moosbrugger in a more casual setting. The two doctors at the table strongly
disagree on the case of Moosbrugger. The entire scene makes a Dantesque impression on
Clarisse, and she has the feeling that these people are gambling over the soul of Moosbrugger.
What is at stake is whether Moosbrugger is totally sane, and hence can be sentenced to death,
or sick and not accountable for his actions, and hence should be committed to a psychiatric
hospital. While the visiting legal expert does not believe that sick criminals can be cured, and
he wanted to send Moosbrugger to the gallows, the young intern wants to arrive at a clinical
picture of Moosbrugger and declare him not accountable for his actions. Both of them are
hoping to provoke Moosbrugger into a statement that can prove their case. What is
remarkable about the chapter draft is that these two doctors, both representing opposing
spectrums, very quickly and openly reveal the metaphysical underpinnings of their views. The
young doctor argues that Moosbrugger has conflicting drives, that he is partly a sane,
honorable man, partly a sex murder with bouts of madness. It was simply a matter of which
drive gaining the upper hand: “Wenn andere das nun einen freien Willen und eine gute oder
böse sittliche Einstellung nennen mögen, so ist es ihre Sache.”315 (MI 129) The legal expert
believes that curing evil people is a utopia. He loathes psychiatry and argues that evil is
everywhere in the world, and that to a certain extent evil is a necessity in the world: “Wir
brauchen böse Menschen, wir dürfen sie nicht alle für krank erklären…”316 (MI 130) These
two doctors openly display their own immorality, but they also reveal that in order to fulfill
their professional duties they have to find recourse to moral categories, speculations instead of
science, especially when they have to serve as experts for the law.
It is in the attempts to reconcile clinical language with legal questions that the unacceptable
conflation of moral with scientific language becomes the most noticeable. Dr. Friedenthal
calls issues such as guilt or personal accountability “lauter metaphysische Fragen, die für
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As with all the fragments, it is unclear what Musil ultimately wanted to do with the chapter. Nevertheless, in
this chapter draft Musil explicitly worked out certain issues that remain more implicit in the published part of
Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften.
315
“If others want to call that free will or a good or evil moral decision, that was there affair.” (MwQ 1632)
316
“We need bad people; we can’t declare them all sick.” (MwQ 1633)
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mich als Arzt gar nicht so zu stellen sind, bei denen ich aber doch auch auf den Richter
Rücksicht nehmen muss!”317 (MI 139) And elsewhere in the chapter, the young intern states:

Die Gerechtigkeit ist kein naturwissenschaftlicher Begriff, so wenig wie die aus
ihr folgenden Begriffe, und mit Straffähigkeit, freiem Willen, Vernunftgebrauch,
Sinnesverrückung und allem ähnlichen, was über das Schicksal unzähliger
Menschen entscheidet, verbindet der Arzt ganz andere Vorstellungen als der
Jurist.318 (MI 131)

What legal decisions amount to is deciding on people’s guilt, which is ultimately a moral,
or even a religious decision, and not a medical or a scientific one. Answering the question
who can decide on a person’s guilt, one doctor replies:

Wir Ärzte nicht, weil Schuld, Zurechnungsfähigkeit und all das durchaus keine
medizinischen Begriffe sind, und die Richter nicht, weil man ohne Kenntnis der
wichtigen Beziehungen zwischen Körper und Geist doch auch wieder nicht über
solche Fragen urteilen kann. Bloss die Religion verlangt eindeutig die persönliche
Verantwortung einer jeden Sünde vor Gott,…319 (MI 132)

Significantly, while the two doctors are arguing and quarrelling, it is the rather silent priest
who wins the card game320. The decision on Moosbrugger is ultimately a religious or moral
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“nothing but metaphysical questions, which put this way have no meaning for me as a physician, but in which
I do have to show some consideration for the judge!” (MwQ 1641)
318
“Justice is not a scientific concept any more than the concepts derived from it are, and the doctor associates
quite different ideas than does the lawyer with ‘deserving of punishment,’ ‘free will,’ ‘use of reason,’
‘derangement of the sense,’ and all such things that determine the destiny of countless people.” (MwQ 1633)
319
“We doctors can’t because guilt, being held accountable for one’s actions, and all those things aren’t medical
concepts at all, and judges can’t because without some knowledge of the important connections between body
and mind, there is no way at arriving at a judgment about such questions either. It’s only religion that
unambiguously demands personal responsibility before God for every conviction.” (MwQ 1634)
320
There is an interesting parallel between this fragment, comparing doctors with a priest, and Kafka’s short
story Ein Landarzt (Kafka,1973). In this story, a country doctor is asked to cure a child with a terrible wound in
the side. This impossible demand evokes a crisis in the doctor. He ponders that people used to go to the priest
with their impossible demands which could only be cured by a miracle, but the stature of the village priests had
waned and now people turn to the doctors. In the thoughts of the doctor, the village priest sits at home plucking
his vestments into shreds. What is suggested in the story is that the same faith which used to be invested in the
clergy has been transposed to the medical world. Eric Santner calls this scene a “sacerdotal investiture crisis”:
“Here a sacerdotal investiture crisis – the priest literally shreds his vestments – resonates as a bodily symptom
that induces, in its turn, an excess of demand with respect to the medical arts, one that generates its own
investiture crisis: the doctor’s inability to fulfill, to satisfy the normative pressures, of his office.” (Santner, 2011,
p.64) In both the Kafka story and Musil’s fragment, a comparison is made between the faith invested in the
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decision, not a scientific or clinical one. It belongs to the sphere of faith, values, morals, and
not to scientific observation. Musil writes that these doctors are stretched over two utterly
different, and ultimately irreconcilable spheres, which have no point of contact at all.
In an article in which she analyzes this chapter draft, Patrizia McBride emphasizes that the
card game is not only about Moosbrugger, but first and foremost a competition between
conflicting domains, using incommensurable validity claims, all striving for final authority on
this matter. For the young intern, defending the domain of psychiatry, issues of guilt or
personal accountability have no place in his scientific approach. He is concerned with medical
observation and explanation, but not with moral or metaphysical questions. The legal expert
on the other hand will insist on the moral, but non-scientific, categories of guilt and non-guilt.
The rather silent priest will defend the incapacity of human reason and understanding in
issues of guilt and culpability. The case of Moosbrugger reveals not only the
incommensurability of these authority claims, but also that they have to make recourse to
validity claims that lie outside their own domain and which are utterly incommensurable with
their own discipline. The legal discourse can only decide on issues of sanity and insanity by
referring to the medical world. The medical world has no use for notions of guilt or
culpability, but in order to be useful to the legal sphere it has to make use of them. McBride
emphasizes that this conflict between incommensurable domains is what Musil saw as a
central problem of modern life:

The clash of perspectives staged by the card game reflects the conflict between
differentiated domains of experience that defines the modern world. The
undecidability of Moosbrugger’s case illustrates the impossibility of finding a
superior, rationally justifiable, Archimedean standpoint from which consensus
could be attained. (McBride, 2000, p.381)

This short chapter draft is in a sense a compact summary of Musil’s analysis of the modern
impasse. Incompatible domains battle over the case of Moosbrugger, with completely
incommensurable validity claims, but what is more, in order to make their case, they have to
abandon the internal demands of their discipline and use claims of other, and utterly different,
domains which disturb the requirements of their own discipline. Doctors abandon their own
scientific ethos by turning to moral language, while the legal world problematically turns to
clergy and the faith invested in the medical world, which, however, cannot answer to such impossible demands.
The doctors in Musil’s fragment feel that they have to resolve problems which fall outside of their expertise.
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the medical world to find answers on issues of accountability. Ultimately, this issue cannot be
decided and no Archimedean vantage point exists to resolve this problem.
Moreover, the debate is not held in a neutral space. McBride points out that the participants
in the card game reveal dubious motives, such as personal interests, vanity or power claims.
The card game does not lead to reconciliation through communication and debate, but it
remains a conflict that cannot be resolved and ultimately problematizes the integrity of the
participants and the perspectives from which they speak. For Musil, this was the deadlock of
the modern world in a nutshell. The controversial point that Musil wants to make is that a
legal conviction, in this case about Moosbrugger, is not based on the validity claims of the
medical or the legal world as such, but that it can only be made by a leap of faith. In the words
of McBride: “The resolution of this contest suggests that the way to decide a clash of
perspectives beyond the uncontrollable contingencies of the game is to make a judgment
ultimately grounded in a leap of faith... Such a leap of faith, the groundlessness of which
inevitably does injustice to opposed perspectives, is the only way to end the undecidable
disputes of the present.” (McBride, 2000, p.381)
But there are more significant conclusions in this rich and compact chapter draft. On what
basis does a judge make his decision whether a person is guilty of an immoral act? The basis
of the judgment is nothing else but the way that people ‘normally’ would behave, that is, in
line with the moral customs and habits of that society, and the people pronouncing the
judgment: “Trotz allen Pomps der Gerechtigkeit wie der Wissenschaft, trotz allen
Haarspaltens, trotz unserer Perücken von gespaltenen Haaren, läuft das ganze zum Schluss
doch nur darauf hinaus, dass der Richter sagt: 'Ich hätte das nicht getan' und dass wir
Psychiater hinzufügen: 'Unsere Geisteskranken hätten sich auch nicht so benommen'! ”321 (MI
132-133)
The doctor who formulates these words goes on: “Ob der Wille eines einzelnen Menschen
frei oder unfrei ist, der Wille der Gesellschaft ist in dem, was sie als gut und bös behandelt,
frei. Und ich für meine Person wünsche nicht im Sinn meiner Privatgefühle, sondern im Sinn
der Gesellschaft gut zu sein!”322 (MI 133) The ultimate basis for the judgment is the
prevailing morality of society. As Musil has pointed out, this morality is often nothing else
than the customs that one is born in. We are back at the petrified morality that Musil wants to
321

“Despite all the pomp of justice and science, despite all the hair-splitting, despite our wigs of split hairs, the
whole business finally just comes down to the judge saying: ‘I wouldn’t have done that’ and to us psychiatrists
adding: ‘Our mentally disturbed patients wouldn’t have behaved that way’!” (MwQ 1635)
322
“Whether the will of an individual person is free or not free, society’s will is free as far as what it treats as
good and evil. And for myself, I want to be good in society’s sense, not in the sense of my private emotions.”
(id.)
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unmask and that was constricting the capacity of people for ethical renewal. Musil shows here
that the psychiatric and the legal world are fundamentally pervaded by this petrified morality
and, knowingly or not, are actively perpetuating these outdated, conservative moral codes.
From the perspective of these petrified forms of morality, and, by extension, the legal and
psychiatric worlds, all change, renewal, transformation and innovation are per definition
transgressions of their conceptions of ‘normality’ and will be condemned or declared
pathological. New ways of living, ethical models or conceptions of human beings should not
be morally condemned because they challenge the prevailing norm.
Musil not only lets these two doctors unmask their conflation of facts and values, he also
lets them draw more general, quite controversial, epistemological conclusions from these
confessions. Out of the vanity and pride to establish a domain of expertise separate from the
medical and legal world, the domain of psychiatry, the young intern finds himself confronted
with a bizarre paradox. It is his intention to have Moosbrugger declared not accountable for
his actions, and hence declare him mentally ill and admitted to a psychiatric hospital. He
wants to achieve this not to help Moosbrugger, but out of sheer vain desire to assert the
importance of the psychiatric world. In order to do this, he has to play along with the rules of
the court, and this means trying to come up with a clearly defined clinical category, even
though this means artificially lumping together the multitude of Moosbrugger’s symptoms
and behaviour in one narrow category. This leads to the following paradox with devastating
consequences for his professional deontology: “…dass er vor lauter Wissenschaftlichkeit
seine Wissenschaft leugnete, ja das menschliche Wissen überhaupzt geringschätzte”323 (MI
131) In order to establish the independence of his specialized scientific domain, the doctor
paradoxically has to forego his scientific approach and succumb to black and white legal
categories324.
Musil lets the doctors relentlessly deconstruct their own practice. At a certain moment, Dr.
Friedenthal suggests that what happens within the confines of their hospital is a microcosm of
society in general. The doctor confesses that “Die Unsicherheit seiner Wissenschaft hatte ihm
die Augen geöffnet für die Unsicherheit alles Wissens.”325 (MI 136) He explains that the
human sciences have developed at completely different times and for totally different
323

“...that out of sheer scientism he denied his science, indeed denigrated human knowledge in general.” (MwQ
1634)
324
Throughout Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften, especially in the passages about the trial of Moosbrugger, there is
a play with the paradoxes in the psychiatric and legal approach of Moosbrugger. When Moosbrugger gets
convicted, he yells that they have condemned a madman. Asserting that you are a madman is of course a logical
paradox. (MwQ 76)
325
“the insecurity of his discipline had opened his eyes to the insecurity of all knowledge.” (MwQ 1638)
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purposes and that they produced the most diverse concepts for similar things, which will
never be found in one place except in a lexicon. Any person, including the doctors and the
priest, only gets to know one aspect of a thing, each different from the others. The
consequence of this concerning the capacity for shared knowledge is of course very
problematic. The doctor seems to see this condition as the general condition of society:

Er wäre gern eine Persönlichkeit gewesen und ahnte in seinen besten Stunden,
dass ihm das lähmende Durcheinander dessen, worüber es Wahrheit gebe, noch
nicht gebe, oder niemals geben werde, nicht mehr gestatte als eine unfruchtbare
und eitle Subjektivität. Er seufzte und fügte hinzu: "Manchmal ist mir zumute, die
Fenster dieses Hauses seien nichts als Vergrösserungsgläser ..!"326 (MI 136-137)

It is as if everything in the hospital, its confusions and indeterminacies, is a magnified,
grotesque version of the outside world. Once again, Musil uses a psychiatric institution to
describe the general state of society. The doctor almost literally repeats the feeling of Ulrich
after reading about a racehorse of genius. How could one be an important person in such a
fleeting and chaotic world? How could one lead a significant life, a life that can have an
impact on the course of society and does not just perpetuate the chaos? What else could a
person do but withdraw into subjectivism and just flow with the fleeting, subjective
experiences? It is this crucial question that Musil wants to resolve: how to develop an ethics
that can take people productively beyond the prevailing impasse, beyond the sterility and
chaos that is ruling society, magnified and condensed in the chaotic asylum scene.
We can now grasp the full significance of what Musil wrote in his final public address
Uber die Dummheit. In this address, Musil came to the conclusion that it is precisely those
who cry out “how stupid!” when faced with something that abhors them, that are stupid. Their
outcry is nothing else but unformed judgment, an incapacity to adequately formulate what
exactly they find objectionable and how to respond to it:

…auch

die

moralischen

Worte

‘Dreck!‘,

‘widerlich!‘,

‘scheußlich!‘,

‘krankhaft!‘, ‘frech!‘ sind kernhaft unentwickelte Kunstkritiken und Urteile über
das Leben. …dann springt als letztes für sie der wirklich schon halb sprachlose
326

“He would have loved to be someone important, but in his best hours had an inkling that for him the
paralyzing confusion of everything about which truth existed, did not yet exist, or would never exist, permitted
nothing more than a vain and sterile subjectivity. He sighed, and added: ‘I sometimes feel as if the windows of
this building were nothing more than magnifying glasses!’” (MwQ 1638)
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Ausruf ‘Solch eine Gemeinheit!‘ ein, der alles andere ersetzt und sich mit dem
Ausruf ‘Solch eine Dummheit!‘ in die Herrschaft der Welt zu teilen vermag. …weil
’dumm‘ die Bedeutung der generellen Untüchtigkeit und ‘gemein‘ die der
generellen Sittenverletzung angenommen hat327 (PS 278)

We can place exclamations such as ‘how crazy!’, ‘how monstrous!’, ‘this is pathological!’,
‘this is madness!’ in the same category of affective outcries of people who were not able to
grasp the changes and challenges they were faced with, which they could only value
according to outdated moral models and experience as a mad and monstrous threat to the
order and stability of society as they know it.328 The shocked emotional outcries of ‘madness!’
and ‘pathological!’ when the Viennese critics were faced with the radically new art that was
being produced in their city, were the reactions of people stuck in their petrified moral system,
and who cannot accept that their moral model is no longer adequate to come to terms with the
rapid changes of the modern world, not only in art, but also in the views on human beings,
their behavior and new ethical possibilities. The reaction of calling art ‘pathological’ belonged
to the reigning stupidity of the times, as Musil saw it, or to the pathology of the times in a
Musilian sense, of remaining stuck in a rigid and inadequate moral model, blocking the
capacity for transformation and the formation of new and better models.
The combination of this verpathologisieren with a problematic blending of facts and
values, moral with clinical language, was taken to perverse extremes by the Nazi regime. The
policy of the Nazis did not come out of nowhere, but was an escalation of practices that had
been recurring in the Austrian and German society for many decades, and which people like
Musil or Kraus never failed to critique. As so many other things, the Nazi policy provides a
look at certain practices as if through a magnifying glass, enlarged to grotesque proportions.
The extreme end of the pathologizing of art as an attempt to uphold a reactionary moral
narrative of identity and the nation was the infamous Nazi propaganda exhibition on Entartete
Kunst. After an initial disagreement between Goebbels and Rosenberg on the status of
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“…also the moral words ‘filth!’ ‘repulsive!’ ‘horrid!’ ‘sick!’ and ‘insolent!’ are undeveloped kernels of art
criticism and judgments about life. …the ultimate term that that jumps into the breach for them is the really
already half-speechless exclamation ‘how vulgar!’ which replaces everything else and which, together with the
exclamation ‘how stupid!’ is able to share in dominating the world. …stupid has taken on the meaning of a
general incapability and vulgar that of a general offense against morals.” (MwQ 278)
328
Of course, Musil does not deny that such an outcry can come out of a genuine feeling of indignation or shock,
but in this case, they are the outcome of a state of incapacity, incomprehension and conservative anxiety which
were prevailing in society.
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Expressionist art329, Hitler chose the Rosenberg line to discredit all forms of modernist art.
Influenced by the book Degeneration by Max Nordau, which stated that modern culture and
art was in a state of pathological decay and constant liminality or interregnum, the Nazi
ideologues opened an exhibition in Munich in 1937, and later traveling to other German and
Austrian cities, where the works of famous modernist artists (Klee, Chagall, Picasso, Van
Gogh...) were shown as an example of degenerate art. After being put on display, many of
these works were destroyed330. The exhibition was an ingeniously staged propaganda tool, in
which they wanted to show how degenerate the art had become of artists who’s national
purity was contaminated by ‘non-Aryan’, leftist or foreign influences. The paintings on
display were shown next to slogans such as ‘madness becomes method’ and photographs of
people with facial deformations to show their presumed resemblance. Portraits of Modigliani
were displayed alongside images of disabled and deformed persons to reveal the ‘uncanny
similarities’. In the elaborate brochure of the exhibition, modernist paintings were juxtaposed
with paintings of ‘incurable lunatics’ and asylum inmates. On one page of the brochure331,
two portraits of Kokoschka are placed next to a portrait drawn by an asylum inmate, inviting
the reader to guess which of the three paintings is by the inmate. (Barron, 1991)
The function of the Entartete Kunst exhibition was not so much to mock modernist art
(some Nazi leaders liked the art on display), but to persuade the viewer of the fictitious fascist
narrative on racial purity, health and harmony. The Nazi ideologues wanted to persuade their
audience of the reality of a completely outdated narrative on the human subject, by showing
the presumed resemblance between modernist art and mental illness as a specific rhetorical
trick. The describing of certain artistic and personal traits in a clinical language is an attempt
to naturalize an outdated paradigm which feels threatened by phenomena that deviate from its
norm and question its validity, and to which it can only answer by rejecting the “sheer
strangeness” of these phenomena, ultimately declaring them to be pathological. The Entartete
Kunst exposition was the extreme end of the view of Lindner or Ulrich’s father, that any
deviation of the moral norm would quickly and inevitably lead to madness and sheer chaos.
With their exposition, the Nazis wanted to show the visitors the ‘pathologies and
monstrosities’ that people will inevitably end up displaying once they stray from their
‘natural’ Aryan roots, and the moral life that is supposed to naturally go along with that. Just
329

Goebbels was supportive of Expressionist painting because he believed that it represented the Germanic
spirit.
330
Many, but not all. Showing the immense cynicism and hypocrisy of the Nazi propaganda techniques, Göring
took Franz Marc’s Der Turm der blauen Pferde from the exhibition’s collection and hung it in his house. What
they publicly ridiculed, they privately admired.
331
A facsimile of the original exhibition brochure can be found in Barron, 1991.
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as the inmates described by Foucault served to frighten the bourgeois visitors of what happens
when one strays from reason and bourgeois morality, the Entartete Kunst exposition had to
shock the viewer by showing what happens when one strays from fascist morality, and opens
up to ‘unnatural’, ‘foreign’ influences. The pathologizing of art and a conservative moral
program are two sides of the same coin.
Quite often when art is being declared to be ‘pathological’, there is a defense of an implicit
or explicit view on ‘normality’: what a human being is and what it is supposed to do, what
agency and autonomy a human being has, what relationship to language and its environment
such a human being has, what its place is in the order of society, and what morally acceptable
behavior is… Modernist artists were precisely trying to push the common conceptions about
these issues and update the view on human life and society to the experience of the modern
world. When the Nazis declared modern art to be degenerate, they wanted to defend their
naturalized, racist and nationalist views on humans and society. Without in any way putting
them politically on the same page, when Louis Sass points out the eerie similarities between
modernist art and the symptoms of schizophrenia, he cannot accept the challenges that these
artists pose to the classic psychological views on proper human behavior and the relationship
of human beings to language. When Lukács writes that authors like Musil do not have a clear
direction for their critiques and can only do a vain flight into the pathological for the sake of
itself, he cannot accept the open-ended orientation of Musil’s critique.
With their policy on Entartete Kunst, the Nazis exemplified in a sad and extreme manner
what Canguilhem meant when he wrote that the biggest pathology comes out of the struggle
against pathology. Upholding one, naturalized norm, and prosecuting all deviations from this
norm, will lead to the ultimate rigidity and pathology. Instead of expanding the ‘health’ of the
German people, they left the nation behind in smoking ruins.

Excursus: Threatened Oedipus. Musil, Kraus and Freudian psychoanalysis

While we have been looking extensively at Musil’s presentation of the problems inherent
in the psychiatric world, what was his view on the famous new and alternative theory that was
being developed in his own city: Freudian psychoanalysis? Being a contemporary of Freud,
Musil was certainly opinionated about psychoanalysis, which was widely debated and hugely
popular in Musil’s circles. While he had a certain amount of respect for Freud, and more
specifically for the concerns psychoanalysis was trying to raise, Musil nevertheless remained
very skeptical of the particular theories and concepts Freud ended up developing. It has been
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claimed that Musil’s skepticism of Freud was due to his competitive nature, comparable to his
grudge against writers such as Thomas Mann or Hermann Broch. The criticisms Musil
formulated of Freudian psychoanalysis, especially as he developed them in the short, tonguein cheek piece Der bedrohte Ödipus332 from Nachlass zu Lebzeiten, were sharp and original,
and should not be dismissed as mere envy on Musil’s part.
Musil openly describes his ironic bashing of psychoanalysis in Der bedrohte Ödipus as
“malicious and one-sided” (“boshaft und einseitig”), without any claim to scientific
objectivity (NL II Unfreundliche Betrachtungen 139, PP 106). While many associate
psychoanalysis with the modern innovations that were so prominent in Vienna, a new method
and theory for the future, Musil places psychoanalysis squarely within the outdated,
conservative views that cannot accept the rapid changes of modern society. He describes the
analyst’s room as a retreat from the hectic hustle and bustle of city life, where the patient can
relax, lie down, and calmly talk about the mundane details of his or her life, safely in the
hands of the “soul-improvement expert” (“Seelenverbesserer”): “…möge außen die Welt an
ihren mechanischen Energien zerplatzen, hier gibt es noch gute alte Zeit.”333 (NL II
Unfreundliche Betrachtungen 140) Musil describes the analyst’s office as a place where oldtime values and life are restored and portrayed as natural again. As opposed to the modern
city, here one can find the old nuclear family, with its specific roles and conduct, nicely
restored in all its old fashioned significance. As Musil writes, everything, every little detail,
suddenly has its sense and significance. Order, as it used to exist, is restored. Musil is
maliciously going against the common sense opinion that Freud’s theories, especially about
infant sexuality, were supposed to be a great shock to bourgeois life. Reversing this view,
Musil claims that Freudian psychoanalysis is steeped in an old-fashioned, bourgeois outlook
on life, especially concerning the role of the family.
Musil continues to mock the centerpiece of Freud’s theory, the Oedipus complex. While
others, Kraus and Canetti to name only two, have done such a thing as well, it is the way in
which Musil chooses to formulate his ironic critique that is relevant here. Musil claims that
the Oedipus complex will soon disappear because the image of the mother implicit in the
theory is rapidly becoming a thing of the past. The entire idea of the child longing to be in the
mother’s lap implies a certain view of motherhood: “…das ganze brütend Mütterliche der
Frau, den Busen, das wärmende Fett, die beruhigende und hegende Weichheit, ja es bedeutet
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Threatened Oedipus (PP 106-109)
“...if the world explodes with all its mechanical energies, here you find the good old time gently flowing.” (PP
107)
333
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nicht mit Unrecht sogar auch den Rock, dessen breite Falten ein geheimnisvolles Nest
sind.”334 (NL II Unfreundliche Betrachtungen 143) Musil half-jokingly, half-seriously points
out that the image of the mother in Freud’s Oedipal theory is based on the women’s fashion of
the 1870’s and 1880’s, but that such a nest-like lap, formed by the old dresses, no longer is
there with the modern ski outfit or bathing suit. Given the new women’s fashion, Musil
concludes: “…so sehe ich, bei aller Anerkennung ihrer eigenartigen Schönheit, nicht ein,
warum die nächste Generation nicht ebensogern in den Schoss des Vaters wird
zurückwollen.”335 (id.) All amusing tongue-in-cheek comments aside, what Musil is claiming
here is that Freud’s theory is based on an outdated view on women, and does not account for
the rapidly changing gender roles, fashions or mores. The Musilian critique of psychoanalysis
fits nicely within his more general critique, namely that the prevailing intellectual theories
were stuck in outdated moral patterns, in Freud’s case the traditional nuclear family with the
nurturing mother, an image that modern times was rapidly shattering to pieces336. Because of
this, psychoanalysis as Musil knew it was yet another blockage to the inevitable and necessary
transformation of people and society, rooted in an outmoded view on women, the family and
society.
Musil’s critiques of psychoanalysis, and even more so his specific skepticism of forensic
psychiatry, recall the critiques that made Karl Kraus into a Viennese living legend. Though
many great figures, from Schönberg to Canetti, would not miss an occasion to praise the
genius of Kraus and the huge influence he had on them, Musil did not share this view. In his
diaries, he can only speak in distinctly negative terms about Kraus. Despite the
Totschweigentaktik in popular media, when Kraus courageously aimed for a certain domain of
society to ruthlessly tear apart, it caused such a commotion amongst the Viennese
intelligentsia that it could not fail to have an influence, even on Musil.
Two prominent targets of Kraus were Freudian psychoanalysis and the rigidity of the law,
especially concerning moral issues such as prostitution. In the essay Sittlichkeit und
Kriminalität, Kraus famously took up the defense of prostitution and attacked the hypocrisy
of the Viennese law and the moral majority when it came to prostitutes (Kraus, 1955, vol.11,
p.9-28). Vienna had an ambiguous attitude towards prostitutes, on the one hand fiercely
334

“....the whole incubative mothering quality of the woman, the bosom, the warming fat, the calming and
tender-loving softness; indeed it signifies also, and not unjustifiably so, the skirt whose wide pleats form a secret
nest.” (PP 109)
335
“...I see no reason why the next generation might not be just as eager to crawl back into the father’s lap.” (id.)
336
Later psychoanalysts have of course acknowledged that Freud’s writings were steeped in certain old
fashioned views, to name but a few: on homosexuality, on the role of the mother and the father, his artistic
preferences, his dislike of modern art… But this does not diminish the value of Freud’s insights.
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morally condemning and prosecuting it, on the other hand accepting it secretly as a common
practice. It was a widespread practice amongst the police to ask the prostitutes for money in
return for protection, while officially prostitution was against the law. The point of Kraus was
that there was a moral and legal climate in Vienna that officially condemned a practice such
as prostitution while at the same time people were perpetuating it and relishing in it. Central
in such a hypocritical moral climate, and the brunt of Kraus’ vitriol, was forensic psychiatry,
which he compared to a children’s game. Forensic psychiatry was in his view no more than a
belief, and by no means a science (Kraus, 1955, vol.11, p.293-297). Steeped in morality, it
was a pre-eminent example of the unacceptable confusion of facts and values, which Kraus
never failed to expose.
What Musil and Kraus have in common was a critique of the problematic blending of
moral with factual language, values and facts, especially in the domain of psychiatry, or in
circles making use of psychiatric language. Kraus strongly condemned the verpathologisieren
of artists who were concerned with developing something new:

Nervenärzten, die uns das Genie verpathologisieren, soll man mit dessen
Gesamten Werken die Schädeldecke einschlagen. Nicht anders soll man mit den
Vertreten der Humanität verfahren, die die Vivisektion der Meerschweinchen
beklagen und die Benützung der Kunstwerke zu Versuchszwecken geschehen
lassen. Allen, die sich zum Nachweis erbötig machen, dass Unsterblichkeit auf
Paranoia

zurückzuführen

sei,

allen

rationalistischen

Helfern

des

Normalenmenschentums, die es darüber beruhigen, dass es zu Werken des Witzes
und der Phantasie nicht inkliniere, trete man mit dem Schuhabsatz ins Gesicht, wo
immer man ihrer habhaft wird. Shakespeare irrsinnig? Dann sinkt die Menschheit
auf die Knie und fleht, vor ihrer Gesundheit bang, zum Schöpfer um mehr Irrsinn!
(Kraus, 1955, vol.3, p.82)

Kraus

was

equally

negative

about

psychoanalysis,

which

he

called

“jene

Geisteskrankenheit, für deren Therapie sie sich hält”? (Kraus, 1955, vol. 3, p. 351) Kraus was
of the opinion that Freud’s theories were no more than new versions of the old myths. Both
Musil and Kraus saw psychoanalysis not as a new theory for modern times, but as a
continuation of old views in a new jacket. But the Krausian critique of Freud also reveals a
crucial point of divergence with Musil.
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Kraus’ critique of Freud came out of his rather idiosyncratic view on women. Rather
surprisingly, given his otherwise sharp and liberal views, Kraus’ views on women were
nothing less than misogynist. Amongst the aphorisms written by Kraus many were devoted to
showing the inferiority of women. To give one of the many statements: “Persönlichkeit des
Weibes ist die durch Unbewusstheit geadelte Wesenlosigkeit.” (Kraus, 1955, vol.3, p.13)
Kraus believed in the classic view that the feminine was the source of positive creativity in
society, only it were not women, but men, who possessed the reason to actually take this
feminine source to productive ends: “Das Weibes Sinnlichkeit is der Urquell, an dem sich des
Mannes Geistigkeit Erneuerung holt.” (id.) The combination of this feminine source of
creativity with masculine reason leads to productive innovations in society, and Kraus saw
Freudian psychoanalysis as a blockage of this combination. Thus, it simply perpetuated the
ailments of the times instead of curing them. Because of this view of femininity, Kraus was
also opposed to any form of feminism, in sharp contrast with Musil.
The differences between Musil’s and Kraus’ critiques of Freudian psychoanalysis are very
revealing of what binds, but also what separates, these two important figures. Both of them
saw Freud’s theories as steeped in outdated views and hence they were essentially
perpetuating the problems of the times, not a cure for it. While the critique of Kraus comes
out of his idiosyncratic theories of feminine creativity and male reason, Musil provides us
with a more sophisticated critique, which does not rely on dubious theories of ‘the feminine’
as with Kraus. This is precisely the point where they differ. In Musil’s view, Freud’s Oedipal
theories were based on an outmoded view on women, motherhood and gender roles. We have
seen that it was a crucial part of Musil’s ethics that both men and women would emancipate
themselves from traditional gender roles and that he had set high hopes in women for
developing new norms and ideals. In order to achieve this, the traditional moral views on
gender roles, motherhood, ‘femininity’, and sexuality had to be abolished. While Musil
critiques Freud from the angle that Freud’s view on women and motherhood belonged to the
old moral code, Kraus critiques Freud from an even more problematic view on ‘femininity’,
where women are deprived of any creative or intellectual capacities. Given this, it no longer
comes as a surprise that Musil repeatedly places Freud and Kraus together in the same
category throughout his diaries.
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3. Madness becomes method: the strategic role of the ‘pathological’ in Musil’s
development of a new form of ethics.

So far, I have dealt with two aspects of the role of the pathological in Musil’s work: the
reasons why Musil thought his society had become pathological, and, inversely, the way the
notion of pathology was abused by people with a conservative moral agenda. But we still
have to answer a third question. If it was Musil’s aim to move beyond the pathogenic
condition society was in, then why is Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften filled to the brim with
seemingly pathological, mad, criminal, transgressive or monstrous behavior, as critics such as
Lukács, Sass or Jonsson have pointed out? It is a fact that the reader will not fail to have this
experience when reading Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften. Characters seem to be inevitably
spiraling towards their own forms of madness. In the second volume, Musil flirts with one of
the most fundamental taboos: the incest prohibition337. Musil clearly deployed madness,
crime, transgression and the breaking of the most sacred taboos as a conscious strategy in his
work. It comes as no surprise that many readers, critics and scholars, can only come to the
conclusion that Musil has a relentless obsession with the negative, the pathological, the
outlandish for the sake of itself, and that they cannot see a certain aim or strategy in all this.
After having developed what could be called a Musilian theory of the pathology of his times,
and the dangerous intertwinement of the rhetoric about pathology with the prevailing moral
norms, I will try to show what role all this transgressive behavior plays within his overall aim
to develop a new ethics338.
It should be made absolutely clear at this point that Musil did not in any way believe in
romantic notions of the ‘mad genius’, or that he believed, like Rimbaud, Baudelaire, Artaud
or the Surrealists, that the artist had to somehow derail his or her senses, induce sensory
distortion or drug-induced hallucinations. Nor did he believe in romanticized notions about
the child or the art of asylum inmates. In his article from 1911, he makes clear that there is a
huge difference between artists using representations of the pathological and the art work of
an actual pathological person: “Es genügt, einmal das Werk eines Kranken in Händen gehabt
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Barbara Neymer hyperbolically calls Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften “ein Panoptikum erotischer
Aberrationen” (Neymer, 2005, p.201)
338
It will be clear to the reader that the notion ‘pathological’ has a different valence in the different aspects I am
exploring. In the first section of this chapter, I tried to define Musil’s conception of pathology as a part of his
analysis of society. In the second section, pathology is a rhetorical trope, a moral judgment, used by a
conservative establishment. In this section, pathology is used in a wider, provisional sense, indicating general
transgressive behavior. But, as will become clear, these literary constructions are not ‘pathological’ in Musil’s
sense.
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zu haben, um den Unterschied des Produktes zu verstehen.”339 (UKK 307) In fact, all these
romanticized views on the author are very ‘un-Musilian’. For Musil, the writer was “weder
der ‘Rasende‘, noch der ‘Seher‘, noch ‘das Kind‘, noch irgend eine Verwachsenheit der
Vernunft. Er verwendet auch gar keine andre Art und Fähigkeit des Erkennens als der
rationale Mensch.”340 (SED 167) A writer somehow had to seek the proper balance between
the intellect and the feelings or the imagination, and not provoke a distortion of this balance,
which he saw as the widespread illness of his time and underlying the aesthetic premises of
Expressionism341.
Now I can return to Musil’s early essay Das Unanständige und Kranke in der Kunst and
explore some passages in detail, in which Musil, so early in his career, already indicated a
possible positive function for renderings of the ‘obscene’ or the ‘pathological’ in art. We have
seen that the public and legal debate around the pathological and obscene in art was based on
the question whether the ‘representation’ of the pathological and the obscene was part of an
artistic purpose. It is precisely this that Musil will problematize in his essay and by doing so
he provides us with a very early theory of what the role of art and the artist is, and the place of
the ‘pathological’ in it. In a few pages Musil gives us a theory of the process of creation,
representation and morality in the work of art. He points out that the so called ‘artistic
purpose’ of a work of art was not stuck on it in a didactical and explicit manner and,
consequently, the artistic purpose of the art work was completely denied or overlooked by the
chiefs of police confiscating the work because it is obscene. Moreover, implicit in this
rhetoric about the ‘artistic purpose’ of the art work is that art is supposed to reflect the moral
norms prevailing in society, and not challenge them.
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“It is enough to have once held the work of a pathological person in one’s hands in order to understand the
difference in the product.” (PS 7)
340
“neither a ‘madman’ nor ‘visionary’, neither the ‘child’ nor any other deformation of reason. Nor does he
apply to any different kind of perception than the rational person.” (PS 64)
341
When Louis Sass extensively cites from Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften to reveal the similarities with the
writings of schizophrenics, he at some point cites a large passage about Moosbrugger. For Sass, the character
that Musil developed in his novel is a sign of the dangerous pathogenic influence of modern times on artists such
as Musil. Not for a second is the possibility considered that Musil might, as he did, consciously and soberly have
chosen to develop such a character like Moosbrugger, or all the others, with a certain aim in mind, an aim that
does not need to be rendered explicit in the writings itself. Indeed, this is still the same discussion as the one
Musil was responding to in his article from 1911, whether the ‘representations’ of the pathological or the
obscene fit within a larger artistic purpose or not. The confusing of the author, his or her artistic intentions, and
the content and form of the work of art (such as characters in a novel) is an old problem. Anton Chekhov
repeatedly had to point out that it is not because he is writing stories about people having a nervous breakdown
that he is having a nervous breakdown. On the contrary, when he is writing the story he sits calmly and
concentrated at his desk. The same could be said about Musil when scholars draw conclusions about Musil or his
intentions from the content and form of his writings.
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Musil strongly opposes the “Sakristeigeplapper von der Mission des Künstlers”.342 (UKK
306) He rejects the tendency to judge art according to rigid moral categories, which also
counts for judging human behavior according to such narrow moral categories. He defends
the view “dass man – in dieser Zeit, die sich mit Dekadence und Gesundheit so viel ängstigt –
die Grenze zwischen seelischer Gesundheit und Krankheit, Moral und Unmoral viel zu grob
geometrisch sucht, wie eine Linie, die zu bestimmen und zu respektieren sei (und jede
Handlung muss entweder diesseits oder jenseits sein)…”343 (UKK 308) For Musil, a black
and white view on health, as if one can draw a straight line, is nothing more than a tool in the
rhetoric of people with a moral agenda, out to condemn every form of challenge or renewal344.
This mechanism, leading to excesses of the Nazi policy on Entartete Kunst, I have described
at length in the previous section.
What is taking place in artistic creation is by no means the ‘representing’ of a moral order,
or the following of certain rules and laws, but it is a process which comes out of a necessity in
the artist, leading to creations which can only be formed in that way and no other way. It does
not ‘represent’ something which could also have been stated much more simply and directly,
like some cliché message or moral platitude. Neither is art an indirect way of acting out
something which could also have been acted out much more directly, like finding sexual
arousal: “Andere Begierden als künstlerische befriedigt man nämlich nicht durch sie; man
kann solche viel einfacher und ohne ablenkende Anstrengungen in der Wirklichkeit
befriedigen…”345 (UKK 306)
In this early essay, Musil unambiguously has a very epistemological view on art. He
explicitly sees art as a form of knowledge or understanding, which it finds by following and
uncovering new and unexpected connections346. Tracing new connections and patterns which
342

“folderol about the mission of the artist” (PS 6)
“that – in this age which has so much anxiety about health and decadence – the boundary between mental
health and illness, morality and immorality, is sought in a much too coarse, geometric way, like a line that is to
be defined and respected (every action having to be on one side or the other)…” (PS 7)
344
Stefan Jonsson wrote about Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften: “Musil’s narrator examines how the social
narratives of Kakania organize the world in dualisms of same and other, which are then translated into
oppositions of morality and immorality, sanity and madness, good and evil, hence creating a realm of negative
powers that absorbs desires that are potentially disruptive.” (Jonsson, 2000, p.196)
345
“If one has other than artistic desires, one does not gratify them through art; it is much simpler to gratify them
without distraction in the real world…” (PS 6)
346
The fact that Musil calls art a form of knowledge, comparable to science, might sound overly cerebral and
intellectualistic. Musil would not praise the musicality and rhythm of the phrases of someone like Flaubert, but
praise the artful way in which a certain subject matter is explored. Musil is aware of this, and in a short passage
in this rich essay, he distinguishes the knowledge that art seeks from the knowledge uncovered by science. While
the sciences seek the general by accumulating empirical data conceptually, art looks at the individual by means
of images, in which the general resonates: “Freilich, die Kunst stellt nicht begrifflich, sondern sinnfällig dar,
nicht Allgemeines, sondern Einzelfälle, in deren kompliziertem Klang die Allgemeinheiten ungewiss mittönen,
und während bei dem gleichen Fall ein Mediziner für den allgemeingültigen Kausalzusammenhang sich
343
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problematize our congealed categories, and thus enhance our understanding, is the essential
operation in the work of art:

Das Bedürfnis nach (künstlerischer) Darstellung empfinden, heißt… etwas
darstellen: seine Beziehungen zu hundert andern Dingen darstellen; weil es objektiv
nicht anders möglich ist, weil man nur so etwas begreifbar und fühlbar machen
kann, ... wie ja auch wissenschaftliches Verständnis nur durch Vergleichen und
Verknüpfen entsteht, wie menschliches Verstehen überhaupt entsteht. Und wenn
auch diese hundert anderen Dinge wieder unanständig oder krank wären: die
Beziehungen sind es nicht, das Auffinden von Beziehungen ist es niemals.347 (UKK
306)
What is ‘represented’348 in art is the tracing of novel connections and traces between
elements. Even if these elements conventionally can be called pathological or obscene in
society, what happens to them in the art work, their being taken up into the tracing of
connections, is not. The artist breaks down the categories and habitual order by which we
ordinarily perceive the world only to re-order these elements in new patterns, with its

interessiert, interessiert sich der Künstler für einen individuellen Gefühlszusammenhang, der Wissenschaftler für
ein zusammenfassendes Schema des Wirklichen…” (UKK 307) “To be sure, art represents not conceptually but
imagistically, not in generalities but in individual cases within whose complex sound the generalities dimly
resonate; given the same case, a doctor is interested in the generally valid causal connections, the artist in an
individual web of feeling, the scientist in a summary schema of the empirical data.” (PS 7) Art seeks knowledge,
not conceptual and general knowledge, but an individual case, caught in an image, in which the general dimly
resonates.
Burton Pike places Musil in a tradition going back to Nietzsche and Zola which regarded art as a form of
knowledge: “This new way of fashioning literary images, founded on a more inclusive concept of precise science
than the mere gathering of data, would make serious fiction itself a branch of knowledge, giving it a social ,
“scientific” function. Art as knowledge (Erkenntnis), as projected by Nietzsche and his literary followers (Musil,
Kafka, Rilke, and Thomas Mann, among others), would be both scientific and moral and could serve as a
principal means of restoring unity (but a new kind of unity, not an old one) to the rapidly fragmenting values of
Western culture. (Here we see the considerable influence of Mach, whose vision is inscribed in the works of
many of these writers.)” (in Bloom, ed., 2005, p.80)
347
“To experience the need for (artistic) representation means… to depict something: to represent its connections
to a hundred other things; because objectively nothing else is possible, because only in this way can one make
something comprehensible and tangible, …as even scientific understanding can only arise through comparisons
and connections, and as this is the only way human understanding can arise at all. And even if these hundred
other things were to be obscene or pathological: their connections are not, and the tracing of these connections,
never.” (PS 6)
348
We should be cautious with the English word ‘representation’ as it systematically used in the translation. This
term is problematic because it seems to suggest that something is represented which already exists, while what is
formed in the art work is something new and singular. The German word is Darstellung and not Vorstellung.
This distinction is a classical problem in the translation from German philosophy to English. Darstellung has the
connotation of something constructed. As Janik and Toulmin write: “…Darstellungen are consciously
constructed schemes for knowing.” (Janik and Toulmin, 1973, p.140)
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convergences and divergences, and a new totality which reveals new connections amongst
these de-familiarized elements. This process is described in this beautiful lengthy passage:

Der Eindruck, den ein Künstler erhält, irgend etwas Gemiedenes, eine
unbestimmte Empfindung, ein Gefühl, eine Willensregung, zerlegt sich in ihm und
die Bestandteile, losgelöst aus ihrem gewohnheitsstarren Zusammenhange,
gewinnen plötzlich unerwartete Beziehungen zu oft ganz anderen Gegenständen,
deren Zerlegung dabei unwillkürlich mit anklingt. Bahnungen werden so geschaffen
und Zusammenhänge gesprengt, das Bewußtsein bohrt sich seine Zugänge. Das
Ergebnis ist: eine meist nur ungenaue Vorstellung des zu schildernden Vorganges,
aber ringsherum ein dunkles Klingen seelischer Verwandtschaften, ein langsames
Bewegen weiter Gefühls-, Willens- und Gedankenzusammenhänge.349 (UKK 307)

Instead of a clear ‘artistic purpose’, the affinities explored by the work of art can only be
tentative explorations. Instead of representing the common order or morality, the art work
dissolves this order and finds new affinities and resonances between the elements. It per
definition challenges the existing order350. The totality of an art work, or what it ‘depicts’, are
these new affinities after the habitual order has been dissolved: “Dieses Ganze ist der
Gegenstand, der dargestellt wird, und darauf beruht – und auf nichts anderem, auf keiner mit
Hofschauspielerdezenz leierschlagenden Sittlichkeit – eine reinigende, automatisch
entsinnlichende Wirkung der Kunst. Was in der Wirklichkeit wie ein heißer Tropfen
zusammengeballt bleibt, wird hier aufgelöst, auseinandergezogen, verflochten, - verseligt,
vermenschlicht.”351 (UKK 307) What place the pathological has in the work of art, depends
349

“An artist receives the impression that something he has avoided, some vague feeling, a sensation, a stirring
of his will, is dissolving in him, and its elements, released from the connections in which habit had frozen them,
suddenly acquire unexpected connections to often quite unexpected objects, whose dissolution spontaneously
resonates in this process. In this way pathways are created and connections exploded, and consciousness drills
new accesses for itself. The result is at best mostly an imprecise notion of the process to be depicted, but
surrounding it is a dim resonance of spiritual affinities, a slow undulation of further networks of emotions, will,
and ideas.” (PS 6)
350
In an essay from 2 years later, Musil wrote that art “jene außerordentliche Beweglichkeit des Standpunkts,
durch die wir das Gute im Bösen und das Häßliche im Schönen erkennen. Die starren Schätzungen (welche wir
vorgefunden haben) auflösen und ihre Elemente zu neuen Gebilden unsrer moralischen und künstlerischen
Phantasie zusammensetzen.” (PBM 241) “makes possible that extraordinary flexibility of perspective that allows
us to recognize good in evil and the ugly in the beautiful. The rigid appraisals (which we have inherited)
dissolve, and their elements create new formations of our moral and artistic imagination.” (PS 34)
351
“This totality is the object that is depicted, and on this rests – and on nothing else, not on any lyre-twanging
morality – a purifying, automatically desensualizing effect of art. What in reality remains fused together like a
molten drop is here dissolved, untangled, interwoven – made divine, made human.” (PS 6-7) Notice that Musil,
whose work often gets accused of being overly erotic, does not believe that art is concerned with the sensual in
this early essay, but nothing else than understanding and knowledge.
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on the complex totality as Musil defines it here, and not on some catchy moral program. The
artist must follow the traces and connections he or she is exploring and not reject them
beforehand because they are ‘immoral’.352
In this view art per definition must move beyond the status quo or the prevailing moral
norms in search for new and better ones. It is in this light that we can understand Musil’s
statements on the role of art in relation to health. He writes that the artist in interested in “die
Erweiterung des Registers von innerlich noch Möglichem und darum ist Kunst auch nicht
Rechtsklugheit, sondern – eine andere.”353 (UKK 307) The artist does not follow the law,
which is too rigid and narrowly defined, but seeks an expansion of what is inwardly possible.
When an artist considers something he or she should not immediately judge its value or nonvalue, but he or she is interested in the unexpected side that this phenomenon opens up. Art
does not repeat the existing norms, it seeks new norms, as Musil writes in these rather militant
words: “Sie ist erobernd, nicht pazifizierend.”354 (UKK 308) Such a view will inevitably be
rejected by those defending the moral order. In the essay, Musil strongly rejects a
conservative reflex: “…man soll nach vorwärts reformieren und nicht nach rückwärts;
gesellschaftliche Krankheiten, Revolutionen sind durch konservierende Dummheit gehemmte
Evolutionen.”355 (UKK 310) This statement is very indicative of Musil’s attitude to times of
crisis. One should not react to a period of crisis with panic, or by hysterically clinging on to
old values, but by calmly assessing the situation, including the possibilities for new orderings
that the crisis offers. One needs the courage to realize that times of crisis need new models of
assessment and behavior. It gives you the opportunity to readjust your models because the old
ones were proven to be inadequate. But this can only lead to anxiety in conservative minds
who see anything new as a threat or a monstrosity.
Musil does not deny that people can be sick or immoral, but this should not be decided on
the basis of narrow black and white pre-existing categories. Musil writes that the boundaries
must be drawn differently. What is ‘immoral’ depends not on a pre-decided category, but on
the total picture. Musil ends the article by writing that morality could be defined as a common

352

One of the short pieces in Nachlass zu Lebzeiten is a peculiar experiment with binoculars. The narrator is
fascinated by looking at ordinary objects through binoculars, so they become awkward, unfamiliar and
disconnected from their usual context. Musil writes that by such a defamiliarizing of common objects, including
our behavior and fashion, our character might scatter like powder along with its container. (NL II Unfreundliche
Betrachtungen 122, PP 92)
353
“expanding the range of what is inwardly still possible, and therefore art’s sagacity is not the sagacity of the
law, but – a different one.” (PS 7)
354
“It is conquering, not pacifying.” (PS 7)
355
“…one should reform forward, not backward: social illnesses, revolutions, are evolutions inhibited by a
conserving stupidity.” (PS 9)
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goal, deciding on which behavior is appropriate and which is not, but this behavior should be
‘appropriate’ to new challenges and situations. So morality should always be renewed and
readjusted and not be immutable, rigid laws. Morality should look forward, not backward:
“Man definiere als Moral irgend ein Gemeinsamkeitsziel, aber mit einem größeren Mass
gestatteter Seitenpfade. Und stimme die Bewegung darauf zu auf starken Vorwärtswillen, um
nicht bei jedem Grübelchen am Weg Gefahr zu leiden, hineinzuplumpsen.”356 (UKK 310)
By dissolving the habitual categories and tracing new connections, it moves beyond the
inadequate patterns people are stuck in. If we define ‘health’ as the capacity to move beyond
obstacles and to be able to create new norms, then we can understand why Musil claims that
art is a form of knowledge which expands our knowledge of the healthy: “Und auch die Kunst
sucht Wissen; sie stellt das Unanständige und Kranke durch seine Beziehungen zum
Anständigen und Gesunden dar, das heißt nichts anderes als: sie erweitert ihr Wissen vom
Anständigen und Gesunden.”357 (UKK 306) What Musil is saying here is that by taking up the
‘pathological’ in its search for new connections, art expands our capacity to move beyond a
deadlock, and thus contributes to the healthy and the moral.
Moralists insisting on a certain narrative of the human subject, with stable innate and
immutable traits, and a strict moral program, were bound to clash with modernist art. It has
become a commonplace to point out that many of the modernist artists wanted to expand the
boundaries of ‘human experience’, inspired by the changes in modern society. Modern life
had brought on such drastic changes and new experiences that the old view on a stable,
rational human being could no longer be maintained. Many modernist artists radically
emphasized these new experiences and saw it as a part of their art to re-figure the human
subject. The examples of artists challenging the common view on the human subject are too
many to mention: from Rimbaud’s famous exclamation “I is another” to the extreme case of
Fernando Pessoa. The different waves of inspiration that drove Pessoa to write his poems
were so radically desubjectifying and different from each other that he insisted on calling
them heteronyms, and not mere pseudonyms. These different poets would all laugh when you
asked them whether their poems were composed by some kind of a stable self. It is not
surprising that these poets must have sounded completely out of their minds to a conservative
person. Were these poets crazy or were they expanding the knowledge about human
356

“Let us define as morality some common goal, but with a greater measure of permitted side paths, and agree
that the movement in that direction should be based on a strong, forward-directed will, in order not to suffer the
danger of plopping into the smallest quibble on the road.” (PS 9)
357
“Art too seeks knowledge; it represents the obscene and the pathological by means of their relation to the
decent and the healthy, which is to say: art expands its knowledge of the decent and the healthy.” (PS 6)
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experience? Or what should we think of a writer like Elias Canetti, who believed that
Europeans should learn from a presumed trait of certain African tribes, who, allegedly, can
literally sense in their own bodies whether a certain animal was approaching? They literally
embodied, became this animal. (Canetti, 1960, Zweiter Band, p.66-72) Was Canetti raving
mad or did he have an eye for understudied human capacities? It seems as if the human
beings and their traits depicted by these artists turned human beings into monsters resembling
wild animals or madmen. Was this what we had to abandon our good old moral values for?
While exploring this phenomenon of poetic desubjectification, Agamben cites a passage
from Ingeborg Bachmann, who very precisely points out what is at stake here, in rather
Musilian terms. She problematizes the ‘I’ involved in writing, calling it “an ‘I’ without
guarantees”:

“…what is the ‘I’, what could it be? A star whose position and orbit have never
been fully identified and whose nucleus is composed of substances still unknown to
us. It could be this: myriads of particles forming an ‘I’. But at the same time the ‘I’
seems to be a Nothing, the hypostasis of a pure form, something like an imagined
substance…” She claims that poets precisely make the ‘I’ into the ground of their
experiments, in which they “continually run the risk of going mad”. (Agamben,
1999, p.113-114).

Bachmann points out that the poet (and I think we can extend this to the writer or artist in
general) turns the ‘I’, the self, into a ground for experimentation. They try to find other ways
to be, to live. It is important here to emphasize that an experiment can fail, as Bachmann
remarks. One runs the risk of going mad. Surely, experimenting with new formations of the
self will come across as monstrous deviations, and some will claim that these artists lose their
mind with their artificial creations. In Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften, the romance between
Ulrich and Agathe is described as “eine Reise an den Rand des Möglichen, die an den
Gefahren des Unmöglichen und Unnatürlichen, ja des Abstoßenden vorbei, und vielleicht
nicht immer vorbei führte; ein ‘Grenzfall’, wie das Ulrich später nannte, von eingeschränkter
und besonderer Gültigkeit, an die Freiheit erinnernd, mit der sich die Mathematik zuweilen
des Absurden bedient, um zur Wahrheit zu gelangen.”358 (MoE II 153)

358

“a journey to the edge of the possible, which led past – and perhaps not always past – the dangers of the
impossible and the unnatural, even of the repugnant: a ‘borderline case’, as Ulrich later called it, of limited and
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Interestingly in this context, Canguilhem wrote that the “power of revision and institution
of norms” in “matters of the human psyche” will imply the risk of madness. (Canguilhem,
2008, p.133) Both Canguilhem and Bachmann were aware of the risk of madness when
leaving the safe norms. Clearly, Musil was aware of this danger too, which he explored in his
novel in a character such as Clarisse and her obsession with the psychotic serial killer
Moosbrugger359. Characters such as Clarisse, Hans Sepp, general Stumm, Arnheim or
Leinsdorf represent problematic and inadequate responses to the changes of modern life.
It was the critique of Lukács that a writer like Musil supposedly held the opinion that in
order to flee the madness of the capitalist world one had to become mad oneself. In the
critique of Lukács, Musil can only answer to the chaos which modern life causes by a flight
into the pathological. This view is voiced by, precisely, Clarisse during her visit to
Moosbrugger in the psychiatric hospital. After Friedenthal tells her she is crazy, Clarisse
replies: “Man muss den Mut dazu haben, wenn die Weit wieder recht werden soll! Es muss
von Zeit zu Zeit Menschen geben, die nicht mitlügen!”360 (MI 140) It is precisely Clarisse
which does such a thing, trying to counter the chaos of the times with a flight into the
irrational and madness, but it was Musil’s aim to move beyond such an inadequate response
to the times361.
special validity, reminiscent of the freedom with which mathematics sometimes resorts to the absurd in order to
arrive at the truth.” (MwQ 826)
359
Lowell A. Bangerter has written: “To a large extent, Clarisse and Moosbrugger are symbols for what Musil
saw as the ultimate focal idea of the novel, carried to its pathological extreme.” (in Bloom, ed., 2005, p.15) In
the passages describing Moosbrugger’s thought process, Musil is quite clearly adopting the common symptoms
of psychosis. For Moosbrugger, fantasy and reality blend into each other, simple words become either asburdly
literal or absurdly complicated. He dissolves into his surroundings which are unbearably threatening, which
evokes his violence: “Und es war in seinem Leben auch schon vorgekommen, dass er zu einem Mädchen sagte:
„Ihr lieber Rosenmund!“, aber plötzlich liess das Wort in den Nähten nach, und es entstand etwas sehr
Peinliches: das Gesicht wurde grau, ähnlich wie Erde, über der Nebel liegt, und auf einem langen Stamm stand
eine Rose hervor; dann war die Versuchung, ein Messer zu nehmen und sie abzuschneiden oder ihr einen Schlag
zu versetzen, damit sie sich wieder ins Gesicht zurückziehe, ungeheuer groß.” (MoE I 382) “It happened that he
said to a girl: ‘Your sweet rose lips,’ but suddenly the words gave way at their seams and something upsetting
happened: her face went gray, like earth veiled in a mist, there was a rose sticking out of it on a long stem, and
the temptation to take a knife and cut it off, or punch it back into the face, was overwhelming…. Usually he used
all his enormous strength to hold the world together.” (MwQ 259) Given this fact, it is quite problematic that
Sass uses the character Moosbrugger as an example of the similarities between Musil’s writing in general and the
symptoms of schizophrenia.
360
“One has to have the courage to be crazy if the world is to be set right again! From time to time there have to
be people who refuse to go along with the lies!” (MwQ 1641)
361
The idea that one requires madness in order to change the prevailing mores comes from Nietzsche. Clarisse
expresses here her obsession with Nietzsche, and more specifically, a certain aspect of Nietzsche’s thoughts: the
call for the irrational. In Morgenröthe, Nietzsche writes: “‘Durch den Wahnsinn sind die grössten Güter über
Griechenland gekommen,’ sagte Plato mit der ganzen alten Menschheit. Gehen wir noch einen Schritt weiter:
allen jenen überlegenen Menschen, welche es unwiderstehlich dahin zog, das Joch einer Sittlichkeit zu brechen
und neue Gesetze zu geben, blieb, wenn sie nicht wirklich wahnsinnig waren, Nichts übrig, als sich wahnsinnig
zu machen oder zu stellen – und zwar gilt diess für die Neuerer auf allen Gebieten, nicht nur auf dem der
priesterlichen und politischen Satzung: - selbst der Neuerer des poetischen Metrums musste durch den Wahnsinn
sich beglaubigen.” (Nietzsche, 1971, p.23) “‘It is through madness that the greatest good things have come to
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What Musil, and these other artists, want is to experiment with new ways of being human,
even if this means problematizing the boundaries between human and non-human362. They are
fully aware that doing such a thing will run the risk of madness, like Clarisse and others in
Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften, and that it involves facing chaos. It is precisely Musil aim to
find a footing in the chaos, to find a way of distilling productive and adequate behavior out of
these unexplored territories and not succumb to the chaos, like most of the characters in Der
Mann ohne Eigenschaften. Moreover, this experimenting with new ways of being a human is
not some fanciful oddity, but nothing else than a necessity when the rapidly changing times
make our old models totally obsolete and force us to form new models. How to adequately
deal with this need for renewal and not cling to the past or lose oneself in chaos and madness
is Musil’s aim as a writer. In Das Unanständige und Kranke in der Kunst, he wrote:
“Gefahren brauchen nicht geleugnet zu werden.”363 (UKK 309) Such a footing in this chaos
can never be found by turning to old, rigid models. One needs greater flexibility. Such a
flexible order can help us to face the fluency and ever-changing nature of the world, which
constantly poses new and unexpected challenges.364
In Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften, Musil explicitly writes that Moosbrugger’s pathology
comes out of his problematic attempts of gaining a sense of self: “Er war ersichtlich krank;
aber wenn auch offenbar seine krankhafte Natur den Grund für sein Verhalten abgab, die ihn
von den anderen Menschen absonderte, ihm kam das wie ein stärkeres und höheres Gefühl
von seinem Ich vor. Sein ganzes Leben war ein zum Lachen und Entsetzen unbeholfener
Greece’, Plato said, in concert with all ancient mankind. Let us go a step further: all superior men who were
irresistibly drawn to throw off the yoke of any kind of morality and to frame new laws had, if they were not
actually mad, no alternative but to make themselves or pretend they were mad – and this indeed applies to
innovators in every domain and not only in the domain of priestly and political dogma: - even the innovator of
poetical meter had to establish his credentials by madness.” (Nietzsche, 1997, p.15) This is an argument which
Musil would only follow to a certain extent. He would still agree with Nietzsche that certain forms of madness
could break the spell of old petrified ways and pave the way for new ideas. But he would not agree with
Nietzsche’s call for full-blown delirium: “Ach, so gebt doch Wahnsinn, ihr Himmlischen! Wahnsinn, dass ich
endlich an mich selber glaube! Gebt Delirien und Zuckungen, plötzliche Lichter und Finsternisse, schreckt mich
mit Frost und Gluth, wie sie kein Sterblicher noch empfand, mit Getöse und umgehenden Gestalten, lasst mich
heulen und winseln und wie ein Thier kriechen: nur dass ich bei mir selber Glauben finde!” (Nietzsche, 1971,
p.24) “Ah, give me madness, you heavenly powers! Madness, that I may at last believe in myself! Give
deliriums and convulsions, sudden lights and darkness, terrify me with frost and fire such as no mortal has ever
felt, with deafening din and prowling figures, make me howl and whine and crawl like a beast: so that I may only
come to believe in myself!” (id., p.16) Musil would not believe that what the people need is delirium, which is
the path of Moosbrugger and Agathe, but a combination of sharp intelligence with imagination.
362
Referring to Ulrich and Agathe, Claudio Magris writes: “…Musil is de schrijver van het individu dat radicaal
verandert, een ander wordt, zijn wezen wijzigt…” (Magris, 2001, p.90)
363
“Dangers need not be denied.” (PS 8)
364
Similarly, Paul Klee claimed that he wanted to study the ‘natura naturans’ and not the ‘natura naturata’. The
comments that Paul Rabinow writes in relation to this comment by Klee could also perfectly apply to Musil:
“The thoughtful artist neither takes the present world to be the best of all possible worlds nor approaches the
existing world as being so horrible that it cannot be taken up with a certain serenity as a starting point. Rather,
the modern artist attempts to see what is, while knowing that it could be otherwise.” (Rabinow, 2003, p.73)
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Kampf, um Geltung dafür zu erzwingen.”365 (MoE 111) Musil directly links Moosbrugger
with the need for a self with stable ‘qualities’. While Musil wanted to foreclose the
pathological extremes, such as exemplified by Moosbrugger and Clarisse, he also wanted to
move beyond the tendency to dismiss more unusual states of being as pathological. In this
passage he denounces the attempts to imprison a person into a strict and static moral norm and
a fixed self with unchangeable characters:

Die Psychiatrie nennt die große Heiterkeit eine heitere Verstimmung, als ob sie
heitere Unlust wäre, und hat erkennen lassen, dass alle großen Steigerungen, die der
Keuschheit wie der Sinnlichkeit, der Gewissenhaftigkeit wie des Leichtsinns, der
Grausamkeit wie des Mitleidens ins Krankhafte münden; wie wenig würde da noch
das gesunde Leben bedeuten, wenn es nur einen mittleren Zustand zwischen zwei
Übertreibungen zum Ziel hätte! Wie dürftig wäre es schon, wenn sein Ideal wirklich
nichts anderes als die Leugnung der Übertreibung seiner Ideale wäre!? Solche
Erkenntnisse führen also dazu, in der moralischen Norm nicht länger die Ruhe
starrer Satzungen zu sehen, sondern ein bewegliches Gleichgewicht, das in jedem
Augenblick Leistungen zu seiner Erneuerung fordert.366 (MoE I 400-401)

To accept such a mobile equilibrium will require abandoning static views on a person’s
character: “Man beginnt, es immer mehr als beschränkt zu empfinden, unwillkürlich
erworbene Wiederholungsdispositionen einem Menschen als Charakter zuzuschreiben und
dann seinen Charakter für die Wiederholungen verantwortlich zu machen.”367 (MoE I 401)
If Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften is filled to the brim with pathological behavior, what role
can this play in the formation of a new form of ethics, moving beyond a rigid moral norm
towards a more “mobile equilibrium”, as Musil calls it? How could this display of madness
help the people gain a better understanding of the present? It would be understandable if all
365

“He was clearly ill, but even if his obviously pathological nature provided the basis for his attitude, and this
isolated him from other men, it somehow seemed to him a stronger and higher sense of his own self. His whole
life was a comically and distressingly clumsy struggle to gain by force a recognition of this sense of himself.”
(MwQ 71)
366
“Psychiatry calls great elation a ‘hypomanic disturbance,’ which is like calling it a hilarious distress, and
regards all heightened states, whether of chastity or sensuality, scrupulosity or carelessness, cruelty or
compassion, as pathologically suspect – how little would a healthy life mean if its only goal were a middle
condition between two extremes! How drab it would be if its ideal were really no more than the denial of the
exaggeration of its ideals! To recognize this is to see the moral norm no longer as a set of rigid commandments
but rather as a mobile equilibrium that at every moment requires continual efforts at renewal.” (MwQ 271-272)
367
“We are beginning to regard as too limiting the tendency to ascribe involuntarily acquired habits of
repetitiveness to a man and his character, and then make his character responsible for the repetitions.” (MwQ
272)
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the madness in the novel was simply a consequence of the incapacity to face the present, but
this would mean that the critics who claim that Musil can only describe the chaos of the times,
and not provide solutions, were right after all. If the incapacity to move beyond petrified and
outdated moral models was causing a widespread form of mad behavior, what does it help if
one just shows more and more of that madness? Is this not merely adding more chaos to
chaos? Let’s take the example of the artist Hans Bellmer, who made shocking images of
distorted and sexualized dolls to counter the Nazi image on health and the body. Does such a
shocking counter-image not simply confirm to those who want to condemn it, in this case the
Nazis, that they were right? That such artists produce nothing but disturbing and confusing
products, that the confusion and obscenity of these artists would just drag others along with
them? In order to explore a possible positive role of all the pathological behavior in Der Mann
ohne Eigenschaften, I will turn to the ambiguities surrounding the notion of the monstrous.
The theme of the monstrous was very widespread in the art of the turn of the century, and
maybe even more in the commentaries of the critics. It also takes up a significant place in the
reception of Musil’s work. A scholar who devoted a lot of attention to the topic of the monster
in Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften is Stefan Jonnson. As Jonsson explains, the figure of the
monster is something that always occurs in times of crisis: “A monster is first of all a creature
that demonstrates – the Latin word monstrare means “to show” or “to exhibit” – a disturbance
in the order of the world. The monster operates outside the social , and it often demonstrates a
vice that threatens the cohesion and reason of the human community.” (Jonsson, 2000, p.208)
For Jonsson, the figure of the monster appears when people can no longer understand the flow
of history, when there are big disruptions in the historical narrative and one can no longer
agree on what the social community is: “Monsters emerge as substitutes for historical
comprehension.” (id. p.210) Hence, in modernist art, we see a series of these figures of the
‘monsterly’: ruthless assassins such as Moosbrugger, the mute and genderless figure of the
Pierrot, the terrifying angels of Rilke, the threatening creature-like women painted by Klimt,
etc… When Canetti arrived back in Vienna after an overwhelming stay in Berlin where he
was faced with the most diverse and confusing behavior and opinions, he described the
memories of Berlin he was trying to recollect as monsters, though with forms he recognizes
(Canetti, 1980, p.295-296). When young Törless feels his moral certainties crumble, the
clouds appear to look like monsters to him (Musil, 2001, p.53).
The monster here is not pure confusion or a hallucination. It is a concrete formation with
which one is confronted, but which totally falls outside one’s habitual frames of
comprehension and order. It is most certainly real, but it cannot be placed within the
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coordinates by which one organizes one’s world368. By radically falling outside one’s
framework, it cannot fail to challenge this framework. By pointing out an inadequacy or lack
in the framework, it will forcefully enlarge the fact that the framework is inadequate, that it is
by no means the best, let alone the only or natural framework. It shows that the framework is
contingent and that a better one is needed. In this sense, the monster is not something merely
negative, evil or destructive, as in the common sense opinion, nor is it necessarily something
positive. It is an indication that the coordinates one uses to order the world are inadequate and
that other formations exist and are possible.
Canguilhem avoids giving the monstrous its usual negative connotation. The monstrous,
according to Canguilhem, reveals the “the precariousness of the stability to which life has
habituated us” (Canguilhem, 2008, p.135); it exposes the contingency of a certain order. In
this sense, the monstrous is an imaginative anti-world, a vital counter-order, an anti-cosmos
destabilizing a petrified order and opening up the possibility of other ways of ordering.
Probably under the influence of Canguilhem, Jacques Derrida wrote the following on the
topic of the monster: “..the notion of the monster is rather difficult to deal with, to get a hold
on, to stabilize… monstrosity may reveal or make one aware of what normality is. Faced with
a monster, one may become aware of what the norm is and that this norm has a history –
which is the case with discursive norms, philosophical norms, socio-cultural norms, they have
a history – any appearance of monstrosity in this domain allows an analysis of the history of
norms.” (Derrida, 1995, p.385-386) It is thanks to the monstrous presence that people become
aware of the prevailing norms, that they are contingent and not natural, that they have a
history and are not universal; in short, the monster renders visible the prevailing conception of
normality.
For Derrida, this is not so much a theoretical process of awareness, but a practical
experience: “…to do that, one must conduct not only a theoretical analysis; one must produce
what in fact looks like a discursive monster so that the analysis will be a practical effect, so
that people will be forced to become aware of the history of normality.” (id.) Exposed to a
monstrous presence, like the many literary monsters in the work of Musil, a reflection on the
moral norms is evoked in the reader. It shows that other ethical norms are not only possible,
but also necessary. The infraction of the rigid moral norm is a necessity, in order to explore
new and better norms that are more suited to the challenges of moral life.
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from the basic human norm.” A so called normal body is “the zero-degree of monstrosity.” (Braidotti, 1994,
p.78)
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All too often certain characters from Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften, such as Moosbrugger
or Clarisse, are used as examples of a vacant obsession with the pathological. But Musil’s
characters represent different positions to the crisis in the prevailing value system, positions
that he wanted to overcome. It is crucial to realize that the monstrous aspect plays a double
role here. On the one hand, it represents the gradual sliding away into mass irrational violence
and world war (Moosbrugger as the messiah), but on the other hand it also functions as a form
of productive negation, not unlike the function of the grotesque described by Bakhtin369
(Bakhtin, 1984). Moosbrugger can be truly seen as a monster in this double sense. As became
very clear from the passage described earlier where different doctors and a priest are
quarrelling over the case of Moosbrugger, Moosbrugger drastically presents a challenge to the
ordering systems of the people involved. His case exposes the incommensurability between
the different explanations systems involved, which can only be dealt with by a moral
judgment in a leap of faith. Moosbrugger functions as the monstrous which reveals the
inadequacy of the models people use to make sense of their world, and the existence of
different registers (science, the legal world, morality…) that are not adequately attuned to
each other. Thus the case of Moosbrugger demands a revaluation of the frameworks used to
make sense of the world. If Musil can explore the social, legal and psychiatric consequences
of madness in his magnum opus, as Geoffrey C. Howes claims370, this is because of the
monstrous figure of Moosbrugger. In the same sense, the bizarre romance of Ulrich and
Agathe drastically challenges all common conceptions of gender, the family and what a
proper relationship or erotic union should be. It also functions as a monstrous image which
reveals that other ways of orderings are perfectly possible.

4. The influence of Nietzschean ‘immunology’

A possible positive function of pathology in Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften could be
further clarified by looking at the complex role disease plays in the cultural critique of
Nietzsche. Any reader of Nietzsche will notice that he uses the terms ‘disease’ or ‘health’ in
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For Bakhtin, grotesque realism had both an uncrowning, degrading, negating aspect as a regenerating aspect,
firmly grounded in the body. But for him, the popular laughter that was so important in grotesque realism
became a ‘reduced laughter’ in the form of modern irony. Like Lukács, he denies modernist literature the
possibility for the regeneration of something new and vital. (Bakhtin, 1984, p.23,120)
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“Robert Musil… portrays the social, legal and psychiatric dimensions of madness in his magnum opus Der
Mann ohne Eigenschaften…” (in Blackshaw and Topp, eds., 2009, p.152)
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ambiguous ways371. ‘Disease’ plays a different role in the different contexts of his works. In
Zur Genealogie der Moral, Nietzsche diagnoses a Christian-Platonic obsession with another
world beyond this one as the disease his times is suffering from, draining the strength and joy
of life out of the people. The disease Nietzsche describes is a problematic response to the
hardships and challenges of life. Instead of facing this life, in all its suffering, changeability
and contingency, people invented a Hinterwelt wherein they place all their hope. They invent
a metaphysical other-world, where perfect order and justice reign, as opposed to this world.
How then did Nietzsche want to counter this illness? If the belief in a Hinterwelt is the
disease of his times, then how did he conceive of ‘health’ or a possible cure? Nietzsche’s
answer to this was not to place himself squarely on the side of ‘health’. Just like everybody
else, Nietzsche was suffering from the same metaphysical sickness372. The cure, a process
which will never come to a complete end, will have to be an acceptance of this world as it is;
this means, as a world in constant change, in which there is no inherent order or morality, in
which suffering and hardships are common, a world without telos, meaning or goal. How
could people be made to face this world as it is, without seeking an escape into an otherworldly realm? This could only be achieved by increasing the sickness. The suffering will
have to be increased, so that people will have to make a choice: do I accept this world as it is
or not? Only an acceleration of the suffering could lead, for Nietzsche, to an attitude of joyful
acceptance, of play and experimentation with this world. The disease is a moral shock, it
disturbs our habits and forces us to make a drastic choice. While illness could chase people
into other-worldly beliefs, it could also operate as a corrosive, eroding the metaphysical
constructions of a Hinterwelt and force people to accept their present conditions373.
We can find the same double function of pathology in Musil’s writings as the role of
sickness in Nietzsche. For Musil, the pathology of the times in an inadequate response to the
challenges and changes of modern life. Incapable of facing the complexities, novelty and
371

For a very good clarification of the function of disease in Nietzsche’s philosophy, see Ger Groot, 2003, p.58 72.
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Nietzsche refered to himself as the one who is curing. He signed a letter to Wagner with der Basler
Genesende (KSB, 4/157-158). He too is ill, but he wants to overcome this situation. This process can never come
to a full resolution. Ger Groot writes: “Men heeft de gezondheid nooit, zoals men ook ‘de waarheid’ niet heeft.
Men heeft slechts de wil tot gezondheid en tot genezing, die zich zelfs nog tegenover de ziekte dankbaar kan
tonen.” (Groot, 2003, p.72)
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Ger Groot writes: “Zo’n doorbreking van de gangbare waarheid, van dit perspectief van idées reçues, vormt
voor Nietzsche mede, en zelfs in bijzondere mate, de ziekte. In de ziekte verandert onze perceptie en daarmee de
wereld, haar betrouwbaarheid en haar vastheid. De dingen krijgen een andere kleur en smaak, het tijdsverloop
neemt een andere gedaante aan, de ruimtelijke beleving wordt anders, tot in het hallucinerende toe. Deze schok
opent de ogen voor de niet-algemeenheid van de geldende waarheid. Vanuit haar pathologie maakt de ziekte de
onontkoombare pathologie van het dagelijkse denken zichtbaar. Ze opent de ogen voor een andere mogelijkheid
en daarmee voor het inzicht in de dubieuze rechtstitels van het vigerende metafysisch-morele complex.” (Groot,
2003, p.70)
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problems of the present, people flee into a moral Hinterwelt. Confused by the present, people
cling to a construction of moral order, often associated with the ‘mystical fetishes’ of state,
nation and race. Moral order is presumed to be there and associated with national or group
traits. As Musil wrote, morality is thus expropriated as a form of predestination and nobody
needs to work on it anymore. In Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften, the pathology of the times, in
all its facets, gets accelerated, pushed to extremes, so the inadequacy of the moral
construction becomes obvious. The pathological behavior exposes the inadequacy of the
prevailing frameworks to make sense of the present, and that other ways of approaching are
possible and necessary. Increasing the pathological symptoms corrodes the petrified morality
and the belief in a natural order. This is not just some kind of a Verelendigung, an escalating
of destructive forces for the sake of itself. On the contrary, it opens up the capacity to face the
present in all its complexity, to conceive of new ways of ordering or ethical responses, to
experiment with the possibilities that modern life contains.
This doubleness explains a lot of the ambiguities surrounding Ulrich, which to this day
often get overlooked by critics of Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften. Ulrich is often described as
modern man in a negative sense: devoid of identity, beliefs and the capacity to act, drawn to
destructive forces such as Moosbrugger, over-complicating everything to the point of
confusion, sucking everybody around him in the same nihilistic void. From this perspective,
Ulrich represents everything that is wrong with what mankind has become in a modern, urban
environment. Such a view completely misses the point. Ulrich, but also Agathe later in the
book, accelerate the condition that modern city dwellers find themselves in. But this is not a
decline leading to destruction. It is an inadequate and morally rigid reaction to this condition
that leads to destruction and politically reactionary forces. By accelerating the impact of
modern life on the people, Ulrich undermines and problematizes the inadequate responses to
modern life, but he also opens up new possibilities which could be experimentally explored
and put to the test. The impact of modernity could not be made undone by fleeing into the
past, but should be affirmed in all its moral complexity. An ethics suited for modern life
should not be presumed but invented, with the aid of possibilities latent in the present.
In a recent text, Roberto Esposito has called Nietzsche the extraordinary seismograph of
later developments in the complex relations between life (however one wants to conceive it),
health and society. Esposito approaches the work of Nietzsche in the light of his theories on
the processes of ‘immunization’ which any society develops to preserve itself374. While such
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processes in principle have the function to keep a society healthy and to protect it from forces
which threaten to dissolve or harm the society, they have the dangerous tendency to go too
far. Processes of immunization can become too strict and rigid and ultimately even turn
against society like a form of auto-immunity disease. What was supposed to preserve life can
become a dangerous form of ‘thanatopolitics’, a deadly killing machinery. The paradigmatic
example of this is of course the Nazi regime. Originally targeting certain groups such as the
Jews as a contaminating threat which had to be ‘removed’ to preserve the health of the social
body, Hitler ended up by condemning the German people entirely to death in his final hours in
the bunker375.
In the work of Nietzsche, Esposito finds a double tendency: one which unambiguously
anticipates the destructive side of the immunization processes, but also a second one, which
runs counter to the first tendency, that suggests a way to dismantle and move beyond the
destructive extremes of these immunization processes. In these two lines of thinking, which
appear in Nietzsche’s writings alongside each other, there is a different conception of the
relation between disease and society. In the first line, Nietzsche describes forces that are
purely and unambiguously contaminating, posing a threat to the health of a person or society.
These forces cause a degeneration which is irreversible. Thus, the only way to relate to these
ill-making forces is to forcefully remove, destroy or attack them. Nietzsche’s oeuvre is filled
with statements about protecting oneself against the weak and debilitating forces. To just give
one example: “Moral für Ärzte. – Der Kranke ist ein Parasit der Gesellschaft. In einem
gewissen Zustande ist es unanständig, noch länger zu leben. Das Fortvegetieren in feiger
Abhängigkeit von Ärzten und Praktiken, nachdem der Sinn vom Leben, das Recht zum Leben
verloren gegangen ist, sollte bei der Gesellschaft eine tiefe Verachtung nach sich ziehn. …
Eine neue Verantwortlichkeit schaffen, die des Arztes, für alle Fälle, wo das höchste Interesse
des Lebens, des aufsteigenden Lebens, das rücksichtsloseste Nieder- und Beiseite-Drängen
des entartenden Lebens verlangt – zum Beispiel dür das Recht auf Zeugnung, für das Recht,
geboren zu werden, für das Recht, zu leben.”376 (Nietzsche, 1969, p.128) This side of
Nietzsche is the one which anticipated, at least theoretically, the bloodiest eugenics programs
conducted in the name of the ‘health’ of society.
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The entire chapter 4 of Esposito’s book is an analysis of the Nazi thanatopolitics (Esposito, 2008, p.110-145)
“Morality for doctors. - Sick people are parasites on society. It is indecent to keep living in a certain state.
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(Nietzsche, 2005, p.210)
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But Esposito also finds another aspect in Nietzsche’s work which allows for redefining
health and disease in relation to society, and which provides the blueprint of a way of thinking
that can move beyond the destructive excesses of the immunization logic of a society. In this
second mode, certain forces are no longer seen as an unambiguous and irreversible threat to
the health of society. On the contrary, Nietzsche is aware that an overly rigid exclusion of all
‘contagion’, threats and risks will destroy the vitality of a society. In Menschliches,
Allzumenschliches, Nietzsche expresses this line of thinking in relation to the state: “Der Staat
ist eine kluge Veranstaltung zum Schutz der Individuen gegen einander: übertriebt man seine
Veredelung, so wird zuletzt das Individuum durch ihn geschwächt, ja aufgelöst, - also der
ursprüngliche Zweck des Staates am gründlichsten vereitelt.”377 (Nietzsche, 1967, p.201) We
can recognize in a passage such as this Musil’s later criticisms of the rigidity of morality or
the relaying of moral agency to the state or nation. As Esposito writes: “The thesis he
advances is that such a logic cures illness in a self-contradictory form because it produces a
greater illness than the one it wanted to prevent. … Impeding the possible dissolution of the
organism, they also stop its growth, condemning it to stasis and impoverishment.” (Esposito,
2008, p.91) It is in this sense that Nietzsche could say that the worst forms of disease come
from the struggle against disease. Paradoxically, but also attesting to the richness of
Nietzsche’s work, this second line of thinking is a warning against the destructive attempts at
immunization, which are present in Nietzsche’s writings as well.
Blocking out any threat or danger robs a society of capacity for growth and renewal378.
Health is no longer opposed to disease, but is a state achieved by overcoming disease. In the
words of Esposito: “Health is not separate from the mortal risk that runs through it, pushing it
beyond itself, continuously updating its norms, overthrowing and re-creating rules for life… if
health is no longer separable from sickness; if sickness is a part of health – then it will no
longer be possible to separate the individual and social body according to insurmountable
lines of prophylaxis and hierarchy.” (Esposito, 2008, p.104) Esposito remarks that Nietzsche
still uses the language of immunization or vaccination, but there is a crucial difference with
the destructive form of immunization. In the latter case, the aim is the preservation of a
certain state of affairs, while in the former the aim is the transformation of a given state: “But
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“The state is a prudent institution for the protection of individuals against one another… if it is completed and
perfected too far it will in the end enfeeble the individual and, indeed, dissolve him – that is to say, thwart the
original purpose of the state in the most thorough way possible.” (Nietzsche, 1996, p.113)
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Pierre Fédida has developed a similar psychoanalytic theory of depression. He distinguishes a state of
depression from what he calls the ‘depressivity’ of the psyche. This ‘depressivity’ is a necessary and flexible
function of the psyche to cope with the inevitable shocks of life. In a state of depression, this ‘depressivity’
function is no longer functioning. (Fédida, 2001)
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the logic that underpins it is not directed to preserving identity or to simple survival, but rather
to innovation and alteration. … From this perspective, the negative not only is in turn
detained, repressed, or rejected, but it is affirmed as such: as what forms an essential part of
life, even if, indeed precisely because, it continually endangers it, pushing it to a problematic
fault line…” (id., p.106)379 For Nietzsche, only a person who is not interested in preserving
their identity, but who is open to radical forms of exteriority, forcing him or her to transform,
will be capable of true health: “His being resides beyond this or beyond that side of the
identity with himself. And indeed, he is not even a being as such, but a becoming that carries
together within itself the traces of a different past and the prefiguration of a new future. At the
center of this conceptual passage lies the theme of metamorphosis.” (id. p.107)
Musil too was aware that an overly rigid defense or inoculation against threats would make
a society even more ill, even dangerously so. As opposed to the preservation of a given status
quo, by hysterically banning all threats and challenges, these challenges should be welcomed
as an opportunity to transform and to achieve a new and better condition. This is a process
that can never reach an ultimate equilibrium, but always has to continue without ever reaching
a final end. Of course, Musil’s ‘man without qualities’ is a precisely such a person who does
not try to cling on to a certain identity or state, but who is radically open to contingency,
challenges and self-transformation. As we know, Musil was heavily influenced by Nietzsche
throughout his entire life, considering his work to be full of unexplored possibilities. But we
also know that Musil was skeptical of another, widespread legacy of Nietzsche. Esposito’s
reading of the two, contradictory tendencies in Nietzsche’s work helps us to understand this
issue. Nietzsche anticipated the destructive attempts at immunization, drastically banning out
all threats and challenges. Such a rigidity in the face of novelty and challenge was critiqued at
length by Musil. But Nietzsche also provided another way of thinking of health and disease in
relation to society, going against the first way of thinking, and this aspect of Nietzsche’s work
is the best source to understand the complex role of the ‘negative’, whether the pathological,
monstrous or criminal in Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften.
Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften provides a complex play with the consequences of a
petrified or reified moral order that wants to preserve itself by denouncing all that threatens
this order as dangerously pathological or monstrous. The diverse explorations of pathology,
crime, insanity, outlandish proposals and even incest, are a destabilizing of the self-evidence,
rigidity and inadequacy of a petrified order while at the same time exposing and challenging
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the monstrosities a rigid moral order itself engenders: from the unprecedented death toll of the
First World War to the unimaginable mass murder of the Nazi regime. Far from being a goal
in itself, as Lukács believed, or the mere reflection of a pathogenic modernity as Sass claims,
Musil’s exploration of the pathological and the monstrous should be seen in the light of a
critical-utopian project to open up the conditions of possibility for creating new and better
norms.
Musil’s ambition was nothing less than the creation of a new society and humanity, and not
a mere interest in psychopathology as Lukács would have it, and he saw it as his task as a
writer to help to establish the conditions for the possibility of this. The new man has to be
invented. The necessary phase of indetermination or ‘shapelessness’ in the invention of the
new is what troubles people who defend a fixed formation of human beings or society.
Musil’s vision is way more ambitious. He wanted to move beyond the alternatives of a rigid
pre-determined order, on the one hand, and sliding into pure chaos when one abandons such
order on the other hand. He was adamant to move beyond such a black and white view. The
question was how to face the chaos, how to face the new and unformed, without a set of predetermined rules of what is right and what is wrong, but by creating the conditions that allow
the exploration of new and better formations. A ‘healthy’ attitude towards modern times
would be an ethic that allows one to overcome rigid inadequate patterns, to overcome
obstacles and form ways of proceeding that have enough flexibility to be readjusted over and
over again. Yes, such an exploration implies the risk of madness, but the morally rigid
responses to the crises presented by modern life create a lot more madness, monstrosities and
destruction, with the Nazi regime as the sad and avoidable culmination point.

5. Concluding remarks:

In this chapter, I have tried to unwrap the different aspects of the function of the
‘pathological’ in Musil’s work. Although, in certain places of his writing, his view on
pathology is more explicitly elaborated, it generally remains implicit in Der Mann ohne
Eigenschaften. If society can be called pathological, for Musil, it is because it responds to the
changes of modern life by clinging on to a rigid form of morality. It is the incongruity
between this moral reflex and the vertigo-inducing changes and complexity of modern
existence that cause a pathological state, characterized by a combination of incomprehension
and wild, emotional acts. This pathological state is a fertile ground for violent, reactionary
political forces. On top of this, moralist and conservative groups have a tendency to dismiss
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everything that threatens their conception of moral order as pathological. This condemning of
art on a moral basis, but by using clinical language, was already the topic of Musil’s early
essay of 1911, and it would find its perverse culmination point in the Entartete Kunst
propaganda exposition. Thirdly, I have tried to give a more positive role in the trangressive
behavior prevailing in Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften, namely to expose the contingent and
historical nature of all moral norms.
If these are, broadly speaking, the coordinates of Musil’s interest in psychopathology, and
not for the sake of itself as Lukács claimed, then Musil takes up an original and unique place
amongst the artists of his generation. While the trope of madness or pathology as a metaphor
in a cultural analysis had been very common in Austrian and German literature, Musil takes
up this theme with very different intentions than his peers or predecessors. Although the
reasons why artists were drawn to the psychopathology is very diverse and heterogeneous,
certain trends and tendencies can nevertheless be concerned. But the multiple functions that
the pathological takes up in Musil’s work should be distinguished from these trends.
Madness was already an important theme in the nineteenth century Biedermeier literature
of Franz Grillparzer, Ferdinand Raimund or Johann Nestroy (Blackshaw and Topp, 2009,
p.146-147). At the end of the nineteenth century, writers expressed great interest in nervous
disorders and the new psychiatric category of ‘neurasthenia’. Authors such as Hugo von
Hoffmannstahl, Hermann Bahr or Arthur Schnitzler wanted to describe the ‘modern nerves’
(id., p.128). Klimt depicted wealthy Viennese women with a pale and exhausted complexion
in his famous portraits, suggesting neurasthenia which indicated that they belonged to a
cultivated inner-city social class.
At the turn of the century, the popularity of neurasthenia was replaced by the new writings
on hysteria. Charcot’s work in the Parisian Salpêtrière hospital was hugely influential. The
publications of Charcot, and more specifically the photos of contorted hysteric bodies, were
explicitly used by artists such as Schiele for their evocative physical postures. If hysteria
dominated the turn of the century, the interest after the First World War gradually changed to
studies on mass psychology, with Broch and Canetti abandoning their novelistic work to write
lengthy studies on this topic.
Certain artists were mainly interested in psychopathology to find expressive subjects for
their art works. Kokoschka, Oppenheimer or Schiele were fascinated by the forceful
expressive quality of the contorted bodies and facial expressions of psychiatric patients.
Kokoschka also liked to make portraits of people with mental problems, such as Peter
Altenberg or Ludwig Ritter Von Janikowski. This trend was later taken up by the Surrealists
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or the Art Brut movement, who saw in the art of psychiatric patients a source of freedom and
spontaneity of expression. Other artists, such as Schnitzler, Döblin or Benn, were themselves
doctors, and used their clinical experience in their work. Some artists gave personal accounts
of their own tormented minds and mental breakdowns. Still other artists were drawn to the
topic of madness because of a Nietzschean interest in irrational forces. This neo-romantic
trend embraced madness as a creative countermovement to the rationalism of modernity. The
gradual fame of Van Gogh contributed to the myth of the ‘mad genius’.
Musil was not interested in pathology as a mere expressive means, nor in narratives
romanticizing madness or the irrational as a form of genius. On the contrary, he would
strongly oppose such views. It is here that critics such as Lukács or Sass miss the mark. Many
authors have turned to the tropes of madness or pathology to describe the first decades of the
twentieth century. Broch, Kafka, Canetti, Thomas Mann… all have tried to grasp what made
the people of those years seem to be mad and inclined to extreme (self-)destruction. But the
particular analyses that these writers provided in their classic works are decidedly different:
Broch’s theory of a degeneration of values, Kafka’s evocations of the dehuminazing effect of
modern bureaucracy, Canetti’s idiosyncratic theories of crowds and power and Mann’s view
that Germany was intoxicated by obscurantist philosophies and a love for music. Musil’s
position differs from the position of his peers in the sense that Musil embraces the changes of
modern life. He does not lament these changes, nor does he see them as a destruction of good
old moral values. It is precisely the hemming of these changes, or the folding back onto rigid,
conservative morality, which causes a pathological state. If approached with the proper,
flexible and experimental, attitude, modern life contains the possibility to transform mankind
as we know it and to take it beyond its shortcomings of the past. If modern life is met with
“conserving stupidity”, as Musil already called it in 1911, then people will turn into frustrated,
confused and not understanding beings, which can only respond to their confusion by wild
emotional expenditure and compulsive, destructive acts. As opposed to Hermann Broch,
Musil did not believe that the destructive nature of the times had to be countered with a solid,
universal value system. What was needed was an ethics to face the unexpected, the contingent
and conflicting spheres, which required something more flexible and not formed in advance.
What Musil offers us, is neither merely a description of the modern chaos, nor a display of
transgressive behavior as the solution. He offers a very subtle exploration of why modernity
seemed to cause a pathological reaction in many people. This is not caused by modernity as
such, but by the inadequate responses to it. Equally problematic however, and here Musil
would wholeheartedly agree with Sass and Lukács, is the purely chaotic, irrational response,
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which indeed would lead to a dissolution of the person in total madness, like Clarisse and
Moosbrugger. Musil is seeking a way between the rigid morality and total chaos. When Musil
repeatedly writes about the symptoms of the times, or of the “eine geheimnisvolle
Zeitkrankheit” (MoE I 86, “A mysterious malady of the times” MwQ 54), as he called it, we
should take this term seriously. Musil is dealing with the symptoms of a particular affliction
or pathogenic condition. A symptom should not be mocked, dismissed or simply described in
a theoretical treatise. It also makes no sense to tell people that they should stop acting out
their symptoms. As Derrida wrote, the exposing of prevailing norms in a text is something
one experiences, undergoes, and not something that is stated explicitly. It has often been
remarked that Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften is an experience which one undergoes. In the
novel, Musil deals with the prevailing phenomena as symptoms, which should not be
dismissed or just described but elaborated, worked through380. Yes, to counter the petrified
attitudes, he wanted to accelerate the confusion and dissolution, but to open up a wider range
of possibilities, which could be experimented with, guided by a proper, flexible form of
ethics.
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In his famous text Erinnern, Wiederholen und Durcharbeiten, Freud clarifies the process of durcharbeiten,
working through, in relation to remembering and repeating. Freud writes that the patient does not remember the
repressed material, but he or she will enact it. The impulse to remember is replaced with a compulsion to repeat.
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Freud writes that this compulsion will make it seem like the therapy is actually making things worse. In fact, the
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allowed to be worked through. (Freud, 1946)
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Conclusion: Working through the symptoms of the modern life; Musil’s criticalutopian project.

In Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften and his other writings, Robert Musil undertook an
extensive and razor-sharp dissection of a condition his society had been suffering from since
the end of the nineteenth century. This condition reminded him of patients suffering from a
pathological affliction, as he had witnessed in Rome. It had grown in the wake of the
relentless and vertigo-inducing acceleration of modernity, transforming society and people’s
lives as they had always known them. History seemed to have become an overwhelming and
incomprehensible force, which swept society along towards an unknown and unforeseeable
destination. Modern life became increasingly complex and incomprehensible, accelerating the
specialization and atomization of different domains. In such a society which at the same time
produces monstrous forms of order and organization and unleashes powerful forms of entropy
and disintegration, what role was there left for a human being? What could a man or woman
do who does not want to be a mere passive cog in the unfolding of history or a part of a
community that was like a ship of fools racing with eagerness towards its own catastrophic
downfall?
This question becomes even more difficult if we look at the particular nature of the
condition society was in. Modernity drastically transformed the lives of people in all its
aspects, from their living conditions to the meaningful order of society in which everything
has a well-defined role and place. The symbols of the old order were quickly becoming
absurdly outmoded, like wearing a knight’s harness or a powdered wig on a steam train. The
forces of modernity were overwhelming and relentless, but they were also beyond
comprehension. It was like a strong force, forcing you to change your life, though you do not
understand what is going on. Josef K. was seized by the power of the law but he could not
find any meaning in it. Such a condition, where one is faced with overbearing forces which
are devoid of meaning, will cause an intolerable irritation: something has to be done. People
were forced to answer to these profound changes which toppled over their existence and
habitual matrix of meaning, but they were lacking the coordinates to come to terms with the
complexities of modern life. Such an intolerable condition will instigate a compulsive need to
act. The state which Musil described was above all a dangerous compulsion, which took the
shape of a Babylonian cacophony of theories, opinions, movements, slogans, gurus, prophets
and desperate acts, which were all equally inadequate and changed from one day to the next.
The question ‘what should one do in the face of overwhelming and incomprehensible
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historical changes?’ should be rephrased into: how could one overcome the compulsive and
destructive state that society was in, and find an ethics that could cope with the ever-changing
complexities of modern life and seize the many possibilities it brings along? This explains the
seeming paradox that Ulrich can only begin to formulate answers to this question by
refraining from action.
What happens in Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften is not a mere description, pastiche or
catalogue of the prevailing ailments and inadequate viewpoints of Vienna in the year 1913.
With the novel Musil wanted to work through the compulsive condition society was in. As
many scholars have remarked, reading Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften is supposed to be an
experience, not a portrait or a theoretical tractate. One of the most important and overlooked
words that Musil likes to use is the word ‘symptom’ to indicate the phenomena he is taking on
in his novel and his essays. It would be foolish to simply dismiss or mock a symptom. Shortly
after the First World War, Musil strongly warned against dismissing the cataclysmic events as
a temporary delusion, madness or psychosis, which was now things of the past. Instead, all the
factors that paved the way for the war were still there, and were bound for a second, even
more unimaginable catastrophe. Society was still in the same compulsive state of
incomprehension and frustration. The incongruence between the incapacity to comprehend the
complexities of the present and the need to act was as big as ever before. The conditions that
lead to the war, and the symptomatic reactions of the people to these conditions, had to be
worked through, not dismissed. Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften is such an elaborate process of
working through the conditions of the early twentieth century, whether it was before or after
the First World War381. It is in the nature of a symptom that it allows for a process of working
through. Only through the elaboration of the symptoms can one move beyond a certain
impasse.
A recurring question amongst scholars has been how to situate the character Ulrich in
relation to the other members of society. Does he withdraw from the concerns of society into
his own private utopian fantasies? Does he retreat from reality into a realm of literaryaesthetic possibilities? These are the wrong questions to approach the character of Ulrich.
Ulrich is a character who is afflicted by exactly the same challenges and transforming power
of modernity as everyone else around him. He finds himself in the same set of difficulties and
fundamental concerns as all the other people. What makes Ulrich unusual is that he tries to
have a different relation to this condition. Instead of responding with the same frustrated
381

It could be argued, as I will do in the postscript, that we are still struggling with the same questions today, and
developing similar problematic responses to them.
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compulsion as so many others do, Ulrich wants to embrace the positive potential such a
condition brings along. He explores the possibilities to respond differently and better to the
vicissitudes of modern life and to avoid the petrified, compulsive and symptomatic responses
he sees all around him. Here we can find the influence of Nietzsche on Musil’s views.
Nietzsche referred to himself as he who is curing. Neither Ulrich nor Nietzsche is completely
on the outside of society, ironically commenting from the sidelines. They are both afflicted by
the same problems and ailments as everybody else. The difference is that they choose to relate
differently to the condition they find themselves in, and embrace its capacity to corrode
petrified, compulsive and, ultimately, catastrophic reactions to this affliction382.
Musil’s writings were a critical-utopian intervention into the pathological, compulsive state
society was in. I have tried to clarify this by looking at the 3 most common reservations or
concerns with Musil’s work. These reservations were paradigmatically formulated by Georg
Lukács. Many of the later critical remarks about the value of Musil’s body of work, and
especially Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften, can be found in a concise form in Lukács’ critical
article. Lukács accused Musil of rejecting reality and history wholesale. According to Lukács,
Musil’s negativity was total and thus, his critique was without an aim, without a clear
direction. As a consequence, Musil could only lose himself in the exploration of abstract
pseudo-possibilities and an obsession with psychopathology for the sake of itself. For Lukács,
it was clear that both Musil and his character Ulrich ultimately succumbed to the same
problematic ailments and incapacity as everybody else, and that they were incapable of truly
moving beyond such a state. Although he by no means does right to the complexities of
Musil’s body of work, the advantage of Lukács’ objections is that they clearly point out what
needs to clarified: How should we understand Musil’s work as a critical project? What is the
direction of such a critique, or what is the utopian aspect of his work? What is the role of
psychopathology in such a critical-utopian project? As I have shown, each of these three
themes, which often appear as separate questions in the Musil scholarship, can only be
understood in connection with the other two.
In the first chapter, I have explored the process of critique in Musil’s writing. How exactly
did Musil want to intervene in a particular situation and in which way would this critical
process operate? For this, we have to understand the important role Musil attributed to
382

In the case of Nietzsche, to embrace life as such, with all its suffering and joy, meaninglessness and
purposelessness, against the reaction to create an other-world beyond life to escape its hardships. The ‘cure’
against such an other-world is an increase of exposure to the harsh (but also joyful) realities of life as it is. In the
case of Musil, to embrace the transformation of identity, human existence or society by modernity, against the
attempts to flee into the past, cling to outdated forms of morality or to give redeeming capacities to the fetishes
of state, nation and race.
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morality, especially in his unfinished essay Der deutsche Mensch als Symptom. According to
him, human beings were essentially shapeless. The same person born in one context can
become a cannibal and born in another a poet. Musil radically breaks with any form of innate
essence. This human shapelessness will be shaped by the customs, morals and habits of the
society a person is born in, like melted bronze poured into a mold. The prevailing moral
system has an important psychological-existential function: it frees a person of having too
many impossible life choices. It also liberates a person from the crushing awareness that the
life one is leading is contingent and could have been another one. It provides people with a
firm set of guidelines, providing order, meaning and purpose. Throughout Der Mann ohne
Eigenschaften, characters such as Lindner or Ulrich’s father claim that abandoning the
prevailing moral guidelines will inevitably lead to a slippery slope towards madness, crime
and confusion.
At the end of the nineteenth century, a specific situation arose, which created the
conditions for all the chaos in the beginning of the twentieth century, including two
cataclysmic wars. The acceleration of modernity quickly made the old moral order look like
an atavistic remnant of a bygone age. People could no longer find solace in the symbols,
institutions and values of the old order, and take up the position in life they were supposed to
take up. But, like Pasenow in Hermann Broch’s Die Schlafwandler, in a panic about the
quickly changing living conditions, they nevertheless clung on to the old moral guidelines. It
is here that ideology steps in. The term ideology appears very frequently in Musil’s work,
especially in essays such as Der deutsche Mensch als Symptom. It turns out to be a difficult
endeavor to pin down Musil’s use of that notion, which gets a different meaning in different
contexts. Musil’s working definition of ideology was an intellectual ordering of the feelings,
an objective connection that makes the subjective connection easier. He immediately writes
that this working definition is imperfect and provisional. For Musil, a person could not just
force him- or herself to fully identify with a certain moral order. For this, a more solid binding
was needed and this was the task of ideology and different forms of apparatuses. As I have
shown, ideology can work at many different levels, from shaping our most basic dispositions
and inclinations to concrete political or religious doctrines.
The specific situation around the turn of the century was that the old moral order had
become hollowed out, but in their panic and incomprehension about modern life, people tried
to ward off this confusion by clinging on to the old moral guidelines. It was as if morality had
become petrified. The reaction of the people to the challenges of modern life was frozen into
repetitive and inadequate patterns. What seemed like a multiplicity of new theories and
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opinions was ever more of the same. Intellectuals were looking at the past for answers,
lamenting a lost order or value system. And more dangerously, this order was associated with
what Musil called the fetishized notions of state, nation and race. What made this situation so
dangerous was a combination of incomprehension, deep frustration and anxiety with the
relaying of all moral agency to an entity such as the state. In such a situation, the capacity for
moral creativity withered away.
If this was the situation Musil found himself in, then how could his writing provide a
critique of this situation? Critique should not be heard here as a dismissal. Moreover, Musil
abandoned the attempts to write a systematic, theoretical assessment of his times, which was
his aim with Der deutsche Mensch als Symptom, for the more flexible literary form of Der
Mann ohne Eigenschaften. Musil preferred his critique to take the form of a process, a literary
experience, a working through of symptomatic formations, instead of a theoretical tractate or
manifesto. Critique is not a moral judgment or a black and white stance in a choice between
two alternatives. It is rather the process in which one explores why a problem has come to be
posed in a specific, congealed manner. It problematizes the terms of a given debate, so as to
move beyond the stale, repetitive patterns by which an issue is approached, and turn them
once again into a question. In Über die Dummheit, Musil wrote that people were lacking the
capacity to properly assess the challenges of the times: to ask the proper questions. A process
of critique moves beyond the frozen approaches to an issue and allows it to be once again a
question. Musil regarded his times not as a period of decline, but of immaturity. People did
not have the proper ethical guidelines to cope with the complexities of modern life, and lost
the capacity to form new ethical models.
Musil was not against ideologies. Even more, he explicitly believed that people needed a
form of ideology, a firm guiding system. What was different was the way we should relate to
such an ideological guiding system. Instead of entrenching such an ordering system and
treating it like a natural order, an order that is presumed, Musil took his inspiration from the
modern sciences. He gained his experience with the sciences (more specifically engineering,
mathematics and experimental psychology) in a time when the sciences were undergoing a
drastic shift. Departing from the nineteenth century model of one single order, about which
the sciences were gradually gaining more knowledge, the sciences historicized their approach.
The groundbreaking new findings forced scientists to rethink their approaches as provisional,
partial and functional models, which function as long as no better model is found. A certain
model should not be sacralized (or become like a fortified castle, which Goethe called the
Newtonian theory of colors), but has to be readjusted according to the changing facts and
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challenges. It was such a flexible, open-ended and provisional approach that Musil wanted to
transpose to the realm of ethics.
In Über die Dummheit, Musil distinguished between a systematic incapacity and a
temporary error. An awareness of error, of the error-margin of our actions, allows for the
readjustment and gradual improvement of our approach. Without such an awareness one runs
the danger of entrenching a fundamentally inadequate model, and condemning the facts for
not being in accord with it. Only such a provisional, flexible and open-ended approach could
bring more stability to modern life, allowing for the productive combination of aspects from
different domains. The same counts for Musil’s critique of inadequate forms of archiving or
ordering. As Stumm learns in the national library, the rigid ordering system of the librarians
does not allow for the productive deployment and combination of knowledge from different
domains. It simply perpetuates a sterile situation of incomprehension, fragmentation and
information overload. With his own notebooks, Musil adopted an alternative, experimental
archival practice.
Musil’s critical ethos, which pervades Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften, is not so much the
dismissal of the prevailing opinions. Instead, he wanted to free the important concerns at stake
in them from the petrified forms in which these concerns were explored, and turn them again
into questions that require a creative, experimental approach. Against the tendency to
naturalize one’s viewpoints, Musil placed a radical contingency. Countering Leibniz’
principle of sufficient ground, Musil was of the opinion that the world as we know it could
also be different and better. The critical process at work in his novel is an attempt to depetrify the compulsive and congealed reactions to the huge complexities of the present. In
their displacement, new and different possibilities open up, which could be experimentally
explored. Characters are experiments in which possibilities are inserted in different settings to
explore the results, not ‘portraits’ of reality, although Musil filled his literary experimental
laboratory with plenty examples from real life383.
With the open-ended nature of Musil’s critical ethos and the opening up of more
Möglichkeitssinn, we have already crossed over into the topic of the second chapter: Musil’s
utopianism. If chapter one was an answer to Lukács’ objection that Musil’s critique is total
and indiscriminate, the second chapter deals with Lukács’ remark that Musil’s critique has no
383

I believe Milan Kundera is correct when he writes, in relation to Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften and other
great novels of that era: “A character is not a simulation of a living being. It is an imaginary being. An
experimental self. … existence is not what has occurred, existence is the realm of human possibilities,
everything that man can become, everything he’s capable of. …Thus both the character and his world must be
understood as possibilities.” (Kundera, 1988, p. 34, 43)
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direction. For Lukács, Musil moves away from reality and retreats into a private, literary
utopia to explore abstract possibilities. The trait that has probably been the most difficult to
accept by critics is the fact that the book is unfinished, excessively long and that it does not
lead to a climax which gives an unambiguous meaning and point to the entire novel. For those
expecting an ending that resolves all the ambiguities of the novel, like a good film in which
everything falls into place at the climactic finale, Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften seems to go
nowhere. In the past decades, critics have accepted the unfinished and fragmented nature of
the novel as an integral and essential part of it, although one can still find some here and there
who cannot let go of the alluring question of what the ending ‘would have been’.
Throughout Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften, Musil presents a series of alternative
guidelines for how to live our lives, which he explicitly called utopias. For a long time, the
Musil-scholarship was concerned with finding out how these different proposals relate to each
other and which would have been the final, conclusive proposal of the novel. More recently,
such a sequential reading has been reconsidered by Patrizia McBride. She argues that Musil
consciously staged the failure of the different utopias, to arrive at the utopia of inductive
living, an inductive, experimental engagement with reality, in the Nachlass. It is doubtful that
Musil had such a scheme in mind. Instead, the process of experimentally exploring new ways
of living is a process that can never come to a full stop.
It has been my argument that Musil’s utopianism should not be reduced to the series of
utopian proposals, nor to one particular proposal which would have been the final, conclusive
utopian proposal of the novel. These different proposals will always remain experimental and
never normative or conclusive. None of them are supposed to serve as a legislative program.
Musil’s utopianism is not concerned with a particular, definite end, but with the opening up of
new possibilities. This utopianism is opened up by the critical process and they cannot be
separated from each other. The utopian and the critical aspects of Musil’s work belong to each
other like two sides of a Möbius strip. The different utopian proposals, or the explorativeutopianism, can only exist within the more primary space of possibilities opened up by what I
call the critical-utopianism of Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften. Musil’s critical-utopianism is
concerned with the conditions of new possibilities, with liberating the exploration of different
possibilities out of the frozen, compulsive patterns of dealing with certain problems. It does
not aim for one norm, but for the capacity to be normative, in the sense of being able to create
new norms in the face of challenges and complexities. Ulrich’s points of view continuously
meet objections and problems, especially coming from Agathe, which force him to reconsider
his thoughts, sometimes to the confusion of the reader.
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Although certain similarities could be found between Musil’s views and Lukács’ analysis
of reified society in Geschichte und Klassenbewusstsein, it is this open-ended aim of Musil’s
cultural critique that caused Lukács’ strong rejection of Musil’s work. While Lukács
perceived an unfolding dialectical process in history and believed in a concrete aim for
society which would undo all reification, Musil rejects all strict causality and teleology in
history. Nor does he want to project the utopian in the future, such as Ernst Bloch. Under the
influence of Nietzsche and Mach, Musil does not believe that the course of society can be
known in advance. Instead, the best approach would be a provisional, experimental ethos,
which can explore new possibilities with precision and readjust its aims if necessary.
The fact that Musil described his intentions as a conscious utopianism only confirmed to
some that Musil was interested in a paper, aesthetic utopianism, far removed from reality.
Throughout the twentieth century, the term ‘utopia’ has acquired a negative connotation. It
has become synonymous with a vision of an ideal future program or place, which is going to
free the world of all evils and wrongs. Yet, in the process of fanatically pursuing such a
utopian vision, the eagerness turns the ideal into a dystopian and bloody nightmare. Utopia,
understood in such a negative manner, stands for an ideal that is per definition devoid of any
connection to reality. Musil’s critical-utopianism is of a completely different kind. Instead of
being fanatically oriented towards one particular goal, this utopianism wants to affirm and
explore the possibilities of reality. These possibilities can be put to the test and readjusted to
changing conditions. With such a critical adjunct to the utopian impulse, this process becomes
a powerful alternative to uncritical, petrified and rigid forms of idealism and utopianism.
The ethos that Musil advocates does not respond to the accelerating changes and
increasing complexity brought forth by modernity by proposing one strict value system or one
normative goal. In fact, it is such a rigid response that causes the pathological condition which
gave the first decades of the twentieth century its chaotic and destructive character. This
attitude is what motivates Musil’s support for the women’s movement, such as in the essay
Die Frau gestern und Morgen from 1927, and his negative reaction to Freudian
psychoanalysis. In the growing, diversified women’s movements, Musil saw an opportunity to
break with the petrified old ways and find new and different approaches to life and society.
Musil wrote that women no longer wanted to be an ideal, but to make ideals. This statement is
crucial for understanding Musil’s aims. ‘Femininity’ was widely used as a metaphor in the
prevailing cultural rhetoric, where it either stood for a dangerous irrational force (such as in
the writings of Otto Weininger) or as a pseudo-divine, redemptive force. Musil was of the
opinion that women no longer wanted to embody a certain construct, whether a negative or an
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idealized one. Instead, they demanded the right to be freed out of the clutches of such
representations and make ideals of their own. The strength of the women’s movement was for
Musil not the struggle for one particular ideal or norm, but that they fought for the capacity to
explore new and different ways of living. Inversely, Musil accused Freudian psychoanalysis
of being steeped in outdated views on the family, gender and women. He provocatively wrote
that the psychoanalyst’s couch is a space where a person can flee from the chaos and
complexity of modern urban existence into a bygone, bourgeois world where family and role
patterns are what they used to be, far removed from the shifting norms and confusion of the
present. While Musil applauded the exploration of ways of living that break with the
traditional gender rules, he accused psychoanalysis of being an anti-modern therapy that
wants to return to the old family and gender patterns.
Only after having clarified the critical and utopian aspects of Musil’s writing are we
equipped to understand the important and central aspect of the ‘pathological’ in his writings.
Lukács and many other scholars noticed the unusual prevalence of outlandish, grotesque and
pathological behavior in Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften. Far from being a mere stylistic
feature or an obsession for the sake of itself, the role of the ‘pathological’ is absolutely crucial
in Musil’s work as a cultural critique. As I have extensively explored in chapter 3, this theme
is not one single feature; it relates to different, intertwined aspects of his novel as a cultural
critique.
The role of the pathological in literature was the topic of Musil’s early essay Das
Unanständige und Kranke in der Kunst from 1911. In this early text, we can already find the
blueprint of the different aspects the pathological will play in his future writings. Written as a
response to the confiscation of the journal Pan for publishing parts of Flaubert’s travel diaries,
the essay is in the first place a rejection of approaching art in terms of a rigid morality. Musil
sensed that there was a problematic use of clinical language in the rhetoric of the advocates of
a conservative morality who wanted to condemn art that was deemed objectionable and
disturbing. The implicit formula behind such a practice is the belief in a natural, ‘healthy’
order, which was threatened by the immoral chaos of modern life. Anything that challenges
this order will be condemned as being ‘pathological’384, as threatening the ‘healthy order’
which should be strictly preserved against the confusing vortex of modernity. As Ulrich’s
384

The reader will have noticed that I sometimes write pathological between quotation marks and sometimes not.
In this context, the condemning of art as ‘pathological’, we are not speaking about pathology in a proper sense.
‘Pathology’ in this context is a form of rhetoric, part of a moral judgment. Musil will argue that this rejection of
art as ‘pathological’ is a false accusation, or rather, a judgment with a moral agenda. On the other hand, the
condition which society had been stuck in, or the behavior it triggered, could be called pathological in a literal
sense.
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father claims in Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften: without firm moral guidelines, one will soon
bang one’s head against a wall out of sheer confusion.
Musil was of the opinion that there was a conflation of clinical and legal jargon with moral
judgments. To be more exact, he believed that clinical or legal professionals occasionally
suspend the deontological requirements of their profession and retort to mere moralizing
language, which had no basis in their domain of expertise. This was most significantly
worked out by Musil in a fragment of Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften, where Clarisse
witnesses a card game between Moosbrugger, two doctors and a priest. The two doctors make
it clear that the case of Moosbrugger exposes fundamental limitations of their discipline. In
order to help the court decide on the accountability of Moosbrugger for his own acts, the
doctors have to abandon the scientific deontology of their profession and reluctantly turn to
metaphysical or plain moral language. Significantly, it is the priest who wins the card game.
A case like Moosbrugger is approached with a mixture of faith and morality, by referring to a
mystified moral order, and not with scientific caution and rigor. The case of Moosbrugger
exposes fundamental lacunae in the prevailing knowledge and value systems, along with the
unacceptable conflation of the two. As one doctor remarks, it is as if the windows of the
psychiatric hospital, where the card game is taking place, are like magnifying glasses. The
scene is a condensed image of the impasse prevailing outside, in a society that wants to deal
with the modern complexity by turning to a rigid form of morality.
The moral condemnation of challenging art in clinical language, which Musil already
exposed in 1911, ultimately culminated, in grotesque proportions, in the Nazi propaganda
exposition on Entartete Kunst. This travelling exposition clearly shows the ideological
operation at work here. It was by no means the interest of the Nazis to condemn the works of
Picasso, Chagall, Modigliani, Van Gogh, Kokoschka and the German Expressionists as such.
In fact, privately, they admired some of these works. What the Nazis were after was to
entrench the belief in a natural, healthy, ‘blood and soil’-related order, by showing how
degenerate, pathological and immoral the works had become of artists who were straying
from this moral order under the influence of foreign or leftist contamination. By comparing
these works to photographs of disfigured people and works made by asylum inmates, they
wanted to prove that a certain moral, ideological order is also a natural, healthy or harmonic
order. Anything that strays from this order will slide into madness, pathology and crime.
As I have explored at length in chapter 3, Musil reverses this relation between pathology
and morality. Throughout Musil’s work, from the early essay Das Unanständige und Kranke
in der Kunst to his last public address Über die Dummheit, Musil developed an implicit theory
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of pathology, which places the conservative rhetoric about pathological art upside-down. In
this Musilian theory of pathology, it is precisely the overly rigid moral reaction to the changes
of modern life that causes a pathological state. Trying to reduce the increasing complexity of
modern existence by clinging on to narrow, inadequate moral guidelines only creates
compulsive, frustrated and uncomprehending agitation, which seeks an outlet in a
symptomatic plethora of opinions and destructive acts. Something needs to be done, but one
lacks an approach to properly assess the present. In such a view, the conservative rhetoric of
condemning art as ‘pathological’ is just another part of the moral sclerosis which caused a
dangerous pathogenic condition in society.
The defining experience for the development of his views on the pathology of the times
was Musil’s visit to a psychiatric hospital, the Manicomio, in Rome in 1913. Musil noted
down his impressions of the visit in his notebooks, reworked it into the chapter Die Irren
begrüssen Clarisse from Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften and explicitly refers to it in the essay
Politisches Bekenntnis eines jungen Mannes as a relevant image to describe the state society
was in. Most striking was a naked man in a cell, shown to him by the doctors, who was
making wild, agitated gestures and hurling incomprehensible sounds. For the man, it seemed
as if he was making an important point the world should know, but for the onlookers it was
merely an incomprehensible expenditure of energy, increasing the man’s agitation. After
recalling this scene in Politisches Bekenntnis eines jungen Mannes, an essay on the chaotic
state of society, Musil asks the question whether society was not in a similar state as the
agitated man. Given the formative impact this experience had on Musil and the development
of his views on the state of society, it gets surprisingly little attention in the scholarship.
In a climactic discussion in Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften, Ulrich, Leinsdorf and Stumm
wonder why the times seem so utterly mad. Leinsdorf exclaims that if the erratic behavior of
society were to be displayed by one single person, that person would be without a doubt
insane. As usual, Ulrich gives this thought a compelling twist. For Ulrich, the madness of
such a person is not caused by the fact that too many qualities are going on at the same time,
but that only one quality prevails and dominates. Ulrich does not find the sheer quantity of
options or possibilities the root of the problem. The problem is caused by a state of reduction,
by being stuck in a one-sided and inadequate attitude towards this complexity. This one-sided
state is further elaborated in Musil’s address on stupidity. Here Musil calls this state a mental
insufficiency. A mental incapacity had become petrified and even institutional. Such a
frustrated agitation without the means to come to terms with the complexity of modern life,
will lead to destructive attempts to discharge this agitation, falsely presented as sound actions.
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Musil’s significant, and by no means casual, example is throwing a book to the ground to
neutralize the ‘poison’ it contains. Book burnings had already begun to take place in
Germany.
How then should we account for the experience of Lukács and other scholars that Der
Mann ohne Eigenschaften is filled to the brim with outlandish, pathological, criminal or
monstrous behavior? Musil is neither obsessed with ‘psychopathology’ for the sake of itself,
as Lukács maintained, nor simply reflecting the general schizophrenic atmosphere of
modernity, as Sass argued. Ulrich, the man without qualities, has often received ambiguous
evaluations in the Musil scholarship. What confuses people is that in the beginning of the
novel, Ulrich is placed in the midst of society in all its overwhelming chaos. Ulrich is afflicted
by the same transforming processes as everybody else, but slowly and gradually, he will learn
to develop a different attitude towards the modern condition as everyone around him. Ulrich
is not so much interested in a polemical relation to the other protagonists, nor in negating their
opinions, but rather in problematizing or displacing the rigid patterns their views are stuck in.
Thus, a process occurs where the different symptomatic, compulsive and affective reactions to
modern life are worked through and opened up, so that new and different possibilities can be
explored. Ulrich embraces the flexibility and scope of possibilities that modernity brought
along, if accompanied with a proper ethos and precision. The monstrous aspects of the novel
reveal the monstrosities that are caused by a rigid morality, and which would culminate in two
cataclysmic wars, but at the same time they also expose the inadequacy of a rigid norm or
approach, exposing the necessity to develop different norms or approaches. In the early essay
of 1911, Musil already wrote that art does not serve to mimic a certain moral agenda, but that
it should dissolve our usual categories in order to trace new connections and affinities.
Because of this capacity, art contributes to our knowledge of the sane and the healthy.
In order to understand Musil’s critical-utopianism, we have to understand what he wanted
to intervene in, namely a certain compulsive, pathological condition society had fallen into
around the turn of the century. With his novel, he hoped to provide a therapeutic working
through of a petrified compulsive state, an agitated state of frustration and incapacity, which
lead to destructive inclinations and an escalating vicious circle. This could not be achieved
with a theoretical manifesto but only with a never-ending process or experience which aims to
de-petrify the symptomatic patterns and open up new and different possibilities. The fact that
Musil developed an implicit theory of the pathology of the times, from his early essay from
1911 to his last address on a constitutional state of stupidity and throughout Der Mann ohne
Eigenschaften, in which he wanted to intervene, is crucial for the understanding of Musil’s
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work. The scholarly questions what Musil’s cultural critique consists of, or what the utopian
aims of his critique are, can only be properly addressed in the context of his views on a
petrified, compulsive state society had fallen into.
With his experimental ethos Musil wanted to provide a guiding approach fit for modern
life, which could help to foreclose the compulsive impasse. The frustrated attempts to impose
a solid order on the swirl of modernity paradoxically caused a mind-boggling confusion
which ultimately brought society to its destruction. Musil posits a provisional, experimental
attitude, enriched with a sense of possibility, as an alternative that could provide more lasting
stability without falling into the trap of fetishizing the past or an abstract ideal. This ethos is
by no means some kind of a postmodern shopping around between random options,
nihilistically oscillating between different values and norms. On the contrary, it should
provide people with a greater precision, a productive combination of the best of different
domains and more adequate results. Georges Canghuilhem has written that norms have to
prove their value by being put to the test, and if they turn out to be inadequate, new norms
should be explored (Canguilhem, 1994, p.369-370). Similarly, Musil wanted to open new
possibilities to organize our lives which could be experimentally explored, and if necessary
readjusted according to new obstacles and challenges. Musil’s flexible ethos is a tool in an
environment which is by no means a static order, but a swirl of complexity and changes,
obstacles and opportunities.
One could be cynical and remark that if these were Musil’s aims, then he certainly missed
his mark. We know that the Austrian and German people followed an entirely different and
catastrophic course, and the world is still trying to come to terms with the trauma. Moreover,
it took decades before Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften received the attention it deserves. The
questions remains, if we consider Musil’s work as a cultural critique, whether he was
describing a very specific historical and localized situation, or whether he was describing
processes that recur in different forms and shapes in other historical contexts as well. As I
explore in a postscript, several scholars point out the possible relevance of Musil’s work for
political, social and cultural issues today. The recent stage adaptation of Der Mann ohne
Eigenschaften in Belgium has evoked a feeling of recognition or relevance for the present of
Musil’s critical elaboration of Kakania’s vicissitudes. Instead of reducing the specifics of two
vastly different eras, could it be that people are struck by the marvelous attempts of Musil to
work through petrified, compulsive reactions which occur in complex historical and social
situations? In this view, it is not so much the case that Musil presents a portrait of a society
that is similar to our own. Instead, it are the impressive attempts of Musil to critically move
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beyond the symptomatic patterns society was stuck in that give his writing a sense of urgency
in contexts very different from the one he wanted to dissect.
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Postscript: Seinesgleichen anno 2011… The relevance of Musil’s ideas for today385

In 2010, the Antwerp-based theatre company Toneelhuis introduced the first part of an
ambitious stage adaptation of Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften, with Guy Cassiers as the
director. While part 1 focuses on the political intrigue of the novel, parts 2 and 3 will be built
around Agathe and Moosbrugger and will premiere in 2011-2012386. In this theatre
production, the connection between the situation described by Musil and a general sense of
political crisis prevailing in many countries today is explicitly emphasized. In each of the
countries where the production was shown (Belgium, Netherlands, France…), elements of the
local political malaise are inserted into Musil’s narrative387.
In the brochure of the stage adaptation, the relevance for the present of Musil’s dissection
of Kakania is stressed: “…Kakanië is een metafoor die nog steeds van toepassing is: het
gevoel te leven in een overgangstijd waarin alle waarden wankel worden, is ook onze epoque
niet vreemd.”388 And further in the brochure, the timeliness of the themes explored in the
novel is pointed out: “In de tekst van Musil klinken een reeks van eigentijdse (politieke)
thema’s door: Europa, nationale identiteit, separatisme, racisme, rechts-extremisme,
communautaire problemen, taalstrijd, de kloof tussen de burger en politiek, de rol van de
economie en het geld gecombineerd met een hang naar mystiek en spiritualiteit, etc.”389
Where the brochure only vaguely suggests this connection with contemporary political
problems, the newspaper reviews of the production were more explicit. But at the same time,
the reviewers indicate the limits of making such a comparison. In an interview with De
Volkskrant, Guy Cassiers speaks about the timing of the premiere, at a moment when the
Netherlands had difficulty with forming a new government and Belgium just had the elections
that would launch it into a political impasse which is still unresolved one year later:
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This postscript was written in November 2011. The European dept crisis is escalating. In Belgium, a
government is finally being formed more than a year after the elections. In the Netherlands, a fragile minority
government needs the support from the populist party PVV.
386
Part 2, called Het mystieke huwelijk , will premiere in the Fall of 2011 and part 3, called De misdadiger in the
Spring of 2012.
387
In the case of Belgium, these were multiple references to communitarian discussions and the party slogans of
the federal elections of 2010, which were mocked for their hollowness and generality. In the performances in the
Netherlands, there were references to Pim Fortuyn.
388
“…Kakania is a metaphor which is still relevant today: the feeling of living in a transitional time period in
which all values become vague, is something which is not unfamiliar in our times.”
389
“In the text of Musil a series of contemporary (political) themes resound: Europe, national identity,
separatism, racism, right-wing extremism, communitarian problems, language struggles, the gap between people
and politics, the role of economy and money combined with an inclination towards mysticism and spirituality,
etc…”
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Geluk wil ik het niet noemen, daarvoor is de situatie te ernstig. Maar het feit dat
de actualiteit ons zo heeft ingehaald, niet alleen in België maar ook in Nederland,
onderstreept alleen maar de noodzaak dit stuk hier en nu te brengen. Het is niet zo
dat wat zich tijdens de Eerste Wereldoorlog heeft afgespeeld zich nu zal herhalen,
maar je herkent bepaalde systemen. Je ziet hoe de politiek faalt en dat er onderhuids
een grote onzekerheid heerst en alle normen en waarden beginnen te verschuiven.390

While Cassiers is struck by the similarities between Musil’s Kakania and the present, he
also claims it would be an illusion to think that the novel could help us to get out of the
current political malaise:

Hoe graag ik ook Brechtiaanse gedachten meedraag, de mensen die naar ons
theater komen hoef ik niet meer te overtuigen. Hooguit kun je vanuit Musil een
scherpe, heldere lijn trekken naar het heden, en iets beweren over de schizofrenie
waarin we nu langzaamaan terecht zijn gekomen, en de immobiliteit die daaruit
voortkomt. Ik ben wel blij dat veel politici naar De man zonder eigenschappen zijn
komen kijken, nadat Yves Desmet, de hoofdredacteur van De Morgen, daarover iets
op zijn website had gezet. ‘Deze voorstelling stelt in drie uur tijd zaken aan de orde,
waar ik twee jaar lang mee bezig ben geweest’, schreef hij. Maar noch Musil noch
Cassiers zullen België uit het slop kunnen halen, vrees ik.391

Other reviewers had a lot more reservations about trying to draw a parallel between the
universe of Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften and our times. In her review for De Morgen, Griet
Op de Beeck openly writes that she fails to see the additional relevance of the theater
production as a relevant, contemporary commentary:
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Interview article by Hein Janssen in De Volkskrant of 17 September 2010. “I do not want to call it luck,
because the situation is too serious for that. But the fact that the political reality has caught up with us, not only
in Belgium but also in the Netherlands, only emphasizes the necessity to bring this piece here and now. It is not
the case that what happened during the First World War will repeat itself, but one can recognize certain systems.
One can see how politics is failing and that there is a great, visceral uncertainty and all norms and values are
starting to shift.”
391
“Even though I like to cherish Brechtian ideas, the people coming to see our play do not need to be
convinced. At the most, one can draw a clear, sharp line from Musil to the present, and make observations about
the schizophrenic state in which we gradually have arrived, and the immobility that comes out of it. I am happy
that many politicians have come to see the play after Yves Desmet, the main editor of De Morgen, posted
something about this on his website. ‘This play sets things straight in three hours which took me two years to
grapple with’, he wrote. But neither Musil nor Cassiers will be able to get Belgium out of the impasse, I’m
afraid.”
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Ikzelf heb wel een bedenking. Waarom heeft Guy Cassiers dit willen vertellen?
Wat precies móét hij gezegd hebben? Wat is er dringend, dwingend,
onontkoombaar voor hem? Dat Musil in zijn tijd analyses maakte van het politieke
leven die toepasbaar zijn op vandaag? Dat wisten we toch allemaal al, denk ik dan.
Dat mensen in alle tijdperken, ongeacht de heersende sociale codes, ofwel vaten vol
verlangen zijn ofwel wezens die proberen rationeel te blijven? Dat verandering
moeilijk is voor velen, maar soms onontkoombaar? Dat onzekerheid een van de
allerlastigste dingen is? Ik ben het tijdens het kijken niet te weten gekomen. Ik zie
een regisseur aan het werk die een verhaal vertelt, maar het voelt niet aan als zíjn
verhaal. Graaf Tuzzi zegt op een bepaald moment over het werk van Arnheim: ‘Ik
voel noch de noodzaak, noch het nut van zijn schrijfsels.’ Ik voelde dat bij deze
voorstelling evenmin, en dat houdt mij op een afstand. Alsof ik zit te staren naar een
prachtig bouwwerk waar ik om geen enkele reden naar binnen wil.392

We are dealing here with a fascinating cluster of observations. There is the sense that the
world described by Musil has a certain importance for the present. People notice an uncanny
similarity between the historical conditions of the early twentieth century and contemporary
socio-political conditions. On top of this, there seems to be a vague sentiment that the way
Musil dissects his society and what troubles it, in all its facets and paradoxical complexity,
has a certain timeliness, that important lessons could be drawn from his observations for our
contemporary malaise. Not only the makers of the stage adaptation, but also certain Musil
scholars such as Stefan Jonsson, strongly advocate the relevance of Musil’s work for
contemporary debates and problems393. But at the same time, there is dissatisfaction with such
a comparison. Besides the obvious caution about comparing two vastly different time periods
and societies, separated by all the big historical landslides of the twentieth century, and thus to
reduce their singular features, there is also a frustration with Musil’s work itself. Some
392

Review by Griet Op de Beeck in De Morgen of 12 June 2010. “I do have an objection. Why did Guy Cassiers
want to tell this story? He felt the need to say what exactly? What is so urgent, pertinent, inevitable for him?
That Musil made analyses of the political life in his time which are applicable to the present? ‘Didn’t we all
know this already?’, is my reaction to that. That people in all eras, independent of the prevailing social codes, are
either barrels full of desire or creatures that try to remain rational? That change is difficult for many, but
unavoidable? That uncertainty is one of the most difficult things? I did not find the answer while watching the
play. I see a director who is busy telling a story, but it does not feel as his story. At a certain moment, Count
Tuzzi says about the writings of Arnheim: ‘I feel neither the urgency, nor the practical value of his writings.’ I
felt this neither during the performance, and this kept me at a distance, as if I was watching a beautiful edifice
without any compelling reason to inside.”
393
Burton Pike writes: “‘Kakania’ and all Musil’s characters can serve as the fractals of a failing European
culture and of a crisis of values which is still very much with us. This might account for the continuing urgent
relevance in our time of Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften.” (in Payne et. al., eds., 2007, p.368)
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people, such as Cassiers, feel a timely urgency when reading the book, as if it contains
insights that are pertinent for the present political impasse. Only, they have the feeling that
they cannot really grasp why they have such a feeling of relevance. What are people supposed
to draw from Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften that would be of use for the present, if anything
at all? Although these questions run the risk of becoming overly speculative and grandiose, I
would like to take them into further consideration.

1. Seinesgleichen continued…
As we have seen, it would be too simple to say that Musil gave a snapshot of Viennese
society on the brink of the First World War. In his essays and notebooks, he clarified that he
is describing a condition which began at the end of the nineteenth century, and which
remained unresolved after the war. This condition is the incongruity between an
overwhelmingly rapid transformation of society and people’s lives, along with an impasse in
moral life. What Musil indicates as the domain of morality is very broad. It entails the most
general coordinates on the basis of which we attribute meaning, value and purpose to our lives
and the world. A dangerous state of crisis was unfolding because of the incapacity to find a
way to orient oneself toward the changes of modern life. In panic and confusion, people clung
to the old moral frameworks, but at the same time, and this is important, people found it
difficult to still believe in the old moral order and its symbols.
Such a state will open up all the fundamental debates of a society one by one: on which
basis does a group of people form a community? What place and role do we have in society?
Can we still direct the course of society or are we just subjected to economic forces beyond
our control? Which political and other structures can adequately deal with the diversity of
opinions and interests in a society? What are the fundamental values of a community?
As the stage adaptation points out, there are several similarities between Musil’s Kakania
and our times today: economic crisis, crises in the fundamental organization of state and
political structures, a nationalist counter reaction to European integration, a lack of faith in the
traditional political and power structures, immigration opening up the debates about nation
and community, a need for strong leaders or spiritual redeemers, a widespread feeling of
incapacity to find adequate frameworks to cope with all these complexities… Recent years
have seen a series of escalating, fundamental crises in our political structures. The confusion
forms a fertile ground for different forms of populism, fundamentalisms (from religious to
economic varieties), identity politics and calls for a return to the past, which complicate the
basic functioning of the state structures. Belgium has been in a deep institutional crisis which
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touches upon all the foundations of the state. The Netherlands (and other countries) have been
struggling with waves of xenophobic populism, making the formation of a government
increasingly hard. The European Union is going through a crisis of all its fundamental
functions, from its inability to form a political unity to its difficulty to deal with the economic
crisis. The European dept crisis is turning into a global economic crisis, threatening the
existence of the Euro and the European Union. Populist and nationalist parties in different
European countries are demanding to close borders and to go back to the ‘old values’ of the
country. American politics is caught between the reactionary rhetoric of the Tea Party
movement and the incapacity of the president to provide the promised changes394…
Is this enough of a basis to see structural similarities between these two different time
periods, or is making such a comparison a simplification and reduction of the specific features
of very different situations? I believe we have to be more specific.
What Musil describes is a situation where, due to rapid economic, technological and other
changes, society is undergoing drastic changes which open up all fundamental questions of
society, from its values to its organizational structure. We too are currently living in such a
time of historical change, which forces us to reconsider all basic values and structures of
society. Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften displays the ways in which people responded
inadequately to these challenges: there was nostalgia for the past, a longing for meaningful
unity and identity, a need for emotional acts and emo-politics, a wholesale rejection of the
present and a fixation on redemptive, fetishized notions such as the state or race. These
responses only escalated the crisis from one outrageous war to a second one. Such inadequate
ways to cope with the changes can be seen in our times too.
As we have seen, people responded to the confusion of the present by turning to the past.
Or better, they believed that there used to be a time in which there was a stable order, from
which the present has deviated, causing all the confusion and disorder. The sense of crisis
evoked a plethora of narratives pleading for a return to a lost state, and out of the alienation of
394

It is well known that the Austro-Hungarian empire also had an increasingly impossible structure, with
absurdly long official titles for its administrators. This structure was rendered even more complex under the
pressure of the many escalating communitarian and nationalist tendencies. Bernd Matschedolnig writes: “Veel
van de geschilpunten die van 1880 tot 1918 aan de orde waren, doen tegenwoordig nogal lachwekkend aan. In
1882 lukte het nog om de splitsing van Praag in een Tsjechische en een Duitse afdeling door te voeren, maar de
onenigheid over de vorming van Sloveense parallelklassen op het gymnasium van Cilli/Celje (wat in het
naburige Marburg/Maribor wel mogelijk was gebleken) leidde in 1895 tot de val van de regering Windischrätz.
De gang van zaken rond de zogenaamde ‘Badenische Sprachverordnung’ van 1897 was nog beschamender: dit
besluit moest garanderen dat de ambtenaren in de gebieden van Bohemen waar de Tsjechen in de meerderheid
waren, de tweede landstaal zouden beheersen. Ook de verhitte debatten over deze debatten over deze
verordening – bij de behandeling van dergelijke thema’s sneuvelden spreekgestoelten en vlogen de
afgevaardigden elkaar in de haren – leidden tot de val van de regering.” (in Becker and Grabner, eds., 1997,
p.13)
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modern life. These narratives were increasingly focused around the notions of state, race or
nation, which Musil called the ‘mystical fetishes’ of his time. The nation or the race was
accredited with a natural order and certain traits, which was threatened by ‘contaminating’,
foreign influences. As Musil wrote, virtues are thus presumed and people no longer have to
work on them. At the same time, such narratives are providing the people with a sense of
affective belonging; they turn a feeling of unease into a feeling of belonging to a meaningful
order. However, Musil stressed that such an attitude expropriates moral creativity away from
the people.
This response sounds remarkably familiar to the waves of populist political movements
dominating the political landscape of many countries. In a four-part essay in De Standaard395,
Bas Heyne tried to explain why these movements are so difficult to place. They use phrases
and slogans that are blatantly in contradiction with each other, which do not pass a realitycheck and are hopelessly impractical. Still, they arouse widespread enthusiasm amongst the
electorate. Heyne diagnoses these phenomena as a reaction against the humanistic values
(freedom, equality, fraternity) which had become empty abstractions that could not live up to
the daily reality of people’s lives. He argues that the popularity of populism is not because of
a concrete, coherent analysis of society, or concrete policy suggestions in the platforms of
these movements, but in the feeling of community that it gives the people; even if this feeling
is considered to be distasteful by the intellectuals. Heyne writes: “Het op zich uiterst
menselijke verlangen naar eigenheid, het ingebed zijn in een gemeenschap, wordt gebruikt tot
het huldigen van de eigen uitverkorenheid en het radicaal simplificeren van de werkelijkheid.
Het ‘durf te denken!’ van Immanuel Kant is ingeruild voor een spannender adagium: durf te
voelen!”396 He points at the blatant contradiction that the same humanistic values which are
discredited within one’s country are used to condemn other countries of being inferior.
Internally the rhetoric would be that the democratic political system is rotten and
dysfunctional to the core, but towards the outside we pride ourselves of our democratic
values, which are allegedly inherently ‘Western’, ‘European’ or ‘American’. Internally, the
humanist values were replaced by: “…verwantschap, eigenheid, trots – daaronder een groot
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Published between 27 and 30 December 2010 in De Standaard.
“The very human desire for propriety, of belonging to a community, is abused to uphold one’s exclusivity and
the radical simplification of reality. The ‘Dare to think!’ of Immanuel Kant is exchanged for the more exciting
motto: dare to feel!”
396
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verlangen naar een zuivere gemeenschap. Restore America, Trots op Nederland, dit is ons
land.”397
The strength of Heyne’s argument is that the popularity of populist movements is not a
matter of reasonable arguments, but a sentiment of belonging: “Het politieke populisme zoals
het zich nu voordoet laat zich niet rationeel verklaren, omdat de kern ervan heel weinig met
redelijkheid te maken heeft.”398 This is why political analysts had so much difficulty with
placing the rise and fall of Pim Fortuyn. Fortuyn could use sentimental rhetoric about Moses
leading his people to the promised land and after his death he was compared to a Messiah by
his admirers. That such a phenomenon could happen in a country which is known for its
nuchterheid came as a shock. Heyne claims that the rise of Fortuyn should not be understood
in terms of modern, political terminology, but in the nineteenth century language of Wagner
or Dostoevsky.
In the attempts to grasp the social and political problems of the present, analysts often
come to the conclusion that there is a crisis concerning the core principles of modern society,
however one wants to call it: a crisis of humanist values, of Enlightenment values, of
democracy, of European solidarity, of the nation state… As the makers of the stage adaptation
noticed, the themes of the unfolding crisis of Kakania and the themes of today’s political
malaise seem strikingly similar. The members of the parallel campaign seek the one crowning
idea, around which the vast Empire can be unified, but instead, the campaign falls apart
because of vastly oscillating interests and opinions about the smallest and most absurd details.
People reject modernity at large and turn to redemptive leaders whose power lies more in the
arousing of a feeling of unity and order, than in realistic or practical proposals. Without
reducing vastly different historical contexts, it seems that the same complexities of modern
life which people were incapable of facing in the early twentieth century, are still the same
issues today, triggered by different economic and political factors399.
Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften describes the experience of a void at the core of society.
Suddenly, the old order in which everything has its place, was shattered and the basis on
which society is ordered was radically exposed as contingent: whether public morality or the
organization of the state. As Claude Lefort famously wrote, the place of power in a
democracy is, and must be, empty:
397

“…affinity, propriety, pride – with a strong underlying desire for a pure community. Restore America, Proud
of the Netherlands, this is our country.”
398
“Political populism as it is happening now does not lend itself for a rational explanation, because its essence
has very little to do with reason.”
399
Milan Kundera writes: “The period inaugurated seventy years ago by the pleiad of Central European novelists
(the period of terminal paradoxes) seems to me far from finished.” (Kundera, 1988, p.13)
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Power appears as an empty place and those who exercise it as mere mortals who
occupy it only temporarily or who could install themselves in it only by force or
cunning. There is no law that can be fixed, whose articles cannot be contested,
whose foundations are not susceptible of being called into question. Lastly, there is
no representation of a centre and of the contours of society: unity cannot now efface
social division. Democracy inaugurates the experience of an ungraspable,
uncontrollable society in which the people will be said to be sovereign, of course,
but whose identity will constantly be open to question, whose identity will remain
latent. ... It is true that this society gives rise to a multi-layered discourse which tries
to grasp it; and in this sense it emerges as an object, by the very fact that it is no
longer imprinted in the order of nature or in some supernatural order. (Lefort, 1986,
p.303-304)

Democracy introduces an irretrievable indeterminacy in the heart of society. No longer can
the organization of the state be justified by a natural or supernatural order, but it will be
exposed as contingent and open to questioning and reorganization. Laws, public morality, the
state structures, national identity… can be disputed400. That such a condition will trigger
profound anxieties and uncertainties goes without saying, especially in times of crisis and
change. In Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften, the members of the parallel campaign realize that
an idea representing the unification of the Empire is impossible to find and will remain a
vertigo-inducing void around which different opinions and interests swirl. In Musil’s time,
there was a feeling that democracy as such had failed. It seems that despite very different
circumstances the same fundamental anxieties have been unleashed once again in our time.

2. Do we live in times that are mad?
To describe the state of their society, the writers of Musil’s generation found metaphors of
madness or pathology perfectly suited. Recently, political events have baffled even the most
cynical and blasé political analyst. A considerable part of the electorate is drawn to politicians
400

“But it seems remarkable to me that the discourse that may be imputed to bourgeois ideology was maintained
in the early days of democracy under the threat of a breakup of society as such. The institutions and values
proclaimed — Property, the Family, the State, Authority, the Nation, Culture — were presented as bastions
against barbarism, against the unknown forces from without that could destroy society and civilization. The
attempt to sacralize institutions through discourse is directly related to the loss of the substance of society… this
whole cult testifies to a certain vertigo in the face of the void created by an indeterminate society.” (Lefort, 1986,
p.303-304)
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who can hardly be taken seriously, from Sarah Palin to Berlusconi. Several European
countries have seen the rise of populist parties, with blatantly contradictory slogans. A
concoction of international economic chaos and internal malaise have rendered many
governing structures, whether Belgium or the European Union, powerless, indecisive and in
crisis about its very existence. The desperate attempts to define one’s ‘national identity’ are
becoming farcical (such as in France, where the minister for families Nadine Norano stated
that wearing one’s baseball cap backwards is ‘un-French’). The lack of a political unity and a
workable collective decision-making process has made the EU act divided and indecisive in
the face of the crisis of the Euro-zone401. In Belgium, politicians have been discussing for
more than a year about the preconditions of a possible government (structural reform, possible
coalition partners, the proper format for negotiations…).402 In several countries, political
scientists and sociologists have to research and interpret what exactly the signal was that
voters wanted to give when they voted massively for a party which will make the formation of
a government very difficult, if not impossible. The cacophony and confusion seems total. The
level of absurdity outdoes the fiction of the parallel campaign.
Is such a state of confusion enough to speak about a pathological state? Musil already
knew that one has to be careful with transposing clinical language to society and it is not my
intention to do so. Nevertheless, Musil wanted to describe a particular condition, which leads
to behavior that could be called pathological. Such a condition is an impasse which will cause
a dangerous compulsion, the drive to keep on repeating inadequate and destructive acts. The
problematic state which people found themselves in when facing the vast challenges of
modern life, was a state of incomprehension, lacking the proper means to analyze their
situation. As such an impasse is intolerable, the incongruence between the need that
something should be done and the overwhelming feeling of being incapable of doing
something, will give way to a repetition of inadequate acts of desperation, along with a deep
resentment of the present. Musil had no qualms about calling such a state a form of stupidity.
This stupidity was marked by the incapacity to properly asses a situation, which is
compensated by emotional excess, loud and contradictory exclamations and absurd actions.
I have noticed how often the word ‘paradox’ appears in articles devoted to the different
political impasses. In Belgium alone, one could make a survey of the different paradoxes
political analysts have pointed out. What could be a better indicator of incomprehension and
401

The European Union has added to its already over-complex and indecisive political structure two more
positions, which so far has not made the EU more efficient.
402
Journalist Bart Sturtewagen has called this “een discussie over het geslacht der Engelen” in De Standaard of
17/05/11.
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the inadequacy of the models adopted to assess the situation as the term ‘paradox’?403 One
arrives at a paradox if one’s model is inadequate to assess the complexity of a given situation.
Unfortunately, instead of realizing that the models should be adjusted to the situation, the
models often become ‘sacralized’ and endowed with strong affects. This accounts for the
seemingly bizarre situation where people applaud political forces which only increase an
impasse or which seem to go directly against their interests.
Musil’s sentiment that society had become like a madhouse originated in his visit of the
Manicomio psychiatric hospital in Rome. The man he witnessed there, locked up in an
isolation cell, was exhausting himself with wild gestures and incomprehensible cries: “Immer
die eine Bewegung machte er, ein Herumwerfen des Oberkörpers mit einem Ruck aller
Muskeln und dazu immer den gleichen Griff mit der einen Hand, als wollte er jemandem
etwas erklären. Und schrie etwas, das keiner verstand, immer das gleiche. Für ihn war [es]
wohl jenes Bedeutungsvolle, das er deutlich zu machen, der Welt ins Ohr zu hämmern hatte,
für uns war es ein zerstoßener unförmiger Schrei.”404 (PBM 243). Musil writes this
observation in an essay on the chaos and powerlessness of political parties, which sounds all
too familiar in the present: “Sie leben nicht von dem, was sie versprechen, sondern davon, die
Versprechen der andern zu vereiteln.”405 (PBM 242) The man Musil saw in the hospital
reminded him of a huge expenditure of energy and emotion, coming out of an intolerable state
of frustration. His movements nevertheless remain an address without meaning, perpetuating
or even increasing his own agitation.
Could we say that in our times there are similar expressions of frustrated compulsion? A
combination of a strong, frustrated need to act, with a feeling of incapacity, which leads to the
compulsive repetition of the same inadequate acts? Could we say that there has been a rise of
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In Belgium, for example, Yves Desmet of De Morgen has discerned the paradox amongst the voters of the
popular nationalist party NVA that they want the party to achieve an agreement about the reform of the state, but
at the same time they want the party not to compromise. These two demands are of course incompatible with
each other. Another paradox is that the NVA continuously spins the rhetoric that Belgium consists of ‘two
democracies’, with different needs. But their efforts to give more autonomy to these two spheres does not lead to
two, but at least three or four regions or communities (Flanders, Wallonia, Brussels and the small Germanspeaking community), as if reality refuses to conform to their ideological reduction. Nevertheless, they cannot
arrive at the conclusion that their model must be inadequate for a given situation.
404
“He constantly repeated the same motion, throwing his upper body around… always making the same gesture
with one hand as if he were trying to explain something to someone. Screaming something no one understood,
always the same thing. For him it was probably the important point he had to make clear, had to hammer into the
ear of the world; for us it was a pulverized, formless shouting.” (PS 36)
405
“They don’t live from what they promise, but from frustrating the promises of others.” (PS 35)
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noisy forms of politics which are driven more by an emotional feeling of deep frustration and
anxiety, than innovative, thoughtful proposals for change?406

3. Can Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften provide a cure?
All too often, Musil is credited with aptly describing the chaos of his times, but ultimately
his novel can do no more than that. Many critics, to this day, seem to find that Ulrich
succumbs to the same confusion and aimlessness as the society around him. Such an
evaluation seems to misunderstand the specific way Musil wanted to make Der Mann ohne
Eigenschaften an intervention in the compulsive state society was in.
In 1921 and 1922, Musil wrote the essays Die Nation als Ideal und Wirklichkeit and Das
hilflose Europa oder Reise vom Hundertsten ins Tausendste, in which he sharply assessed the
state of central Europe after the war. More than describing the confusion, he indicates, as we
have seen, that people were lacking the proper concepts to assess the situation. Moreover,
there was a tendency to forego all responsibility for the war: “Wie falsch, die leider oft in
Deutschland zu hörende Schulbubenausrede: Wir haben's nicht getan! Sondern die Kaiser, die
Generäle, die Diplomaten! Natürlich haben wir's getan: wir haben es gewähren lassen…”407
(NIW 1235) Musil was of the opinion that people still had no idea what was going on and
they refused to see their role in it. It would have been a grave mistake, according to him, and
history proved him right, to see the period after the war as a clean break, a new start and
forget about all that had happened. The crisis needed to be worked through:

…kann man denn da einfach wieder zu Bewußtsein erwachen, aufstehen und
weggehen wie nach einem Rausch, das Ganze eine Trunkenheit, eine Psychose,
eine Massensuggestion, ein Blendwerk des Kapitalismus, Nationalismus oder was
immer nennend? – Man kann es ganz gewiss nicht, ohne dadurch ein Erlebnis zu
unterdrücken, das nicht erledigt ist, und gerade dadurch die Ursprünge einer
ungeheuerlichen Hysterie in die Seele der Nation zu senken!408 (NIW 1234)

406

Such a compulsion to repeat more of the same, coming out of a deep frustration and incapacity, is probably
best embodied by the politicians involved in the Belgian government formation.
407
“How false the childish excuse, which is, unfortunately, often heard in Germany: We didn’t do it! The
Emperor, the generals, the diplomats did it! Of course we did it: we let it happen…” (PS 104)
408
“…can we then simply come to our senses again, stand up and walk away as if after a binge, calling the whole
thing just an intoxication, a psychosis, a mass hypnosis, a delusion of capitalism, nationalism, or whatever? We
certainly cannot, without repressing an experience that still has not been assimilated. By repressing it we would
be sinking the foundations of a monstrous hysteria into the soul of the nation.” (PS 103)
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All around him, Musil saw that people once again cultivated the same habits, placing all
their hope on the mystical fetishes of state, nation and race. This was a form of
“‘Überwälzungsidealismus’, der die Würde, die der Mensch für sein persönliches Leben nicht
zu gewinnen vermag, auf dessen Hintergrund überträgt, auf die Rasse, auf seinen Kaiser, auf
einen Verein, auf die Erhabenheit des Sittengesetzes oder sonst eine Tapete.”409 (NIW 1241)
Times of deep social malaise will see the rise of cults, fundamentalisms of all kinds, flagwaving nationalism, personality cults, political parties restoring a feeling of being a nation
with specific innate traits, or, as we call it today, populism. In these essays, Musil fiercely
rejects the nationalist tendencies. He affirms the “die … Internationalität der geistigen
Interessen”410. (NIW 1247) Musil writes in 1921: “Es dürfte nicht viele Menschen geben,
welche, direkt befragt, Nation mit Rasse gleichsetzen würden – alle Welt weiss schliesslich,
dass die Nationen Rassengemische sind…”411 (NIW 1236) He mocks the absurdity of the
rhetoric about national traits: “…es klingt uns heute schon fast natürlich, wenn Bismarck sagt,
‘das Fällen von Bäumen ist kein germanischer, sondern ein slawischer Zug’…”412 (NIW
1237) We have come a long way since 1921, but I do not need to point out that the political
rhetoric anno 2011 is filled with platitudes such as that Greeks or Walloons are lazy and
work-shy, Flemish people are inherently right-wing, wearing one’s baseball cap backwards is
un-French, socialism in un-American, and the list goes on. ‘Democratic’ is a presumed, innate
trait in the ‘West’, a trait which Arabic nations unfortunately lack (I do not need to add that
recent developments have wiped away that cliché). As Musil has succinctly written, if a
certain virtue is regarded to be a national trait, then roasted virtues fly into our mouths and
nobody needs to work on them anymore (NIW 1238, PS 106-107). The artificial creation of
sense of community with specific traits will always go along with the forceful exclusion of
others, which are seen as antithetical to the traits of the community: “Eine unnatürliche
Interessenverknüpfung kann außer durch träges Beharren nur durch gemeinsames Interesse an
der Gewalt gegen andre zusammengehalten warden…”413 (NIW 1244)

409

“transforming idealism that projects the dignity the human being is unable to achieve in his personal life onto
its background: onto the race, the Emperor, a social club, the sublimity of the moral law, or some other such
tapestry.” (PS 109)
410
“internationalism of intellectual interests” (PS 115)
411
“There cannot be many people who, if directly asked, would equate nation with race – everyone knows that
nations are racial mixtures…” (PS 105)
412
“…and today it sounds almost natural for Bismarck to say that ‘the felling of trees is not a Germanic, but
Slavic trait.’” (PS 106)
413
“Aside from passive persistence, an unnatural alliance of interests can be held together only through a
common interest in using force against others.” (PS 112)
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As I have repeatedly pointed out in this dissertation, Musil’s use of the term symptom
cannot be underestimated. What does the choice of this term reveal? The diverse, problematic
and compulsive tendencies Musil describes are symptoms in the sense that they are responses
to an affliction in which modern men and women, Ulrich included, find themselves. More
importantly, what the use of the term symptom indicates, is that it is useless to simply dismiss
or ignore a symptom. A symptom per definition wants to repeat itself, and if a symptom is
repressed it might return in worse forms. As Musil wrote in Die Nation als Ideal und
Wirklichkeit, the symptoms of the times, which led to a war of unimaginable proportions and
the collapse of the empires, should not be seen as belonging to a bygone era, but have to be
worked through. It is in the nature of a symptom that it allows for the working through of
what troubles people.
With Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften, Musil attempted to work through the different
symptoms of the times. ‘Working through’ means exposing the impasse that these symptoms
lead to and finding a way of ‘de-petrifying’ them, of displacing the compulsive repetition of
the same into the exploration of other possibilities. The stalemate of rigid repetition is turned
into a new mobility which allows for trying out different possibilities. It has often been
written that Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften is an experience, rather than a theoretical novel. If
it is an intervention into the times, it is as an experience and not in the form of explicit
commentary. In the novel, the different fetishes of the people are in a sense de-sacralized.
Rather than being sacred fetishes (the state, the nation, the people, the race), they are rendered
profane, allowed to be redefined according to the complexities and needs of the present.
Underlying this view is Musil’s experience of a changing attitude of the modern sciences.
Rather than presuming a certain order or state of affairs (the community with certain traits,
democracy, the nation), whose stability is threatened by external forces, Musil reverses this
attitude. Historical contexts or communities change constantly, and sometimes very abruptly.
A way of ordering (whether this is knowledge, a political structure or public morality) is only
provisional and should be readjusted according to changing contexts. They should always be
open to redefinition and reconsideration, putting them to the test to see which functions best.
A nation, a democratic political system, a community always has to redefine and update itself.
The deadliest thing that can happen to something like a democracy is to presume it
complacently. In a democracy, there should be a constant debate and vigilance on the
democratic nature of the political system, and moreover, a democracy should always be in the
process of revitalizing its principles. Musil observed “das völlige Gewähren lassen gegenüber
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den an der Staatsmaschine stehenden Gruppen von Spezialisten”414 in the period before the
war (HE 233). Today we can see the same gap between the absurdly complex machinations of
the European Union and the people who are supposed to enthusiastically turn up for European
elections.
The Musilian cure is a working through of the compulsive symptoms which are reactions
to the changes and complexities of modern life and the petrified obsession with certain
sacralized or presumed fetishes. Moreover, he hopes to arrive at an expanded flexibility and
experimental sense of possibility, in which different models can be tried out and readjusted in
changing contexts. For Musil, a greater stability can only be achieved with a greater
flexibility, creativity and diversity. But such an ethos will always unveil anxiety-inducing
truths such as the contingency of all orders and communities and the impossibility of a
community to form a coherent, homogenous body.
But, as the different commentaries on the stage adaptation of Der Mann ohne
Eigenschaften already indicated, could such an ambitious aim be achieved by a complex
novel, or any other art form?

4. The novel, still…
Of all the aims and intentions of Musil, probably the hardest one to take seriously for a
contemporary skeptic, is the belief in the potential of a huge, difficult novel to have an impact
on the course of society. We know that Musil belonged to a generation that pushed this belief
to its limits415. Whether it is Musil, Broch, Canetti, Mann or Kafka, there is a desire to take on
the problems of modern life in all their immense complexity in the novel form416. But at the
same time, this generation of writers felt a disillusionment about such an endeavor. Even if
such a novel could be written, it was even more uncertain whether it would actually have an
impact on an audience of readers. Especially the fact that Musil wrote a massive novel which
remained unfinished, and which does not lend itself for catchy, widespread consumption, to
put it mildly, makes the ambition of writing a novel as a cultural intervention rather

414

“the totally laissez-faire attitude toward the teams of specialists running the machinery of the state” (PS 128)
Musil scholar and translator Burton Pike writes: “There would seem to have been in the early
phenomenologists and in Musil an underlying idealism that has since been lost, a belief that in spite of the
increasing solipsism and dehumanizing specialization of modern life there is some sphere or level – one hardly
knows what to call it – in or on which all the conflicting and apparently unrelated fragments, self and world,
feeling and the intellect, science and society, skepticism and belief, could somehow be melded into a coherent,
ethical whole.” (in Bloom, ed., 2005, p.88)
416
In Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften, Arnheim exclaims that: “Es gibt jetzt fast nur noch Schriftsteller und keine
Menschen mehr, die Bücher lessen…” (MoE I 904) “Almost all we have nowadays is writers, and hardly
anyone who reads books anymore…” (MwQ 616)
415
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illusionary. Musil must have felt this himself, since he died, poor, lonely and in exile in
Switzerland, while the Nazi barbarism was at its peak.
We should not forget that the intellectual community in Vienna, before the Nazi onslaught,
was a very closely connected scene. Writers, painters, composers, philosophers, architects,
scientists, politicians, businessmen… they all frequented each other’s homes and met at
coffee houses to engage with each other’s works. Vienna was truly a place where there were
exceptional opportunities for the exposure of one’s work. The smallest paper could indeed
become the focus of consideration and debate, even if it was ignored by the official media.
We have come a long way since the Vienna of 1900. Increasing fragmentation and
atomization of disciplines, an enormous increase in the quantity of works produced and
globalized, commercial marketing mechanisms are very far removed from the Viennese
coffee-houses. The novel has been declared dead and revitalized multiple times. Writers such
as Philip Roth proclaim the end of the novel at every occasion they can. Moreover, a certain
public role of the writer, which Musil ferociously denounced throughout his life, has become
a lot more prominent in our times of mass media communication and marketing: from the
literati running the literary industry to the pseudo-oracles he called Grosschriftsteller. Musil
would be abhorred by the role certain writers love to play in the media. There is hysteria
about Islam? Let’s invite some respected writers to our talk show who can confirm these
generalized sentiments and give them some kind of an intellectual justification. For Musil, the
writer had to go against the grain. The writer had to relentlessly problematize the prevailing
opinions and accepted viewpoints, if he or she had a public role at all.
It is by no means my intention here to lament the present state of the novel, nor to make the
redundant and obvious point that critical and original novels are still produced. What I would
like to point out is that there are several authors today who seem to reflect on the relation of
their novels to society in very Musilian terms417. Moreover, some of these novelists seem to
be particularly successful at evoking public debates with their novels. I will limit myself to
two examples: Milan Kundera and David Grossman.
Milan Kundera explicitly sees his writing as the continuation of the legacy of Musil,
Broch, Kafka, Gombrowicz or Hasek. According to him, these authors try to answer the very
Musilian question: “What possibilities remain for a man in a world where the external
determinants have become so empowering that internal impulses no longer carry weight?”
417

With ‘Musilian’, I simply mean here the novel as an exploration of human possibilities, overcoming a
petrified state. Obviously, there are a lot more aspects of Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften which make Musil’s
writing stand out: from the use of scientific or psychological theories to its remarkable Nachlass with different
possible continuations of the novel.
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(Kundera, 1988, p.26) These novels do not have the task of giving a realistic portrait of
society, but of exploring the different possibilities people have in the face of overbearing
historical change and what Kundera calls the terminal paradoxes of modern life. A character
in a novel is not a realistic portrait, but an experimental character in which existential
possibilities are explored. Such an exploration operates through what Kundera, with his
inclination for musical metaphors, calls novelistic counterpoint. The novel can only explore
tensions which cannot be resolved or come to a conclusion: “A novel examines not reality but
existence. And existence is not what has occurred, existence is the realm of human
possibilities, everything that man can become, everything he’s capable of. Novelists draw up
the map of existence by discovering this or that human possibility. …both the character and
his world must be understood as possibilities.”418 (id., p.43)
For Kundera, the novel as an exploration of possibilities in the form of novelistic
counterpoint has an important role to play in a time which is increasingly characterized by a
reduction, homogenization and easy black and white opinions. Such a state of reduction, in
which mass media plays a detrimental role, is contrary to the spirit of the novel: “The novel’s
spirit is the spirit of complexity. Every novel says to the reader: ‘Things are not as simple as
you think.’ That’s the novel’s eternal truth, but it grows steadily harder to hear amid the din of
easy, quick answers that come faster than the question and block it off.” (id. p.18) Kundera
writes that people want to know whether Anna Karenina was right or wrong, whether Don
Quixote was an idealist or whether he embodied a critique of idealism419. “Both
interpretations are mistaken because they both seek at the novel’s core not an inquiry but a
moral position.” (id. p.7) The strength of the novel is that it questions, problematizes.
A second novelist who uses terms very similar to Musil’s to describe the role of the novel
(although, as opposed to Kundera, without any explicit reference to Musil) is David
418

Kundera goes as far as to say that even if a writer gave a description of society which is wrong, this does not
devaluate the strength of the novel as an exploration of a human possibility: “Broch was, of course, convinced of
the correctness of his historical judgment – that is, convinced that the possibility of the world he was describing
was a possibility come true. But let’s try to imagine that he was mistaken and that parallel to this process of
disintegration another process was at work, a positive development that Broch was unable to see. Would that
make any difference to the value of The Sleepwalkers? No. Because the process of disintegration of values is an
indisputable possibility of the human world.” (Kundera, 1988, p.44)
419
Elizabeth Roudinesco has described a similar reduction in the contemporary intellectual debates: “Has France
become decadent? Are you for Spinoza, Darwin, Galileo, or against? Are you partial to the United States?
Wasn't Heidegger a Nazi? Was Michel Foucault the precursor of Bin Laden, Gilles Deleuze a drug addict,
Jacques Derrida a deconstructed guru? Was Napoleon really so different from Hitler? …
Whom do you prefer; who are the puniest figures, the greatest ones, the most mediocre, the biggest charlatans,
the most criminal? Classify, rank, calculate, measure, put a price on, normalize: this is the absolute nadir of
contemporary interrogation, endlessly imposing itself in the name of a bogus modernity that undermines every
form of critical intelligence grounded in the analysis of the complexity of things and persons.” (Roudinesco,
2008, p.xi)
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Grossman. Grossman has become remarkably successful at becoming a public voice to be
reckoned with, in his country Israel and abroad. In his essays and public lectures, where he
reflects on the value of literature for political problems and the human condition in general,
Grossman expresses views which are surprisingly reminiscent of Musil. He focuses his ethical
reflections first and foremost on the particular context of the situation of Israel and the impact
of persisting violent conflict on the people. According to him, people react to decades of
insecurity and conflict by withdrawing into petrified, fossilized or congealed420 positions. The
spectrum of living is reduced to persisting, surviving. Opinions and affects become
increasingly narrow, entrenched and hardened. Grossman repeatedly uses the metaphors of
petrification, which reduces the spectrum of human possibilities: “…after all this, we may be
very close to becoming like a suit of armor that no longer contains a knight, no longer
contains a human.” (Grossman, 2008, p.48)
Grossman credits literature with the ethical capacity to make people transcend such a
fossilized state, to counter the dehumanization which living in a conflict zone brings along.
He defends the view that literature allows for a form of understanding of other positions, other
perspectives, which takes us beyond our entrenched and affect-encrusted positions: “…the
precision of words and descriptions; the flexibility of thought; the ability and the courage to
occasionally change the point of view in which we are frozen (sometimes fossilized); the deep
and essential understanding that we can – we must – read every human situation from several
different points of view.” (id., p.51-52) Maybe not surprisingly for a writer, Grossman claims
that literature might be more exceptionally suited for this than other media: “…the desire to
know the Other from within him. To feel what it means to be another person. To be able to
touch, if only for a moment, the blaze that burns within another human being. This may be
something we cannot achieve by any other means.” (id., p.36)
The thoughts I have cited so far are still fairly straightforward ethical reflections, which
probably can be heard from many writers. It becomes more interesting when Grossman gives
literature the capacity to explore different possibilities, to move beyond the petrified situation
and to face other and better ways of living. Instead of more of the same, such a ‘sense of
possibilities’, as one could call it, opens up different possible futures: “I write and the world
does not close in on me. It does not grow smaller. It moves in the direction of what is open,
future, possible… I feel the many possibilities that exist in every human situation, and I feel
my capacity to choose among them.” (id., p.65) Being a writer has made Grossman aware of

420

‘Congealed’ was the word he used during his public lecture in Leuven on 09/05/10.
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the many possibilities that exist within him: “I will add that I often feel that writing has shown
me the enormous effort I continuously make, often unconsciously, to resist falling apart into
all the possibilities, all the many characters and entities, all the qualities and urges and
instincts that act within me, well suppressed yet still pulling me constantly in all directions.”
(id., p.35) Recalling Musil’s views on living essayistically, or Ulrich’s statement that we
should live like characters in a novel, Grossman writes that the ‘literary approach’ aims at
nothing else but the redefining of humanity in the face of dehumanization: “This approach to
ourselves, to the enemy, to the entire conflict, and to our lives within it, an approach I have
broadly termed ‘the literary approach,’ is to me, more than anything, an act of redefining
ourselves as human beings in a situation whose essence and methodology consist entirely of
dehumanization.” (id., p.57)
Where Grossman differs from Musil, or Kundera for that matter, is that Grossman seems to
credit the capacity to move beyond entrenched viewpoints and to explore different
possibilities to writing or literature as such. He claims this process already begins as soon as
he takes a pen in hand or puts his fingers on a keyboard and writes (id., p.68). Maybe it is a
form of modesty of Grossman not to distinguish between his writing talent and the writings of
others, but he seems to speak about writing or literature in the most general sense. Musil, or
Kundera, would by no means say that any form of literature could achieve such ambitious
aims. Literature as an ethical exploration of possibilities will require a thorough reflection on
the form of the novel. Only a particular style of novel will be able to achieve this. Musil
pushed the form of the novel to such extremes that one could question whether Der Mann
ohne Eigenschaften, as un unclassifiable work with an entire Nachlass of remaining fragments
and possible continuations, could be called a novel at all.
Cassiers is right when he says that Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften will not resolve a
political impasse. Nor will writing as such, as Grossman claims. But what we can learn from
these artists is that the artistic problematization of a petrified situation and the exploration of
other possibilities, along with a continuous experimentation of the forms that would be best
suited for such aims, remains a powerful tool that can shake up complacency and lethargy.
Especially in times of profound historical changes and the predictable anxious, atavistic
reactions to such times of political confusion, such art works could help people to find a way
out of an entrenched state, characterized by frustrated incomprehension, conservative reflexes
and the compulsion to repeat actions which have proven to be inadequate.
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